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RINCE ALBERT
the national joy smoke

THE braves who have

gone to the Happy
Hunting Grounds haven't

anything on the wisenheimers of this world who

are next to the joys of
smoking Prince Albert.
Get your heavenly smoke

NOW. The bite is taken
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Efficiency's First Aid

-Good Light

" You're working in the dark!" said a Western plant
manager to his friend who had asked him to visit the
latter's publishing offices in an Eastern Ohio town.
"How do you make that out?" asked the publish-

ing man with a little

astonishment.

electricity here for five years."

" We've had

"That may be," said the Western man. "And

I don't mean that you can't see your hand before your
face. But you haven't really emerged from the dark
age. Honest, have you changed your lighting arrangements in those five years?"
The publishing man admitted that he hadn't.

"I thought so," said his frank visitor. "They

were pretty poor to begin with, and they're entirely out
of date. They're out of date because we're living in an
age of really good light. More than half of your floor
space is gloomy, partly because you use old-fashioned

lamps-the Edison Mazda gives three times as much
light with the same amount of electricity that is used

in these ordinary cabron lamps-and partly because they
are not placed to advantage. You're handicapping your-

self and your entire force. You're putting a check on

your office efficiency, which is bad business and you're
wasting money on old methods which is bad business

and we do it with fully fifty percent. more comfort.
I'm a light enthusiast from now on."

This incident reflects an experience in a certain type

of business, but there is no sort of business to which
the out -spoken philosophy that stirred this particular
manager might not apply with equal force. For manufacturer and merchant, banker, broker or business man
anywhere, good light is a basic business factor.
Good light is good business. It brings people into

a store, for example, and helps sell goods to those
people. It helps the display of goods, and it affects

not only customers but the selling force.
It affects equally the brain output and the physical
output of every sort of business. It raises the percentage
of sheer efficiency in every unit of a force, whether it is
a small office force of a dozen or a large force of a thousand. That percentage of increase in efficiency would
be considered highly important in a group of machines.
It is even more so in a group of men or women.
Perhaps you have realized this fact in your business
without guessing exactly how the thing might be worked
out to meet your special needs and opportunities. It is
possible that you have not ascertained the cheapness
and facility of modern wiring-that you may not know
of the growing cheapness of electric light itself.

again. Good light is a big factor-it's efficiency's first
These are matters which an electrical engineer knows,
aid. It would be worth all it costs even it it cost a
lot of money. And yet it's cheaper than ever it was- and can lay before you.
The electrical expert will tell you about the Edison
been going down in price while the cost of everything
Mazda lamp. He will show you the comfort-for you
else has beed going up."
personally and for your force-and-he will
The result of this plain talk was that the
The Guarantee show you the real economy that lies in
publishing man got into communication with
of
Excellence
on
modern ways of lighting.
the local lightingcompany next day, and found
himself keenly interested in the plans laid out

electric power and light company, or any
General Electric Company's agent in your

Seven months later when he saw his friend
again he declared: "You put it bluntly about
my lighting, but you saved me money. My

vicinity. You will find them more than glad
to co-operate with you, and no matter how

system now costs me no more, and you

wouldn't know the place as it is now. It has

I

put snap into all our work-I think we turn
out fully thirty percent. more than we did,

Take up the matter today with your

Goods Electrical

by the electrical engineer whocal led to see him.

rat

complex your problem may be, they have
at their command the service of any part of
our organization that may be most helpful
to them and to you.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Largest Electrical Manufacturer
in the World

San Francisco, Cal.
New Orleans, La.
St. Louis, Mo.
New York, N. Y.
Schenectady N. Y.
Omaha, Neb.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Seattle, W ashl
Philadelphia, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Spokane, Wash.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Joplin, Dl o.
Springfield. Mass.
Memphis. Tenn.
Portland, Ore.
S racuse N. Y.
Kansas City, Mo.' Milwaukee, Wis . Providence. R. L
DetroitMich.oragt. Keokuk, Iowa
Minneapolis. M inn. Richmond, Va.
Toledo.ohio
Washington, D. C.
Elmira. N. Y.
Knoxville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn.
Charlotte, N. C.
Rochester, N. Y.
Los Angeles,Cal. New Haven, Conn. Salt Lake City, Utah Youngstown, Ohio
Chattanooga, Tenn. Erie, Pa

tlanta, Ga.
altimore.Md.
irminIrham, Ala.
ise, Idaho
oston. Mass.
Buffalo. N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston W. Va.

Chicago, El.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Davenport. Iowa
Dayton, Ohio
Denver,Colo. toe

Hartford, Conn.

Louisville, Ky.
Madison, Wis.
Matoon, Ill.

i

For Texas, Oklahoma and Miaow business refer to Southwest Genera!Electric'Co.,( formerly Hobson Electric Co. i-Dallas, El Paso, Houston and OklahomaChy
For Canadian business refer to Canadian General Electric Compaq., Ls'd, Toronto, Oat
41st
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A Course of Lessons in

Drugless Healing
(Meehan*.Therapy)

FREENot a cent to pay,

either now or

later-

no obligation; just your simple request
by return mail without cost.

brings you thisvaluvble course of 62 lessons

IF YOU WANT TO EARN

$2,500 TO 12,000 A YEAR- if you want an established

profession that is remarkably profitable-then sand for
the free course and see what Drugless Healing has to

offer you. Hundreds of successful graduates demonstrate the wonderful efficiency of our methods.

REMEMBER-This Offer Is Limited!
Write NOW for FREE Course of Lessons. Get
the facts. Send postal or letter RIuhT AWAY

124.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MECHANO-Ti HERAPY
Dept.'s 17

81 W. Randolph St.

Chicago, Ill.

Do You Like to Draw?

That's all we want to know

SHORTHAND cs,:
onWlyethirty days guarantee learñ ñ pare time inmyourtown
home, no matter where yen live. No need to spend months

as with old systems Boyd's Syllabic System is easy to
learn-easy to write-easy to road. Simple. Practical.
Speedy, bare. No ruled linos-no poeitians-no shading
as in other systems. No long lists of word signs to confuse. Only nine characters to learn and you have the entire English language at your absolute command. The
best system for stenographers, private secretaries, newspaper reporters and railroad men. Lawyers, ministers.
teachers, physicians, literary folk sod business men and
women may now learn shorthand for their own use. Does
not take continual daily practice as with other Bvetcros.
Our graduates hold high grade positions everywkure.
-nd to -day for booklets, testimonials etc.
CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

649 Chicago Opeta House Block ,Chicago, Ill.

Earn $3000 to $5000 a Year

As a Doctor of

We will not give you any grand
prize or a lot of free stuff if you answer this ad. Nor do we claim to make

IN30DAYS

.4

nCIIIIROPRACTIC

you rich in a week. But if you are

Easily _earn

anxious to develop your talent with a

ing-prefer it to medicine. Hence there is a

successful cartoonist, so you can make
money, send a copy of this picture with 6

cents in stamps forportfolioof Cartoons and sample lesson plate and
let us explain.

THE W. L. EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
825 Leader Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Artist De Ball of this Magazine was a former pupil.
are alELECTRICAL men with training
Electricity,The
ways In demand.

havii.g

at Home and in Class

Millions of people believe in drugless heal-

constantly broaden:^_g field everywhere for
Doctors of Chiropractic.
The New Drugless Scie.ee of Spiral Adiustment
Capitalize your opens t

National School of Cbjlopnrtic, Dept. 16

trained over 2000 young men

Elect`'''ENGINEERING
including Mathematics, Steam and Gas En -

gines, t:echan:cal Drawing, Shop Work, and

Theoretical and Practical Electricity, In all
branches. StuCenfs corsttuct dynamos, install wiring and test efficiency of electrical
machinery. Course, with diploma, complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited time.
24th.

Slot ye"r oeens Sept.
Catalcgue on request. 12 Takom. Ave., Washington, D. C.

FREE BOOK ON MOTORING
ANEW OF TEACHING
BY MAIL
wits
DYNE'S

Explains how we can start YOU in the
Auto Business as Repairman, Chauffeur, Salesman or Auto Mechanician
wit Dyke's New Idea Woe! -log Model

'WORKING MODELS: System of teaching by mail and our
new idea Employment Plan. Let us
TS.tAiilkiNS,tn.
toll you the names of some of our
students and the a-laries the- are drawing ted-v-more than you
are making. Don't miss It-Send for Booklet NOWI
DYKE'S SCHOOL OF MOTORING. Box 2, Roe Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

1553 W. Madison St- Chicago

BIG PAY for drawing cartoons
and comics. Mysys-

in the past 20 years in the fundamentals of Applied

ells", Electrical Salmon, waft its well-equipped shops and laoratories, is peculiarly well qualified to give a condensed course in

by learningth is pro- ' r

Stable profession. Simpliled course, profusely illtta
trated,alsol4 big free charts, and a spinal column- '
makes study fascinating, easy to grasp. Your fees i
quickly pay for course. Your chance for financial
independence, profoutional and social recognition.
Write for FREE sample lessons, ilus`rated catalog,.i,_.
names and addresses of successful graslrates.

DRA
xüu

teln teaches beginners positively,
practically. Low cost. Easy terms.
Full details and samnle, Sc.
T. HAMILTON, Box 361, Chicago

STAMMER

attend no stammering school till you get my large
FREE book and special rate. Largest and best school
In the world curing by natural Method. Welts today.
ilsrth-MWem sdml 1v hkeasnas, kg., 952 Hain., Milwaukee, Si.

COPY
THIS SKETCH
and let me see what you can do with It. Ycu can

earn $20.00 to $120.00 or snore pet week, as illustrator

or cartoonist. My practical system of personal indi.

vidual lessons by mail will develop your talent
Fifteen years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.
Send me your sketch of President Wilson with ec

in stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate. also
collection of drawings showing possibilities for YOU.

illustrating
The Landon School of
and Cartooning

1451 Schofield Building, Cleveland, O.

THE OLDEST AND BEST

Automobile School

Incorporated for $10,000.00. The largest, best equipped and
MOST RELIABLE automobile school in the country. Unlimited

practical instruction on everything pertaining to automobiles.
We guarantee to make a chauffeur, repairman, tester, salesman and demonstrator o, t of you in a short time or we will Refund Your Money. We have
arranged with several of Detroit's largest factories to employ our graduates.
COME TO DETROIT, the "Automobile Center," and Learn the Business
67 out of every 100 altos la the country are made in Detroit's 35 auto factories
ADDRESS DEPARTMENT PE

We have successful graduates in
nearly every State in the Union.

MICHIGAN STATE AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
1 1_17 Selden Ave., Near Woodward, DETROIT

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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HY, NOT BE AN ARTIST?

DRAFTI N

TUDY drawing at home under Expert Faculty.
so We have successful students in every part of
Students arelrlting high salaried positions. 14 years
successful teaching. Endorsed by high authorities.
18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative Drawing,
Teacherá Normal and Applied Art. Profit orCulture.

the world. Turn your Talent Into money. Oar

Ba,HalaeoMe

ART

ertaural

Good

Thoroughly Equlpped Residence School
Artist's Outfit FREE to Emoted Students

yf.A11B00K

Bi

Positions

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART, 776Appiied Art Bldg.,Batile creeli,Mieh

EMPLOYMENT for LIFE

11 9 IIIIIII I

At a salary ranging from $800 to $1800 is what your
Uncle Sam will pay you yearly if you work for him.

Sounds good, doesn't it? You will have to pass a
Civil Service Examination to get a job-but that is
easy. Mr. Patterson, former U. S. Civil Service
Secretary -Examiner, will tell you how. Write Mr.
Patterson today, in care of

j

PATTERSON CIVIL SERVICE SCHOOL
The School with a Record for Making Good

Do It Now Box 1711 ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Salaries
$151111,1W11

to Home Study Students

Here's Your Chance

.`-:. .,. /

Go Alter the Big Job
Draftsmen are in constant de-

mand and receive big salaries.
Don't be content to receive a paltry
salary when a little ambition and study

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT

YOU can qualify for a good position.

in the shortest possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic
Transmitter combined with standard key
e
sounder. Sends you telegraph mesits and
sages at any speed just as an expert operator would. Five styles, $2 up; circular free.
OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.

will quickly multiply your income.

Mechanical, Structural and Architectural
Drafting and Design, Contractor's Courses, etc.

39 H Cortlandt Street- New York

Chicago Technical College

We
Have Paid Thousands of Do Iara
to Amateur Song Writer*. You may be able to

Day and Evening Classes.

Home Study Courses.

Gives thorough courses, full or partial. Students study blue
prints of buildings and machinery actually being constructed.
Your work approved by leading Chicago architects and engineers. Correspondence courses in these subjects taught by
the same experienced instructors. Low tuition, easy payments. Free employment bureau. Mention course desired
and state whether you would attend the college or take
home study work.

write a steady seller and share in future profits.
We
Send us your poems or melodies for only
armorsú
Original square deal oiler. Acceptublieh,
ance guaranteed if available
advertise, secure
by Largest, Most Succopyright in your name
and pay you 60 per cent of
cessful Music
if successful. Past exPublishers
perience
*profits
of the
from delightedd one of
kind.
Don't delay --write today for a"bocri don to our

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLECEChicago, 111.

big Song Writer's Magazine --valuable illustrated book

1013 Lake View Building

on gong writing and examination of your work FREE.

3UGDALECO.,105I Dug dale Bldg.. Washington,D.C,

GOVIJOBS OPEN
FALL EXAMINATIONS EVERYWHERE

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Clerks in Government Departments at Washington,
The Pathway to Plenty
Dept. W 111 Rochester, N.Y.
D. C., City Mail Carriers, Postal Clerks
The coupon, filled out ae directed, entitle. the sender
to tree specimen questions: free copy ofour copyrifihted

$800 TO $1,800 A YEAR,

FOR LIFER

Rapid ndtap_ement to higher Government Positions. "No lay-offs"
Rapid
because of SrRISIS, FINANCIAL FLURRIES or the WHIMS OF
SOME PETTY BUSS. THE POSITION 1S YOURS FOR LIFE.
.Country residents and city residents stand the same chance for immediate
appointment.

Common-sense education sufficient.

Political influence

REQUIRED.
Write immediately for schedule shooing the places and dates of the
Fall examinations. Don't delay. Every tine you lose means the loss of
so much coaching before the rapidly approaching examinations.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE Dept. W Ill Rochester, N.Y

book,

COUPON
Customs Positions

Rural Mall Carrier 1651 to $1100
..Bookkeeper
5500 to *1500

a new, easy and fascinating way to earn
money in your spare time. Plot all that is

required. Literary training or style not necessary.
Easily learned. Big and growing demand.

Producers Pay $25.00 to $100.00 Each

Our short, fascinating course will teach you to turn your
ideas into dollar,. Our illustrated catalogue tells all about it. It is FREE.

Authors' Motion Picture School, Box 130R, Chicago

EARN
TELEGRAPH
Morse or Wireless. Also superior Station Agency
.ply.

Splendid opportunities. Demand greater than
Graduates assisted. We own and exclusively

ipy two large modem buildings equipped with R. R.
mi Western Union Wires and Complete 53000.00 Marconi

Wireless Station. Oldest and largest school-est. 39 years.
Investment $20,000. Endorsed by Railroad, Wireless and
Western Union Officials. Expert, practical teachers.
Living expenses limy be earned. Tuition low. Easy payments. Catalog Free.
Dodge's Telegraph, Railway & Wireless Institute

21st Street

Valparaiso, Ind.

full

Address

Use this L,f reyoo

LEARN

ro

*SOo to 7513001

Internal Het enue 1$;10 to $1500
1551H1 to $16001
Stenographer
Clerk in the Department.
at Washington

Casndlen Government Positions.just

Name

LEARN TO WRITE PÑOTOPLAYS
Writing Motion Picture Plays offers

Government a andone and How o Obtain Them

list of positions obtainable and to consideration for FREE Coach -

fns for examination bare checked
Railway Mail Clerk *900 to$1M11O
. l'osloMre Clerk
MOO to elm
NOT 1osto/MOOre
Carrier $M to $1200

I$s00 to $15001

Writs Pleri,,iy.

w Ill

pAINsftOWCArnS

, jG

NS
7 a

I'll teach you
personally by mail.

14 y rs.' successful teaching.

Big field for men and women.
Thousands of merchants need sale cards.
price cards, window cards, sign boards, cloth banner

signs and store cards. Field is unlimited. You can

EARN $18.00 TO $35.00 A WEEK
Crawford, B. C. writes, "Earned 8200.00 while taking course."
Earn
while you learn. Do ract ice work at reduced prices.
Frietzner, Mimi., writes, "Did job recently; got $10.00, profit
87.05." Did this after only one lesson. Write today toe catalog, samples, etc, Detropit School of Lettering
CHAS. J. STRONG,Founder
Detroit, Mich.
Dept. 910

For our Mutual Advantage Mention Popular E le-etrlcity when writing to Advertisers.
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Lecome an

Be an Expert

izzl

0-Draftsman

Yes, on this great offer you can learn

positions at big pay are open to competent
Electrical Engineers, Draftsmen, Designers,
Installers and Repairmen.
If you are thinking of studying any branch
of electricity you positively must

Drafting and Designing at home

-during your spare moments. I now
offer you a tremendous opportunity to

Write For Our Free 64 -page Book

enter this interesting and profitable line

i re order to be informed about the best school. This
great school is C,lartcred by the State of 1Visconsin
and for ten years has been preparing thousands of
Young men to hold Lnepositlonset big salaries w ith

Never before have salaries been

so high-never before such opportunities
for advancement.

large electrical manufacturing companies, tete
graph, telephone, street railway and electric
lighting companies. Only an ordinary education is necessary end we help you earn part of
your Ivey through school Write NOW for
particulars and Bíá 64 -page book. It's free.

Send the Free Coupon

at once for my book,"The Road to Success," and full particulars of this limited

free offer.

School of Enjineering of Milwaukee
"The School that Graduates Experts"

Limited
Free Offer
If you enroll now I will give you a Tuition

161-171 Michigan St.,

kee'saveat
c
l.lfnrc

e Key to Success
Stop

FREE!

Forgetting

Increase Your Efficiency

If you will enroll within the next 30 days, I

Thegreat secretof businessand social success
is the ability to remember. I can make your
mind an infallible classified index from which
you can instantly select thoughts, facts, figures, names, faces, arguments. I will enable
youtoconcentrate,developselfcontrol,overcomesethconsdousness. bashfulness, think
onyour feet and intelligent! y address an audience without notes. My method is easy, clear,
s imple,infallible. It is not a theory,but scientific and practical endorsed by such notables
as Elbert I3ubbar,, Prof. Swing, etc. It is the
result of 20 years experience in developing

will give you absolutely free a magnificent
set of Drawing Instruments, valued at $17.50
-handy size, leather bound pocket case.
GUARANTEE

$125.00 to $200.00

a Month For You

ing $75 to $20oa

right away as an expert

a position pay-

month, Em-

ployment Bureau open free
to students.

That's what you can earn

Prof.

Draftsman and Designer.

Henry
Daimon,
Principal

My graduates are all making
good. Go into business for
yourself and earn $2500 to $5000 a year.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Yes, mail coupon or postal at once for my Free Book.
U I I l I i I I i.
The Road to Success," and free particulars of my limited free offer. No obi i- 41:4
gations on your part. Everything os
FREE
free
COUPON
tto youñntage
Take
of this
Chief Engineer
tunity today. Send con- %O.
pon or postal immedi. OS Room 517, Engineering

offer.

,,Address

GO INTO riaE

MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS
Write For
FREE Cata!ag

National Moving Picture Co.
Dept. p,E, Ellsworth Bldg., Cheat.. Ill.

MOM

DETECTIVES

I TRAIN 'YOU BY MAIL

M`:
.

Easy Payment Flan
Make$2O to $50 nper
i ht
With our ilfovfnp Pie'see Outfit
11e sell everything-Films, too.

Send everything free and prepaid.

............

tow to obtain FREE copy of my book How To
Speak in Public."

Dickson School of Memory, 929 Auditorium bldg., Chicago, Ill.

Chico, Ill.
40
Chief Engineer, Room A%
Dear Sir-iWithout any obliga 517. Engineering or tions on my part, send me your
Bldg., Chicago, it book, "The Road to Success," and
%S
III.
full particulars of your limited free
Name

I want to
b ok liHow Tun, Rue mbart" d y toi c
ofeºy
Vmemories-over 50,000 students.tyyu

'''1

S

Div. 21

Milwaukee. Win.

The School of Engineering
of Milwaukeeisloated
in one of Milwau-

Credit, valued at $85.00. Just think of it!
On this offer you save exactly $85,00. Your
expense will be only nominal. I want to supply the increasing demand for expert Draftsmen-hence this liberal offer. I will instruct
you personally-give you the actual and practical work to do at home -fit you to fill the
best positions. But you must send coupon
immediately.

I guarantee to
instruct y o u
until placed in

Enineer

There are more and greater
opportunities for trained young
men in the electrical field than in
any other profession. Thousands cf

AT HOM

of work.

Electrical

FRANCIS

RENO

and than create for you opportunities to earn $xoo

to $300 a month, also rewards. Fascinatingchance to travel or work in your own community. My
experience handling many famous cases ,cakes my per-

sonal instructions very practical. Men or women. Write
now for full details sent in Plain Sealed Envelope FREE.

Mr. Francis Reno, 1504 Marquette Bldg., Chicago Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mnkion Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Are the BEST PAID Class of Men In the World

We will teach you to be a high grade Salesman in eight weeks
by mail and assure you definite *Hereof positions from many
reliable firms who will give you an opportunity to earn more

moneythanyoueverbefore dreamed possi We, while you are learning.

No former experience required. Thousands of leading firms desire
to employ our Trained Salesmen and we cannot supply the demand

for our students. Write today for particulars, large list of good

openings and testimonials from hundreds of men recently placed
in good positions where they are earning from two to ten times as
much money as they formerly did.Address(nearest office) Dept,127.
NATIONAL SALESMEN'S TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Kansas City
Chicago,
New YorSan Francisco

,

STANDARDIZED
SHORTHAND
Success Shorthand Taught by Experte
Shorthand Reporters h;.,.r,, inelght S'e:ut
arsth

1ligh Class Stenographers. World's
Recommended by leading American
in ep, tei.. It i. !![l.] , nnin, spee.ly, practical and reliable for
beginners or stenographers who desire further advancement. Satisfaction guaranteed or money hack Individual mail instruction by expert
reporters.

11 -rile it oncef free ea/aiog.

Success Shorthand School, Saito 910, Schiller Edo. Chicago, Ill

Eat Your Way to Health
Quit Drugs and Dope. Try Nature's Way. You can't
beat It for constipation, biliousness. Indigestion, etc.
Eat with your regular meal a little of
TYLER'S MACERATED WHEAT

It will giveyoa new life and energy. In nature's
way it will make you so healthy you will have
no use for drugs, pills, etc. Tyler's Macerated
Wheat la a wonderful corrective fad for the
whole body. It will aid digestion and give you
a natural appetite.

$ 1352 Signal Engineer's Outfit
Yes, absolutely free. We give everyone of
our students this complete Signal Engineer's

outfit, absolutely free. Operates just like a
railroad system. Set up the srr-gnals yourself.
Do the actual work. Gives you the practical
experience that enables you to get the big job.
All free to our students. Don't send a penny.

Wrik today.

Be a Signal Engineer
Thousands of positions open. In no other
profession are there such exceptional oppor-

tunities. Big money is being paid. We must have more
men. Great special offer now being made to induce you
away.
Engineering
to start
study
Send the free coupon for full particulars.

$2500 A YEAR

is the ordinary salary for a Signal Engineer.
Hundreds making more. You can hold down

Send 2e stamp for Food Book and Health Guide or send
26c for 12 or. can of the Food and Book postpaid. write toaay.

Byron Tyler, Food Specialist, 98 Syndicate Bldg., Kansas City, Mo

CUT
THIS
OUT

FREE

MAIL
TODAY

one of these jobs. Hundreds of positions now open.
We give you the practical instruction. The kind that
the railroads are demanding.
The most fascinating profession in the world. Travel from
coast to coast without it cost- Send in the free couing you a penny. Get two pon at once. Great
weeks' vacation on pay every
special offer now
year. Even before you have being made. But you
must hurry! Free
completed your studies you outfit
and complete
can et a position under a Sigcourse of instruction
nal Engineer, paying from $75
on
a
remarkable
to $175 a month. Send the
offer. Send Satire* exam.
free coupon.

Special

Send the Free Coupon for Big
New
Book liamepand your
dress on the free coupon and send

f

F

-

Book Coupon
in to us at once. Absolutely no
obligations of any kind. We
DEPARTMENT
OF
DEPARTMENT
will send you absolutely free 1
and prepaid the big new SigCasa LI G,Des 1401.

I

nal book. Tells you all about

SI493

GENTLEMEN:
the most fascinating of proPlease send me absolutely
fessions-Signal Engineer- 41 free
and prepaid our big
ing. Tells how you can
new Signal Book. Also full
become a Signal En-

NATIONAL AUTO SCHOOL
June & Reading Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Gentlemen:-Send free booklet telling how I can become
an Expert Chauffeur or Repairman and be placed, at once,
in a GOOD -PAYING position.

.. a. to

Name

-

gineer at home-during I special
Just fill out the fre,coupon and send it to
u, at once.
DEPARTMENT OF
SIGNALING
Beek 1407

Address

Pay you to cut alit out and MAIL TODAY

493 Cass St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

/

greatr

freef outfit offer.
sume no obligations of any kind.

distinctly understood that I as -

your spare time by
mail. Do not delay.

/ Name
Address

, Age
Occupation

For our Mutual .tdvantnge mention Popular laeetrieity achell s.ritine- to Ads-ertigera.
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This Book Will

t.-~etrorYuw-t7QA.zrAt~..ults-saF>rni
tX'TOHIR 1913
I'RIft.27(ISIS

Teach You
Practical
Electricity

ea..CtICAL

ELECTRICI'fY

...-:u 'wr.

Twenty chapters of plain. accur-

ate, compact facts about electricity. Written in an easily understood style, it carries you from the fundamentdprinciples to where you understand the designing, operation and care of a dynamo or motor. It is

OUTING

jjrJJ

What Makes a Foot

t

By Herbert Reed

As Good as a School

The Fountain of

for It contains questions and answers on each chapter that

Youth

enable you to examine yourself and fix each subject in
your mind as you go along. It tells all about wiring, batteries, lightingsystems, and in fact every needful point in
practical electricity. It contains one chapter on electrio
automobiles, their construction, care and operation.

By Charles T. Jackson
W

Thousands have found it indispensable as

Hunting

A Handbook for Practical Men
-The tables, rules and formulas it contains are invaluable. It has a dictionary of 1500 electrical terms. No
one can stump you if you have this book. 96,000 copies

sold.

Ball

Player?

s

with the
Huicho!es

P10

Price $2.00 per Copy

and it's sold to you on a money -bock guarantee. Send
$2.00 for your copy today with privilege of examination
and return if not fully satisfied.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS

4732 St. Clair Ave., N. E.
Cleveland, O.

y9331"it Ouw

u blishnCu). OHTtN6

Armatures and Field wound-tam m stators ti!irsI

FREE-Send for This
Large Illustrated Catalogue of

ELECTRICAL II
ENGINEERING

Three years' course of 48

weeks each-full stand aatasre

Ouo
course.trained

are

t

yradu-

fillr

big

paying positions.
Actual shop work: finely equipped electrical laboratory
and repair shops. Special short course of one year's length,
Rub -Freshmen Course for those not ready for college work.
Aid given ambitious students. Low tuition and living roots.
Almost any subject taught by maul. For catalogue address
George P. Magill, Pres., Highland Park College, Des Moines, la.

HOME»STUDY Books

I will send -as long as they last-my 25c Book

Strong
Arms
For lOc in stamps or coin

ON

Electricity, Engineering, Carpentry,

Illustrated with So full -page, half -tone cuts,
showing exercises that will quickly develop,
beautify, and gain great strength in your shoulders. arms and hands, without any apparatus.

Building, Painting, Business
Check the subjects you are interested in

Prof. Anthony Barker

and mail it with your name and address.

1291 Barker Bldg., 110 W. 42d St.. New York

We will send full particulars by return mail.
-, Eleetriral Engineering
...,Elea. Light and Power Supt.
,,,,Electrical Wiring
,,,,Telephone Expert
,,..Areallent
.. . .Rnildlag Contractor

.... Arehiteetural tlrafumaa
,,,,Ponerete Engineer
Mechanical Draftemu
,,,,Steam Engineer
,,,.Stationary Engineer

BE A BANKER

....Gas Engine Engineer
,.,.Automobile Mechanician
,,,, Hsokkeeper

Learn a profession at home that will give you standing and independence. Splendid opportunities. Pleasant work, short
hours, all holidays off, yearly vacation with pay, good salary.
Diploma in sin months. Catalog tree. Edgar C. Alkorn, Pres.

....Plumber
__Mason and Bricklayer
Carpes ter
.... Paister, Signs and Card Writing
Letter Writing
,, Railroading
__Motorman

YSSICAN SCHOOL OF BANKING, 139 McLean Bld-, Columbus, Ohio

LEA P,NWATCHN1AI !NG ,i, ENGR-AVING.
Earn while learning. Most practical watch school. Individual instructions. Graduates in great demand. Book tree.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING

65 E. Van Berea Street

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
D 10-1325 Michigan Ave.

Chicago

TEACH
BY MAIL
WRITE FOR MY FREE BOOK
"HOW TO BECOME A GOOD PENMAN"
and beautiful specimens. Your mime elegantly

CHICAGO, ILL.
td.tY.

written on a card ff you enclose stamp.

Write

Address F. W. Tamblyn, 437 Meyer Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Wanted
Meter Engineers
We have got
to find more

`

111cter Engineers
somewhere. Dur-

Expert Electricians
Make Big Money

You can learn all branches of electricity at

this school-and you will learn them BY

DOING the actual work, step by step, personally guided and coached.
The opportunities open to men who understand electricity and have had technical training
cannot be exaggerated. There is no limit as
to how high you can climb if you have learned
electricity 'at this school.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR OUR FREE
CATALOG, or come in and inspect the
school at your earliest convenience.

The New York Electrical School
40 West 17th

New York

NEW
BOOK FOR YOU
"\lechanie;tl \World" Electrical Pocket Book for till a

Knowledge is power-here's/cal power for you-accurate.
up-to-date information-data, notes. rules, tables, etc.that you need every day in your business. A bout. 300 pages.
cloth bound, pocket size. Send SSe. plus Se. for postage.

NORMAN, REMINGTON & CO.
BALTIMORE. MD.
310 N. Charles Street

Learn Automobile Driving and Repairing

We give you driving lessons and teach you all the technical
parts to prepare you or a good paying position. Write
for Booklet E. Day and Evening Class.

Northwestern Motor Institute, 228-230-232 Wiseoesm St., Milwaukee, Wis.

EARN JEWELRY ENGRAVING
in your own home. Earn $20.00 to $50.00 weekly. Personal instruclions. Write for free booklet.
CHICAGO ENGRAVING SCHOOL. 614 Athenaeum Building. Chicago

Dr. Hall's new arad complete booth of

SEXUAL

KNOWLEDGE
By Winfield Scott Hall, Ph.D., M.D.
Unnamed; 320 pag.s; only $1.00)
la Different From All Other Sex Books ;
Tells All About Sex Matters; what young

wen and women and all others need to know
what parents and teachers should tell children;
tells young wives how to prepare for motherhood,

New Book All

ing the coming

year over b00,G00
new meters are going to be installed.

If you are ambitious we will train you-in your own homeduring your spare time to become a competent
Meter Engineer. Send the free coupon.

Salary $125 to
$225 Per Month

Meter Engineering is one of the best

paying professions in the electrical industry.
We can show you hundreds of men who are

making better than $3,000 a year. Here is
your chalice to get the practical instruction
right in your own home. You get a diploma
and can become a full-fledged Meter Engineer without giving up the job you now
hold. Then you get the big job-the fat pay
envelope.

Write today.

The New Profession
The profession of Electrical Meter Engineering is now in its infancy. It is calling for
men. The Electric Lighting Stations
must have Meter Engineers. Thousands of positions are now open.
Meter Enginecrs are now soscarce
that the Electric Lighting Stations are willing to pay huge sums

for competent men. YOU can get
into the profession. It is calling
you. Write at once fur fullparticulnrs of this special offer.

Send the

special reduced

price offer in order

to induce men to
start the study of
Meter Engineer-

ing right away.
Send the Coupon.

Free Coupon

it in at once. We
will send you absolutely free and

prepaid our big new book on Meter
Y
Engineering. Tells you about the
we iderful opportunities you will
Ft. Wayne CorrespondenceSchool
have in the New Profession.
Explains exactly how you can I
Dept, 6407 , FL Wayne, Ind.
study at home during your
spare time and get your Gentlemen:-Please semi me
diploma. Absolutely no ob- ;absolutely free and prepaid
ligations of any kind
our new book on Meter En getting this book. Send ; iyleering. Also tell me about
your name and address your
R
great special offer. It is die-

Book Coupon

in

on free coupon or let-

ter or postal card.
But send today.

happiness in marriage; "secrets" of manhood

pondence School °

Mailed under plate wrapper for only $1.00, postpaid.
Dept. M-4, Perry Bldg., Phila., Pa.

For alimited time
we are making a

coupon and send

Ft. Wayne Correo-

latest researches of Medical Science, In relation to

Special Offer

put ut your nameandaddressoil the

Plain Truths of Sex Life according to the

Need to Read and womanhood; sexual abuses; diseases, etc.
Scientific Sexual Truths in Plain Language.

7

Dept 1407
Fl.Wayne, Ind

tinetly understood that I assume

no obligations of any kind.

Na
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Efficient

depends on
appropriate meals

My efficiency system of eating is easy to learn. The foods In ordinary daily use
are classified according to their effects on the body, the brain and nerves, the liver,
the s'.:in, etc. Rules are given for guidance in quantities, combination and selection
of meals according to age, occupation, symptoms, environment, etc. Meals producing or aggravating various diseases are also indicated.
THE NAMES OF A FEW MEALS
Strong Digestible Brainy Meal
Laxative Meal
Solvent Meal
Weak Digestible Brainy Meal
Indigestible Brainy Meal
Curative Meal for Heart Trouble
Maximum Variety Brainy Meal
"
" Kidney
"
Meal Without Brain Nutriment
"
" Liver
Volatile Brainy Meal
Meal for Athlete with Strong Digestion
Blood Purifying Cooling Meal
" Average
"
ld
11
11

14

G. H. satnxlsa

Warming Meal
Purging Meal

11

41

11

44

Vocalist's Meal

"

Weak

Control Your Moods by Foods

Our different moods are under the influence of different meals. Some meals produce great vitality, strong
nerves, strong eyes, presence of mind, moral strength; other meals of &nest quality (including game, poultry,
whites of eggs, almonds, pears, asparagus, spinach, celery, etc.) are inspirational or favorable to artistic

Other meals such as tea, fatty, starchy and sweet
Appropriate
meals maintain virtue and continence by preference without any
.restraint. It is only the heat -producing and Irritating meals that
development.

foods, in excess, make one nervous, city, low spirited.

arouse the lower nature.
Brainy meals make mental work easy.

Do not take an athlete's meal when you want to do many

MUSCLE & BONE

,

hours of brain work at your desk, because muscle foods tend to
clog your liver and stupefy you when yotr are inactive.
For special stress of mental wc*k DOUBLE YOUR BRAIN

!MI' fi

POWER by eating a maximum brainy meal which yields many times
the amount of nerve force that is 13 an ordinary meal.
Inappropriate meals discount every man 2$ to 100 per cent, making

some men chrcnic invalids, who accornplish . polling.. Unsuitable
meals produce unsanitary conditions in the body resulting in adenoids,
enlarged tonsils, defective hearing, etc. Faulty circulation, imperfect

elimination ,impaction ,congestion and inflammation produce appendicitis
or a condition where the surgeon's knife is a necessity unless a radical change -to appropriate meals is adopted at once
You cannot postpone the study of SYSTEM In eating. You must learn to CORRECTLY COMBINE
foods to prevent fermentation and the formation of poisonous deposits which --become the basis of disease. your
'

Aged People the Best Test

The testimony of aged people who have regained health on a Brainy Diet Is Conclusive because they
have practically no reserve force on which to subsist, therefore they depend absolutely on the new nerve
torte in a brainy diet for their restoration to health.
Mr. B. L., 68 years, Proprietor of Dyeing Works, writes: "Enclosed find picture
offish which I tramped for three miles to catch. I climbed down
rocks 75 feet above
water. You know three months avo I was pretty bad : could hardly walk, had an attendant on account of vertigo. The severe neuritis in my arm and the rheumatism
was too painful for sleep. Absolutely free from all pains now and it is owing to the
Brainy Diet System that I am alive,'
Dr. It., a retired physician, 81 years: "Can now use my hand that was partially
paralyzed. Can walk straight now and have much more energy."
C. K. writes that she is 82 years and has used cathartics and enemas for 50
years.Mrs.
' No more headaches since adopting the Brainy Diet System the last six months
and that is wonderful, since I had a headache almost every day previously.
Constipation is overcome, I sleep well and my appetite is good."
Mr. F. C., 70 years, Proprietor of Department Store, writes: "As I improved in
every respect at 70 years of age, I think there is good prospect for any one else. I was
dropsical and rheumatic, have lost over 50 pounds of superfluous weight in two months,
lost my rheumatism and have returned to business, something I never expected to do
again'"

Young People Increase Their Income

The greatest service that old people can render the world Is to popularize a brainy diet system among
the young, for whom the possibilities are so great under a correct system of arranging their foods, because
they have such abundant reserve fore to supplement a correct diet.
Mr. T. L., age 22, clerk, who suffered from catarrh and had a weak, hoarse voice,
writes
"Voice is clear and strong, head clear as a hell. Have resigned government
position and am now making four times as much travelling, something I had the ambition but not the energy to do before. Have fattened up 20 pounds in two months."
Affidavits of the writers and of witnesses are on file, with corroborative evidence.
F OVER 100 REMARKABLE CASES HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED. UNDER SEAL. BY THE OFFICIAL
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE.
You can easily learn to select appropriate meals for your various needs by the Brainy Diet System. No foods for
sale. Only ordinary foods in daily use are advised. Send tomtits for " The New Brainy Diet System."

G. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 19K Washington,. D. C.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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What a_Satisfaction
to use the new India -Paper Edition of
IU

WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY!
Only half as thick, only half as heavy as the
Regular Edition. Printedonex-

pensive, thin, strong, opaque, imported IndiaPaper. Excellent print-

ing surface. Clear impression of type
and illustrations. So light, so convenient, that you will use it at every

opportunity. Size, 1 ºiíí x 994 x 2
inches. Weight, only 7 lbs.
Regular Edition. Printed on strong
book paper of the highest quality.
Size 123 x 91I x 5 inches. Weight
14y, lbs. Both Editions are printed
from the same plates and have the
complete reference index.

More than 400,000 Words.
Over 6000 Illustrations.
2700 Pages.
Colored Platen and Half -Tone Engraving..

This New Creation is far more than a dictionary, The only dictionary with the new
being equivalent in type matter to a 15 -volume divided page, characterized as "A
of Genius."
encyclopedia. It answers with final authority all Stroke
abreast of the times. To Know
kinds of questions in language, history, geography, Keep
means to win Success. Let us tell you
biography, trades, arts, and sciences, sports, for- more about the New International-

eign phrases, abbreviations, etc. Get the Best.

The Merriam Webster
Supreme Court Judges concur in its favor. The
ACvt.
Government Printing Office at Washington use it as the author- Popular
Electricity
ity. These statements can be made of no other dictionary. Geed sample pages, maps, etc.
WHITE for specimen pages, illnstrations,ete. FREE set of pocket maps if you name this magazine.

G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY, SPRINGFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.
For over 70 years publishers of the Genuine -Webster Dictionaries.
IIIII,,iI
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Name
Address

HOME STUDY COURSE IN WATCHMAKING
Never sold before for less than $35.00. If you act quick it is yours
.
complete for

sP 10.50
a7

This course is published and conducted by one of the leading watchmaking schools
of this country. NOW is your only chance to get it at the cost of publication.

BE AN EXPERT WATCHMAKER, OWN A BUSINESS

The complete art of watch repairing is taught in these lessons in a way you can understand it. They lead you from step to step until you are able to do the most difficult
work. You are bound to succeed.
You can do
Hundreds of graduates from this course now bold big positions or are in business for themselves.
the same. Here is your chance.
When the few remaining sets of this edition are sold the price goes back toS35.00,
so act quickly. Better send your order at once. They are worth three times the
If
you
desire
more
information
send for a FREE sample lesson and description of course. But get
price asked.
your name to us at once.

WRITE AT ONCE

TRADE DOOKS PUBLISHING COMPANY, MILWAUKEE,
Dept. 2 WIS.

161 MICHIGAN STREET

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FREE
This S15 Draftsman's Outfit
But you must write at once. Offer expires
in 30 days. I make this most exceptional

great offer only to a limited number of

SIZE

selected students.-Just think of it ! A complete, regular Draftsman's $15 Working Outfit with high grade

INCH

imported German Silver Set of INSTRUMENTS-ALL FREE

20 x 25

Drafting Work As Soon As You Enroll
that's exactly what I mean. As
Earn While Learning Yes,
soon as you become my student you
can begin earning a handsome income while learning at home. Send the free coupon to me today and
I will tell you just exactly how you can begin. I mean just what I say. This is a great extra special
offer I am making. You should write at once. Absolutely no obligations of any kind in sending the
coupon. But you must write at once. I cannot make this offer broadcast to everyone. So I will
take the names in the order that they are received. Get yours in early.

e a Draftsman!
Draw $125 to $175 per month at once

There is an urgent demand always for skilled draftsmen. Our
companies are issuing calls every day for men to fill positions

paying from $125.00 to $175.00 per month. Many positions paying

$75 to $100 per week always open. Work is light, pleasant and
profitable. Unlimited opportunities for expert draftsmen and
Mail coupon for valuable book, "Successful Drafting." It explains
how you can become a skilled draftsman in a short time. It's free-Just think
designers.

ChiefDraftsman Will instruct you personally

I Guarantee

A most wonderful opportunity for a
limited and selected number of ambitious men! For over twenty years I have
been doing the highest paying expert drafting work. I am Chief Draftsman
of a large and well known company. Long ago I saw the urgent demand for

competent and placed
in a positionat a regu-

To instruct you until

lar salary, paying
from $125.00 to
$175.00 per month
and furnish you free
$15 Working Outfit

practical, trained draftsmen and I organized my practical method for
at once.
ambitious men whom I trained personally. Each month the demand for
NZ MI
practical, trained draftsmen is growing -higher salaries are being paid right
along. Never before have we felt the need as we do today for men who really
FREE
practical drafting-the way I am training my students. At this time I
Outfit Coupon 11 know
can accommodate a few more men (from the ages of 16 to 40) in my spare
Chief Draftsman:
time. If you write me at once I will send you my book, "Successful
"MINER'S EQUIPMENT CO.
with full particulars-all free. But you must write to me iiv.1407
CHICANO, Ol.
or send coupon now.

Without any obligation on me, ill
ucces. Ilk
please mail your book

Mail Free Coupon Now

I.

ful Draftsmanship"and full parOculars of your liberal "Personal
Instruction" offer to a few students.
it is understood that 1 am obligate l
in no way whatever.
NAME

ADDREw

ly

Mail this Free Coupon at once and I will send you my book
"Successful Draftsmanship" and full particulars - all FREE.
I will send my, book if you write at once, absolutely free-also particulars
4 about my offer to a few ambitious men who want to make from $2.500 to
$5,000 a year. No obligations whatever on you in sending the coupon.

4 Address
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
Div. 1407
Engineer'. Equipment Co. (Inc.) CHICAGO, ILL.
For our 3Iutunl Advantage meat'

Popular P'l eel rieity when writtine to Ads-ert:Hers.
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How to Make

Artcraft Electric Lamps
of Wood and Metal
A splendid series of designs with
complete directions for building the
different types of lamps that are used
in a home-from a hall lamp to a complete chandelier.

Also general directions for working copper and
brass with a design for a hammered copper table
lamp.

The designs are very attractive, employing
wood, art glass and metal in their makeup; still
their construction is so simple as to require only
ordinary tools and workmanship.
Clear and concise instructions and large

working drawings are features that are not to
be overlooked.

Twenty -Five Cents, Postpaid

Popular Electricity Book Dept.
350 N. Clark St., (hicado, Ill.
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NOW $15.00 LESS
This seven -volume set of electrical books just now offered at a discount of almost BO%-will
be sent, express prepaid, for seven days' free examination; returnable at our expense. Send no
money-simply fill out the coupon and we will send you the most complete and up-to-the-minute
reference work of its kind ever published. You, whether student, worker or expert, can gain from
these books an intimate knowledge of your work-knowledge which will eventually mean success and
higher pay. The work of thirty-two experts, this library is recognized as a standard reference
work by technical schools, libraries and practical men throughout the country.

The American Technical Society's Cyclopedia of

APPLIED ELECTRICITY
Contains 3,200 pages, 7x10 inches; 2,600 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc.; hundreds of valuable tables
and formulas; carefully cross-indexed for quick, easy reference. The books are substantially bound in half red
morocco, gold stamped, and are printed in large clear type on special quality paper.

Important Subjects Covered by These Great Books
Theory, Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and Motors-Electrical Measurements-Electric
Wiring-Electric Welding-Types of Generators and Motors-Management of Generators and Motors-Storage Batteries-Electric Lighting-Alternating-Current Machinery-Station Appliances-Power StationsPower Transmission -Central Station Engineering -Electric Railways. including Single -Phase - The
Electric Telegraph-Telephone Equipment, Systems and Operation Wireless Telegraph and Telephone-Telautograph, Telegraphone, etc.
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Get These Books At Almost Half Price

A T. &

send
# of mePlease
The complete seven volumes, not a sample volume, will be sent, express prepaid, for seven
pl
Elec.
days' free examination; returnable at our expense if the books do not contain the information , of Applied Electricity for seven
o days'
yor want. If you keep them, pay $2.00 seven days after receipt and then $2.00 a month until
examina v4 lion. I free
you have paid the special introductory price of $19.80. The regular price of this great 411.P
will send !zoo
Cyclopedia is $36.00. Just All in and mail the coupon. It won't cost you a cent to examwithin seven days and
ine the books. We know they'll be worth many times their cost to you. Mail the
.o0a month until I have
coupon now and you'll receive your books promptly.Y
paid $19.80; otherwise I will

$12.00 Consulting Membership Free
With every set is included a year's Consulting Membership, regular value
$12.00, entitling you to the free advice of a staff of Electrical Engineers.
This will give you practical help in handling your difficult working proble ms. Thts Service alone is worth more than the first cost of the books.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
CHICAGO. U. S. A.
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All for One Dollar
The Four Best Handbooks on Wireless
and a 224 -page Electrical Dictionary
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The information contained in these books will enable
anyone to construct the most approved Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Apparatus and show you how to
operate it with -the most efficiency. Look over the
contents below and send us a Dollar Bill today.

THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE

80 Pages

By H. GERNSBACH

57 Illustrations

Written for the student and experimenter and those engaged in
research work in Wireless Telephony. Describes all the present
systems and inventions, also contains complete directions for
constructing a simple Wireless Telephone. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
96 Pages

75 Illustrations

A treatise by 20 wireless experts for the experimenter and amateur, containing complete directions for making a "Two Mile
Wireless Set," also numerous approved Wireless Apparatus for
both high and low power sets. Price 25c.

WIRELESS HOOK UPS

96 Pages
By G. E. RUDOLPH
160 Hook -Ups
N o matter what instruments you have, you will find a perfect hook-

up that works in this book. Directions are also given wherever
necessary. It will enable you to get better results from your apparatus and to co er much greater ranges. If you want to get the
most effieu'n y from your station you need this book. Price 25c.

CONSTRUCTION OF INDUCTION COILS
AND TRANSFORMERS
96 Pages

By H. W. SECOR

72 Illustrations

Describes fully the design and construction of various sized
Induction Coils and Transformers. Price 25c.

HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY
Contains definitions of 4$00 words, terms and phrases used in the
electrical profession, also various circuits and. wiring diagrams.
Just fits the vest pocket, where it is always ready to assist you in
solving any perplexing problem that May come up. Price 50c.

SPECIAL OFFER:

All Five Books Prepaid

$ 1 UU

Modern Publishin g Co., 262NEW YORK CY
TEST

SWAP YOUR SPARE TIME FOR THIS RIFLE
or your choice of a thousand and one other valuable articles, which you can obtain without spending a cent. Full particulars, samples, and a copy of our new 64 -page book of PRIZE OFFERS
sent on receipt of 2c. stamp to cover postage.

National Sportsman Magazine

34 FEDERAL
STREET
BOSTON, MASS.
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FASCINATING

And REMUNERATIVE

By MAIL,

PROFESS J N,

IN YOUR OWN HOME

Y

yscuttOba

TheutModernrScíence oflruylesa HealíRy

Young man! Young woman! Aren't you tired of common office or "trades drudgery -of low "wages"-of "overalls"

and "apron"-of "punching the clock"-of being at the "beck and call" of every "straw boss?" Don't you want to
train yourself, easily and quickly-for a congenial and highly -paid calling-one that will make you your own "boss 'forever INDEPENDENT? Then learn PHYSCULTOPATHY (the Science of Drugless Healing) most modem, down to -date and truly scientific of all professions-and the only one not overcrowded. The MACFADDEN College of
PHYSCULTOPATHY, worid's authority on Physical Culture, now offers you, through its easy Home Study Course,
the quick way and ready means to unbounded LIFE SUCCESS.

SOCIAL PRESTIGE-FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE

surely here await you. You know that the professional man is always looked up to-sought after. YOU have often wished
far HIS social and business standing-his big income-bat believed them beyond you. With the older professions-the road la
hard, and the openings few. But PHYSCULTOPATHY -g
newest, most pleasant and
ial of all_profesalone6áign wide to you the door to quickly -gained distinction and financial prosperity. Why not make is YOUR LIFE WORK?

BE A DOCTOR OF PHYSCULTOPATHY

-but DON'T WAIT-CET STARTED NOW-be one of the first In the field, while the way is short
and easy-while the rich money rewards are regulated only by the successful practitioners. themoelvoo. Every city of 10,000 people, or more, is awaiting the coming of the
trained DOCTOR OF PHYSCULTOPATHY-and you set your own fees, and get them.

-lust

Course Complete-Lessons Easy

a few short months between you and, an active, paying practice. No special
training or previous education needed. We teach you every essential to scientific
drugless healing-and, at the same time, give you PHYSICAL TRAINING that will make
your study a pl
. Entire course so arranged, under thoroughly competent Instructors, that all you have to do is to devote faithfully, for a brief period, all or part of your
spare time, at home.
You can finish in robust health-every nerve In tune-every
muscle full and strong-every organ fitly nourished with rich, red blood.

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER

-if you enroll AT ONCE. The nurguifieent MACFADDEN ENCYCLOPEDIA of PHYSICALCULTORE IS massive, handsomely bound Vols.) is now furnished students FREE-but. in
addition, under a very special limited ofter,we are Just now including, also FREE.
FIVE OTHER equally valuable works. viz: "How to Memorize," "Nomenclature,"

trc °

Physical Education," "Hygiene," and "Institute Course in Play."
-to all new students, en-
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FREE These
TEN
Splendid Volumes -ABSOLUTELY

very moment

you

Mail Coupon Today

own future-it you will-I.rt

Macfadden College of Phyºcultopathy
4202 Grand Blvd., Box 6, Chicago, Ill.

(Only Institution of its kind in
the World,)
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you insist ACT QUICK.

Terms easy and arranged to meet your requirements.
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vat your name and address-that's all. Costs-jyou nothing

to investigate this glorious, golden opportunity. Honors
and independence await you-you can now mould your
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rolling AT ONCE. YOURS

pay for your Cou rse of Lessons. This elegant library alone, worth to you
many times what you pay for your instruction. But don't delay, for
this offer is likely to be withdrawn, any day, WITHOUT NOTICE.
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The growth of
a small investment
If you should buy ten shares of Commonwealth Edison Company stock, save the dividends as received and buy more shares
as often as the accumulated dividends would permit, you would
own twenty shares in about 15 years. If you continued to reinvest the dividends, you would own fifty shares in about 34 years.
Your original ten shares would, without your investing another

dollar, grow to twenty shares in 15 years and to fifty shares in
34 years.

New issues of stock at par
It has long been the policy of the Company to issue, from time to time,
new stock at par ($100) to its stockholders. The stock is now quoted about
148.
The Commonwealth Edison Company enjoys a world wide reputation
for good management, and have never in the last 25 years failed to pay a
dividend. Their franchise runs to 1947; they have over 200,000 customers
and last year paid $1,114,000.00 in taxes and municipal compensation. These
shares are considered an exceptionally safe investment and can always be
turned into cash.

Full information will be

furnished upon request
Write us today
EDWARD P. RUSSELL

WALTER S. BREWSTER

C. L. PENISTON

RUSSELL, BREWSTER & CO.
116 West Adams Street
CHICAGO

New York Office

111 Broadway

Member* New York Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange

For our NuivaP .ldcnntoge mention Popular 1:Iretrieity ..lieu oritiuw to .1dvertiRerA.
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MORE MISSISSIPPI POWER
Another power development project but that it will he of great industrial
on the Mississippi is under way on the importance, and of profit as a revenue upper part of the river. A darn, with maker for the government, will be seen
lock, is being built between St. Paul and from the fact that its 15,000 horsepower

Latest Mississippi Power Development between St. Paul
and Minneapolis

Minneapolis, primarily to raise the height

of water so that the river steamers that

O

now stop at St. Paul may go a few miles
further, to Minneapolis. Incidental, however, there will be an electrical development of 15,000 horsepower. The power
house is being built by the United States

government only to the surface level,
the superstructure to be completed by the
company to which the government may
sell or lease the power rights. The
development of this power was added to

the original plans as an after -thought,

will be more than one-third of the total
power developed at the neighboring St.
Anthony's Falls.

ELECTRIC CARS FOR SICILY
The electric automobile has arrived in
Sicily, six cars of the closed coupe type
now being registered at Palermo. These
are the Italian makes, Fram and Ansonia,
and average 35 to 45 horsepower. There
are yet, however, no special garages for
electrics.
589
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HANDLING THE MILK OF FOUR
HUNDRED COWS
Situated a few miles south of the city of

Columbus, Ohio, is a 4,000 acre dairy
farm, owned by Dr. S. B. Hartman.
About 400 head of cattle, Jerseys and
Holsteins, are kept, and this means that

the handling of the milk is no small
problem. The accompanying pictures
show how electrically operated apparatus
accomplishes this.

A near view of a milk conveyor with
the cans in their carriers and suspended
is shown in one picture. The track is
continuous and a loop at each end

furnishes a place where the carriers are not in contact with the
moving cable and so are stationary. Here the carrier is loaded
and unloaded and pushed forward

by hand to be caught by
the conveyor. The full
cans go up one side and the

empty ones go down on

Milk Conveying System and
Bottling Machine at a
400 Cow Diary

the other.
The conveying apparatus is a wire cable running
over horizontal wheels or
sheaves at each end. Upon
the cable at regular intervals are fingerlike projections downward from the

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S ADVANCE
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These push against the top of which the company placed a sign to
carrier
and so convey it to the remind the public that it was electric
the
other end of the line. Six carriers are power " on tap " which enabled the newsnow in use on each conveyor, the cans paper to run off its editions in spite of the
cable.

being filled and refilled during the milking.

flood.

The milk is this immediately run

through the dairy and bottled with- CROSS-EYED SWEET POTATOES
out standing in the cans. A conveying

A Pennsylvania lamp salesman is on

system likewise delivers the cases of milk

the lookout for cross-eyed sweet potatoes

power.

toward the light. He wants to find out if
cross-eyed sweet potatoes have not some
redeeming feature.

from the bottling machine directly to in that state. He has heard that the
the cold storage rooms and also to the sweet potato crop raised by Mazda light,
railroad cars for shipment. A fifteen at the Pennsylvania State College, was a
horsepower electric motor is the driving failure on account of all eyes turning
EMERGENCY PUBLICITY-A
DAYTON STORY
If it's "an ill flood that washes nobody
any good " there certainly could not be
better exemplification of the adage than
that given by a remarkable happening
at Dayton, Ohio, at the time of the recent
The benefited individual, or
floods.
rather corn pan y,

in this particular instance is

the Dayton

Light and

MOTORING ON THE "NORTH
POLE ROUTE"
In the Cape Nome region of Alaska
there are practically no wagon roads, but

this has not prevented one automobile
enthusiast in that out-of-

the-way place from enjoying his hobby. On

Alaskan Automo-

bile that Runs
on the Railroad Track

account of the scarcity of
wagon roads, if automobiles are used they must

Power Coin People

be built to run on the

who had used

railroad lines. The illus-

],any.
gas or

tration shows a gasoline

steam

have turned to

motor car made for an

electricit y. And

officer of

the " North

the main cause

Pole Route " Railroad,

has been the
splendid p u b licity given central station service of
electricity by reason of the flood.

one of the most northerly

Never better was the reliability

of

public supply undertakings shown. The

actual story of the electrical success
achieved in the matter of emergency

pieces of track in the
world, which extends 90 miles inland
from Nome to the gold fields. The car
is used by its owner, when weather permits, for making business and pleasure
trips from his home in Nome over the
tracks of the railroad.

publicity is this: The chief newspaper in
Dayton had to stop publication by reason
of water in the boiler and press room; the
press was then shifted to the street and
driven by a motor supplied with current

The jeweler who introduces electric
light has to admit that never before has
he had such an effective display. Much

this unique
Power Company's mains
installation being protected by a fence on

tarnished goods. Electric light shows
precious stones off to the best advantage.

from the Dayton Electric Light and

time is saved in not having tó clean

evelopments in the Industry of Liquid Air
BY DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ
Air

is,

not yet sufficient to produce liquefaction:
The expanding air cools down to -60° C.

of

course, a mixture of oxygen
and

or -80° C. at the most, which is still far
distant from -193° C. A "cold exchang-

nitrogen.

er" is used to drive cooling to these

That liquid air
has not accu-

Slow Combustion of an Arc
Carbon in Liquid Air

extreme limits:

,r...
,

.,m` s

lGP;»,

compartment where it is allowed to
expand; after being thus cooled, say to a
temperature of -60° C., it enters a tube
surrounding the conduit through
which it had been admitted.
,..r5,4e
Traversing this tube in an opposite direction, -it yields its cold to
the following compressed air, so

-'^,e

4101 ->.

The compressed air

penetrates through a conduit into the

rately the same
ratio of mixture
as the air we breathe can here be left out
of account. The fact is that air at very

_:i

that this on entering the expan-

..

sion

compartment

is

already

cooled and therefore reaches a
somewhat lower temperature, in

order to cool even further the
compressed air admitted afterwards. As the temperature thus
falls more and more, there comes
Experiments with Liquid Air as an Explosive

low temperatures is liquefied in the same
manner that steam below 100° C. assumes
the form of a liquid. It is true that its
temperature of liquefaction is extremely
low, 193° C. below freezing point, which
of course is very difficult to obtain.

Physicists have been known to overcome the enormous difficulties connected
with the production of such low temper-

atures by causing the air itself to perform this duty. The same as air is heated
by compression, its expansion is attended
inversely by intense cooling. The air is
therefore first compressed and, after

carrying away any surplus heat by circulating water about the container, is
allowed again to expand.

The cold thus obtained, however, is
592

Breathing a Cloud of Liquid Air
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finally a moment when, the temperature of
liquefaction being reached, the expanded air is
liquefied of its own accord.

Liquid air resembles water in outward appearance, though on account of the relatively
high temperature of the surroundings, it is in
continual ebullition, remaining permanenti y at
its boiling temperature (-193° C.) the same as
boiling water always keeps the tetnperature of
100° C. In order, however, to retard as far as

e'

Rubber Hose after a Liquid Air Bath is as Brittle as an
Icicle

possible its vaporization, the liquid air is

poured out into a double walled glass
vessel having a vacuum between the two
walls so that no heat arrives from outside
by conduction, while the access of radiating heat is prevented as far as possible by
silvering the glass walls so that the
heat is reflected.
In such a vessel liquid air can be
kept for days and its properties
watched at ease.

Flowers plunged into liquid air

are converted into porcelain flowers

Vaporization and Simultaneous liquefaction of Air

nitrogen comes off preferably in the beginning, the liquid is enriched gradually
in oxygen and eventually becomes pure
liquid oxygen. This liquid, blue as azure,
possesses powerful chemical affinities:
carbon and sulphur burn violently therein in spite of its 182 degrees below
zero: magnesium ':'unged into the

liquid gives out a dazzling light
and an ignited lamp carbon in its

violent combustion spreads

streams of light throughout the
liquid.

which on the slightest contact fall

Works for the production of
liquid air on the Claude system
have been erected in the chief
European countries, in Canada,

alterations of their physical properties, e. g., an enormous

arc, for the time being, mainly
destined for the manu-

into dust: a piece of rubber hose
becomes hard as stone, and sheet
metal nearly as brittle as glass.
Metals undergo the most striking
increase in electrical
conductivi tv.
Being composed of
two gases of different

volatilities -nitrogen
and oxygen - liquid
air undergoes an alteration in composition on
being vaporized. As the

il

Japan, etc.
Cj

Most of these works

facture of compressed

oxygen (but not liquid)
in flasks, which of course
finds the most important
applications, this oxygen

being supplied with a
purity of 98 to 99 pct.
Apparatus for Producing 50 Cubic
Meters of Oxygen

594
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In other cases it is desired to produce
nitrogen of great purity, the purity of the
oxygen being a point of less importance.
Georges Claude has been able to arrange

his apparatus so that the purity of the
nitrogen can be driven to 99.8%, and
powerful apparatus of this kind, in fact
the most powerful in existence, is at

addition of various metal oxides, is con-

verted into artificial gems-rubies, sapphires and emeralds, the manufacture of

which has become an industry of its
own.

However, of all present applications of
oxygen, the cutting of metals is the most

interesting and doubtless the most im-

work at Terni, Italy, and at Alby, portant. A phenomenon which has long
Sweden, for the production of artificial. been known, viz., that iron or steel raised
fertilizers (cyanamide).
to a red heat in oxygen burns with a
The larger part of the oxygen at present dazzling light, has found quite an unexpected utilization in
this connection. The

iron block having been

raised to a white heat
at the beginning of the
cut to be made, a jet of
pure oxygen is made to
act on the incandescent
place. The combination
of iron and oxygen then

occurs immediately
with such violence that
the metal is cut through
any thickness, the thin
oxygen jet moving with
If a Jet of Pure Oxygen is Turned upon Red Hot Metal the Latter Burns Furiously-Used in Cutting and Welding

generated is accumulated in steel flasks
at a pressure of 150 atmospheres and is
mainly used for three purposes: At first
there is the autogenous welding of metals

the greatest ease
through the thickest
armored plate.

The third application is for medical
work and for resuscitation.
Whereas oxygen, in spite of its various
uses and even more varied possibilities,

(steel, cast iron, aluminium, etc.), in so far only plays a secondary part in

connection with which the enormously
high temperatures produced by the com-

bustion of oxygen with acetylene or
kerosene are used. The autogenous work-

ing of metals already constitutes an extensive industry which not only comprises

the manufacture of new parts. but the
repairing of expensive castings injured in
operation or exhibiting flaws. The process

at a moment's notice allows teeth to be
fitted into toothed wheels, flaws in castings to be filled up, burst steam boilers
or automobile cylinders to be repaired,
etc. At the exceedingly high temperatures obtained in the oxygen blowpipe
alumina is readily melted, and, by the

industry, nitrogen, by the manufacture
of artificial fertilizers, has assumed a
prominent position of late years. It is
well known that attempts have long been
made to substitute for Chilean nitre
artificial fertilizers obtained by fixing
atmospheric nitrogen. Now, by heating
calcium carbide in a stream of very pure

nitrogen, cyanamide -a compound im-

mediately suitable as a fertilizer -

is

obtained, which on decomposition with
water vapor yields ammonia.
Works

erected in Italy and Sweden already
produce sufficient nitrogen to supply
50,000 tons of ammonium -sulphate ,per
annum.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and tite WORLD'S ADVANCE

Again, M. Claude, by means of the
rare gas neon obtained as a residue in the
liquefaction of air, has succeeded in
designing a new form of electrical vacuum
lamp of remarkable efficiency which
yields a diffused orange light and lends
itself for many applications.

Much more promising, however, in
accordance with the above, are the applications of liquid oxygen. By substituting oxygen for atmospheric air many
technical processes may he rendered far
more efficient than they are at present.

In gas lighting the use of oxygen will
greatly increase the luminous power of

incandescent mantles; in metallurgy the
operation of blast furnaces and Bessemer
furnaces will be considerably improved
by the use of oxygen blasts.
It would take too long here to enumerate
all chemical products which, by the use of
liquid oxygen, could be produced imme-

diately from their elements; some such
applications have -already been tried, but
the field is enormous and comprises the
whole of chemistry, metallurgy and
hygiene, the more so as the utilization of

nitrogen and the rare gases of the atmosphere should likewise he considered
in this connection.

PUTTING THE WIRES
OUT OF SIGHT
When we see photographs
"taken before and after," the
value of putting electric telephone and telegraph lines underground is at once apparent.
A city inyc,lved in an overhead
network of wires and unsightly

poles and crossarms is anything but handsome in appearance, and also there is always
much danger from broken
lines, especially during disastrous fires and floods.
The city of Seattle was com-

pelled to take action toward
ridding itself of wires and
poles.

The town grew

so

rapidly that it seemed it
would be swamped with telephone, telegraph and light

wires, which took up much
valuable room in the streets
0

and gave the thoroughfares an
untidy appearance. The accompanying pictures show

what one of the main streets
looked like before the wires
were placed in conduits and
the neat appearance resulting
from the change in system.
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ELECTRICITY IN THE EDIBLE
BIRD'S -NEST TRADE

Every schoolboy knows what a great
demand there is in China for the edible
bird's -nest from which a delicious soup,
most expensive of all Oriental delicacies,
is made. It is much less generally

carne from a moving picture operator
who visited the caves a couple of years
ago to expose some films for the govern-

ment, and a subsequent study of the
country by an electrical expert from Singapore disclosed the fact that at a waterfall but a mile or so distant several times
the amount of power needed for the work

in hand could be generated and transmitted to the caves at a comparatively
small cost. The contract for the installation has been let in England, and it is
expected that another year or eighteen
months will see it in operation.

BICYCLE EXERCISER PRODUCES
ELECTRICITY
Two very desirable things, good health
and electric light, can be had by the use of
the electric home exerciser, the idea of a

Parisian, René Champly. The means for
Cave where Edible Bird's Nests are Found

known, however, that practically all of

this demand is supplied from British
North Borneo, and mostly from the

doing this are in fact the most simple,
for the new device is a bicycle exerciser
combined with a small dynamo so as to
furnish current for charging a few cells of
storage battery. All that is needed in

Gomanton Caves, near the Kinabatangan
River. The nests are a gelatinous secretion of a certain species of swallow which

frequent these caves, and the right to
collect them for export is farmed by the
government to Chinese and Malay concessionaires for
$200,000 a year.

a sum in

excess of

The collecting of the nests has been a

most arduous task at all times, but

especially so since the government has
hedged it about with numerous severe
restrictions to minimize the disturbance
to the birds. Though the interiors of
some of the caves are five or six hundred

feet in height, the apertures opening to
the light and air are few, and they are, as
a consequence, dark and stuffy. Lighting
has been the most serious problem from

the first, and many a Malay and Dyak,
groping in the half light for a foothold,
has fallen to his death through inability
to see where he was going.
The suggestion of using electricity

Bicycle Exerciser Runs a Dynamo

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S ADVANCE
order to have enough current for lighting
several small lamps is to work the pedals
for about an hour each day, and the fact

that the power given by the human
motor is not wasted but is stored up for
use in the evening will no doubt give an
added stimulus to take the exercise.
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"Mr. Edison, why don't you use an
acousticon?"

"What's that?" asked Mr. Edison.
" One of those things that help one to
hear better."
"Oh," said Mr. Edison, "I'll tell you.
By a carefully conducted series of experi-

ments I have discovered that the gray

REMARKABLE POLE SETTING FEAT
One of the most interesting events at the Mid Summer "Field Day" of the Commonwealth
Edison Company employees, Chicago, held at the
big new Northwest Station, was the pole setting
ccntest. Poles such as are in ordinary use for carrying

overhead lines
were set up in the
regular

manner.

The winning team
dug a six foot hole

and placed a 35
foot pole in posi-

Pole Setting Contest-the Man on the Pole at the Right Rode Up, Fastening the Crossarm on the Way

tion, completely equipped with crossarm,

and all in the very fast time of 24 minutes. The man attaching the crossarm
was on the pole while it was being raised

and settled in the ground, and he was
hard at work too.

EDISON REPLIES TO CHRONIC
TALKER
Thomas A. Edison, who is rather hard
of hearing, said recently that on one of

matter of the average person frazzles uut
before his voice does."

FARMERS HAVE CITY
ADVANTAGES

The rapidity with which the farmers
in Southern Idaho are adopting electricity
to general uses on the farm has compelled
the Great Shoshone and Twin Falls Water
Power Company to construct many miles

of new line during the early spring.

his rare visits to New York a man was

Practically 75 miles of additional new

introduced to him who proceeded at considerable length to make suggestions as
to the direction in which, for the blessing
of mankind, Mr. Edison's inventive

lines are now being constructed or will be

faculties might be applied. Then the
man switched to the question:

built for this purpose. The company has
approximately 400 miles of high tension
lines in southern Idaho, all of which are
situated in a progressive, rapidly growing
agricultural community.
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THE PORCELAINS OF SEVRES

The collections at the Sevres works are
of two lands, one collection being devoted

The famous Sevres porcelain works,
near Paris, date back to 1756. In the

to museum objects in porcelain and

present beautiful building arc carried out

faience from all parts of the world, and
this alone occupies extensive rooms and

(I) Grinding Shop for Porcelain and Enamels. (2) Great Modeling Shop. (3) General View of the Main Building of
the Sevres Works. (4) Specimens of Modern Products. (5) Decorators.

the numerous operations of preparing
the material of the porcelain, such as
grinding and mixing, as well as the artistic

part of the work, such as modeling of
statuettes and decoration of vases, this of
course requiring artists of high ability.

Then another part of the works is
devoted to the furnaces for firing the
porcelain, and many other operations
connected with this industry. The whole

manufacture and sale of the product is
controlled by the French government.

is one of the largest existing. The second

collection contains the various Sevres
products from the Eighteenth Century
to the present time and a visit to these
rooms is instructive as showing how the
artistic character of forms and decoration
has varied according to the taste of the
period.

The electric carving table and hot
cupboard have been found indispensable
in large hotels and restaurants.
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COMBINING BEAUTY AND
UTILITY

The small
transformer
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SNAKE DEVOURS PHEASANTS'
EGGS

house of concrete

The popularity of the pheasant as a
game bird upon the shooting estates in
England is well known. One of the prin-

on the grounds

cipal enemies, however, of these birds is

of E. W. Rey- snakes, as the birds' nests are where these
nolds, publisher
of Harold B e 11

Wright's works,
is an instance of
the modern tendency combining
beauty with util-

ity in electrical
fixtures.

Instead of the
sometimes un sightly sheds of
sheet iron, this
transformer station is of the
same general design as the residArtistic Transformer House

ence building

and the garages
which- house the electrical automobiles,
and electrical charging stations. All electrical equipment is housed in such a manner as to add to the general architectural

idea rather than to detract from the
harmony of the grounds. It is even planned
that the poles carrying electric wires shall
be given a dressing of spattered cement, in
keeping with the general color scheme of

the place, in white, red, green and blue,the concrete, the tile roof, the semitropical

shrubbery and the azure California sky.

This Snake, with One Other, had just Eaten Fifteen
Pheasants' eggs for a Meal

reptiles can readily get into them. The
accompanying picture is evidence of a
snake's activities and a keeper's vigilance.
This snake and its mate were killed after
devouring fifteen partly hatched eggs.

In contrast to this modern expression of

electrical equipment, a windmill stands
idle across the road from the transformer

station, a reminder of the things that
electricity has supplanted.

The advantages of electric lighting are
many. It is safe, adaptable to all sorts
of conditions, perfectly controllable and
very economical. No other illuminant
can be used in as many different kinds of
lamps.

SLOGAN ADAPTED
Several months ago a Dayton company

adopted as a slogan the phrase, "If it
isn't electric, it isn't modern." So

thoroughly has this terse truth since been
fixed upon the minds of the local public

that the other day when a landlord advertised a dwelling for rent he took pains

to add, with a praiseworthy regard for
truth, " Modern except electric light."

To -day, one hundred years after Franklin, we still use his theory for the formation of the aurora borealis, in lieu of any
better one. The great big "why" that
surrounds the whole subject of the magnet and its relation to luminous manifestations is as unsolved as ever. Franklin's
theory of the aurora was that it is due to

the trade winds and the prevailing
climatic breezes. This places the magnetic poles where they are; the north pole

not at the true north but 1,000 miles to
the southwest, on Bothia Feliz Island,
700 north latitude by 960 west longitude.

The south magnet pole has not as vet
been located, but there appears to be two
points for maximum egress of the mag-

electric discharges in the upper air, in
consequence of the differing electrical
'conditions between the cold air of the
polar regions and the warmer streams of
air and vapor raised from the level of the
ocean in tropical regions by the heat of
the sun. It will no doubt he proved to

netic lines of force in the south polar
regions, as the compass indicates such
to be a fact. The exact line of the
magnetic current is probably as much
influenced by the distribution of available

masses of iron in the earth's interior as
be the correct one, when all the other in the inductive electric effects of aerial
missing links which now connect the curren t s.
aurora with the periodic eleven year
Be that as it may, the surface of the
magnetic storms, the diurnal magnetic earth is one vast air gap between the
variations, the sun spots in the sun's north and south magnetic poles, as may
photo -sphere, and the production of its
luminous streamers have been explained.
Now, the earth, as is well known, is
one vast magnet. It possesses a quantity

of inherent magnetism due to its vast
deposits of feebly magnetic iron ore and

the actively magnetic "magnetite" or
almost pure ore that has undergone

be proved by any one by simply holding
a compass in the hand. It immediately

takes a position pointing towards the

north magnetic pole, so therefore it must
be in the path of some magnetic current
traversing the air on the earth's surface.

Now let us examine a few facts connecting

the aurora borealis with the

crystallization and therefore retains scbme
of this energy in the form of magnetism.
The earth being round, it is the poorest

The aurora is always seen with the center

possible shape for a magnet, and might
have its poles almost anywhere were it
not for the diurnal rotation constantly

enough to be seen in numerous places at

producing electrical influences which in a
general way yield currents moving north-

easterly and southwesterly, the same as

magnetic phenomena of the earth. (1)

of its arch directly over the magnetic
pole. Large ones that have been big

the same time prove that the display
encircles the magnetic pole. For instance, the great aurora of September 3,
1839, was seen in the Isle of Syke by
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Have we anything analogous to the
M. de Saussure; at Paris by the observatory astronomers; at Astin in Italy by auroral light in the laboratory? If a
M. Quetelet; in New Haven, Conn., by Geissler tube is exhausted of its air until
Mr. Herrick and in New Orleans by it becomes exceedingly rarified, and the
scientific men of that city. These observations cover nearly one-half of the polar

circle and investigation of the Chinese
records would probably complete the
circle. (2) The appearance of brilliant auroral displays always accompanies magnetic storms, affecting compass needles
and telegraph lines all over the world. (3)
The aurora appears with exceeding
brilliancy and frequency in 11 r
year periods corresponding to the
maximum cycles of magnetic
storms and sun spots, and every
large aurora coincides with

tube be placed in the discharge of a static
machine or a Rhumkorff coil, a strikingly
similar luminous action takes place.

Instead of the rays we get disks which
travel along the tube in much the same
way as the auroral rays, and if we could
make the discharge in analogous conditions to the auroral one, i. e., from the
poles of a sphere, we would probably get

storms on the sun's surface in
which the latter is torn by huge
sun. spots which spots are believed to be tremendous upheavals in the incandescent film surrounding the sun.
The aurora begins with a dingy

aspect of the sky in the general
direction of north. This gets
darker and forms itself into an
arc over the magnetic pole. It is
called the "dark segment " and
looks like a thick cloud if seen
before dark. As night comes on The Aurora at Times Takes on Most Beautiful Grotto Designs
the stars can easily be seen shining through it, so it cannot be very dense. rays all over the sphere instead of disks
Soon appears a luminous bluish arc sur - a chance for a mighty interesting experi'mounting the dark segment, which lasts ment for some one. A spectroscopic ex-

for several hours, waving uncertainly amination of the light of either the rariabout with its lower edge only sharply fied air discharge in a tube or the light of
defined. This state is followed by the the aurora will reveal identical characterformation of rays, which shoot up to the istic spectrum lines; besides which its
zenith in a flash of bjuish white light. As

the aurora grows more intense the rays
increase in number and swiftness until
the whole arc is shooting up immense
flashes of blue, green, rose and purple

lights, reaching far over the heavens,
passing the zenith and terminating in a
point which has been observed and
measured to be in the prolongation of the

dipping needle to the southeast of the
zenith.

spectrum shows lines not referable to any
terrestrial substance yet discovered, and
this also is present in the electric discharge
through rarified air, showing that there is
still plenty of room for further discoveries in chemical science.

We know that high tension electric

currents passing through rarified air will,
instead of passing a spark as in ordinary

dense air, break up into luminous discharges. In view of the fact that there
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to the action of a permanent magnet with-

off the earth's surface, takes place at the
north and south magnetic poles. And,

out any armature acting in a rarified air
bulb, there is nothing to base any theory
on as to the direct effect of the earth's

these points, it causes a luminous "brush
effect " in the rarified upper strata of the

have been no published experiments as

continuous magnetic current in producing
the light of the aurora. The indications
are all in favor of the high tension static
electric current.
Ordinary atmospheric electricity is

produced by the fact that every charged
molecule of moisture which leaves the
earth's surface carries a minute charge of
electricity on its surface, since a static

charge cannot rest in the interior of

being concentrated and condensed al
air, just as in the Geissler tubes. just
why the earth's charge should return at
the magnetic poles, and \vhy the aurora
is more brilliant during magnetic storms
and sunspots if magnetism has nothing
to do with the making of the luminous
display, is one of the great big " whys"
that enter into our present kmuviedge of
the aurora.
To the writer's mind the missing link

anything. If half a dozen such molecules
combine together to form a tiny raindrop,
this drop will have the charges of all six

in the aurora is still pretty wide. Evi-

of them on its surface, but the surface
will not be six times as great, since' the
volumes of spheres are to each other

of a luminous display in highly rarified
air, which is similar to that produced by
a high tension electric discharge. One

inversely as the cubes of their diameters.
Therefore the potential of the static
charge of the raindrops will grow as the
square of the cube root of the number of
combining molecules. Suppose eight of

these raindrops combine into one big

dently the magnetic current has some vet
undiscovered property in the production

would be apt to assume that severe
magnetic storms would react to induce a
corresponding electrical -disturbance in

the higher air strata and thus increase
the auroral lights, but, if su, such atmospheric disturbances would be noted and

It will have Bight times the quanti- recorded every time we have a severe
ty of electricity on one distributed over magnetic storm and brilliant lights, but
the surface of the large drop. The po- no such connection has been established
tential will, therefore he four times as or noted. Moreover, granting the neugreat. In this way, it is easy for a cloud tral stratum,of lower air, wouldn't this be
to form by combination and induction apt to be stronger in polar regions than in
an enormous potential and finally break temperate climes, since we never have
down the air gap and d make a lightning thunderstorms in winter? Therefore,
why should the high-tension, static equidischarge.
Suppose the evaporated particles meet librium be restored at the magnetic poles
no cold strata and move along with the instead of some other place, unless there
prevailing tradewinds, until, still carry- is some property in the magnetic circuit
ing their original static charge, they affecting this, just as it does rays of light,
finally reach the colder latitudes where the flame of a candle and many other
they must condense. Now the higher wave -forms of energy? If no such propstrata of the air are nearly always heavily erty exists, then the auroral display may
charged with positive electricity, increas- solely be due to magnetic phenomena
ing from 20 to 40 volts per foot (according acting on the highly rarified air, for the
to Kelvin) in various measured localities, static charge of the molecule of vapor
the lower strata being neutral and the might be dissipated on reaching polar
earth itself negative. If therefore WC regions, just as it is with us in winter.
A final theory of the aurora still less
follow Franklin's theory, upheld later by
Silyanus Thom] )son and others, the return open to proof is that of Arrhenius, based
of this static charge, continuously carried on the fact that the sun emits a flood of
one.

T,n,,r~ Mt:
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corpuscles similar to X-rays, which on
approaching the earth are attracted in by
the magnetic circuit of the earth and in
passing through the rarified upper strata
of the air cause it to become luminous.
This has, however, many facts militant
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the Boston, 550 yards off shore, and in
three trips rescued the imperiled crew
of 21 men.

COULD LIFT TWO LOCOMOTIVES
Electric cranes are keeping step in size

against it and would require a lot of and capacity with the other electrical
experiment to prove it. Even at the aids to big industry. For the mounting
present day, eminent authorities are of machinery and equipment on the
forced to admit that the "why" of the Vaterland, sister ship of the Ilnperator,
aurora is still as unsolved as ever and the there has been erected a huge electric
solution will bring in its train much that

crane having a capacity of 250 tons. The

we now do not know about the pro- forward arm of the jib, which has a total
length of 315 feet, can be raised to a
duction of light.
height of 330 feet above the water.

LIFE-SAVING CREW OF COLLEGE
STUDENTS
One of the most unique means offered

students for earning their way through
college is shown in the accompanying

Two independent lifting appliances,
one a crab which can lift 250 tons at a
radius of 113 feet, or 110 tons at 175 feet,
and a revolving traveling crane, capable
of running the entire length of the top of
the main jib, are used in conjunction with

Life -Saving Station on Lake Michigan and the Crew of College Men

picture of the Evanston (Ill.) life-saving
crew. The members of the crew, seven

in number, are students at the Northwestern
town.

University,

located

in

the main purchase. This auxiliary crane
can lift ten tons at a distance of 240 feet
from the turning center of the main crane.

the

The hardest real work yet required of
-the crew came when the steamer Boston
grounded off the coast. In the face of a
45 -mile -an -hour gale and waves much
higher than are often seen on the Great
Lakes, the boys fought their way out to

Electric heating is costly when com-

pared with gas or coal on the energy

basis, but when adaptability is considered
it has the field all to itself. The heat can
be applied just where it is wanted and in
anv desired degree.
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The Old Plant in the Time of Louis XIV

CURIOUS PUMPING PLANT ON
THE SEINE
The great fountains which are one of
the attractions of Versailles Park in
Paris, as well as the city reservoirs them-

selves, are in part supplied with water
from a curious pumping
station on the Seine.
The original " Marly

water wheels of 40 feet diameter, which
runs unceasingly night and day in order
to work the large pumps.

HINT TO TRAVELERS
Travelers depending upon electric irons

Machine." or water-

wheel, was installed dur-

ing the reign of Louis
XIV in order to bring

the water to the then
new Chateau of Versailles and supply the

great number of basins
and fountains which are

scattered about the
grounds

in

profusion.

Nothing remains, how-

The Present Water Wheels were Installed in 1858

ever, of the old primitive plant, which must have presented
a curious sight, judging from the appearance of the old print reproduced
herewith. But even the present water
wheels arc not by any means new, for
they were put in as far back as 1858
under the direction of the celebrated
scientist Regnault and are therefore over
50 years old.

The building contains

five gigantic

or other electric appliances for a consider-

able amount of their travelling comfort
should not forget to take with them one
of the two or three light plugs which may
be screwed into any electric light socket.

This is a precaution which should be
taken in view of the fact that even vet
there are many rooms which have only
one light socket and no baseboard receptacle.
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PHOTO cT THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE, N. Y.

Largest car barns in the world; built at Lichtenberg by the Berlin Street Railway Co.
ly 2,850 feet long by 360 feet wide and contain track space for 500 cars at one time.

The barns are approximate-

PHOTO EY THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVILE, N.

Y.

King Carlos of Roumania in his motor car, crossing a pontoon bridge erected by his troops and by which they
entered Bulgarian territory.
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PRELIMINARY GLIMPSE OF THE PANAMA -PACIFIC EXPOSITION

(1) Block plan of the exposition site. (2) Horticultural Building composed mostly of glass.
Court.

(4) Tower of West South Court.

(5) Court of Honor.

(3) West South

THE WORLD'S PICTURE GALLERY

.11, US 1.01.41(.,M,fO.

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE ARCHITECT'S DRAWINGS
(6) Pillar in the Court of Honor. (7) Court of the Four Seasons.
in the Court of Honor. (10) Festival Hall.

. .
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(8) Court of the Sun and Stars.

1',

(9) Fvuninin
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PHOTO Or UNDERWOOD & UNDER, ,oO, N. V.

Introducing Coney Island's animals to the cooling waves in the presence of a throng of amazed spectators

PHOTO BY GEORGE GRANTHAM BAIN, H. T.

Eleven thousand turners took part in the recent Leipsic Turnfest. The Turnfest Banner, supported by pretty
German girls, was a feature of the parade.
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Maurice E.
McLaughlin

Harold

H. Hackett
OPYNI n r ST UN0ESW000 h UNDENWOOD, N

McLaughlin and Hackett who won the international tennis match at Wimbledon, England, and the Davis Cup,
which now returns to the II. S. McLaughlin also won the singles.

PHOTO ay AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

by New York City to inspect bathing houses for

How a racing yacht looks out of water. Old cup
defenders Reliance and Columbia which may be

girls - back jack-knife dive.

tried against Lipton's Shamrock V next year.

Miss Adalade Trapp, school teacher commissioned
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PHOTO 00 BUCK, Hfi0M VNUEHw000 A UNDERWOOD, N

Y

The New Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Washington, D. C
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San Francisco residence being moved over acable car line
D

without obstructing traffic.
PHOTO BY THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

Dr. Robert Bridges, the new poet laureate of
England.

A lace maker of Ceylon.
The
beautful

laces from that

country are
laboriously
made by hand

in this manner.

,NOTO B
UNDERWOOD A

THE WORLD'S PICTURE GALLERY

Matisicc

a arch erected for the recent Knights Templar

Conclave, Denver, Colo.

Native jewelers of Ceylon polishing gems by primitive methods.
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PHOTO BY GEORGE G.NIOI iM BAIF
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,

Raising one of the 4n -ton girders for the New Consolidated Gas Company Building in New York. Seven floors
of the building will not rest directly on the foundation but will be hung from girders like this suspended from the
adjoining buildings. Girders of such size have never before been lifted to so great a height - nineteen stories.

A Field of spineless cactuses.
This plant was developed from the
wild,

prickly

variety by Luther

Burbank and is highly valuable as
a forage plant for stock.

, HOT . B T E aME,vii AR PRESS +,-

R

This remarkable Chrysanthemum has

no less than 1,200 perfect blossoms
growing upon a single bush. It was
grown by Mr. Adolph Lewisohn and
exhibited at a recent flower show in New

A wire frame was necessary to
and support the flowers,
making the display resemble a huge
bouquet rather than a growing plant.
York.

separate
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PHOTO DY UNDERWOOD S UNDER NOOO, N

Y.

General Euphonio Zapata (arrow) brother and co -leader of the rebels with Col. Zapata, in the camp of the "Zapa-

tistas," at Cucrnavaca ready for the insurrection against President Huerta to spread to Southern Mexico.

The

General is in supreme control of Morolos.

PHOTO BY THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION

Sixty of the trouble makers leaving Sing Sing Prison.
Auburn Prison.

Shackled hand and foot, they are being removed to
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The art of rhythmetic expression ha:; been

taken up by a number of socially prominent

women at the Summer School of the Rhyahmetic

Expression at Sharon, Mass., where they are
being instructed by Miss Florence Flemming
Noyes, who, according to Rodin, has the most
perfect right arm in the world.

PHOTO EY 0E1, nr =.Nrl.r

This ivory elephant, which is over 200 years old, was purchased
in Delhi, India, by Mr. William Wrigley, Jr., for $5,000.00. The

entire piece, except the base, is carved out of one solid piece of
ivory, requiring over 30 years of patient labor to complete the
work. To -day it could not be duplicated because all elephants
having tusks large enough have long since been slain. This
piece has a base 1W. by 14 iinches and is 21 inches high.

THE WORLD'S PICTLTRE GALLERY
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Curious ways of getting from place
to place in China. Some go by wheelbarrow - the strap -hangers of the

Orient-others by Sedan chair or two wheeled pony cart.

VNOTO BY L

M1

AJOt O, ME9T9110 ELECTRIC (O.

In India the Elephant takes the place of men and derricks in handling telephone poles and, as the picture shows,
they use " any old thing" for a pole.
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Only pair of buffalo in the world trained to
harness - Cheyenne, Wyo.

Sir Oliver Lodge, the noted British scientist,
and president of the British Association, who
asserted in his presidential address, Sept. 10, that

a belief in a continuity of existence before and
after death is essential to science.

CH`TO BT GEnfl

LHANTHA, BAIH, r

Andre Grapperon, the French
motorcycle
champion, who

came to this country to meet
the
American
champion,
Charley Davis, at the Brighton
Beach motordrome.

THE, WURLD'S PICTURE C:ALLE:RI'
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YNOTO BYTNE INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE, M. Y.

Dr. Le Duc of Paris, applying his latest apparatus for producing local ana'sthesia by impulses of electric current

This picture, just received from the war zone in Mexico, shows an armored car used by the Federals in their
fights with the Insurrectionists. Different parts of the railroad system in the northern part of Mexico are in the
control of the different factions, and regular traffic is suspended.
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Ten women policemen recently appointed in
Chicago.

They do not carry clubs or revolvers.

Funeral Pyre upon which were cremated the
remains of Joaquin Miller, the Poet of the Sierras.
It was built by the poet's own hands.

PHOTO B/ 1.0. ,ERR:

OTO UT FRANZ OTTO KOCH

Bathroom of the King of Siam. As bearing upon the " September Morn " discussion, it may be said that in that
country statuary is almost invariably draped or clothed as in this picture.

THE WORLD'S PICTURE GALLERY
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PMO'O BY BURKE R ATTWEII CMICñGO

Natives of Madagascar preparing rice food

Uniform proposed

O BY FBANZ OTTO KOCH

Grotesquely dressed figures are sent out two or three hours before a funeral in China to draw attention to the event
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Tke "a.roblage" made i:s first appearance in England when the well known a nation firm of Messrs. Bleriot
brought over from France several of their machines for trials at Hendon aerodrome.. The manager of the Bleriot
firm is .men at the steering wheel.

NDiC BY UNDERWOOD S UNCEBW OOD,

General view of a great tea estate in Ceylon, including the factory and living quarters

How Electricity Gets the Blame
BY CHARLES K. THEOBALD

FIRE OF MYSTERIOUS ORIGIN
PARTLY DESTROYS MRS. ENYBODIE'S
DEFECTIVE WIRING
HOME.
SAID TO BE THE CAUSE

Those were the headlines and they
are not uncommon ones - describing a
recent fire on which our agency held the

policy, and my duty that morning was
to investigate the loss. Knowing next
to nothing about electric wiring and with

the inspector out of town, I decided to

"I am sorry to admit it, but a few
unscrupulous electricians and greedy
contractors, with a view to swelling their

pocketbooks, have contributed largely
toward instilling this false idea in the
layman's mind. For example, Johnny
Graft, the `curbstone contractor,' whose
kit of tools comprises a screwdriver and
a pair of pliers and whose stock in trade
is usually culled from the junk heap, is

installing an additional light or so in
Mrs. So-and-so's house.
Johnny is
working in the attic, where Mrs. So -and -

ask my friend Billy Williams, a competent
electrician, to examine the lighting system
in Mrs. Enybodie's house.
" Exactly so : " Billy exclaimed, when I

showed him the newspaper item and
stated my business. " When they can't
find a cause for the fire they blame it on
the wiring. There seems to be a general
belief among you fellows - you insurance
men and other members of a misinformed

and skeptical public - that electricity is
responsible for a large proportion of our
fires. You think because electricity and
fire are both mysterious characters that
they must necessarily he side partners.
Coming from anyone else, I might have

taken offense at being accused of such
ignorance, but when we were in the car

and I came to consider fully Billy's

words, I concluded that I might learn a
great deal from him that would be to my
advantage. Before I could put a question, however, he resúaned his dissension.
"Frank," he complained, "you fellows
have heard and read about ' short circuits'

and 'open circuits' and `live wires' and
' grounds' and other technical expressions
until you have come to imagine that they
are all fire dealing agencies and constitute

the main part of all electrical installa-

"Johnny Graft
the Curbstone
Contractor"

so has never been and cannot go, unless
she climbs a ladder and crawls through
the little scuttle hole. She calls up to
Johnny: ' Please do be careful and fix

it right - I am so afraid of fire.' This
immediately gives Johnny an idea and
when he comes down into the room

tions."

again he tells her that some of the wires

said nothing, and Billy continued:

current without heating and should he

No matter what I thought about it, I

in the attic are too small to carry the
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repaired at mice.

Johnny gets the job,

" How about hot wires?" I inquired.
"The other day, when your men were
installing the switches in the office, the

electric light wires are supported on non -

the partition to the man below and say,
`That is the hot wire - make your taps
on that.' And the other fellow would "

of, course, and the credit for being a
bright young man - and leaves his
patron under the false impression that

man in the loft would shove a wire clown

"And so it goes," Billy interrupted

with a grin.

"A 'hot wire' to us fellows

means simply a wire that is carrying
current.

In dry places, like your office,

we seldom take the trouble to kill the
juice when -"
"Hold a minute, Billy," I stopped
him. " `Killing the juice' means what?"

"Opening the main line switch,

of

course," was the explanation. " W e can
handle one live wire with perfect safety
so long as we are off the ground and not

in contact with any conductor such as
"Please be Careful and Fix it Right"

milamable insulators because they are
charged with red hot current. And Mrs.

"Attempts to
Attach His Fan
to the
Chandelier"

So-and-so tells her neighbors about it and
they inform their friends.

"Another consumer's lights go out

when he attempts to attach his electric

fan to a chandelier," Billy went on.

" Johnny Graft also gets this job and he
sees the trouble at a glance. Constant
screwing and unscrewing of the attachment plug at the chandelier socket has
resulted in the wires in the plug becoming

twisted together, causing a short circuit
at that point and blowing out the fuses
in the cabinet. Johnny could repair the

trouble in five minutes for about 50

cents, but he secs more money' in the job.
He gets a step ladder, makes an examina-

gas or water pipes leading to the ground,

tion of the chandelier and looks very for the human body offers a path for the
serious.
`What's the trouble?' his
customer asks. Johnny looks very wise.

`Electrolysis,' he says, 'has developed in

the fixture wire and caused a heavy
ground, which if not repaired may cause
a fire in time.' `I see,' says the customer,
when, as a matter of fact, he doesn't see

in the least. But Johnny gets the job
of rewiring the fixture and electricity
gets the blame for being very dangerous.

flow of current to earth."
"How about rats gnawing the insulation off the wires in garrets and between
walls and starting a fire?" I asked.
Billy looked his disgust. "Oh, rats!"
he exclaimed. "That same question has

been asked me a thousand times in the
past fifteen years. It's absurd. In the
first place, I have never seen the insulation on electric light wires removed by
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gested that he buy a new lamp or put a
shade with a good reflecting interior on
cotton covering on bell wires carrying the old one. But he couldn't see it that
rats and I don't believe any one else ever
has. Rats might chew the paraffin and

only a weak battery current which of way.

Times were too hard, he said.

itself could not start a fire, but they balk Passing his shop the next day, I noticed
at eating the bitter rubber compound .on that he had equipped the old lamp with
lighting wires. And in the second place, a homemade, cone shaped reflector fashno fire would occur even granting that
the wires carrying the customary voltage
of 110 were stripped of their insu'ation
and laid bare on the dry timbers.
"If the circuits are properly fused, it is
hardly possible to set fire to the building

with the ordinary low voltage current;
if you'll drop in the shop sometime I'll
prove it to you."
We left the car at this point, and as we
walked the two blocks toward the scene of
the fire, Billy resumed his talk.

"Many fires and accidents caused by
electricity," he contended, are due to
carelessness. Take, for an instance, the
blaze last week in the Park View Hotel.
That fire started from an electric smoothing iron which had been left on the dresser

with the current turned on, while the
owner was contentedly eating her dinner.
A similar case is that of Mrs. Vandergilt's.
Susie Vandergilt's beau had called to take

"Suggested that He Buy a New Lamp"

ioncd from a piece of white paper. Tight-

wad's ingenuity saved him about fifty
cents - the price of a good lamp shade.

her to the `movies,' and Susie, who had That night he fell asleep at his bench and
been primping her hair for the occasion, the heat confined in his make -shift shade
forgot to turn off the key on her electric started a hundred -thousand -dollar fire."
Reaching our destination, I observed
curling iron when she left the room."
I recalled a fire which had destroyed an
entire city block a few summers ago and

that part of the roof only was burned

from Mrs. Envbodie's house and that the
light company's service wires were still
intact
on the building. The transformer
I
asked
Billy
what
he
knew
responsible.
pole was stepped, and the first thing
about it.
" I know all about it." he declared. that Billy did was to climb the pole. He
"That fire had its origin in old Aleck carne down grinning from ear to ear. He
Tightwads shoe shop. About a year rolled a cigarette with exasper.. ing
prior to the fire, Tightwad bought a 32 slowness and looked up the street, where
candlepower lamp from me to use aboye a wagon containing three or four linemen
his work bench. The lamp had become was approaching.
" I'll have a word or two with the line
dim from age and constant use and he
called me into his shop, and complained gang before I tell you the trouble," he
about it. As is natural with an old in- said, as he lit his cigarette and went
candescent lamp, it became hot when forward to meet the wagon.
At the wagon, Billy exchanged a few
lighted and besides burned dimly, con-

for which electricity was said to be

suming more current than ordinarily. words with the foreman, and when he
I explained this to Tightwad and sug- returned, his grin seemed wider than ever.
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"Well?" I asked impatiently, partly
anticipating his answer.

" It is just as I thought," he laughed,
with an I -told -you -so air. "Mrs. Enybodie locked up the house and went to

Cooper's Wells last week, and, as a
matter of precaution, she had the light
company disconnect the service wires on
the pole. Poor old electricity, how thou
art persecuted!"
I felt rather foolish, I must confess, but

with the firm's interest at heart, I felt
Constrained to ask:

"Surely, Billy, you arc not going to

DEPICTING THE TITANIC
DISASTER
The sinking of the ship, Titanic, April
14, 1912, carrying to the bottom with it
1,633 persons out of 2,206 on board, is
the world's greatest sea disaster and the
facts and heroic incidents surrounding it
will ever interest. This spectacle in the
form of a mighty panorama is presented
by the aid of electricity with wonderful
realism at Riverview Park, Chicago.
From the auditorium the observer looks
out upon the Atlantic and in the distance

Spectacle of the Titanic Disaster

present a bill for this, are you? You the Titanic is shown ready to leave Southhaven't done anything."
" You mean," he was quick to retort,
"you haven't got anything here for me to
do. That's not my lookout. And besides, I've thrown in a few dollars' worth
of valuable information.
Sure, I'm

going to send in my bill -I need the
money.

But I'll tell you what I'll do,Frank,"
he amended, "if you'll come down to
the shop sometime, I'll prove to you,
free of cost, that electricity is the safest
of artificial illuminants."
With which Billy swung onto a passing

car, and left me to ponder on the ease
with which a prejudiced mind can form
snap judgments.

hampton, England. It is early morning
of April 10th. After the sun rises the
giant ship moves out of the harbor upon
its fatal voyage. At the masthead flashes
a wireless message. Presently, in the
distance the spectator sees an on -corning iceberg. The ship strikes it, settles
slowly as its wireless flashes the S. O. S.
while the distant strains of a band playing "Nearer My God to Thee" arc heard.
Then with an explosion the boat plunges
from sight leaving the water strewn with
numberless lifeboats. The arrival of the

Carpathia and its entrance with the

survivors into New York harbor conclude
the spectacle.
The representation of the Titanic
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may rock it back and forth through an
The total length of the scenery used if arc of several inches. The rock is a
placed end to end would extend almost favorite point of meeting for paseos or
three miles. Behind the scenes is a little picnic parties, and one of the favorite
weighs 1,700 pounds and is 22 feet long.

two horsepower electric motor from which

shafting extends to every point where
power is required. The ocean is a series

of semicircular tiers of scenery kept in

motion by electric power to immitatc the
ocean waves. Between these tiers arc
tracks upon which are drawn by cables.

tests of the delicacy with which the stone
balances is for one person to hold a walnut
under it while another tilts the great mass
gently down and cracks the shell.

FLORAL BOX ON TROLLEY POLE

In the early part of last summer the
the ships, the landscapes, the icebergs
etc. The cables run to cable drums and Chicago Association of Commerce issued
by simply throwing in a clutch the a booklet ilscenery and boats are stopped or set in lustrating the
motion. Sunrise, sunset, the night, the possibilities of
lighting of the ships, the clouds-all are securing a
produced by the application of electricity.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
NUT -CRACKER

m ore .attrac-

tive city

the
use of ornathrough

mentalshruhs,

Although there are many of the so- foliage plants
called rocking or balanced stones in and flowers in
various parts of the world, it is very window boxes.
doubtful if there is another so delicately A look about
poised as the one near Tandil, in the the loop disprovince of Azul, Argentina. So evenly

trict during

is the weight of this ten ton mass of t he summer
granite distributed around its point of afforded plencontact with the larger boulder upon ty of evidence
which it rests that the touch of a child that the suggestions had

taken root

and probably

no better offering to this
effect can be

shown than
the accompanying photograph which
goes quite be-

Quite Refreshing in the City's

yond the promoters' expectations.

Turmoil

A neat wooden
box is placed about the trolley pole, is

partially filled with earth and as the
picture shows, is the home of a mass of
beautiful foliage which takes away the
plainness of the pole. This picture was
The Nut -Cracker Rock Weighs Ten Tons

taken at State and Jackson.
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PROTECTING THE LIVES OF
200,000 STEEL WORKERS

In the years that the manufacture and
use of steel has been developing to be-

come the real romance of American
industrial life, worker after worker has
paid with his life for the products that
flow from the plants in a steady stream,

for use in every portion of the globe.
Accidents have been many, and thousands of workmen have found themselves
disabled for life after only a day's work.

Six years ago the United States Steel
Corporation realized that the time had
come when something must be done to

Track Target and

De -Railer Where
E xtr eme Precautions are Necessary
to

Protect Work-

men

How the Planer is made Safe by a
Steel Guard

reduce the accident and

death rate among the 200,000 workers.

"Safety First" became
the motto under which the
corporation proceeded to
eliminate the numerous ac-

cidents, and, as far as possible, make safe the manufacture of steel. Since then

work in the plants and
mines has been almost

revolutionized under

Heavy Belts are made Safe, too, by
Running Them Through a Steel Box

the

Ripping Boards in the Carpenter Shop by Aid of a Device which makes the
Operation Perfectly Safe
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guidance of " safety experts " whose
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maintenance and operating is much less

only duty has been to devise means than either storage batter}- or trolley car.
for protecting the workmen, with the

there has been a reduction of 1.15 per cent in serious acciresult that

dents. This on a basis of 200,000 employees, means that 2,300 workmen now

escape serious or fatal injury every year
who would have suffered under the system

BOXING AN ELECTRIC FOR
FOREIGN SHIPMENT
Boxing a $3,500 automobile for shipment to a distant part of the world is an
important piece of work, since electric

of working in vogue before the "safety
experts" were employed.

The accompanying illustrations are
typical examples of the safety devices
which have been perfected and put in use
for the protection of the steel workers.

FIRST TRACKLESS TROLLEY
IN WISCONSIN
This is one of the trolley buses used by
the Merrill Railway and Lighting Company at Merrill, Wis., to feed the street
railway line from a portion of the city

automobiles arc not primarily designed

hay for the extension of the regular line.

roughly down the hatchway of an ocean

The bus is an eighteen passenger, one
front entrance, single operator car, with
heavy solid rubber tires single in front
and double on the rear wheels. The

electric ready to be shipped to Japan, with

that did not furnish enough traffic to

motor is a special auto type, 500 volt, 12
horsepower, series motor and is controlled

by a five jack shaft through a universal
shaft and bevel gear.
It is the first installation of its kind in

Wisconsin, although the type has been
recognized in Europe as the only transportation system that is practicable for
sparsely settled districts, as the cost of
Trackless Trolley
at Merrill,
Wis.

Boxed Ready for Japan

to be lifted by derrick and dropped

going ship.

The illustration shows a Waverly

wheels removed and axles resting in a
heavy oak framework that is bolted to
the outside box. The latter is built of
matched pine with a lining of tar paper,
firmly braced and all very substantially
constructed.

LEARNING THE RULES OF THE SEA
Learning the duties of naval militiamen
on land appears on the face of it rather a
paradox.

How can a Jack Tar acquire

is much too brief to make really efficient
sailors. To accomplish any training of

this kind really worth while means at

Signal Boys on the Bridge.

(3)

"Heav-

ing the Lead" with a Practice Dummy.
(1) Pointing out the
Range Finder on the
Fire Control Masts.

(4)
(5)

Studying

the Compass

Diagram.

Vessels in Column - for Studying

Evolutions

(2) Quartermaster and

the knowledge of a ship except on shipboard?
Yet it can be done and is being accom-

plished quite successfully in New York
City in a most novel manner. For a few
weeks every summer our citizen sailors

take to the sea if the national govern-

ment is generous enough to loan them a
ship for the purpose, which is not always.
But this experience at sea, when offered,

least some work done all the year round.
Consequently Lieutenant Commander
Martin of the second battalion of the New

York naval militia hit upon the plan of
teaching his men the rules of the sea in
one of the Brooklyn armories.

To represent the actual conditions as
nearly as possible which exist on a manof-war, Commander Martin determined to
use carefully constructed, self-propelled,
628
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miniature battleships, which, maneuvering

on the armory floor, simulated wonderfully well the movements of real ships.
The little vessels, which the commander
has caused to be built for the use of his
men, are fully equipped in every partic-
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the recruits to understand that north by
east is quite another story from east by
north.
Against one of the walls of the armory
a fully equipped signal bridge, just like a
man -o' -war's and almost actual size, has

ular with the proper complement of guns,
basket fighting top masts, the regulation

been built. Here the signal gang, a
fraternity by itself, learn their p's and

running lights, etc. Thus in handling
these little ships the naval militiamen
learn the duties of Jack Tar at first hand
or under almost the actual conditions as
they exist at sea. All that is lacking is

q's, whether spelled by bunting or lights.

the rolling sea, which, truth to tell, a few
of the would-be sailors are just as pleased

to escape, for some of them are by no
means immune from sea sickness although
of course like good sailors they would not
acknowledge it.

As the ships with lights lit are maneuvered from one end of the armory to the
other, the men learn the rules of the road
at sea.
"Green to green or red to red,
Perfect safety, go ahead!"
Thus when the time comes during the
summer course, they are fully qualified
to take the wheel on a real man-of-war
and handle it with as much knowledge as

that gained by most Jack Tars at sea
alone.

The mechanism of a modern gun is
intricate, and the efficient gun crew must
be able to quickly take down and assemble

its movable parts. For this purpose a
real gun similar in type to those found on
many of our gunboats and fully supplied
with all its intricate mechanism has been

secured and fastened to the floor of the
armory just like it would be to the deck of
a ship. During the drills a junior officer

explains, on this gun, fully to the men,
the technique of breech blocks, sights and
other gear. Thus it will be seen that to

the New York naval militiamen at least
life is not all beer and skittles, but mostly
hard work.

HAS NO CURRENT OF
ELECTRICE
A sad tale of disappointment is contained in the following communication

The miniature battleships not being

received by a La Crosse (Wis.) electrical

high enough from the floor for the purpose,

firm from a farm customer. The son of
the soil, it seems, had ordered a lamp
fitting while under an impression some-

the militiamen learn from a convenient
balcony how to heave the lead ánd soon
become so efficient at it that when the

gunboat is put in commission for the

what similar to that of the Kansas
farmer who bought a motor to do his

summer cruise they are veterans at this

farm work, although there wasn't a

line of work.

power wire within 25 miles. The Wisconsin agriculturist "came back" as
follows:- "Dear Sir, this letter is to acknolage to you of the recept of .your two
ball adjusters but in addition I will make
you understand that I misunderstood

On the floor of the armory the citizen
sailors acquire a thorough knowledge of

the sea's traffic rules and also perfect
themselves in signal work and small arm
practice.
Before learning the sea's "rules of the
road" the men of the naval militia must

know how to name the points of the

compass in correct succession - or, in sea

I thought that it was a lamp by
itselph and not a aparatus which is of
you.

no use to me as I have no curent of electrice so you see. I want to send them

lingo, to "box" it. For this purpose a

back to you again and you send my

huge compass has been marked out on the
armory floor and a quartermaster teaches

money back to and nothing more to say
your trull_y."

Machines for Utilizing Wave
Power
BY JACK BAUM
In the United States Patent Office at
Washington there are over four hundred

patents issued covering various ideas,
machines and apparatus for the utilization of wave power. Since the earliest
times, when the Phoenicians first began
to navigate the blue waters of the Mediterranean in their crude caravels, men have

realized the enormous energy and the
incalculable power of the waves and
tides going to waste at their very thresholds.

There have been many inventions and
seeming mechanical impossibilities perfected and put into daily use that appear
much more complicated and impossible
than the perfecting of a motor to be run

These tanks are held in the relative positions shown. As
the waves rise and fall along the dotted line air is first admitted through a check valve in the vertical pipe at the left,

and then compressed and caused to flow continuously
through the system and out through the pipe at the right.
-Patented by C. H. Kierter, May 4, 1886
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way. The competition is still open. The
secret is still hidden, to be discovered and

put into use by some unknown inventor
with a spark of the Divine Fire and the
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by the action of the waves and yet the
problem has not been solved in a practical
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The vertical movement of a huge float operates, through
a complicated gearing system a large number of air compressor pumps.-Patented by E. T. Odom, April 6, 1909

tank. It may be safely said that the
The main idea that many inventors majority of wave motors are built upon
have endeavored to apply in building a this principle, with, of course, many
waves?

wave motor is that of a float working on
the end of a lever, which, in its rise and
fall upon the waves, compresses air in a

modifications, enlargements and variations.

Others, relying more upon the

tides, have as their underlying principle
630
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A large number of floats, each containing a specially constructed fluid compressing device, operated by the action
of the waves, are all connected by flexible conduits to a power station on the shore. The power generated by the
individual units is here collected.-Patented by Herbert E. Rider, October 18, 1898.

L-
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Two oscilating floats are tipped at an angle to each other
by the action of the waves. In doing this they rotate the
shafts in the ends of the steel truss and this rotary motion
is translated into an air compressor system.-Patented by
F. O. Rusting, June 25, 1895.

An odd, buoy like float contains
an air pressure chamber as shown.
The rising water forces air into the

pressure system. -Patented by G
H. W. Doose, October 10, 1911.

In a float arrangement are compartments in which air is compressed by the
This air
waves flowing into them.
pressure actuates a wheel which in turn

operates a regulation air pump for de-

livering the power. - Patented by D.
Beckers, September 13, 1898.

A boat like float contains
pressure chambers in which

the waves act to transmit
compressed air through the
long tube to an air motor on
shore, which in turn óperates

a dynamo.-Patented by D.
G. Weems, March 29, 1904.
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different mechanisms for utilizing the
potential energy gained when the rising
waters in a large tank or other vessel

flow out after having been raised to

All our large manufacturing industries
and inland mills would naturally gravitate to the sea coast, where power could
he secured for little or nothing. They

a higher level by the action of the could afford to sell their product cheaper.
tide.

If a practical wave motor could be
built it would mean the annual saving of
millions of dollars that are now expended
in the purchase of fuel for the generating
of power. The saving it would mean to a
city like New York, or any other seacoast
town, would be almost incalculable;

dynamos could be run by wave power
electricity generated at practically no
cost and the giant machines that arc used

in the manufacture of the commodities

of commerce he turned and operated
without the present enormous expenditure that goes for coal and other fuels.

It might even lower the high cost of
living.

-

It has been estimated by long and close

observation that the number of calm

days during the year when there are no
waves, and the regular ocean swells are
at rest, is so small as to be almost negligahle.

The problem of wave motors is in no
sense allied to that of the " mechanical
banshee, " perpetual motion, for, in the
motion of the waves we have an absolute

and tangible power, and we only lack a
practical way in which to harness and
apply that power and make it do work.

IN THE SCULPTOR'S STUDIO
A Brilliant Example of the Wonderful Results Obtained
from Electric Light in Showing up Bas -Relief s and the
Finest Points of Art Work.
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LEWIN'S RESUSCITATION
APPARATUS
Prof. L. Lewin's method for resuscitating persons from apparent
death is the latest idea of the kind,
and is attracting at ten
tion in Germany as well
as in other countries. It

is intended to be used
not only in cases of apparent drowning, but also
for asphyxia. In Dr.
Lewin's apparatus the
person is put through
scientifically combined

movements in order to
restore the breathing and
also the circulation of the

blood, and it has the

advantage of being
worked with a very small
amount of power.

Lewin's Apparatus Illustrating
Closed and Two Operating
Positions

The man is laid upon

the light and portable
device and held in

position by suitable

straps which are quickly
put in place. Then the pivoted table

is turned down so as to place the

patient head downwards, and in this

position the movement which the
body is obliged to take is just the
proper one for allowing water or
other fluid to run out from the nose

and mouth, not only by its own

natural weight but from the fact that the
lower part of the trunk is strongly com-

pressed when in this position, so as to
drive out the water.
After ten or 20 seconds in this reversed
position, the table is pivoted around so as
to bring the body in a slanting and nearly

BENZOL -ELECTRIC TRAIN FOR
THE KHEDIVE
A very fine motor train of novel equip-

ment has just been built for H. H., the
Khedive of Egypt, by the Metropolitan
Carriage, Wagon and Finance Co., Ltd.,

upright position, and here the lower of Birmingham, England. The train coninternal organs now fall down so as to

increase the lung space and draw air into
the lungs. Then the table is reversed
to the first position in order to empty the
lungs as before by compressing the chest,

sists of two carriages, one saloon car and

one composite car, arranged to drive

as we have just seen, and these move-

coupled together under a special benzol electric system devised by the Allgemeine
Elektricitáts-Gesellschaft of Berlin.
Each carriage is driven by means of one

ments are kept up.

four -wheeled, two -motor bogie.
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FEEDERS OF THE WOOLWORTH

SOME REMARKABLE ELECTRIC

BUILDING

SIGNS

This diagram
will he of inter-

est even to the
non -technical
reader, for it rep-
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Three illustrations arc given here of
large and striking electric signs shown
nightly in Chicago. The one with the
girl at the washing machine is on top of
the Commonwealth Edison Company's

steadily and appearing as an endless

chain of words as though on a continuous
trolley.

The Harrison Street sign of the Commonwealth Edison Company as illustrated here is also another huge affair, 50 feet
by 280 feet with over 3,300 lamps in it.
The locomotive sign of which an illustration is also given is, however, probably

the most interesting and beautiful ever
seen in Chicago. It stands on Chicago
and Northwestern Railway Company
property by the Rush Street bridge and is
a plain advertisement of that company's

speedy trains. A photograph cannot do
justice to the motion effect, which may he

briefly described as follows: With the
semaphore or block signal set against the

engine it stands with all parts motionless except the small cloud of steam and
smoke issuing' from the stack. Suddenly

the block is raised, the red light in it
changes to green, the back pressure of
steam in the cylinder exhausts down by

mum am are principally the track and every wheel shown in the
for lights, and picture begins to revolve. As this occurs
iiümu%
thelighting the smoke from the stack takes a fleeting
Not/lilt
Po
e

_pail

I

load represents 4 5 0
k. w., about

%o

'4'3°

s A 590 horse power.

.

backward course over the top of the cab
and tender. The lighting effect' is such
that the engineer practically disappears
from the lower position and is seen more
strongly in the cal) window. It is indeed
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Electric
Shop
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The Harrison Street Sign

Northwestern Engine Full Size

a wonderful affair and is the admiration
of all beholders, being built to full size.
The largest sign in Chicago in so far as
length is concerned is that on top of the
Montgomery Ward Building at Chicago
Avenue bridge. The firm name appears
in letters ten feet high and 700 feet long.
Over 2,000 ten watt tungsten lamps are
used for it. Another large and prominent

sign is that on the Sears, Roebuck &
Company building on the west side of the
city. It is 246 feet long by four feet high
and contains 500 lamps.

AN ELECTRICAL SCARECROW

In the crowded Orient, where nine
tenths of the people live a hand-to-mouth
existence, the protection of the growing
crops from both feathered and four footed
robbers is a really serious problem, and

out of necessity have grown some very
ingenious contrivances. In China one
may see a peasant farmer sitting quietly
in the middle of his diminutive paddy
patch and scaring off the rice birds by

further ends. In Borneo, in places where

there is running water, the Dyaks contrive to make a flexible bamboo vibrating
shake cocoanut rattles in

their mango trees, the connection being
made by a strand of thin liana or creeper.

It remained, however, for a Yankee
electrical engineer who was engaged at
the hydro -electric plant in Mysore,
India, to bring out something really up
to date in the way of a scarecrow.
The vegetable patch upon which the
several Americans at the plant in question

depended for their table supply, was
constantly being raided by birds and
monkeys. None of these paid the least
attention to ordinary types of scarecrows.

Posts about five feet in height were set
at the proper strategic points and on top
ofthese, arranged to revolve horizontally,
two bladed electric fans were installed.

Above these, skulls, wearing old pith

pulling a series of strings which, radiating

sun helmets were rigged, while the posts
themselves were dressed up in imitation
of khaki clad, native policemen. The
blades of the fan were passed through the

from him like the spokes of a wheel,
jangle tin cans full of stones at their

shoulders. Two small bulbs at the eves

arms of the jacket and formed the
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of each skull were arranged to wink connected up and taken into an adjoining
alternately, while each revolution of the room. The ticking of a watch held
fan was made to trip a hammer which against the side of the fish globe could be
struck a gong.

The first few nights that these veritable whirling dervishes were operated
they were not only successful in driving
all the birds and monkeys to a distance,
but in depopulating several small native
villages upon which the plant depended
for help as well. When the latter had
been reassured, the pendulum swung the

distinctly heard.

It is claimed that the transmitter was
submerged from 3 p. m. until Thursday

other way, and for weeks the clever

Yankees were compelled to receive delegations from all the villages of the

countryside begging that spinning fire
devils be erected to protect their fields.

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER
WORKS UNDER WATER
One of the illustrations shows a unique
waterproof telephone transmitter, without guard or back shell, submerged in a
fish globe filled with water. This trans-

di>

4c=1.

mitter was connected directly to the

Telephone Transmitter which Works under Water

regular hotel telephone and the operator
was requested to get a certain number in
New York City. The transmitter was
connected with a testing set, adjusted for
use on a long distance telephone line and
operated by two sets of fifteen dry cells,'

at 6 p. m., or 75 consecutive hours. The
transmitter was taken back to New York
and at 10 a. m. Wednesday, again submerged in a globe filled with water and

each set in series, and both sets connected
in multiple.

The room at the hotel was fitted with
the usual telephone subscriber's set and
the waterproof transmitter, through the
testing set, was connected with the city

has given perfect transmission at all times.

IMITATION
Imitation is a habit. It is a habit that
is quite expensive most of the time. It is
a habit, too, which deteriorates the men-

tality; weakens, starves and cheats it.

It is a habit we seldom outgrow or overIt is stated that the Chicago operator come, once it is formed.
was requested to connect with a certain
It is imitation that keeps hack the
office in New York and the following more rapid progress of electricity. Not
tests were made: Talking in an ordinary one manufacturer imitating another mantelephone line.

tone, six inches away from the fish globe,

against the submerged transmitter, a
conversation was carried on for over five
minutes and New York reported that the
transmission was perfectly distinct, clear
and the voice heard in natural tones.
Locally, at the hotel in Chicago, a line

to which a receiver was attached was

ufacturer, but neighbor waiting to imitate
neighbor. Waiting! Yes, waiting to
imitate. Electricity and its application

appeals to the reason. It seems better
than anything else. But neighbor Jones
uses it only for lights, or neighbor Smith
is just waiting. So Brown waits to
imitate. Who loses?-The Silk Cord.

4

A

Filming "Hamlet" a Tremendous Undertaking
Shakespeare was not only what Ben

served up to the multitudes, vvho in many

Jonson denominates him, the

cases have never before seen the great

"Soul of the age,
The applause, delight and wonder of our stage,"

tragedy enacted.

but to this hour the constant companion

France undertook to film a subject of

When the Gaumont Company of

In Making the Film for the Ghost Scene, Hamlet and theGhost had to be Photographed Separately, Taking Their
Successive Positions by Count, All Timed to the Second

of the contemplative, as well as the gay
associate of the gay and the happy. And

now, through the medium of motion

such magnitude and power, it selected
no less a personage than Sir Johnston
Forbes -Robertson to enact the role of

pictures, "Hamlet," one of Shakespeare's

Hamlet, and his talented wife, Lady

greatest plays, is to be immortalized in
film, and in the form of "canned drama"

Forbes -Robertson,

better known to
theater -goers as Miss Gertrude Elliott,
637
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A Complete Reconstruction of Elsinore Castle was Necessary

to play the part of Ophelia. Supporting

going to primary sources, as Shakespeare

the two great English stars will be the

had so Elizabethanized the story that

full

Drury Lane Company from the

historical records were virtually useless in

Drury Lane Theater of London.
Though Messrs. Gaumont conceived
the idea of filming " Hamlet " and engaged

all the players who appeared in the big
production, the work of photographing
the scenes was turned over to Mr. Cecil
Hepworth, the greatest British producer
cinematograph plays, whom they
deemed fully capable of carrying through
of

successfully this most difficult and important undertaking.
Immediately upon learning that he had

preparing an adaptation of the play.
Therefore, the lines of Forbes -Robertson's own production of Hamlet were
followed throughout, though of course it
had to be changed tremendously in detail, for in filming the story words must
all be translated into action.
In preparing the backgrounds for the
various scenes, the beautiful scenery
painted by Hawes Craven for Forbes Robertson's production was used as a
model for the studio sets, though in place

been commissioned to superintend the of flat cloths Mr. Hepworth had to use
production, Mr. Hepworth went to the solids, including many huge carved
British Museum to consult various au- Norman columns two feet six inches in
thorities as to the conditions of life in diameter.
In a dip of the cliffs of the old Dorset
Denmark at the time in which the play
fishing village, at Lulworth Cove, Engis laid.
He very soon found, however, that he land, with the little villages of Weywould have to abandon the idea of mouth and Portland in the background,

MOTION PICTURES

a complete reconstruction of Elsinore
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To those who arc familiar with the
production of motion pictures it will be

Castle was built up, though the site
selected was so secluded that all the sufficient to indicate some of the difficulbuilding materials had to be carried over
a sort of rugged mountain pass. As the
plaster alone weighed two tons, it is not

ties encountered, to say that the work

matter.
Some of the other outdoor scenes were

equipped for it and with a set of actors
trained to the work and incidentally, to

tions needed were found -a beautiful old

For instance, where Forbes -Robertson
sees the ghost of Hamlet's father on the

included some of the most difficult trick
work known to the realm of pictures, and

hard to believe that this was no light that, not in a comfortable studio, fully
z

7

taken at Hartsbourne Manor, the resi- the long waits which are inseparable from
dence of Miss Maxine Elliott, Lady it, but out on the windy seashore, with
Robertson's sister. The orchard scene people who are not used to being told
was enacted in a private garden at what they have to do, and not used to
Halliford-on-Thames where the condi- being kept waiting for long hours.

apple tree, of such shape and size as
would go well in the picture, overhanging
a smooth lawn, such as one might expect
to find in the grounds of a king's palace.

Ophelia "died" in the stream at Harts bourne Manor, where
also she was "buried- in a real grave beside
a real church, specially
erected. The scene in
which Ophelia is seen

ramparts of the castle at Elsinore, he

had to do all the work without any
visible ghost at all. He had to learn by

heart that the ghost was in such -and -such

by the Queen, gathering

flowers, was taken by

the side of a private
lake at Walton -on -

Thames, while all the
in teriórs, of course, were

produced in the extenstudios of the
Hepworth Company.
Forbes -Robertson, it
sive

might have been ex-

Photographing a Scene with Two Cameras

pected, would be sadly
hampered in picture work on account of
the fact that he was suddenly deprived of
the use of Shakespeare's words and his own
o

magnificent voice, but having -worked in
two entirely different media, for it is well

known that he is a painter of no mean
achievement as well as one of the finest
actors of the legitimate stage, he was

able to quickly adapt himself to the

exigencies of cinematography and to tell

a position on such -and -such a count for the only cues he got were the counting

of the seconds as the film was turned
through the camera. Then, later on,
when all this scene was finished, the stage

with the castle had to be transformed
into a huge dark room -a cage lined
entirely with black velvet - while the
ghost walked over the ground to the same
dismal counting. If either actor or ghost
had been a second out of time, the result

his story with dramatic emphasis and
effect, despite the unfamiliarity of his would have been spoiled, for Hamlet's
eves must follow the ghost in riveted
surroundings.
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Scene for " The Clod " Taken During Actual Skirmishing Between the Federal and Revolutionary Forces
in Mexico

attention wherever he goes. The result
on the screen will show that the requirements of the case were carried out with
absolute fidelity by everyone concerned.
But it was not done the first time, nor the
second.

There is one very notable advantage
which the motion picture camera has over

the stage, especially in portraying the

lost nothing by the interpretation of the
camera. Indeed it probably gained.
MEXICAN REVOLUTION GIVES
ATMOSPHERE TO PICTURE
In filming a two -reel drama entitled
"The Clod," the Lubin Company, operating near the border line between Mexico

drama of such a man as Forbes -Robert- and the United States, have taken adson, for whereas in the latter case he has vantage of the recent conflict between the

of necessity to exaggerate his normal Federal forces and the Revolutionary
actions sufficiently to reach the most army in their vicinity to incorporate
distant parts of a huge theater, when he several scenes of an actual battle in the
is dealing with the camera it is only picture.
The struggle between the opposing
necessary that his gesture be sufficiently
marked to be recorded by an instrument
from ten to eleven feet away. Forbes Robertson adapted himself to these new
conditions with wonderful quickness with intuition in fact.
In much the same way the Ophelia of
Lady Robertson (Miss Gertrude Elliott)
which is probably among her best roles,

forces is therefore a real battle and not a

mimic one, while the closeness of the
camera to the combatants proves conclusively that, in this instance, the
camera man literally took his life in his
hands in his effort to secure some clear,

close-up views of the battle. Bullets
must have been whistling all about him,

MOTION PICTURES

After the Battle.
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This is no Posing but the Real Thing

and yet he calmly continued to turn the
film through the camera, probably relying

the Essanay studio and they have played
several games with the phosphorus ball.

upon the poor marksmanship of the
enemy to offset his daring.

FILMS AID PURE MILK
CRUSADE

o

CAN NOW ¡PLAY GOLF AT NIGHT
Being a golf fiend and being unable to
play during the daytime, as his services
are always in demand, "Smiling Billy "

Mason of the Essanay company has

A moving picture film showing the
dangers of an impure milk supply has
been exhibited with such good effect in
Germany that health officials at once
became more rigorous in their enforce-

decided to form a club to be known hereafter as The Phosphorous Golf Club."

ment of the pure food regulations. Their

campaign against negligent dairymen

opportunity to play during the daytime
and that on Sunday, the only day when

that the milkmen finally presented a

Billy explains that he never gets an

his time is his own, the links are so

crowded that it is well nigh impossible to
play, so he decided that a hall painted or
smeared with phosphorus could be used,

and played with at night, it being seen
almost as well in the dark as an ordinary
golf hall is seen in the daytime. A small
course was laid out by the golf fiends at

was conducted with such energy, in fact,

petition to the proper authorities, asking
for the withdrawal of this particular film
subject. In reply to this action, Professor
Schlossmann, of the Dusseldorf Municipal Hospital, who was responsible for the
film, proved that it had led to the trial and
conviction of dairymen for violation of
the pure food regulations. The exhibi-

tion of the film was not discontinued.

The Hermit of Lonely Gulch
BY EDNA FRANCES
OR full fifteen years, Torn
45 Wilson, the hermit of Lone-

penitentiary in which he had been con-

ly Gulch, had lived in his
secluded little cabin, miles

While making his way through the
rocky canyon, Rogers came upon the
camp of the hermit and discovered old

habitation, without seeing
or conversing with any of
his fellow men. Not one

Tom Wilson to be badly in need of assistance. The old man had contracted

Years and years ago, the old hermit had
arranged with Bill Scraggs, the driver of

which he had ordered recently by means

from any other human

fined.

pneumonia from a long exposure to the

of the residents of Lonely Gulch had elements and at the last had been too ill
seen the old man in all that time. to even attempt to go after the medicine
the stage coach which brought in the mail
and such passengers as might be collected

of the system of notes he left beneath
the roots of the old oak tree. Rogers
quickly realized the serious condition of
the old man and hastened to assure him
that he would go for the medicine.
Making his way through the brush and
tangled vines, Rogers found the tree at
last, and there, beneath the concealment
of the root, was the bottle of medicine,
left there by faithful Bill Scraggs. Upon

from Attelboro, the nearest railway station to the Gulch, to do his shopping for
him.
Accordingly, Bill would scramble clumsily down from his high seat on the coach,

when he came in sight of a certain old
oak tree, and underneath a twisted root
that curled its way into the soil, would

his return to the Wilson cabin, Rogers

find a note from the old hermit, ordering

certain food and necessities.

found the old man cold and still in death.

On the Awed and surprised by this sudden death,

return trip, Bill would deposit the grocer-

Rogers reverently buried the old hermit
in a grave he dug with difficulty in the
side of the Gulch. Returning once more
to the cabin which had sheltered the old

ies, clothing, or other articles ordered,
near the tree and old Tom would pick
them up at his leisure.
The gossips of the Gulch varied widely
as to the reasons for old Tom's seclusion,
some imagining that he had committed a

hermit for so many years, Rogers decided
that he cciuld do no better than to assume
the place of the aged hermit. Wilson had

crime for which he was sought by the
minions of the law, while others maintained that he had been disappointed in

told him he had seen nobody for more

than fifteen years, so Rogers felt perfectly
safe in assuming to be the hermit and felt
reasonably sure, also, that the officers of

love and was endeavoring to stifle his grief
and disaj)pointment by a life of loneliness.

the law would never suspect the lonely
man of the Gulch of being the man they

One day a stranger happened into the

He was an erect and sturdily
built man of some 30 years of age; his
Gulch.

were seeking, since residents of the Gulch

would tell them the hermit had lived in
the hills for more than fifteen years.
The months and even the years passed
quickly by. Three years later the tall,

hair was clipped rather tight to hi,s head

and his face wore a peculiar pallor, as
well it might, for Frank Rogers had served
the last ten years of his life in a prison cell
and had made his way into Lonely Gulch
while seeking to escape the sleuths, who
had been instantly put on his trail

following a sensational escape from the

bronzed, thickly bearded man who moved

about the cabin would never have been
recognized as the

pallid, frightened
ex -convict who had come into the Gulch

in search of refuge from his pursuers.
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Rogers had, áll these years, continued

the habits of the old hermit and Bill
Scraggs had continued to bring in the
necessary supplies, leaving them always
beneath the roots of the old tree.
One morning when Rogers came down

to the tree to pick up some things ordered the day previous, he was astonished to find a letter there addressed to
"Tom Wilson, Lonely Gulch." Though
Rogers knew the penalty which Uncle
Sam imposes for opening mail belonging to someone else, he hesitated only a
moment and then ran his finger along
the flap of the envelope.

(, r/

" Rogers Met Her with a Serious Face "

L`J

told where her father might be found.
Being now alone in the world, she had
decided to come and live with her father,

and stated that she would arrive a day
or two after the letter was delivered.
Staggered by the news which the letter

contained, Rogers sat all day in front

of the cabin in a kind of daze.

He

scarcely knew what to do. The girl
would arrive before she could be
stopped, and he would have to tell her

the sad news of her father's death,
" Rogers Grew Angry Over Her Defiance "

Imagine his surprise upon discovering
the letter to be addressed " Dear father, "
and signed "Your loving daughter, Jean,"

for Rogers had never suspected that

Wilson had a daughter. The letter explained that just before her mother died
the girl had been informed of the quarrel

which had separated her parents, and

three years before, but that would necessitate his also revealing his own
identity. Rogers had been happy in

the little cabin, in this wonder spot of
nature, the grandeur of which none

but the hermit and himself had

re-

alized, and he dreaded having to reveal
his identity and thus to lose it all.
The following morning he met Jean
Wilson, when she arrived on the stage
and took her back to the little cabin in
the Gulch. She believed, of course, that
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he was her father and was so happy at
seeing him that Rogers hadn't the heart
'to tell her the truth.
The coming of Jean changed his life
and habits, and as the months went by
he began once more to mingle with his
fellow men. Villagers in Lonely Gulch

soon came to know and to like Rogers
whom, of course, they called Tom Wilson

and life took on more rosy tints as he
renewed acquaintanceship with the world.

Association with others, and the inner
knowledge of the deception which he was

the Gulch and the lovelight in Jean's
eyes had told its story to her pseudo father.

Rogers came to know, some weeks

later, that Craven was a shiftless sort of
fellow with an undue fondness for
liquor and a temper that would some day
lead him into trouble. Though he knew
his objection to Craven as a son-in-law
would break Jean's heart, he felt it
necessary to break up the growing attachment between them, ere it was too late.
Accordingly, one morning when Jean
came merrily up to the cabin with a mess

daily practicing, led Rogers to realize
his position more keenly. Constant of fish she had hooked in the stream,
association with Jean resulted in his Rogers met her with a serious face and
beginning to love her, not as a father soon led the conversation round to a
Jean
discussion of young Craven.
staunchly defended her sweetheart, and
when Rogers grew angry over her defiance

of his wishes and swore he would settle

with Craven in no uncertain manner,
Jean fell upon her knees and begged her
supposed father not to harm her lover.
"But, Jean, girl, he's unfit for the likes
of you ! " thundered Rogers. " He's a
drunken reprobate, totally unworthy the
love of a pure, sweet girl like my Jean."
" Daddy, dear, you are - you must be
mistaken," responded Jean. " Surely, I
know him better than you possibly can,

and I tell you these stories you have
listened to are vile falsehoods. He's not
the kind of a man you'd have me believe.

I love him, daddy, I love him. Please,
please, I beg of you, don't harm him.
You'll only break my. heart."

Rogers hesitated, in spite of what he
knew of Craven, for he hated to cause
even a moment's unhappiness to the girl
who looked upon him as her father, and
"Her Anger Gave Way to a Far Different Emotion"

loves a daughter, but as a lover cares for
his sweetheart. Rogers discovered, however, that Jean's heart was already given
to Bert Craven, one of the village boys.

so matters drifted, along for a week or two.
When, therefore, word came to the little

cabin, less than a month later, that
Craven had been killed during a saloon

brawl, Jean came to realize that her

father had known best, and her grief was
not a lasting one, for she realized that she
had been duped. Her disillusionment

He had happened upon Jean and Bert
beneath an old oak tree that bordered a was now complete, and the knowledge
beautiful stream which flowed through that her father had been right, drew

MOTION PICT RES
father and daughter even nearer together
than they had ever been before.

Not many weeks thereafter Rogers,
while on an errand in the Gulch, discovered a newspaper, several days old,
which contained a personal that caught
his eye at once. It stated that Frank
Rogers, convicted of murder and sentenced to life imprisonment, had been
exonerated of the charge against him, as
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obtainable in the little village, how vigorously he had protested against her affair
with Bert Craven and how in the end his
judgment had been proven to be right.

As Jean recalled all these things, her

the real culprit had confessed on his
death bed. Information was wanted as
to the whereabouts of Frank Rogers.
The news brought unbounded joy to
Rogers. His name was clear once more.
There was no longer any reason for his

masquerading as Tom Wilson, the old
hermit. In his joy and excitement he
showed the paper to Jean, upon his return

to the cabin, and for a moment was
puzzled because she did not understand.

Gradually, it dawned upon him that
Jean still believed him to be her father.
Then in a hesitating and shamefaced
fashioned, he mumbled out his story.
He told her everything. Told her that
he had once been a convict. Explained
how he had escaped from prison. Told
of his finding her father and of his attempt

to save his life. Related the tale of her

coming, months ago, and how he had

meant, then, to tell her the truth, but had
been unable to do so when he perceived
her joy at once more being with the man
she thought her father.
As Rogers slowly unfolded his story,
Jean was swept by a storm of emotions.
First, she was bewildered, but when she
came to know and comprehend the full

" Beside the Stone Marked Grave"

anger gave way to another and far different emotion. Certainly, she admitted to

herself, no real father could have been
more loving and devoted than he had

been. As full appreciation of his kindness
came to her, the last vestige of her anger

turned to admiration, and with tears
deception of which she had been the shining in her eyes she thanked him for
victim, she was angry. He had permitted
her to live with him in the cabin all these

telling her the truth, told him something
of her feelings and then asked to be taken
to her father's grave.

months as his daughter and then had
Some hours later, as they knelt there on
attempted to dictate to her as only a
the
hillside, beside the stone marked
stranger.
father might - he, a total
Her temper rose to the boiling point and

grave, Rogers and she came to an even

she recalled how good and kind he had
been to her - how he had attempted to

side, arm in arm, he had told her of his
love, and received from her a promise to
become his wife.

she was swept by a perfect torrent of better understanding than had existed
indignation. A moment later, though, before. Before they went down the hillsecure for her such little comforts as were

The Scott Expedition in Films
HE power and real value of tion, skua gulls stealing penguin eggs,
motion pictures as a record of
historic events and exploration
in the far corners of the earth,
has probably never been better
exemplified than by the series
of films now being exhibited in

this country under the title " The Undying Story of Captain Scott and Animal
Life in the Antarctic."
Mr Herbert G. Ponting, Fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society of London,

England, who was the official artist of
the ill-fated Scott polar expedition, took
all of the pictures, and, considering the
tremendous difficulties and the bad light

penguin chicks hatching, the advance on
the pole by Captain Scott and his comrades, and others too numerous to mention in a brief article, are animated docu-

ments far more entertaining and fascinating than the best so-called "feature
film " released by any film manufacturer.
The Scott films are real slices out of the
lives of the hardy explorers and give the

public for the first time a faint conception of the hardships they had to undergo
and the perils they encountered.
A'Ir. Ponting was able to obtain many
close-up pictures of the various birds and
animals which inhabit the Antarctic

The Long, Dreary March to the South Pole

conditions under which he worked,
secured some truly remarkable negatives.
In all, more than 25,000 feet of film and
over 2,000 photographic negatives were

region, for the reason that the wild
creatures there had never before seen a

human being and having no fear of a
man, permitted the photographer to

brought back, though only about 5,000 approach them and even to take pictures

feet of film is being exhibited to the within a few feet of the subject.
public.
The films present for the first time, and

in actual motion, many unique traits of
animal life in the Antarctic and reveal
many facts hitherto unknown to naturalists and scientists. Such scenes as the
Killer whales chasing seals, Weddell seals

sawing the ice with their teeth, Mt.

Erebus, the great polar volcano in erup-

'Difficulties?" said Mr. Ponting, upon
his return, "of course there were many of
them. Compared with polar photogra-

phy everything else is easy. It is not
alone the difficulty of the light. That is
soon mastered. The temperature is
where the most of the trouble comes from.

If you take off your glove and put your
hand near the lens, instantly the lens is
646
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covered with a film of ice that no mere
rubbing will remove.
moisture - condensing
"Sometimes

into the finest particles of ice - will get
inside the lens - then you are through.
A great danger anent the camera is the
brasswork. If, by accident, you touch
with your flesh any portion of the brass
on the apparatus it will burn you like a
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thought every moment was my last. None
of us were familiar with the immense Killer
whales, and so when we sighted a school
of them we hastened over the ice to film
them as they were chasing seals. Two
of the whales dived beneath the ice flood

and then heaved upward, breaking the

red-hot iron. On one occasion the tip of
my tongue accidentally came in contact
with some of the brasswork and instantly
froze there. The shock was so great that

I went over backwards, and when I recovered I found that I had lost the tip of

my tongue, which remained frozen to
the camera.

"I recall one instance when I

The Strangely Human Penguins Are the Comedians
of the Antarctic

Mr. Ponting the Photographer of This Expeditma and One of the Motion
Retire Cameras

Making Ready for

the Dash to the
Pole. Note the Cyclometer Wheel Be-

nd the Sledge

Which Measures
the Distance
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floe up for hundreds of yards. It was all

I could do, with the assistance of my
comrades, to regain the safety of firm ice.
Once, while trying to film a pair of skua
gulls at close range, I was attacked by the
parent birds and one of them, swooping

down, struck mesuch a blow in the eye
with its wing that for an hour I suffered
the most acute pain and at first feared I
was most certainly going to lose the sight
in that eye.
"Of all the scenes photographed in the
Antarctic that of Mt. Erebus in eruption
was the most difficult to secure. It would

have been folly to attempt to drag the
heavy picture apparatus up the volcano's

side, but by a stroke of good luck and
through the special telephoto -lens, taken
along especially to film events at a
distance, a remarkably clear picture was
obtained of this southern volcano in
action.

UNIQUE AND INTERESTING
PICTURE
The
released

Gaumont

Company

recently

a film entitled " Palmistry, "

which is a distinct novelty and interesting throughout, for the pictures give the
story of palmistry from its earliest known
beginnings, showing how it originated in
India, when certain priests tried to interpret Fate from the markings on the palm.

Later these palmist priests were driven
from their temples and took refuge in
Egypt, where they formed wandering
tribes, afterwards called Gypsies (from
" Egyptians."), who read hands and predicted the future.
A very ingenious arrangement is
shown, by which hands may he read, a
model being exhibited in conjunction
with a photographed hand, lines tracing

themselves out on the former, which

"On one occasion," said Mr. Porting,

indicate the various stages in a man's life.

"when endeavoring to induce a seal,

Different types of hands are included -

weighing perhaps a half a ton, to pose for
a picture, it suddenly plunged toward me

hands with square fingers which indicate
method, discipline, common sense; certain
types of pointed fingers which indicate
imagination, poetry, frivolity; and several
other types are given, together with full
explanations in each case.
All the lines of the hand are examined

and its teeth went through my clothing
and drew blood. This, I believe, is the
only instance on record of a Weddell seal
ever having bitten a man. I certainly

invited the trouble though and probably
deserved what I got."
The films follow Captain Scott and his
gallant companions through all their most
interesting and perilous adventures, show

in turn, and the film ends with a representation of a lucky hand. The clearness
with which everything is shown and the

originality of the idea will go a long way
their means of transportation, the motor towards making this film a popular one.
sledges which were first tried out on this
expedition, the various scientists of the
STAGE SUCCESSES TO BE
expedition at their daily tasks, the great
FILMED
ice barriers they had to cross, their camp
Motion
picture
fans the country over
equipment and scenes taken in the same
tent in which the little party of four were will be delighted over the fact that within
later discovered, cold in death, within the last few weeks, affiliations have been
but eleven miles of a well stocked supply made between the Lieblers and the
Vitagraph Company, Klaw and Erlanger
depot.
Certainly, if the art of cinematography and the Biograph Company, and Augusnever accomplishes anything more won- tus Thomas and the All Star Feature
derful, it will have achieved a triumph in Corporation, as a result of which all the
this series of pictures, alone, sufficient legitimate stage successes controlled by
to place it in the very front rank of the the Lieblers, Klaw and Erlanger and
Augustus Thomas will he filmed.
world's greatest inventions.

MOTION PICTURES

THE GILLESPIE ESTATE FILMED
Opportunity was recently afforded of
taking all the scenes of a two -reel produc-

tion in and about the beautiful Gillespie
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ENGLISHMEN ANALYZE THE
POLO GAME
Lovers of sport the world over were

delighted with the recent topical film
released by the Edison Company, in
which almost the entire play of the recent

International Polo Match was filmed.
Thus, by means of motion photography,
the thousands who are interested in the

exciting sport of polo, but who were
unable to be actually present at the
recent match between teams representing England and America, can see on the

screen all the exciting plays chronicled
by the newspapers. In England, where
the film was also released, it is attracting

a great deal of attention, as the English
public is being shown in exactly what
features of the game their representatives
were outplayed.

PUZZLE - FIND ALAN HALE
While playing a scene in "The Silly
Sex, " one of the recent Reliance releases,
Rosemary Theby, leading woman of the
company, had to row out on Long Island

Sound and allow her small boat to be
Scene on the Beautiful Gillespie Estate Near Santa Barbara

destate, located near Santa Barbara, Calif.
Mr. Gillespie, who is a California million-

aire of note, is the owner of one of the

swamped while she floundered about in
the water calling for help. Of course, the
director and camera men were close at
hand in a launch, but the water was deep

and very cold and the expression of

most lavishly beautiful homes in the
Golden State, and the residence of palace like splendor, the private swimming pools,

G

the marble fountains and handsome bits
of landscape gardening were all used to
give "atmosphere" to the American film
in which they are incorporated. Though
other film manufacturers have occasionally been given carte blanche in taking
pictures in the grounds of other American
millionaires, it is rarely indeed that more
beautiful results have been obtained.

Her Left Hand on Mr. Hale's Head

alarm on Miss Theby's face is very far
from being studied. In fact Alan Hale,
idea of the effects which were obtained. the leading man, had to go to her aid at
It is taken on the staircase leading down the eleventh hour and was swimming
around just beneath the surface.
to one of the private swimming pools.

The illustration herewith gives some
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PAINTING REPRODUCED IN
FILMS
In connection with the forthcoming
Edison picture, entitled "Keepers of the
Flock," which was made near Wallingford, England, it is interesting to note
that one of the scenes, a reproduction of
which appears herewith, is almost an
exact reproduction of Luke Filde's wellknown painting "The Village Wedding."

" PASSED BY THE NATIONAL
'BOARD OF CENSORSHIP "

You have probably seen the above
words thrown on a motion picture screen
hundreds, if not thousands of times, but
do you know what they really mean? Doi

you know what the National Board of
Censorship is, who it is composed of, how

it became the power in the film world
that it is, and why the manufacturers of

" Keepers of the Flock." Remarkable Setting to Reproduce with Fidelity Luke Filde's Well Known Painting

As it happens, the artist painted the the silent dramas that you see on the
picture on almost this very spot, in screen voluntarily submit their product
Wallingford, in 1861, and Charles Brahin,
Edison director, was assisted in arranging

to this hoard before it is shown to the

natives who actually posed for the original picture, more than 50 years ago. In
fact, the old gentleman seen in the fore-

to the public morals the subject is voluntarily withdrawn, even though thousands

ground, to the left of the scene shown

filming that particular subject?

public, and if, in the board's opinion, the

his group of players by some of the film subject is injurious or detrimental
of dollars may have been expended in

Right at the outset the question may
painting and in the modern photoplay. arise why there is a need for censorship of
The two characters coming down the films any more than there is need for a
path are Marc MacDennott and Miriam censorship of plays or of newspapers, and
Nesbitt, leading players of the Edison the answer can be found in the mere
company sent to England some months statement of the fact that a person can
ago.
select the drama he wishes to attend, or
on this page, appeared both in the original
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the paper he wishes to read, but frequently attends a moving picture theater
without any idea of the pictures which he

While the manufacturers of films now
contribute from 60 to 90 per cent of the
expenditures, the people who actually

will

be shown. Consequently some
agency must guard the spectator, and

vote on the pictures receive no salary, and

particularly so in the case of the child.
Back in 1909, at the time when Mayor

pictures can be a member of the Board.

George McClellan of New York City

the art of a picture but passes solely upon
the moral side of a production. Histori-

issued

a blanket order revoking the

licenses of New York picture theaters
because, in those prejudiced days, fanatical people regarded the films as agents
of the devil, the National Board of
Censorship came into existence. The
exhibitors of New York City were pretty

well organized and went to the People's
Institute fór advice and aid. That or-

ganization, which had appreciated the
possibilities of the films from the very
first, offered to have some of its committees pass upon and censor the pictures

if the exhibitors would agree to bind

themselves to the decisions of the censors.

Next the matter was taken up with the
film manufacturers-both licensed and

no one commercially interested in the
The board does pot attempt to judge
cal, geographical or scientific accuracy
is not considered. All representation of
crime is not forbidden. It is not with the
depiction of crime that the board concerns itself but with the moral effect of
discouraging or encouraging criminality.
It aims against gruesomeness as well as a

detailed way of showing how crime is
committed. Close attention is given to
arson and poisoning - which might be
suggestive to the youthful mind - and
the act of suicide is rarely permitted,
although it is occasionally suggested.
Each day the films are passed upon by
the branch committees, and if any

member objects to certain details in the

independent groups-and their hearty film the subject is taken up by the general
co-operation was obtained. Arrangements were made for the members of the

censorship committee to view the films
long before they were shown in the theaters, and whatever pictures were rejected
were either pruned so as to remove the
objectionable features, or else discarded
altogether. Public opinion immediately
endorsed the action of the censors, and

committee. It sometimes requires more

than one meeting to reach a decision.

The manufacturer or owner of the film is
notified of the result of the board's ballot
and either makes satisfactory eliminations
from the film or altogether withdraws it.
The decision of the board is almost always
final and rarely indeed does a manufac-

turer attempt to release a film subject

that has been condemned by the National
so well in New York City an effort was Board of Censorship.
Among the well-known names included
made to have it national in its scope, and
to -day the films passed by the National in the membership of the advisory comBoard are passed almost without excep- mittee of the board are those of Lyman
tion by the authorities of every state or Abbott, Felix Adler, Andrew Carnegie,
Samuel Gompers, Jacob A. Riffs, and
city in the union.
A general committee of the National Oscar S. Strauss.
Board has control of matters relating to
James K. Hackett is being filmed in the
the passing of films, and this committee
numbers seventeen, of whom eleven are person of Jean Valjean, the convict, in
delegates from New York civic agencies " The Bishop's Candlesticks." The picand the remainder representative citizens. ture is being made under the personal
Under this committee is a subcommittee direction of Mr. Hackett and he will be
numbering 125 and divided into branch supported by a specially selected comcommittees, each with a chairman.
pany.
it having been found that the plan worked
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KATHLYN WILLIAMS
Kathlyn Williams, " the
unafraid," has made name and

fame for herself in the portrayal of daring roles for the
Selig Company. Possessing

brains, beauty and bravery
she quickly rose to be leading

woman of the company, and
no characterization has been
too fraught with danger for
her to attempt. In fact, she
has largely, alone, been respon-

sible for the success of the
series of animal pictures put
out by the company, in many

of which she has taken her
life in her hands. Ten years
of legitimate stage work and

some months with the Biograph Company preceded her
work for Selig.

I

JOHN BUNNY
Probably no face in all the
motion picture world is better

known than that of John

Bunny, character comedian of
the Vitagraph Company. Mr.

Bunny has in the past supported, on the stage,such stars

as Sol Smith Russell, Maud

Adams and Roland Reed.
He was manager of the Grand

Opera House at Salt Lake

City for several seasons, has

played in "A Midsummer

Night'sDream,'"'TomJones,'

"Fluffy Ruffles," "Old
Dutch;' and other musical

comedies. In pictures he will
probably be remembered long-

est in the role he created in
"Pickwick Papers, 'which was
produced in England.

u
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" PRESS AGENT " CAR OF AN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
There is touring the United States at

this time a very remarkable and quite
unique railway car. It is known as the

"Electra" and is in point of fact an
electrical exposition on wheels. The car,

60 feet long, and which was specially

(53

There is within a complete switchboard
arranged for connections with the local
electrical supply station.
The interior, handsomely paneled in
wood, has a long aisle at one side down
which the public passes while inspecting
the display of electrical appliances and
devices arranged systematically on counters and shelves. Thus the first section is

manufactured and fitted up
for the Middle West Utili-

ties Company, is attached
to passenger trains and

makes stops of a week or
several days at the points
served by the subsidiary
companies of the Middle
West company. When it

E" Press Agent " Car and Its Display of Labor Saving Devices

devoted to kitchen and
household conveniences,

the next to the dining
room and parlor, the
next to farm electrical
appliances, the next to
all manner of lamps and

so on. There is even a
moving picture outfit
and a phonograph.
At the observation end

left Chicago July 4, last, the first objective point was Marshall, Ia.; from
there it was to go to Lexington, Ky., and

hack of the entrance there is a regular
Pullman berth for those traveling in
charge, a small office and ample cupboard room for clothes and the very
complete supply of literature carried
along. This is to he distributed in the
various towns and villages at which the

so from place to place as might seem
expedient. It will eventually go as far

car stops.

east as Augusta, Maine.

Soden and was built from plans made by

At the top and running along both
sides, for the entire length is a huge
sign "Do It Electrically" which forms
a kind of flap, lifted up at night so as
to display a blazing electric sign. At
each stopping place a minor sign goes up

in the middle underneath the large one
giving the name of the subsidiary company supplying the particular locality.

The car is in charge of Mr. F. H.

him and Mr. Hart of the Middle West
Utilities Company.

On July 4 on Seventh Street, between

E and F streets, N. W., Washington,

D. C., there was unveiled a tablet marking the site of the first public telegraph
office.

.

The Modern Garage is Provided with
Rows of Charging Stations for Electrics
A Self Propelling Floor Surface Smoother
-showing Saw -dust Bag and Five Horsepower Motor

-One of the
Most
Efficient
Electrical

!}

Mechanisms
Known

The Electrical "Domestic."
The Motor Driven Meat

Chopper at Work-A Well
Known Friend in all Modern
Restaurants

Corner in a Wood Working Establishment where Motors, the Ideal
Power, are Used
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In the Machine Shop.

An Illustration of Electric
Motors in Time saving Service

A Motor Drive;

tie Band Saw -Safe, Beltless,
Efficient

The Power t h a t
Shoves You II J. Good

Example of de Inner
Workingof the Latter -

Day Electric Zlevator

Electric Power in -he
Drawing of Pipe from
White Hot Metal
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OXYGEN IN AVIATION
Artificial oxygen respiration vas used
by Tissandier, Sivel and Crocé-Spinelli,

altitudes is based on an automatic regulation of the oxygen supply by a suction and
pressure nozzle and on the absorption of

during the fatal trip of the "Zenith" on

April 15, 1875, to obviate the heavy the exhaled, carbonic acid by a potash
physical and mental disturbances pro- cartridge. The regenerating apparatus
duced by oxygen deficiency. The in- supplies 45 cubic inches of oxygen per
dustry of oxygen generation was then minute, absorbing the exhaled carbonic

Draeger Rescue Appar-

atus in Use at an
Airship Hangar

still at the very beginning of its development and the problem of compressed gas
accumulation was as yet unsolved. The
" Zenith " had been equipped with three
oxygen balloons, which, however, at the
altitude of 26,000 feet proved unable to
protect Sivel and Crocé-Spinelli against

acid. It will work for fully six hours,
while the aeronaut himself may be

cylinders to a tension of 150 atmospheres

available for the airman.
Another apparatus designed for aerial
navigation, but without air regeneration,
is constructed in two types, for accidental
voyages at great heights (with an oxygen
provision of six cubic feet) and for volun-

relatively passive. The apparatus warrants a perfect utilization of the available
oxygen supply, the air tight nose mask
preventing any loss of gas. In fact, any

oxygen remaining unabsorbed by the
absolute oxygen starvation, while Tis- lungs returns into the apparatus in order
sandier remained deaf for life. It was there to be freed from the secretions of
not before oxygen compressed in steel respiration and thus to he again rendered
vas brought on the market that oxygen
respiration became a reliable and helpful
adjunct of aerial navigation.
Draeger's self contained breathing
apparatus for aerial navigation at high
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after any accident met with in landing.

In fact, airship halls and aeroplane
hangars should always be equipped with
an oxygen reanimation apparatus.

" Pulmotors" have, for instance, given
excellent results in connection with this
kind of service.

HIGHER ELECTRIC LAMP
EFFICIENCY
The General Electric Company 'announces further advances in the direction
of higher efficiency of the incandescent
lamp. The new lamps contain especially
shaped tungsten filaments and are filled

with inert gas, such as nitrogen, at a
pressure of about an atmosphere. The

types which it.is expected to develop first

are adapted to comparatively high current consumption, six amperes and above,
Oxygen Apparatus without Regenerator, for Balloonists

tary trips at great altitudes (with an
oxygen provision of up to 70 cubic feet )

and operate at an efficiency of half a
watt per candlepower. This is fully
twice as high an efficiency as the most

respectively. A regulating screw in the
reduction valve allows the oxygen supply
to be adapted to any altitude. The

oxygen current at first flows into an

accumulation bag, in order thence to be
drawn in, through a flexible aluminium
tube which in no way interferes with the
Any
movements of the aeronaut.

surplus air is derived from the atmosphere through a small hole in the mask,
thus adding an average of 40 per cent
oxygen to the air available for breathing.
Any residual oxygen and any secretions
of exhalation are allowed to escape into
the atmosphere.
Recent experience has shown that

On an Aeroplane

oxygen is called upon to become an
important hygienical agent in aviation. efficient incandescent lamps heretofore
In aeroplanes the symptoms characteris- available.

P

tic of oxygen deficiency (physical prostration, tremor of the muscles, disturbances
in blood circulation and a feeling of cold)

The new type of lamps promise to
be of particular value in a field not

altitudes.

applications in which they can be úsed

utilization of its therapeutical effects

tion of very large candlepower units.

heretofore

covered

by

incandescent

are already noted at extremely high lamps, and should greatly broaden the
Another task of oxygen lies in the advantageously, particularly in the direc-

FLYING FISH ILLUMINATED BY
SEARCHLIGHT

Shedding Drops of Silver and Flashing like Diamonds

Pleasure parties are taken out each
evening, and it is said words cannot
describe the dazzling beauty of the

Avalon, Catalina Island, which is
situated off the coast of Southern California some 25 miles from Los Angeles,

visited annually by thousands of hundreds of flying fish, attracted by the
It is here that the light, as they leap from the water and
wonderful submarine gardens abound, skim along in front of the watchers,
is

pleasure seekers.

and where many flying fish are daily seen

shedding drops of silver and flashing like

skipping along the surface of the blue diamonds as they turn and settle into
waters of the Pacific.
To obtain a better and more novel way

the sea.

of showing the latter to the best advan-

forward of the steering wheel so that it

WASHINGTON MONUMENT AT
NIGHT
This striking view of the Washington
Monument at night was taken at a distance of about 1,000 feet, through a vista
of trees. The light at the tip is due to a
beam from a searchlight on the Raleigh
Hotel, one-half mile distant. The white

would be convenient for the helmsman to
operate. This searchlight is supplied
with current from a 70 volt, direct current
dynamo belted directly to the fly -wheel
of the main engine.

great shaft. The exposure was made on
a moonlight night and was of 30 minutes'
duration.

tage brought forth the device herein
described.

A 50 foot motor boat was especially
constructed for the purpose. In addition

to the ordinary equipment of a pleasure
boat, a small but powerful searchlight

was mounted on top of the boat, just

spots at the base are the enclosed arc
lamps arranged in a circle around the
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them, he has found by trial that' they
work satisfactorily, giving a speed of
from ten to fifteen miles per hour, which
is remarkable.

THE FLORIST'S WINDOW
No one can pass a florist's window which
is skilfully lighted by electric lamps, with-

out stopping to admire its appearance.
The effect is fairy like and electric light
does not harm any kind of plant or flower,

even the most delicate ferns being unaffected by it and therefore the plants
remain fresh much longer. The mercury

vapor lamp produces most beautiful
effects when used to illuminate green
foliage.

A PHANTOM SHIP
Many tales are told of phantom ships
which are supposed to be seen as a warning of some impending disaster. They arc
described by the observer as looking like
the one in the photograph, a sort of ghost

But this particular one was seen
only by the photographer, who liked to
play tricks with his art. It was accomplished by merely printing a positive on
glass, and so, of course, all the light and
ship.

Like a White Hot Point of Metal

POWER SKATES
Since the publication of the article in
uur August issue, page 360, on the sub-

dark shades were reversed.

ject of "Roller Skating Under Power,"
we have heard from the inventor of the
two devices, Mr. B. Eytinge, 53 Waverley

Building, New York. It appears that
he built both of the types described,

although we were informed that there
were two inventors. He is now at work
upon still another to be driven by a twin
cylinder gas engine, for racing purposes.
For his battery driven skate he is looking

for a 24 volt, 60 ampere -hour battery
weighing less than 30 pounds. With such
a battery, the electric skate would prove

the lighter and besides would be much
more simple. The little motors which he
has built for the purpose, are designed for

four volts, but by putting 24 volts upon

The Phantom Ship

On Heaven -Born and Other
Inventors
BY DR. ROBERT GRIMSHAW
at the center at maximum velocity
emerges all around the rim at minimum
rate. A gallon enameled sheet iron pot

The world is full of inventors - - heaven -born and others; but the great trouble

with the children of their brains is that

so many attempt to evolve from the

has its handle of circular cross-section and

outline, fixed as near as possible to the
upper rim, so that when the pot is full of

depths of their moral consciousness, as the

German evolved the camel, something
entirely foreign to their training and surroundings - and, may I add, mental

boiling water one is sure of being scalded

when lifting it with one hand without a
"holder."

capacity.

We laugh at the "bull" in which the
traditional Irishman, on learning that a
certain stove would save half the fuel,
announced his intention of buying two,

My china teapot is a "thing of beauty,"
even if it will not be "a joy forever;" but

the tea, instead of pouring from the

spout, climbs down the under side thereof, and dribbles around generally. An
expensive, cut -glass, syrup jug, with a
silver lid supposed to cut off the golden
stream, fails in this mission, and is

to save it all. But he is not more ridiculous than the inventor who, on learning of

compound steam engines, proposed a
series of turbines on the same plan, and

always sticky outside; but I have one
that cost only a "quarter" that shuts off

announced that with his system he would
produce 150 horse power from the exhaust
tailrace of a 100 horse power turbine.

the current as cleanly as scissors sever a
piece of tape.
The draftman's compasses with which
I literally tried my 'prentice hand were so
constructed that either of the triangular
points made an admirable reaming awl,

Then there is the inventor who proposed to prevent railway collisions by

_

having in front of all east -bound trains an

incline, up which any opposing train
would run, after which it would expend its

speed along a track lying the full length
of the train roof.
I will start at home and mention a few
familiar objects invented, designed and
made without due consideration of the
fact that they were to be used and which

and both together could serve as a
washer cutter. Those which I have now,

which cost three times as much and arc
by celebrated makers, arc so slippery and
so slender that the average hand can not
manage them.
Among other ingenious inventors, some

are used.

I have an extra large wash pitcher of
blue enameled, sheet steel, which I
bought, not because it was dearer than a
china one, but because it was likely to
prove cheaper in the end than three or
four of the latter. Now the handle is of
such shape and so placed, that it strains
one's wrist to use the pitcher, when the
latter is full. The accompanying basin of
the same material is an unconscious discovery of the theoretically correct curve

for turbine blades - for water poured in

have devoted much time and thought to

getting up an apparatus that would

extinguish petroleum lamps at a given
time; that is, after a certain number of
hours' burning; this being very desirable
in small towns having petroleum street
lighting, to save the expense of a man to
traverse the streets and put them out at
daylight or midnight, as the case might
be. At last in one town, the problem was

solved by an inventor who was not

heaven -born, but simply lazy, as was the
660
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pumping engine valve boy who invented

the valve gear, constructing it out of
cords, so that he could play marbles
instead of opening and shutting cocks.
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A RARE MONKEY - THE
SIAMANG
"Gollvwog" was captured when young

The fame of this ingenious but not

in the fortsts of Sumatra, which is his

heaven -born inventor of self extinguishing

habitat, somewhere close to Lebong
Donok. He is one of the few Siamang
monkeys in captivity, and there are none
in the European zoological gardens, for

petroleum lamps reached far and wide,
even to the borders of the county. He

just found out how much petroleum

would run a lamp an hour, and made a
few tin measures in accordance. When
the oil was "out," the lamps just ceased
to burn of their own accord. The smell

that they made in doing it was by no
means heaven -born, in fact, it was "rank

and smelled to heaven," but the main
thing was, all the lamps went out on time.

This was one case where the inventor
had a practical knowledge of the line in
which he invented and a practical personal interest in the success of his invention.

The architects plan houses with insuf-

ficient space for bedsteads and tables,

doors that open the wrong way, and

closets that necessitate twice as many
steps to reach them as should be necessary. The tool makers turn out axes
that stick in the tree, and hammers that
are badly balanced, the machine builder
makes machines that have to be taken
apart in order to get out the piece that
needs replacing or adjusting most frequently, or in which the "breaking piece"
is the most expensive part.

I have just returned from a trip in
which I stopped at a new and quite
expensive hotel. My room had a sta-

tionary wash stand with hot and cold
water and marble top the same height
from the floor as that of the usual wash

Gollywog, the Siamang Monkey

they will not survive the change of temperature. He is a quaint little fellow,
small bodied, long armed, and as mischievous as a puppy. Every morning
and evening he will walk hand in hand

stand (perhaps a trifle lower) but the
basin was sunken, so that although
reasonably supple, washing my face
properly would require some previous with his owner to his office. In the
experience as contortionist in a circus.
interim he will either play about the
And so it is all along the line - things
people who never use them, or who never

master's bungalow or else walk down to
the gold mine, where his owner works, to
inquire into things for himself. "Golly -

before putting them on the market.

wog," could he be brought to Europe,
would net his master at least 82,500.

are invented and things are made, by

either test them or have them tested
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ELECTRIC PUMP ON A PUSH
CART

In Germany a useful type of portable
electric pump has been evolved, suitable
for spraying lawns, washing clown buildings, fighting fires and similar purposes.
The electric motor and centrifugal wimp
which it operates are mounted on a small
push cart.

to come in contact with them, and as an
extra precaution, all the other inside
mental parts arc connected to the ground.

r.s

ti

NEW TEST TELEPHONE
Telephone wires often run quite near
electric light wires, so that in case the
telephone lines are being repaired, any of

the men wishing to use a portable telephone so as to talk over these wires are
in danger of receiving a severe shock in
case of an accidental contact with the
electric light \vires. In order to meet this
special case and provide a safe telephone
set, the London Adnil Works now makes

a telephone set consisting of a solid oak
case with rainproof hinged lid containing
a loud speaking telephone set and all the
needed appliances. The box as a whole

is mounted on a steel rod which has a
pointed end for boring into the earth, and
this gives the ground connection.

The current carrying parts are well
insulated and it is impossible for the man

Telephone Test Set

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S ADVANCE

OLD TIME TELEPHONE
SWITCHBOARD
The picture accompanying this article,

drawn from a photograph, shows a
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central station, and also that the lesson
of the storage battery and its powers is
more than convincing. It is no longer a
question of Gretna Green, Scotland, or
Crown Point, Ind., but of certainty in

telephone switchboard of 31 years ago, in

Richmond, Va. It might readily be
mistaken for a huge lamp shade were it

not for the numerous cords and plugs
in evidence. Upon the top of the board
is a galvanometer which in those days
served as a visible busy signal to the
operator. Two of the operators who

worked upon this board are still living in
Richmond.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES
Just as the motor car has superseded
the buggy, phaeton or smart trap as the
case may be, the carriage horse in point

of fact, so it can only be a very short
time before the electric vehicle will have

forced itself to the front as the superior
of the gasoline. The fact of the matter is

that, allowing for long distance tests,
the electrically operated van or carriage
has more than proved its worth in city
and suburban service.
The point to whichattention should be
drawn is this: that every motor garage
owner recognizes the coming power. It
is then well to say that the "meet" held

at Cedar Lake, Ind., this summer expresses very pertinently the identity of
interest.

A Telephone Switchboard used 31 Years Ago-Drawn
from a Photograph

able to control your electric
vehicle of to -day and to -morrow and of
seeing that it does not run away with you.
being

CISTERN FILTERS DO NOT
REMOVE GERMS
Cisterns that are properly constructed

As a matter of publicity let it be said and receive rain water from roofs generalthat there was nothing in the gathering ly afford water of good sanitary quality,
but a chicken dinner and athletic sports, but if water of doubtful quality is stored

not particularly electrical, but at the in cisterns the supply is of course not safe
same time marking harmonious relations
in this particular field.

There were all the usual stunts at the
picnic-fat men racing, women dashing,
young men swimming, and over a
thousand dollars in prizes. But the great
point for the public to note is the certainty expressed by all the garage men
of Chicago, that they must have charging

stations right away to meet the coming
conditions, and with "juice" delivered
from an independent source, to wit, the

for domestic use. Filters used in connection with cisterns are of value in making

the water clear but are generally of no
value in removing disease germs. Many
cisterns are divided into two parts by a
brick wall, the water being admitted into

one compartment and drawn from the
other. In such cisterns the water passes

through the brick and in that way is im-

proved in clearness and color, but not
generally in sanitary quality.- (U. S.
Geological Survey.)
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LEARNING TO SHOOT
WITHOUT BULLETS
Recruits at the Lake Bluff Naval
Training Station, Great Lakes, Ill., are

now being taught the use of the rifle,
carbine and pistol without having to. fire
a shot until their preliminary education

contact with the firing pin. The recruit
then points the gun at a tiny target, only
six inches from the end of the gun and
pulls the trigger. The sighting target
is just the distance above the tally target
that the top of the gun sight is above the
center of the bore. The needle is fired
by means of the firing pin and a set of

springs, which also pull it hack in the
rifle after the scoring has been done.

In connection with the needle the recruit is given a clip of cartridges with
spring actuated needles in them, which
fit in behind the main needle. Ten lessons constitute the course in loading,
aiming and firing. A part of the course
is taught by use of the sling devices,
shown in one of the pictures, which
enables raw recruits to learn all the different firing positions. The marksman aims

at a distant target in this case, and the
gun is so connected with the dotter on

the stanchion that the result is recorded at his side.

Teaching Raw .Recruits to Shoot by Means of the Needle Gun or " Dotter " (Upper View( and with Cartridges
Having Reduced Charges

is completed. So carefully has the course

been worked out by Capt. George R.
Clark, the commandant, that an appren-

Following this preliminary dummy
practice with the needle gun the recruits
arc given cartridges with reduced charges

tice seaman may become an expert

and small bullets, thus gradually ac-

marksman without having felt the recoil
of a gun or smelt powder.
Training in marksmanship of this

weapon.

character is done by means of what is
known as the Hollofield dotter. Usual
service rifles and revolvers are used. A

customing themselves to the recoil of the

The needle guns were effectively used

by the army riflemen who took part in
the Olympic games at Stockholm. They

practised on board ship. Officers at the
brass marking rod or needle is placed in naval station claim'that they are excellent
the bore of the rifle so that it comes in in securing good marksmanship.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S ADVANCE

HIS FIRST INVENTION

CURIOUS TREE MAN

With the exception of one or two
minor touches, this "Wooden Man" is a
perfectly natural tree growth occurring
near Marquette, Mich. The gigantic
proportions can well he gauged by comparison with the figures beneath. Prac-
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A veteran inventor, A. C. Brush, who
has many notable achievements to his
credit, as for instance the projection of
the San Francisco Bay bridge, and who
has been the recipient of gold medals at

tically the only "improvements" were
the addition of a cane and the painting
of a cuff on the wrist. The "Wooden
Man" is still energetic and sprightly;
youthful_ sap continues to flow in his
veins, although it is safe to say that he

He Takes Pride in his First Boyish Invention-a Novel
Battleship

international expositions and other honors, takes more pride in his first boyish

invention than in any of his later successes.

It is a decidedly novel design for

a battleship, which he planned when he
was ten years old, and which he whittled

out with a great deal of
wooden model.

skill,

as a

It was built in the form of a turtle,

which as every boy knows is invulnerable. The head with its sharp beak was
designed to ram and sink the enemy's
craft, the guns were mounted in a circle

on the back as the vessel floated half
Tree Man Near Marquette, Mich.

has seen all of 150 winters. Fortunately,

submerged and the tail served as a rudder. By means of heavy wheels, the land and -water terror could ascend a shelving

his pedal extremities are far enough bank and travel across the lands of the
under the ground so that he is never foe.
troubled with "cold feet."

Bear in mind that electrical energy is
always under perfect control. Light,
power and heat can be regulated at will
by pressing a button or turning a knob.

All this is being explained to the small
boy, who is of about the age that the inventor was when he designed this war
craft, and who, therefore, grasps the essential points better than a "grown-up"
might.
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NEWSPAPER PHOTOGRAPHY IN
THE AIR

STORIES OF CHINESE RAILROADING

Nowadays the newspaper photographer has

to be a man of

steel

nerves and be prepared
to do anything in order
to work a "beat" on an
equally daring rival. He
will stop at absolutely
nothing in order to bea
a fellow newspaper cam-

era man. One of the
most daring pieces of
newspaper camera adventures was that of
Ralph Baird, the staff
photographer

for

the

Kansas City Post, who

made an ascent

with

Charles Willard at Kansas City in an aeroplane
in order to get a birds' -

Ralph Baird, Newspaper Photographer Ready to Fly with Charles Willard at
gansas City, Mo.

eye view of that thriving western city and also to take a
picture of another birdman flying in
midair.

Baird had never been in an aeroplane
before, but he was not daunted. Sitting
on a part of the engine and holding his
camera in one hand and one of the stays
of the planes in another, he rose into the
air with Willard and took many excellent

pictures from his precarious position.

The Chinaman was at first so distrustful of the railway that whole villages were

depopulated for a time when the first
locomotives made their appearance in
some of the country districts, and when
the tracks of the Shanghai -Nanking
Railway pierced the walls of the latter
city it was necessary to keep the workmen
under guard to prevent their being
mobbed by the indignant populace.

Then as one of the other birdmen, giving

But this dread soon passed away, as

an exhibition, swooped down from a
height in a spiral glide to earth, Baird

shown by one of the pictures. A number

persuaded Willard to fly towards him so
that he could get a close range picture of
the reckless descent. Willard was as

of a steel rail to one of their own hard

game as Baird and drove his machine

One of the most serious difficulties

close to the other man's. Then as the bird-

with which Chinese railway builders have

man swiftly swooped towards them, he

made his picture, careless of whether
there might be a collision in mid-air or
not.

In the dressing rooms of theaters the
combined curling iron heater and grease
paint heater has proved very useful.

of coolies, encouraged by the resemblance

Chinese pillows, are seen quietly " sleeping on the sleepers."

to contend arises from the torrential

rains which visit the country at certain
seasons, the damage that results from
floods being scarcely' greater than that
from the terrific erosive action of the
rain drops on cuts and fills. A new fill on
the Shanghai -Nanking Railway, after it

passed through a rain storm in which

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and tate WORLD'S ADVANCE

nine inches of water fell in eight hours,
had its height reduced by over a
foot. One of the illustrations shows a
section of the Peking-Kalgan Railway,
where a tenacious rooted, native grass
is being tried to prevent erosion. In the
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this latter class is made possible by the
extraordinary cheapness of Chinese labor,
coolies being paid the - equivalent of

about fifteen cents a day in this part of
China.

To a Chinaman the graves of his an-

same photo may also be seen a most cestors are dearer than his own' life.
elaborate piece of stone protective work

With the graves of most of the countless

billions that have died in the past preserved and marked, the whole country is
honeycombed with them, and one of the
greatest difficulties in the way of foreign
industrial enterprises - especially rail-

roads - has been to find room without
interfering with the graves. It is usual
to pay the owner of each grave so much
for removing the ashes of his ancestor.
There is shown here a part of a graveyard
near Nanking. A cut is being made

through a part of it with some of the

Native Grass Planted on an Embankment
to Prevent Erosion

that is being erected against
the encroachments of the river

which the tracks skirt for a
number of miles.

Work of

The Path of the Locomotive

is Honeycombed

with

Graves

graves still standing on the little hummocks pending a settlement of prices.

A wireless outfit has been installed in

»

,r.r`=j

.

_ .-..

_

They Soon Lost their Fear of the Iron Horse

the Fifth Street Methodist Temple, of
Philadelphia, by the pastor. The antenna is mounted over the apex of the roof,
and consists of four wires, each 65 feet
long and 85 feet above the level of the
street.
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ULTRA-VIOLET RAYS IN STERILIZING MILK
The successful use of ultra -violet rays,
artificially produced, in Europe for steril-

izing drinking water, led the United
States Department of Agriculture to
experiment with these rays as a possible
means for sterilizing milk. These experiments show that the rays do not destroy
all the organisms in milk produced under
commercial conditions. While the ex-

their post of duty and succeeded, after
some effort, in getting the gate shut.

ANCIENT TANKS OF ADEN
No one in his senses could call Aden,

Great Britain's rocky fortress at the
entrance to the Red Sea, a health resort
or a place of beauty; but it is of tremendous strategic importance. It is just a

bare rock and hotter than Hades, it

periments show that large numbers of
bacteria are killed by the ultra -violet
rays, there is always the possibility that
some of the pathogenic or disease producing forms will survive. The rays, it
is found;

also impart a

disagreeable

flavor which would render the milk unsalable.

In attempts to sterilize cream, the
results were still less satisfactory than
with milk, nor could dirty milk bottles
be completely sterilized when exposed
to the action of the rays. Even if the
methods of generating rays are improved,
it is doubtful in the opinion of the experts
if they can ever be used to any extent as
a substitute for pasteurizing milk because
of the disagreeable flavor they impart

A RUNAWAY DYNAMO
On July 7 occurred a peculiar and
somewhat serious "runaway" of a
10,000 horse power dynamo at the plant
of the Northwestern Electric Light Company at Underwood, Wash.
Through some unknown defect, one of
the gates of the dam opened to the limit,
and the big machine increased from 360
revolutions a minute to 1,000.
When this great supply of power came
on, the machine and wires became literally one ball of fire. The White Salmon
River Canyon, where the plant is located,
was made as light as day. The coils were
burned out and the copper and iron were
fused together.
The foreman and his oiler acted in an

admirably cool and heroic manner at

Tank Built by the Ancient Persians. It has Stood
Intact for Ages

never rains there, and is so unhealthy
that few white men can stay there for
long and live.
As there never is any rain it was necessary for the ancient Persians, who owned

the place almost before the dawn of

history, to build immense tanks to hold
a water supply and these tanks are still
in use, being the only source the residents

can draw upon. No one has ever been
able to find out the secret of the cement

work used in the construction of the

tanks, and the workmanship has puzzled
the world's best architects and builders.

These tanks have stood intact through
all the ages, an everlasting monument to
the foresight of thé owners of Aden.

ELECTRICITY'S AID TO THE POLICEMAN
With the modern criminal gaining in for the rogues' gallery by the aid of
elusiveness by the use of the automobile electric lamps. Moreover, electricity, in
and the motor boat, it goes without a dozen different guises, helps the policesaying that the representatives of law man on his job.
The usual police signaling system consists primarily of call boxes, mounted on

posts at street corners and each box
provided with telephone equipment for
communication with the various stations
and with police headquarters. In most

instances the equipment of a call box
includes a transmitter and receiver, which
permits the patrolman to

carry on conversations
with his superiors just
as the average telephone

A Telephone Inside the Money Vault or in Close
Proximity Permits of a Quick Police Call

and order who would checkmate him
must have improved resources for electrical communication.
Once upon a time electrical communi-

equipped
that the man on the beat
however, so

cation represented the sum total, but
r

subscriber uses his telephone. Certain models
of police call boxes are,

now that is but one phase of the routine
in which the versatile current serves the

may send in a report

It is a telephone or telegraph call which summons the patrol

a key, which operation
has the effect of recording on a tape at
headquarters the date, hour, minute and

police force.

wagol] or ambulance, but like as not it is

an electrically propelled vehicle which

automatically by turning

1111111-

responds.

And with a criminal in the
clutches of the law it is an ingenious

second of the call.
An important integral part of all police
signaling systems is, of course, the

arrangement of electric lights which
facilitates his identification; an electrical

effect a big private branch exchange but

detecting instrument secures hís confession; he is, very likely, photographed

it is more perfectly equipped than any
other private branch exchange, and it is

" central" at headquarters. This is in
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Police Station " Central "

Electrical Apparatus of an Up-todate Police Station-for Photographic and X-ray Work

likely to similarly overshadow in magnitude all others in the locality.
The central station switchboard of the
up-to-date police signaling system may
be arranged for the operation of as many
circuits as required. Telephone commu-

the robber but incidentally a precaution

against the consequences of closing a
vault door by mistake upon any of the
bank's own employes.

BOAT RACE ON LAND
nication may be held between any two
patrol boxes or from any patrol box to
This odd boat race took place at
any telephone on the local telephone Columbia University during Alumni
system. Moreover, the operation of all Stunt Day. The boats were suspended
patrol boxes is automatically recorded from the shoulders of the crew whose legs
whether an attendant is at the switchboard or not. A modern improvement of
the electric communication system is the

introduction of lamp and bell signals
whereby each patrol box has a red lamp
and loud ringing bell which may be used
to signal patrolmen day or night.

Electricity is rendering valuable aid
in police laboratories where chemical

analysis is made, and in police photographic departments where rogues' gallery

portraits are secured, and where there is
necessity alí the while for more or less
X-ray work. Mention has already been
made in these columns of the revolutionary influence exerted by such telephonic
devices as the dictograph and teledetec-

tive, which are often better than the

"third degree" for securing confessions.
Telephones are now installed not only
adjacent to but also inside many of the
large bank vaults -a ruse to help thwart

Boat Race on Land

projected through the bottom of each
boat. The crews ran backwards, the
coxswain being the only man who could
observe the course the " vessel " was
taking.

The underground electric railroads of
Paris are now carrying more than
400,000,000 passengers a year.

AUTOMATONS IN A GAME OF BASEBALL
mechanical

reproduction

of

small half candlepower lamp to denote
the hall, there is a flash in the pitcher's
hand. He winds up once or twice and
then throws his arm toward the catcher,
the light in his hand goes out, the batter
swings and misses, and the light appears
in the catcher's hand. The umpire raises
his right hand and the announcer u. der
the diamond calls "strike one." If,
however, the batter hits safely (to right
field, for instance) one can see the light
travel along the ground, past the second
and first basemen and into right field,

baseball

games is that known as the Jackson
Champion Baseball Player, the invention
of Thomas H. Jackson, of Scranton, Pa.
This player, patented February 18, 1913,
a

Through the medium of a

position.

What is considered the perfection of

is a miniature baseball diamond with
manikin players that run bases and throw

and bat the pigskin sphere just as the
players do in real life, and so far as is
possible, gives each play with fidelity. It

is so large that it occupies the complete
depth and width of a theater stage, while
surrounding the field are fences, covered
with advertisements. The center field where the fielder picks up the ball, raises
fence is used for the posting of the score his arm and relays it to the second baseman who in turn throws it to the pitcher.
inning by inning.

The manikins, which go through all these

In the reproduction of a game, the field-

motions, are about eighteen inches high,
made of iron and tin and through a sysholes in the in- and outfields. The um- tem of levers at the base, can be made to
pire calls, "play ball," and the batter raise either right or left arms or both and
comes up through a hole near home plate to stoop. In the base is a small, dry
and with bat in hand, trots up to his battery and from this to the hand of the
manikin is a small wire carrying the cur-

ing players take their proper positions
by coming up on the diamond through

rent to the little lamp. The operator at
the proper play, presses the button and
the light flashes and is extinguished when
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the ball is thrown to another player or to
the batsman.

THE MYSTIC CLOCK EXPLAINED

Ten men are required to operate the To the Editor of Popular Electricity and

board, one for each player and the
operator of the switchboard from which
connections are made to show base -hits
and fly balls. The latter feature is most
ingenious. There is a row of lights over
the heads of the infielders and a similar
row in the outfield. When the batter hits
a fly to centerfield, that fact is indicated
on the front board and at the same time
the light over the pitcher's head flashes,
then the one over the centerfielder's head
and then in his hand.

the World's Advance:

The "Mystic Clock" referred to in the
August issue, page 403, is not actuated
by electricity in any form, nor by magnetism. The principle involved is gravity.
Each hand is provided with a counter-

poise consisting of what appears to be a
solid metal disk, but is really a hollow
receptacle for the works of a watch which
are firmly secured to its interior, as
shown in the accompanying sketch. (A)

On the field there are two grooves is a watch movement. (B) is a weight
carried in a circular orbit around this
movement. The hand, including the
other is intended for the base runners. weight, is accurately poised on the center
completely encircling the diamond. In
one of these the fielders move while the

The groove is really a track to which a

small wheel attached to each base runner
fits and as he moves from base to base, the

(C). The weight, therefore, has a tendency

to assume the downward position, as
shown.

wheel revolves and imparts a running

As the watch carries the weight

motion to his legs.

APPROPRIATE GARAGE SIGN

An effective garage sign found on
Wabash Ave., Chicago, is herewith illustrated. The perspective of the sign
coupled with the . two brilliant electric

headlights imparts to it such a realistic
The Secret of the Mystic Clock
appearance that the passer-by coming
from either side is startled as the same around, it - the weight - assumes a

view is shown on both sides. The lights
also aid in illuminating the walk in front
of the building.

downward position, and inasmuch as the
hand is free to move on its axis it follows

that it - the hand - rotates around the
dial.

Each hand contains a separate movement. The movement in the minute
hand counterpoise carries the weight one

revolution every hour, while that in the
hour hand carries it one revolution every

twelve hours, corresponding with the
motions the hands of a clock ordinarily
perform.

In setting the hands the weights arc
placed so that they occupy a downward
position when the hands point to correct
time. It follows, then, that as the
Garage Sign

weights revolve around the watch, always
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assuming a downward position, the hands,

being free to move on their axis, will
travel around the dial, indicating correct
time. No matter in what position the
hands may be placed, they will at once
assume position. to indicate correct time.
When they are both whirled around the
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GIANT SEARCHLIGHT IN POLICE
WORK

A giant searchlight is perched in the
lofty fire tower on the tallest skyscraper
The searchlight is
in Indianapolis.
18,000 candlepower in strength, the lens

dial they will, of course, settle to the
same position. This is the simple explanation of what appears to be a complicated problem.
3

CHARLES T. HIGGENBOTHAM,
CONSULTING SUPERINTENDENT,

SOUTH BEND WATCH Co.

South Bend, Ind., Aug. 1, 1913.

WATER-CYCLING-A NEW SPORT
"Water -cycle" is the name of a new
type of aquatic machine which is attracting English inventors. Chris. Harvey, a
young shoemaker of the Cornish village
of Mousehole, has built a sea -going cycle
out of two old fishing spars and a disused
bicycle. Paddle wheels are arranged on

the rim of the wheel as shown. On his

Lofty Fire Tower on an Indianapolis Skyscraper

Two Types of Water -Cycles Devised by Englishmen

first trial he steered cleverly out to sea,

is nearly half a foot in thickness and is

but collided with a fishing smack and was
swamped:
Fred Fenny, an Aldershot bookbinder,

38 inches in diameter.

When a burglar alarm is turned in the
huge searchlight is played on the place

has designed another type which is able

which has been robbed and by a series of

an ordinary boat propellor.

it is only with the greatest difficulty that

to carry a passenger in addition to the rapid signals all the patrolmen in the
cyclist. In this case the bicycle sprocket vicinity are put upon the trail at once.
is connected, by a driving chain, with The district is entirely surrounded and

The Printing Plant on a Railroad Car

the thief effects an escape. Before the
light was installed, the desk sergeant at
headquarters could not give the officers
news of a robbery until they made their
hourly call, which in some cases might be
as long as 59 minutes.

NEWSPAPER PRINTED ON A
RAILROAD TRAIN
The novelty of this newspaper plant
lies in the fact that it was installed in a
65 foot, baggage car. It was complete in
all details even to an engraving plant for

ing accommodations for the motorists
during their 1,233 mile trip through three
states.

MODERN HOSPITAL DEPENDS
UPON ELECTRICITY
The operating room in the Red Cross
Hospital, Salida, Colo., is one of the best
in the state, from the standpoint of elec-

trical equipment, and is about 20 by 12
feet in plan, containing twelve service
outlets, an electrically warmed operating
table and an instrument cabinet 5 by 5.5
by 1.5 feet in dimensions, with six glass

making the cuts. The paper printed was
the "Glacier Park Blazer," the first daily
automobile paper ever printed on a railroad train. Nine issues were printed
each day during the A. A. A. automobile

shelves, two four candlepower lamps being

tour from Minneapolis to Glacier National Park last July.

facilitated by an eighteen -inch fan driven
by a % horsepower, 110 volt motor.
In the diagnosis rooms and laboratories
electric reflector lamps attached to head

The train carrying this unique plant
was the hotel train which accompanied

kept lighted constantly to maintain the
proper conditions of dryness.

Four 100

watt lamps are installed directly above

the operating table and ventilation is

the automobile turists over the Great bands are in service, and electrically
Northern. It furnished eating and sleep-

heated instrument sterilizers are in use.
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A large examination table is provided
with four 60 watt lamps, two of which
may be cut off at a time. A full line of
rheostatic equipment is available for use

in connection with cautery apparatus,
endoscopes and cystoscopes. An electric
stove is employed in heating broth in the

kitchen and an electric toaster is constantly used on the premises. An electric
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THE METRIC SYSTEM

A reader of this magazine desires a
comparison of the metric system with the
English standards. Although almost
every handbook contains conversion .

tables, handbooks are not always available when wanted. So for his benefit and
that of others we print below the readiest

A Complete Engraving Plant on a Railroad Car - Making the Plates for Illustrations

clock system and a complete set of interior telephones, floor bells, corridor, pilot

means, in condensed form, of converting

evening games by_ incandescent lamps of

fraction.

from the metric system to the English.
and night lamps are in service and the Conversely, of course, to reduce English
nurses' croquet ground is illuminated for standards to metric simply invert the

sixteen candlepower scattered at convenient intervals.-Electrical World.
During the past summer the telephone

company of Temple, Texas, placed a

transmitter in the band stand at the city
park and so arranged that its subscribers
might listen to the evening concerts given

there by calling central and getting
telephone connection.

Centimeters X26/66 = inches
Meters
X82/75 = yards
Kilometers X87/140 = miles
Hectares
X42/17 = acres
Grams
X6/170 = ounces
Kilograms X 75/34 = pounds
Liters
X14/53 = gallons
Liters
X6/170 =cubic feet

Electric light is valuable in candy
stores because its color is good for the
display of the candy, also because it does

not heat and make the candy sticky.
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" PULQUE," THE CURSE

RACE OF THE VETERANS

OF MEXICO
The Maguey - the American aloe -- is
known to us as the "Century Plant." In
its native land it grows very large and

A novel race, in which all the cars were
built in or prior to 1905, was held in Los
Angeles last summer. Seven cars were
entered of which the oldest was a 1903

matures in seven or eight
years, when it would
blossom - if permitted

to do so. When the sap
begins to gather, to
shoot up the tall blossom
stalk, the center, or

heart, is cut out, leaving

a cavity as large as a
wooden bucket.
In this receptacle,
gathers each day three or

four quarts of the sap.
This sap is sweet and
palatable, and would, no
doubt, be nourishing, if

Gathering the Juice of the Century Plant

used at once. It is syphoned out into

pigskin bottles, carried to the nearest
stations on burros and shipped to the
cities. Mexico City alone receives 50
carloads of this drink, called pulque, each
day. This is official.

Fermentation begins in 24 hours. The
liquid turns milky looking and is slightly
intoxicating; at the end of three days it
becomes violently so, and all that is not
consumed must be turned into the streets

- which is

in compliance

with the

Mexican law.
The native, appreciating this fact, endeavors to see that none of the precious

fluid is wasted, and to that end drinks
every hour in the day. Men, women, and
children all drink. It is the curse of the
country.
The Maguey is planted in long rowsmiles long - and grows in the sand without irrigation. For hundreds of miles
around the City of Mexico, it seems to be

almost the only crop, covering valley,
plain and mountain side. When the
center leaf is taken out it is planted, and
takes root at once. This center represents three years growth, and so the crop
is constantly renewed.

Locomobile, a two cylinder chug -chug
which made 912 out of the ten laps on one
cylinder only. The winner was a 1905

Tourist, a Los Angeles product, which
made the ten miles in 13 minutes, 38
seconds, showing remarkable spryness for

its years. This was driven by George

Stevenson, who brought his machine
deftly around the grass grown track of
Ascot Park, and brought up at the finish
with almost a full load of alfalfa that had
been mown by his radiator. His mechan-

ician helped hold down the car on the
turns, by standing on the running board
and swinging far out to the inside.
The Buick, driven by Kenneth Nikrent
and with Louis Nikrent as mechanician,
won second place, while the Marion came
in third with Larry Symonds, the challenger, at the wheel. Both of these cars
were 1904 models. The other entrants
were the 1903 Locomobile, a 1905 Garford,

a 1904 Oldsmobile and a 1905 Corbin.
While the general hilarity of the spec
tators and contestants gave the affair the

general atmosphere of a circus, yet the
results were impressive as indicating the
staving qualities of some of the early day
gas wagons.

,IIf 1lNz
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The Veterans Snorting and Champing,
Ready for the Start

AUTOMOBILE AND TRACTOR IN
ONE
The Auto Tractor is a simple machine,
which enables the farmer to use an auto-

pinion which meshes with the gears of the

mobile to perform farm work where big tractor wheels. The rear wheels of the
mechanical power may be utilized. It automobile are clear of the ground in

attaches to any automobile and employs operation and since the rate at which the
the engine and driving system of the auto, tractor wheels must move, as in plowing,
making the combination do the work of a need be only sufficient to cover from two
to four miles an hour, the power of the
traction engine.
Two large tractor wheels have between automobile engine through reduction
them a projecting steel platform upon gears is readily utilized. Five minutes is
which the automobile is backed up. On ample to allow the operator to disconnect
the hub of each rear auto wheel is a small his car and start for home.

Two Machines in One. In Five Minutes the Automobile may be Attached to or Detached from the Tractor
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LOST STATUETTE UNEARTHED

The Greek statuette "Afrodidi" said
to be 3,000 years old, which was stolen
from the National Museum at Athens in
1900, was unearthed by detectives July
25, in the cellar of Charles Memphos, who

sugar from beet molasses.

Strontium ni-

trate is the compound used to produce
red fire, although the chlorate and carbonate are also employed to a less extent.

Strontium is derived from the mineral
celestite, of which there are large deposits
in California.

WATER FROM A MAIL BOX

When a high pressure main burst
during a hotel fire in Duluth recently,
the water found a strange means of
escape. Had the season been summer
instead of winter, the water could have
easily found egress upward through the
soil and between the bricks of the street.

pHoTn BY BUCK

Dr. Vouros and the 3,000 -Year -Old Statuette

keeps a candy kitchen on Chestnut Aven-

ue in Baltimore, and brought to Washington by Dr. Alexander C. Vouros, the
Greek chargé d'affairs.

Dr. Vouros

cabled the government for instructions

concerning the statuette and its theft.
Until word was received from Athens the

work of art was kept at the Greek legation.

The picture shows Dr. Vouros But the ground was frozen solid several

with the statuette in his hands.

RED FIRE AND BEET SUGAR
strontium,
which is used in the manufacture of red
fire is coming into demand (in the form of
The

The Mail Carrier Did Not Seem to be Bothered

chemical

element,

strontium hydrate) in a more peaceful
branch of manufacture-the recovery of

feet deep. The only possible means of
escape, therefore, was by the hollow mail
box post, the bottom end of which pro-

truded a short distance below the frost
line. That is the course it took - escaping through weak parts of the seams as
shown. The contents of the box were not

damaged at all; and the mail was collected regularly.
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STARTLING TEST OF A HIGH EXPLOSIVE
Just ,to prove that the high explosive which he manufactures is absolutely safe, unless discharged by a cap, the

He Threw the Blazing Stick of Dynamite Forcibly Against
a Tree

of the Canadian Parliament have presented to Mrs. Borden a very beautiful
electric brougham in recognition of her
manager of the company making it
performed this test in the presence of a
badly scared photographer. A stick of
the explosive, which resembles dynamite,

enthusiasm for outdoor recreation. The
"electric" is an Ohio car.

after whirling it about his head, he threw

FOREST RANGERS TURN
" SWORDS INTO PLOWSHARES "

it forcibly against a tree. It merely

A regular army bayonet, converted

burned like pitch, there was no explosion.

from an instrument of war and destruc-

was ignited in the manager's hand, and

Then the explosive was hammered with
a sledge hammer, shot full of holes with
a shot gun and otherwise maltreated, but
with no effect. Finally a stick was placed

tion into an implement of peace and
conservation, now forms part of the

under a little mound of earth and con-

bayonets have binding posts fixed to

nected with fulminating cap and electric
battery wires. Then everybody present

telephone kit of every forest ranger in the
United States Forest Service. These

retired to a safe distance; the battery

their ferrules and are used as ground rods
to establish a return connection with the
single conductor telephone lines which are

Minister of the Dominion of Canada, has

connection is established.

switch was thrown on and immediately being built through the wilds of the
a hole in the ground was made by the principal national preserves. The most
explosive almost big enough for a cellar. important use for these lines is the
reporting of forest fires: When a ranger
wishes to communicate with headquarters
ELECTRICAL PRESENT TO A
he takes a coil of bare wire from his kit,
FAMOUS PREMIER
throws it over the nearest telephone wire,
The Hon. Robert Borden, the Prime and "saws" on the two ends until a good

by reason of his own great interest in

matters electrical been lately paid a high
compliment. The Conservative members

Meanwhile

his bayonet has been thrust deep into a

moist place in the ground, thus completing the circuit.
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Speed Regulator

Hair Singer

Drink Mixer

NEW WAYS OF USING ELECTRICITY
MIDGET SPEED REGULATOR

contact but is furnished without the off
contact if so desired.

The Midget speed regulator is a substantial, small rheostat, I/z inches square

DRINK MIXER

by 212 inches in thickness.

The device is intended for the speed
regulation of small motors, such as are
used to drive jewelers' lathes, dentists'
lathes and drills, washing machines, sewing machines, etc., but is also employed
as a heating coil regulator, and in numer,us other places where a small rheostat is
necessary.
The front of the Midget regulator consists of a slate panel on which are mounted
the contacts, operating lever and terminal
hosts.

The operating lever is of steel, fitted
with a brush which is held tightly against
the contacts by means of a strong spring

and equipped with a handle for movement of the lever. A cast iron casing
insures protection against dirt and dust
and contains the resistance unit.

The resistance unit, which is a high
grade special wire wound upon a slate
core, is covered with a special .cement and

The

small

motor specialists have

perfected a little motor that is rapidly
replacing the "armstrong" method of
mixing refreshing drinks at the soda
fountain.

The motor is mounted on a suitable
stand and direct connected to it is a
vertical shaft on the lower end of which
is a large, thick button. The glass containing the drink is placed in the holder
and the button and shaft lowered into it
and running at Ligh speed. The button
soon mixes the drink in a more satisfactory manner than it can he done by shak-

ing or hand stirring. The amount of
current consumed by the motor is very
little.

ELECTRIC HAIR SINGER
One of the latest additions to the tools
of the barber and the hair doctor is an
electric singeing outfit. The claim is

baked, making the unit moisture proof.
The unit is mounted on the back of the
slate front of the regulator by means of

made that singeing is an effective remedy
for falling hair since it seals up the ends

spacers so that to replace the unit
necessitates only the removal of the front,

after cutting, thus retaining the oil and
nourishment. The replacing of the wax
taper by wires in a suitable handle and

all other parts remaining undisturbed.
Ordinarily the regulator is fitted with
six running contacts and one off or open

heated by electricity will make this

method of hair doctoring more popular.
The illustration conveys an idea of the
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Progressive Iron

Miniature Measuring Instrument

The lamp placed in series
with the tool reduces the voltage to a

and

All Porcelain Socket

portable purposes.

The

apparatus.

board

point not dangerous. The device can be

reduction in cost, while it is claimed that
accuracy has not been sacrificed.
The cases of the instruments are dust
proof and are made of special sheet steel

used on any voltage up to 250 and on
either direct or alternating current.

PROGRESSIVE PRESSING IRON
A new electric iron that will find ap-

reduction in size is accompanied by a

which effectively shields the magnetic
system of the instrument from the disturbing action of external magnetic fields.

preciative users when ironing into sleeves,

The instruments are made up as volt-

pockets, armholes, etc., is here shown.
The distinctive feature of the Pelouze
Progressive Iron is the support of the
handle at the rear end only, leaving the
nose of the iron free. This part of the

meters, ammeters, volt -ammeters, milli -

iron is smoothly rounded so that delicate
fabrics can be pressed out without getting
caught on the iron.
The iron takes 500 watts and is fitted
with a quick break, switch plug which can
be removed by a pull on the knob of the
tension spring. No stand is provided as

the iron is fitted with a heel so that it

may be tipped back upon this when not
in use. The weight of the iron for general

voltmeters, mil -ammeters and battery
testers.

ALL PORCELAIN PUSH BUTTON
SOCKET
The accompanying cut shows a newly
designed, all porcelain, C -H socket constructed for service with heating, cooking
and motor driven devices. In fact, the
socket is rated to carry 660 watts, some-

what more than the energy required by
a six pound pressing iron.
The horizontal switch bar enables the

current to be turned on with one hand

family use is 61 z pounds.

and without twisting or jerking the socket

MINIATURE ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
The accompanying illustration offers

pressing the black end turns it off.

the reader a means of comparison in

noting the size of the miniature electrical
measuring instruments of a set recently
placed on the market.
The instruments are for use on direct

current and are made for both switch-

as with a keg. Pressing the white end
of the bar turns on the current, while

The socket is especially adapted to
damp locations such as basements, 'laun-

dries, etc., and can be wiped off with a
moist cloth and made to look like new.

The socket is readily installed, as a
single screw allows the halves of the
casing to be separated, exposing the
terminal screws for the drop cord.
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Portable Lamp Tester

Air Washer

SMALL, PORTABLE LAMP TESTER

The Advance lamp tester is a convenient instrument for measuring the current of incandescent lamps.

The tester is an accurate ammeter

Sandpapering by Motor

From the top of the chamber,

also,

additional nozzles spray water downward

through the air. After the water has
been used, it passes to the bottom of the

tank and is used again but not until it

has passed through a screen fine enough
designed for either alternating or direct to remove the accumulated dust. When
current, with a range from zero to one. it becomes necessary to clean the screen,
ampere divided into 20ths on the standard this is done by reversing the direction of
instrument. However, by special order flow of the water for two or three minutes
the instrument may be made to cover a each week when any dirt will be thrown
range of two or three amperes.

off the screen and readily drained away.

The ammeter is mounted between an
Edison plug at the upper end and a lamp
socket at the lower end, the length of the
device being six inches, with a width of

Make-up water is provided automatically. A ball float opens the inlet valve
from the water supply system whenever
the water falls below a certain point and
closes it as soon as the tank or basin is

two and one-half inches.
The device is encased in a neat, covered

box for carrying and protection.

All

metal parts are of polished nickel.

WASHES THE AIR
To imitate Nature's way of cleaning
and cooling the atmosphere, electrically
driven air washers are made which produce artificial rain or spray through which
air is passed. In winter the same appara-

tus is used to put the needed moisture
into dry air.
Within a chamber numerous nozzles
are installed that divide the water forced
out of them by a motor driven centrifugal
pump into very fine spray which in the
air washer here illustrated moves in the
same direction as the air, thus reducing
the power necessary to handle the water.

full.

In this way there is always fur-

nished an ample water supply.
Excess moisture is removed from the

washed air by passing it around sharp
turns thus catching the water carried in
suspension.

An electric lamp, properly protected
and located in one upper corner of the
spray chamber, permits observation of
the conditions of spraying. An overflow
pipe is provided for removing water
should the inlet valve overdo its work.

SANDPAPERING WITH MOTOR
DRIVE
A labor saving application of a flexible
shaft attached to an electric motor is here
illustrated. Those who have sandpapered
the exterior of the hull of even a medium
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Self Controlled Pump

" Magnetic Grabber"

Combination Lighter

size boat preparatory to painting it will
appreciate the situation.
The sandpaper is made up in the form
of cones. These cones fit over a piece of

felt snugly and are held in place by a
spring garter. The felt acts as an elastic
backing.

PUMP THAT CONTROLS ITSELF
The word "bilge" commonly implies
the bottom of a boat on the interior and
the pump used to remove water that may

leak in is termed a bilge pump.

This
name, however, has been widely applied
to all kinds of pumps for removing
seeping or leakage water.

Such a pump operated by electricity is

shown in the illustration. It operates
upon the centrifugal principle. One of

the advantages of such an equipment
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" MAGNETIC GRABBER"
Owners

of

automobiles who have

dropped nuts or tools into oil filled gear

cases and then tried to get them, will
appreciate the worth of the little electromagnetic lifting tool here shown.
This tool is designed to operate on six
to ten volts, from either dry cells or storage battery. When the thumb is pressed
on the little button, as shown on cut, the
tool becomes magnetized and will lift
from three to five pounds, according to
the strength of current. It is also useful
for removing valves from the cylinder,
finding nails in tires, removing chips

from the oil in a crank case without

removing the oil. This device is also
designed to meet the demand from the
machine trade for removing borings from

the motor according as the water level

holes to be tapped. For this purpose
there is a 10-32 tapped thread for the
end of the magnet, so that the user can
make a curved or straight extension for

rises or falls.

the purpose of reaching a longer distance.

is the fact that it may be equipped with a
float which automatically starts and stops

THREE IN ONE LIGHTER
A clever combination of an electric

CORRECTION
In the August, 1913, issue, page 393,

flashlight and a flame lighter for lighting
the gas or a cigar has been placed on the
market. The combined arrangement of the
three devices is shown in the illustration.
The case is of metal, highly finished and
nickel plated. As indicated, a part of the

in the article "Electricity Shows New

case body is covered with a substantial
cloth.

Gas in Hydrogen, " the statement is made
that hydrogen peroxide differs only from
water by having an extra atom of hydrogen in the molecule. This is incorrect,
since the chemical formula is H202, there
being two atoms of hydrogen and two of
oxygen to the molecule.
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FOILING GERMAN AUTO THUGS

BIG WATER POWER PERMIT
GRANTED

Automobile tourists in Germany at
times are intercepted by desperate thugs,

The largest .water power permit ever

who stretch a stout rope from tree to issued by the Department of Agriculture
tree across the road

was signed recently by Secretary Houston

means of stopping

granting rights to the Pacific Light and
Power Company, of Los Angeles, to

as an effective

Scooting Under a Rope Designed to Hurl the Occupants from the Car

a machine or over ir ruing it, so that they
may rob the passengers at their leisure.

A mechanic of Erfurt has invented the
device here illustrated, which permits the
motorist to set aside his fears of the rope

trap; the device extends well down in
front of the machine and.will either break

the rope or cause it to pass above the
machine and over the heads of the occupants.

LIMIT OF UNAIDED VISION
The ability to discern the star Alcol,
at the tail of the Great Bear, has been
held to be the test of the limit of human
vision unaided by any glass. Very rarely

is the eye of such power as to see the
satellites of Jupiter, though there are of
record two or three instances, the third
satellite being the most distinct of those
seen.

It is said that the Peruvians are the
" longest -sighted " race of all. There is
recorded by Humboldt the case of Indians

in that country who perceived a human
figure eighteen miles away, being able to
recognize it as human and clad in white.

operate power plants in the Sierra national forest. Electric power will be carried
240 miles to Los Angeles and vicinity at
150,000 volts, said to be the highest
commercial transmission thus far attempted.

On account of the magnitude of the
work and the amount of power to he disposed of, the permit allows twelve years
for construction. Four power houses, two
reservoirs and 25 miles of cement lined
tunnels will he built.

AN ESSENTIAL TO DAIRYING
Electricity is perhaps more essential
to a dairy than to any other place and the
purity of the milk will he more likely to
be preserved in an establishment where
the air is not overheated by the illuminant
used.
Moreover,

a dairy should always
have the appearance of scrupulous cleanliness and the entire absence of dust and

dirt, which can only be accomplished
with incandescent lighting.
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MIRRORS FOR INSPECTING RAIL
JOINTS

A device for inspecting rail joints
embodies mirrors which fit down on each
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lantern, frying pan, Windsor chair, kettle,
candle -stick, candle snuffers, etc. á

CLOTHING AS AN INSULATOR
In dealing with persons suffering from
electrical shock, if the victim remains in
contact with the circuit, his body- must

not be touched by the rescuer, but the
latter may pull him out of contact by
hauling on the clothing, or he may take
oft his own coat, insert his hands in the
sleeves and then handle the victiin with
little or no risk.

Almost any article

of clothing or

material may be used, provided it is dry
and of moderate thickness. It has been

pointed out that death from electrical
shock is only an apparent death at that,
and there is practically always a time
during which it is possible to resuscitate
the victim by artificial respiration:
Three of the largest cities in Europe -Berlin,

Paris and London

have all

together only a few more telephones than

the city of New York.

Rail Joint Tester

The statistics

recently published disclose that there arc
210,000 telephones in the German capital,

only 92,000 in Paris, and 235,000 in
London. In New York there are more
than 500,000, or almost as many as in
position, observing both sides at once. three great European cities combined.

side

at the proper angle to enable the

section foreman or track -walker to make
a thorough examination from a standing

A REAL OLD-FASHIONED FIREPLACE
A real old-fashioned
fireplace is something

which every one of us has
heard about lint very few
have ever seen. This
picture shows the real
thing. In " bungalowing "

an old Haverhill, Mass.,
house the ancient fireplace
has been retained in all its

details, just as it was in
the year 1700.

Here von

see also the bellows, tin

An Old Fireplace and the Odd Utensils Used Long Ago

A Miracle of the Age
BEING A SHORT STORY OF A MODERN IDEA GENERATED AMONG POSSIBLY THE MOST CONSERVATIVE PEOPLE IN THE COUNTRY

Second Hydro -electric Power Plant at Byllesby, Va.

If one had ventured a very few years
hack to suggest that anything could be
done in the way of change or develop-

ment among the mountains of West

Chattanooga, but this later product of
the Appalachian Power Company has
probably greater possibilities for it serves

many states, the " Old Dominion " of

Virginia one would have been laughed at.
It had for so long been a country regarded

course included.
The Appalachian Power Company was

by the general public as of a class by it-

organized in May, 1911, being incorporated in Virginia. In June of that year
preliminary work was started upon the

self,

primitive and pre -revolutionary.

To -day it stands self confessed the pride

of America, for out of its own natural

construction of the dams and power

resources it is giving that backbone to the

stations. Before April 1, 1913, two water

nation, that not only makes its people
but its wealth. One has but to refer for
a moment to the enormous coal resources

-the Pocahontas coal fields famous the
world over - and then to the pertinent

fact that it has produced one of the

greatest hydroelectric developments of
the day. Just think of it! - the mountains of West Virginia and Electricity.
Yet so it is. And from the Blue Ridge
Mountains and the New River with head
works in Bluefield there is being generated

a source of power that ranks very high
among all the power developments of the
United States. In all the South there is

none to equal it, except say that of the
Chattanooga and Tennessee River Com-

pany at Hales Bar, fifteen miles from
686

Interior of a Transformer Station Showing Separate
Concrete Compartments for the High Voltage
Switching Apparatus
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power developments with a combined
installed capacity of 29,000 horsepower

had been completed and in operation
several months and there had been constructed 402 miles of transmission lines,
to which was connected a combined load
of 26,173 horsepower in fourteen muni-

cipalities, 39 mining operations and a
number of isolated industries.
The two existing developments of the

power coml,any generate but a fraction
of the power which it is possible to derive
from the total of six power sites owned.
These power sites, only two of which are
so far utilized, arc all upon the New River
in Carroll and Pulaski counties and com-

bined are capable of producing not less
than 90,000 horsepower. As power de-

mands of the district served increase,
additional water pu\ver developments can

he made at minimum cost, the present
transmission lines running close by. In
the chain of developments the same water
is used repeatedly, and the succession of
dams enables storage combinations of the
greatest value. The company, also controls two sites for the creation of immense
storage reservoirs on the high reaches of
the river above the first power site.
The flow of the New River has been

Immense Oil Switches for Controlling the 88,000 Volt
. Current

years. The river drains a territory which
has the highest altitude of any, considerable area cast of the Rocky Mountains.

The rainfall in this drainage basin is

high, being about 60 inches annually and

the country drained

is covered with

measured and records made by the springs, many of them large. The entire
government's experts for a long period of

drainage basin is heavily timbered.
These conditions are favorable to a large
runoff of water per square mile and also a
well sustained flow throughout the year.

The power sites owned are entirely
wit hin one state on a non -navigable
stream. The prolcrty is held in fee
simple.

Bluefield, the operating headquarters
of the Appalachian Power Company, is

the metropolis and gateway of the

Pocahontas coal fields. It is situated
among the hills in the Allegheny Moun-

tains and contains the great railway
yards of the Norfolk and Western Railway Company in which the east -hound
trains are assembled.

Exterior of the Substation at Roanoke

Private telephone lines, installed on
the transmission line poles, connect the
entire system. Telephones are placed at
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each substation as well as at many of the
coal mines. All load dispatching is done

police dogs at Van Cortlandt Park with
the object of showing the public the value

by telephone direct to and from the of these dogs in running down criminals.
transformer station at Byllesby.
There are seven 88,000 volt substations
constructed of brick, steel and concrete

and equipped with the most modern
apparatus. These are the transformer

The German shepherd dog has proved to

be the best for police work. The police

department of Berlin has 1,956 dogs
attached to the department. A well
trained dog is worth about $200.

houses at Byllesby, at Roanoke, Pulaski,
Saltville, Bluefield, Switchback and Coal -

wood. The distribution throughout the
coal fields and to a number of the communities and industries is over the 13,200

volt lines which radiate to twelve sub-

stations and

72

transformer banks.

FLYING BY HUMAN MOTOR
The question of flying by the power of
the "human motor" is one of the newest
ideas, and Some enthusiastic amateurs

Steam reserve plants are located at
Pulaski, Switchback, Welch, Marion,
Wytheville, Radford and Roanoke.

The system has been organized and is

being operated by the firm of H. M.

Byllesby and Company, New York and
Chicago.

BEST POLICE DOG IN NEW YORK
This dog " Dian von Buron," is rated

as the best trained dog in the police
department of New York City. It is a
German shepherd dog and was purchased

from the German government. There is
to be a demonstration of the work of the

The Flying Bicycle and Its Inventor

are at work in the hope of succeeding with

the flying bicycle or "aviette" as it is
called in France. One of the new flyers
is made by Victor Lamothe and as will
be noticed, it is very well supplied with
wings, somewhat on the aeroplane principle. There are used two pairs of wings,

one in front and the second at the back
of the bicycle, both pairs being about
alike in general shape. Over the back
wheel is a tail which serves for steadying,

and strapped to the front handle is a
Dian von Buron, Champion Police Dog

frame of peculiar shape. Given a good
start on the ground, the inventor hopes
to be able to fly for quite a good stretch
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before alighting.

Besides being a good

subject for spurt and amusement, the
aviett.e may he able to fly over stretches
of had ground or small creeks, and
perhaps even over rivers.

TELESCOPE SPECTACLES
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of Prof. Hemel, now Director of the University Eve Hospital at Strassburg, show
that spectacle telescopes of small magnifying power are much to he preferred
in the majority of cases. In these glasses
the size of the retinal image is increased
about 30 per cent as compared with the
natural image and hence is comparable in

its ophthalmic effect to the correction
obtainable by operation.

MINE RESCUE CAR
Mine rescue work has progressed one

step farther by the adoption in some
European mines of the car and apparatus
here shown. The members of the rescue

party wear oxygen helmets and generators of the Draegcr type which enable

them to go about safely in gas laden

Telescope

Spectacles for People Troubled with Nearsightedness

Telescope spectacles of (lernlan design

have been introduced for the benefit of
persons suffering from extreme myopia
or nearsightedness, and by amplifying
the retinal image are a powerful aid to
vision. They consist of two components,
a large converging front lens and a smaller

diverging lens near the eve. The radii
of curvature of the two components are

such that when the wearer looks at an
object in a direct line his vision will not

in any way be marred by distortion

astigmatism due to oblique pencils and
perceptible color effects.

It is maintained that the practical tests

Prepared for Mine Rescue Work

atmospheres. They ride on a small car
upon the rails of the mine road, propelling
it by a bicycle type of gearing. The car

carries also a "pulmotor" for resuscitating asphyxiated miners. In front is an
electric headlight with good sized storage
battery to provide current.

To the hairdresser electric heat is
serviceable when shampooing to dry the
hair and for heating curling tongs.
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LATHE FOR BIG GUN PROJECTILES
The electric motor driven lathe here illustrated
is for turning projectiles for the Navy. This service
requires a lathe of absolute accuracy,
rigid equipment, and a wide range of

Electrically Operated Lathe for Turning Big Gun Projectiles

speed; a very high speed is necessary for finishing the point of the projectile. The
lathe was especially designed for the service named and also for individual motor
drive. The motor is placed on the lathe head; this location reduces the vibration
to a minimum so that accuracy can be obtained, at the same time there is no danger
of injury to the operator from coming in contact with the motor or the gears.

TWO ODD HOUSES
The trees of the Pacific Slope are of such

huge size that a small one has been hollowed out to make a house or cabin. This
is really a small specimen compared to the
giant redwoods, which are so large that a

dancing pavilion has been erected on the
stump of one sawed off near the ground.
However, the "small" specimen is fairly
sizable as trees go.
This dwelling of an Arizona Indian is

built on the principle of a basket, the
walls being woven of slender withes.
For this purpose a variety of cactus is
used which is known as the ocotilla or
fish pole cactus. The corner posts and
door jambs are of cottonwood as are the
rafters which sustain the roof. The latter
is covered with more interwoven poles,

House Dug Out of a Giant Redwood

Dwelling of an Arizona Indian Built on the Principle of
a Basket
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which in turn are plastered over with mud
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in doing this upsets the balance previous-

to shed the water, and the walls are ly existing between this pent-up air and
also liberally chinked with the same the atmosphere outside; A U-shaped
substance.

TESTING THE AIR WE BREATHE
The barometer and the household
thermometer are soon to share their
popular favor with a little instrument
called the Aeronom, an apparatus of
German origin.

tube, with its ends open, is the connecting
medium between the free air and the air
under test, but the open circuit is blocked

by a double column of colored liquid this is the registering device on the outside
of the case.

When the weight of the air inside is
reduced by the withdrawal of the carOriginally inspired to bonic acid gas, the outside air presses

Apparatus Sealed and Ready to Test the Air Within

Metal Disk Withdrawn Exposing the Pads Saturated
with Caustic Soda

detect the presence of fire -damp -in coal
mines, it is rapidly growing in favor

down to restore the equilibrium - inci-

because of its facility and accuracy in
measuring the carbonic acid gas in the
air we breathe. It is the harmful prevalence of this element hurtful to animal
life that is noticeable in a crowded or
badly ventilated room.

The operation of the apparatus is
dependent upon the action of caustic

dentally lowering the fluid in one column
and raising it in the other. The difference
so produced gives a volumetric index of
the amount of carbon dioxide originally
in the tainted atmosphere.

YOU PAY FOR WHAT YOU GET
Electricity cannot he adulterated, and

soda, which, as you probably know, has

the meter measures energy and not

a strong affinity for carbon dioxide. Pads
of test paper, charged with a five per cent
solution, are kept sealed in the under side
of the airtight. cover. The air to be tested

electricity.

is confined within the instrument and
exposed to the absorptive action of the
chemical.

This extraction of the CO2 actually
reduces the weight of the remaining
purified air within the instrument, and

The light, heat. or power
depends on the energy and the energy is
equal to the quantity of electricity times
the voltage. Now if the voltage is not
kept up, the light will he dimmer and the

motors will run a little slower, but the
meter will also run slower, so that if good
service is not given, neither is it paid for;
thus the meter automatically protects the
custurner.

Electrical Men of the Times
J. ROBERT CROUSE

Marshall Barnes has said that "the
millennium will come through co-operation" and this thought is the keynote in
the life of J. Robert Crouse, manager of

sales of the National Quality Lamp

Division of the General Electric Company.
John Robert Crouse was born on New

Year's Day, 1874, at Hartland, Mich.
He grew up in the wholesome outdoor
environment of this typical American
small town and later moved with his
parents to Cleveland, Ohio, where he

attended the Cleveland High School from
which he graduated in 1893.
He continued his studies at the University of Michigan, obtaining his degree of
bachelor of arts four years later. While

attending the university he became a
member of the Delta Upsilon fraternity,

editor of the Palladium and was acknowledged as one of the most popular
men in the university.
Immediately after his graduation he
entered the employ of the Fostoria Lamp
Company, Fostoria, Ohio, as a lamp
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salesman.

His selling

ability, good

business sense and pleasing personality

soon proved him to be a most valued
employee. The year following his start
with this company he married Fanny E.
Clark, and is now the father of six lively
children. In due time he became a
director of the Fostoria Lamp Company.
which position he held until 1901, when he
became manager of sales for the National

Electric Lamp Association, of which the
Fostoria Lamp Company was a part. He
was also made a member of the advisory
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Looking back a decade ago, we find
him struggling, in the face of discouragement from every side, to bring electrical
men into a more friendly, mutually
helpful relation. He was, perhaps, the

first man to see that thé great defect in
the rapid growth of the electrical industry

was the lack of co-operation between

electrical men and that much of the
future development of the business
required the transformation of the bitter

hate that has existed until recently into
a more amiable attitude. Mr. Crouse was

board of this corporation at the same mainly instrumental in organizing the
Electrical

Development

time.

Co-operative

was merged with the General Electric
Company and became the National
quality Lamp Division, Mr. Crouse

of our present day spirit of "all -together -

When the National Lamp Association

Association, which was the forerunner
all - the - time - for - everything -electrical."
The recently formed Society for Electrical

Development, of which Mr. Crouse is a
vice president, owes much to him for his
vigorous efforts past and present.
The name of J. Robert Crouse, seventh
Jupiter of the Sons of Jove, is writ large

retained his position as manager of sales
and member of the advisory board.
In appearance Mr. Crouse is well set
up, of medium height, square jawed and
smooth faced, with keen, twinkling eyes

in the annals of the society and its cooperative principles have won the best

and a generous growth of black hair.

He is the picture of good health. Elbert

Hubbard says of him: " In America we efforts of Mr. Crouse at all times.
Mr. Crouse is an enthusiastic champion
have evolved a new kind of man. We
call him the American type and the best and an earnest worker in every electrical
9

specimen brick I can now think of is organization which tends to promote
J. Robert Crouse. He believes in co- friendship and an interchange of business.
operation and can do team work with a
vast number of men. J. Robert Crouse
recognizes the good in everybody and
everything. He would make a splendid

The People's Electrical Page which now

l\lr.
Crouse always works at top speed without

projects.

work by making every second count.
There is no lost motion about him. He

is many times as effective as the old
method of small scattered advertise-

president of the United States."

appears once a week or oftener in the
daily newspapers in many of our larger
cities is one of the J. Robert Crouse
These pages contain a certain

amount of popular reading matter on

appearing to do so. He never seems to electrical subjects, interspersed with
be hurried or irritated by interruptions 'advertisements from local electrical firms.
and yet he accomplishes a vast amount of This method of co-operative advertising
inspires everyone with his cordial cheerfulness and ever-present enthusiasm."

ments. It is especially valuable to firms

Crouse as a human perpetual cigar holder.
However, there is a difference: Uncle Joe
likes Pittsburgh stogies and smokes

space.

who do not feel that they can afford to
purchase a large amount of advertising

Uncle Joe Cannon has a rival in Mr.

The sales value of familiarizing the

9

public with new electrical machinery and

them, while J. Robert Crouse prefers a

appliances and their uses through the

them, he simply holds them in his mouth.

overestimated.

better brand and instead of smoking

reading matter in these pages cannot be

E111'ic jniei'e s
ef Women
EDITED BY GRACE T. HADLEY

Illustration of New Domesticity
"Now that I'ni ttred, conic and sec
me," urged Mrs. F. cordially. She had
recently moved to one of the suburban
towns of a large city and was chatting
with a friend whom she had not seen for
some time. "Come out this aftcrno'u
with mc.''
Luncheon in a fashionable tea room
haying been concluded, Mrs. P. piloted

my own ironing with my new electric
iron and I have found that many things
such as sheets anti other pieces can he
folded and put away without ironing.
They arc so fresh with air and sun I do
not mind doing this. There was a time
when I thought every piece had to be

,

smoothed with a hot iron but after keeping house for eight years I have learned

her friend via steam train to a pretty

to save my strength in every possible
way. Then I sit down to the ironing

suburban town about 25 miles from the
metropolis. A walk through shady, well
paved streets brought them to a seven
room house on a pleasant corner, a home
delightfully open to the sun and fresh air.
"While I was getting settled,'' ran oil
Mrs. F.,

"She Dropped Everything
She Touched"

"a maid servant presented

herself at my door one day and asked if
I did not need help. I was so tired I said

"Yes'' at once and had her come right
Well, I think she must have had the
dropsy or some similar affliction for she
in.

dropped everything she touched. She
dropped the kitchen clock, she dropped
my percolator and then she dropped my
new electric iron on a granitoid floor
which broke the porcelain socket and
damaged the stand. Well that nearly
broke my heart, for the iron was brand
new, so when the week was up I eliminated the maid, exchanged my electric
iron for another and got a vacuum
cleaner. Those are now my two faithful

servants and with their help I do my own
work.

"On Monday a laundress comes who
washes for me from nine until four at
35 cents an hour; then on Tuesday I do
694
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adding that to my own pin money or
personal allowance, I can always bank
a neat little sum every month and if you
promise not to breathe it to a living soul,
I'll tell you what I am going to buy with
the money.
The visitor most readily promised
and the balance , of the conversation

is another story.

A WOMAN'S PSALM
Electricity is my servant; which doeth
my work.
It enableth me to take mine ease.
It giveth me longer sleeping hours.
I hold its service in my hand.
I control it with my finger tips.
It prolongeth my life.

It maketh my coffee.

It toasteth my

bread.
It maketh me live in comfort.
"Then I Sit Down to the Ironing Board"

It heateth the water for my husband's

board and with my electric iron I do all
the starched pieces. I have discovered
that with an electric iron I do not have
to stand up and press down and now the
work is so much easier for me I almost

shave.
It supplieth my bedroom with cool fresh
breezes during slumber hours.
It cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the
walls of my house, and my furniture.
It washeth and ironeth my clothes.

look forward with pleasure to ironing day.

I do not dread it as I used to.
"Then on Wednesday I take my elec-

It heateth my rooms. It curleth and

tric vacuum cleaner and go over the house

My house would be incomplete without it.

and it is so much easier than sweeping.
In fact I cannot sweep any more. You
remember those little lines you sent me
once, `Time was when a bug could live

It replaceth my hot water bag and easeth

swell in a rug!' "

The visiting lady nodded brightly,
" Did they interest you?

"Yes, they made such an impression
that I made up my mind no bug should

live swell in my rugs, and they don't
when you get after them with a vacuum
cleaner."

"Then you find electric household
helps truly helpful? "
"Yes, and let me tell you something,"
Mrs. F. lowered her voice to a confidential
whisper. "I take for myself the $25

which would be the wage of a servant;

dryeth my hair.
my sufferings.
Yea, though I leave the house at nine in the
morning,

Lo when I return at six p.m. my evening
meal is cooked.
My electric fireless cooker doeth it.
By night it showeth me my way with its
light.
It keepct.h me from dark places and bad
bruises.
At night it warmeth the milk for my baby.
Last but not least it keepeth my husband
in a cheerful and happy mood.
Yea, though I sit up nights to read by its

light I would not be without it at
any price.
J. H. PETERSON.
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RADIATOR WHICH RIVALS THE
SUNSHINE

Electricity now rivals sunshine

in

warmth as ve11 as light. The sun heats

by warming the objects in the path of
its rays; that is, it is a source of radiant
heat. It heats without danger, fire, dirt
or odor. So do luminous radiators.
Their heat is the nearest
substitute for sunshine
that has been discovered.

is a luxury, and its cost for operating is
not expensive. While considerable power
is required, usually 2,000 watts, the time
of service, fifteen to 20 minutes, is short.
The cost need never exceed ten or fifteen
cents for warming the room for the morning bath.
The luminous radiator consists of
three or four large cylindrical incan-

They are ready at an

instant's notice, day or
night, taking the place

descent heating lamps with a
reflector behind them, fitted

into an ornamental frame.

These lamps differ from ordi-

nary incandescents, being

specially designed to transform electrical energy into
radiant heat. The source of
Comforts of the Luminous Radiator

heat is a small filament which
is heated to incandescence

of the sun dur-

cheerfulness (f a luminous radiator when in use is decidedly

by the electric current. The

ing the chill y
evenings and

aiding the sun during the day. With
luminous radiators one can enjoy the
cozy warmth of electric sunshine at any
time. They dispel the chill, gloom and
dampness by their radiant rays, rivaling
the sun in this respect.
The electric radiator in the bathroom

attractive and by employing
this methed of heating, the benefits of an

open fire with none of its drawbacks or
inconveniences are available. The radiator may be installed pernidnently in the
fireplace, though in such case the chimney should be hermetically sealed up by
cement or other effective means.
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RESPONSIBILITY OF THE HOUSEKEEPER
There is a legend, familiar to all of the
older generation, which may profitably
be read anew by all. It is the story of the
lady who went to her confessor with a
tale of domestic trouble. Her beautiful
home was ill -kept, her goods were wasted,

3

her servants deceived her, her lord found
fault with her extravagance. What
prayers might she offer, what holy deed

perform, that would bring peace and
comfort and prosperity again to her
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that the mistress' eye must fall constantly
upon every corner of the home she would
keep happy for those she loves best."
Would you have interest, faithfulness,
care of your property on the part of those
who serve you? Show interest, be faith-

ful to your own position, care for your
own possessions. Carry your box of
praise, encouragement, warning, suggestion, daily to some part of the house.
-MARY C. SHORTALL.

ELECTRIC SAUTÉ PAN

The electric sauté pan is a cooking
utensil designed to take the place in a
The monk handed to her a little box, large measure of the regular cook stove
with the direction that every 24 hours in the kitchen. It is especially suitable
she was to carry this box to a different for frying in deep fat. It is made of
house?

part of the mansion and lay it there, and

nickel plated steel with cooking compart-

this she was faithfully to do for six

months, at the end of which time she
was to tell him whether any change had
taken place in the affairs she was then
lamenting.

At the end of the half -year the lady
returned with joy written on her face.
"Father," she said, "what magic is in
that little box? All has become order -and
peace and content in the home where six

months ago was naught of either of

Sauté Pan

"but in obeying my directions you have
daily visited some corner of your house

ment formed of heavily tinned copper
welded to the frame. The heater is
hermetically sealed in the bottom of the
cooking compartment. There are three
heats controlled by an indicating snap

which would otherwise have been an

switch.

these." "My daughter, look,"' said the
old man. And lo! The box was empty.
"I gave you no magic," he continued,

To the woman who takes delight in
unfamiliar spot to you. In going about
thus you have noticed here a slight die* cooking, there are scores of applications
order, here a small repair to be quickly for this utensil which will suggest themmade, elsewhere a suggestion to give selves immediately. Crullers, for inwhich has prevented something being stance, arc among the number, and the
thrown away. Your servants have New York Edison Company, which
learned to know that sooner or later suggests the recipe given below, is
r

whatever they either neglected or did authority for the statement that the
well would fall under your eye, and they quantity called for can be cooked at a
preferred praise to blame. Praise has cost of only six cents for current.
brought content into the servant's hall, t cup of sugar
[ cup of milk
3 eggs
order and thrift and harmony have Iz nutmeg grated
brought peace and comfort to you and 2 teaspoonsful of baking
t quart of flour
powder
to your lord. Give me the box, my
daughter. You have learned the lesson

[ taLlcspoonful of ![utter 34 teaspoonful of salt.
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Sift flour with baking powder and salt;
cream the butter and sugar, add eggs well
beaten and the milk and nutmeg. Stir
in the flour. When well mixed this should

be a stiff dough. Roll out on a well
floured board and cut with a small round
cutter. Use electric frying kettle for
cooking crullers; have it about half full of

NEW USE FOR ELECTRIC
FLATIRON
An electric flatiron can, by the use of a
simply constructed metal stand, shown in

the illustration, he used as an electric

Turn current on to full heat and
when the lard is very hot, drop in the
lard.

When they are light brown on
all sides take them out and lay on brown
paper and sprinkle with powdered sugar.

crullers.

The fat should he hot enough so that
when the crullers are drol,ped in they will
immediately come to the top.

HEATERS UNDER THE CARPET
The ideal way of heating a room would

seem to he to heat the floor itself; for in
that way the feet are kept warm, which
is essential and with proper regulation
the interior could be kept at the proper
temperature for comfort. To meet this

Toasting Marshmallows

toaster stove. The stand holds the iron
upside down, so that its hot ironing surface can le used for a mural ter of purposes,

as toasting marshmallows, frying bacon,
heating water, Making toast or frying an
egg. The iron. of ctturs. , can lie attached
to any convenient electric light socket.
The stand can be made by anyone, from
metal strips, at a very little expense anti

the new eon'nience is well worth the
trouble.

The Heater Is Attached to Any Carpet or Rug

requirement, a special type of electric
heating pad is now manufactured, to be
fastened to the under side of the carpet.
Current is taken from the lamp socket
through a flexible cord and the arrangement of the resistances is such that the

SUEDE TRAVELING BAG CONTAINS SURPRISE
The latest .thing in electric irons, for
travelers, comes in a suede bag, with a
silk dray- string anti resembles in its
out side appearance, a langc pair of opera
glasses.

The contents of the bag are,

however, surprising in their variety.
First, there is a nickel plated iron
weighing a little less than three pounds.
Then there is a pressed steel hand, into
which the iron fits upside down, so that
it may be used as a stove. Both the iron

carpet cannot become heated to the
danger point. In fact., there are three and the stand fit inside a nickel plated
degrees of heat that can be obtained at

will - all perfectly, sage.

cooking vessel the exact shape of the iron
and provided with a cover.
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downward at the edge, so that when it is

inserted to be heated. The usual length
of flexible cord and plug comes with the

into which a pair of curling irons may be

goes into the suede bag.

The bottom of the

vessel extends

placed on the iron, it will not slip off. outfit. Everything packs away neatly
In the square end of the iron is a hole, inside the cooking vessel, which in turn

ELECTRIC TABLE RANGE

The electric table range is a com-

pletely equipped kitchen for the table.
The smallest, most attractive and yet

most efficient cooking utensil that can be

It is possible to prepare a whole meal

on the table range, in fact one can do
anything but bake or roast with it. For
breakfast it is extremely convenient and

imagined, a stove, a kettle and a stew permits the serving of two or three people
pan and the whole of it not larger than in the most dainty and appetizing manfive inches by ten, with a detachable cord
connection for the usual lamp socket.

ner. While cOffee or some other hot drink

equipped with a three heat switch permitting economy of operation. The
kettle and stew pan, each holding a pint

is preparing in the kettle, cereal or eggs
or sauté potatoes may be cooked in the
stew pan. After this the pan may be
removed, keeping the coffee on the stove
and on the other end a few slices of toast
may be browned. Chops may be broiled

and a half, are made of seamless copper,
finely nickeled and furnished with ebon-

quickly on the stove or it may he used for
griddle cakes or bacon. With the use of a

The stove mounted on a marbleized

base which has rubber tipped feet is

ized wood handles. The pans have
grooved bases which insure a tight fit
when they are in use on the stove and
therefore utilize all possible heat for the
food, as well as prevent any accidental
overturning of the utensils.

muffin ring the stove may be further
utilized for muffins, fried eggs or fish cakes.

The table range is a kind of kitchenette
that may he literally carried around from
the breakfast room to the drawing room
for afternoon tea or wherever one's
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ingenuity may suggest and wherever
there is a convenient lamp socket. For

entertaining in a novel and attractive
manner, there is nothing like this and
other electrical devices that so successfully meet the requirements of a small
company through the intimacy and individuality of their use.
The table range is most convenient for
preparing an impromptu supper after the

theater and there are the candy feasts
and all the delicious variety of chafing
dish cookery.

Lamps Hanging at an Angle Throw Much Light
High up on the Walls

More and more the American housewife appreciates the refinement of person-

al supervision of table cooking and with
the electric table range there is an added

zest in what one eats by reason of the
absolute cleanliness and lack of trouble
in the preparation of food in this way
and after that, there is still the fun of
doing it in the best possible way.
TABLE RAzci: BREAKFAST \li;xu
Fruit in season.

Favorite cereal.
Eggs .lust -Rte.
Bacon sliced thin.
Perfect toast.
Electric coffee.

.

Fixtures with Reflectors Pendant Give the Maximum Economy of Light

CONCERNING FIXTURES

Each season sees new styles in fixtures.
One would say, off -hand, that selection of

fixtures is wholly a matter of taste, but
this is only partly true. A few principles
of correct lighting should be remembered
in the selection of fixtures, as well as the
cardinal rules of good taste.

Showing How, in the " Indirect " System, the
.fight is Reflected First From the Ceiling

and Then From the Walls

lamps hanging straight, as in the second

Ceiling fixtures in which the lamps diagram, the light is distributed in useful
hang at an angle should generally be directions and the reflectors, of course,
add materially to the efficiency of the
avoid( -Ni. This is because such fixtures
do not hold the lamps in a position to unit.
In the case of ''indirect" lighting,
secure the greatest practical efficiency
from lamps and reflectors.

practically all of the light is thrown to the

It will be seen that the light from an
angle fixture is thrown largely against
the sidewalls and no matter what type
of reflector is used, this waste of light
continues. On the other hand, with the

fused over the whole room. The resulting
illumination is almost shadowless and
particularly desirable where a soft effect
is wanted.

ceiling and thence distributed and dif-
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Combination fixtures, excepting side -

wall brackets, are invariably makeshift
designs. It is almost impossible to secure

such fixtures of sufficient artistic merit
to warrant their being installed in any
home of refinement. They are a heritage
of the "old days'' when electric service,
being new and in an almost experimental
stage, was necessarily unreliable. To -day
electric service is even more reliable than
gas.

The finish of fixtures is an important
item. Practically all finishes change
somewhat with age. This point should
he remembered by those who expect to
duplicate or add to their equipment at
some future time. The finishes best
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steam fills the space (A). The food com-

partments (a), (b), (e), (d), being in
contact with the walls are heated evenly
and at the same time. When the pressure
of the steam is sufficient to overcome the
spring in the diaphragm (D), which is like
the bottom of an oil can, snapping downwards and acting upon pin (P) it forces
open the switch contacts (C), thus cutting

off the source of heat. When the walls
cool slightly the pressure is reduced and
(D) snaps hack, closing the switch. This
controls the temperature so exactly,

without any adjustable apparatus, that

suited to residences are those upon which
fly -specks and corrosion are not quickly
apparent. Hammered finishes, rerde
antique and similar informal finishes

look well for years, do not tarnish and
give satisfaction.

NEW AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
COOKER

In a new automatic electric cooker,
shown herewith in diagram, conservation
of heat is carried to the fullest extent and
consequently the cost of operation is low.
Heat which usually escapes by radiation

is conserved by insulation, while the
distillation or latent heat losses arc kept

extremely low by the automatic temperature control employed.
The food is placed in aluminum vessels
which, when placed in the cookers, arc in
close contact with the walls. The current
is next switched on and when the food is

Automatic Electric Cooker

heated to cooking temperature the current is automatically switched off; the

food is kept constantly cooking and dis-

the current is tillation, while slight, is constantly going
switched on again. This automatic on, so that there is no absorbing of odors
feature keeps the food constantly hot by the food. Meat will cook delightfully
tender without- that shrinkage which
and cooking until ready to serve.
food cooling slightly,

In the section shown, the double walled
steam chamber is indicated by (A) in the

always goes with the ordinary method of

bottom, a small quantity of water (W)
is boiled and partially changed to steam

Tough meat is made tender,
cereals digestible and vegetables delicious. This process of cooking food is

by the heat .from heat clement (H). This

clean, efficient and economical.

cooking.

s

/
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BELL AS INDICATOR IN FISHING WIRE
It is usually difficult when a wireman is work-

ing without a helper, to "fish" conductors in
partitions and in spaces between ceilings and the
floors below. It requires one man to push the
fish wire from one end through the vyireway and

a helper should be stationed at the outlet at the
other end of the wirewav to catch the fish wire

orkers

POURING CASTING WITH ARC
Preparations for the casting should be made
in the ordinary manner. Form the mold of sand
or plaster and then over the pour holes place a

l

tablet or slab of carbon about j4' inch thick.
This should have a round tapering hale, the small

end of which opens above the pour hole of the

as soon as it comes sufficiently near the opening.

The helper usually has another length of fish
wire with a hook on one of its ends, which he
can insert into the outlet, and thereby engage
the main fish wire that is being manipulated
by the wireman. The main fish wire usually
discloses its location by the noise that it makes
scraping along within the plastered space.
The illustration shows a method that can often

Mold for Casting with Arc

be used successfully where a man is working
single handed. A bunch of bare copper wire is
pushed into the outlet through which it is de-

mold (see illustration). A terminal should be
bolted to one side of the carbon slab and lead to
the current source through a series of heavy re-

sired to fish and to this mulch of wire is connect-

ed one of the terminals of an electric bell and
battery set. The other terminal of the bell is
F/oort
.

.

<

t

, .

<

<

BoreCo,qoerWire

Steel Fish Wire

<

The carbon slab comprises one
electrode of the arc, the other being a
inch
hard round carbon fitted with a fiber or wood
sistances.

handle.

A small block of the metal to be melted is

Nc% /hrou9h
/leader

placed in the depression of the carbon surface,
and touched by the carbon rod to form an arc.
The metal will flow into the mold quickly, de-

Cei/mg

pendent on the amount of current supplied to the
are. Castings obtained by this method are very
smooth and regular.
-

Copper Wire
Indicator Bell in Fishing Wire

connected to the main fish wire that is- being
pushed by the wireman. When he has pushed
the fish wire into connection with the bunch of
bare copper, the electric bell will give notification
by ringing. It is then usually possible by pull-

ing the bunch of copper wire out of the outlet

UNDERWRITERS BROADEN INSPECTION
SERVICE
The Underwriters' Laboratories, Incorporated,

has appointed Heap and Digby, engineers, of
London, England, as British representatives to
perform inspection of material and fittings of

ductors can be readily pulled in by attaching

British manufacture conforming with the National Electrical Code. Such material, when of
approved construction, will undergo inspection

them to the fish wire. The fish wire should, of

when intended for export to Canada or the

to draw the fish wire with it, after which the con-

course, have a hook bent in the end that is to
engage with the bunch of copper.
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United States and thereby make inspection unnecessary after arrival at its destination.

t

Elementary Electricity for Practical
Workers
By W. T. RYAN

CILAY1'IiR VII.- CALCULATION OF WIRING, LINE LOSSES, NATIONAL CODE

The considerations involved in determining
the size of wires for distributing electrical energy
are: (1) The wire must be large enough to carry

the prescribed current without getting too hot;
(2) the wires must be large enough to keep the
voltage at the lamps or other receiving apparatus within certain limits; (3) the wire must have
sufficient strength to withstand the mechanical
stresses to which it may be subjected; (4) in
sonic instances the size of wire chosen should be
such that it gives an economic balance between
the cost of the power boat in the line and the cult
of the wires.
SAFE CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY

The temperature of a copper wire carrying an
electric current gradually rises until it gives off

heat to its surroundings as fast as heat is produced in the wire by the current. Therefore the
current corresponding to a certain rise of temperature depends upon the degree of ventilation
of the space in which the wire is placed and upon
the adjacent materials. Wires encased in
wooden mouldings or enclosed in the narrow air
spaces inside walls of frame buildings are very
unfavorably located. They cannot radiate heat
readily and any considerable rise in temperature
involves a serious fire risk. All indoor wiring
and to a certain extent outdoor wiring must be
done in accordance with the rules of the National
Board of Fire 'Underwriters. These rules, known
as the "National Electrical Code," are modified
annually at the suggestion of the National Fite
Protection Association, aided by seven national

associations whose interests have to do with
electric light and power. These rules are approved and enforced by all national bodies
representing insurance and engineering interests.
There is maintained in Chicago, with branch
offices in the larger cities of the United
States the Underwriters' Laboratories for

the testing of all kinds of electrical supplies.
Semi-annually a list of approved devices, fittings, etc., is published, which serves as a refer-

ence for the use o: local inspection bureaus.
Most of the larger cities have in addition, city
ordinances which arc usually scnnewhat more

stringent titan the cone. The code rules cover
the ortlina y requirements of lighting and power
service, specifying the alluwtd!le carrying capa-

city of wires and the methods to be used in
installing them, in order that the fire risk may
be a safe one.

The methods of inside wiring now approved
by the National Electric Code include the use of
sooden moulding; knob and tube c,arrk; cleats and
insulators; armored cable; flexible and rigid
rontirrits.

Wooden moulding though approved by the
code is now forbidden by many city ordinances
It should never be used in any place where then:
is

the remotest possibility of dampness.

It

should never be used in cellars or directly against

a brick wall, as the wall is likely to sweat and
thus introduce moisture back of the moulding.
It is hardly suitable fur either a kitchen or bath
roost, therefore its use here should be discouraged. Wiring in wooden moulding is not
allowed in New York City.

Exposed wires on cleats and insulators are
used very extensively in mills, factories,' power
houses, tunnels, etc. Where the appearance is

n,4.1',Ñ
6
Fig. 25.

flexible Steel Armored Cable

not objectionable. this is one of the cheapest
methods of wiring.

The knob and tube method of wiring is used
for houses of frame construction where first cost

is of the greatest importance. The wires are
run concealed under floors and in partitions
supported on knobs and insulated by porcelain
tubes through floors. This class of work is not
approved in Chicago.
Armored cable is made in a manner similar to
flexible steel conduit. Fig. 25 shows flexible
steel armored cables.
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It can be used to great advantage for wiring
An advantage possessed by it is

old buildings.

that it can be run at any angle, and can be
fished for long distances.

arc lined with a coating of insulating material.
Unlined conduits usually have an inner coat of
enamel or some similar material.
Unlined conduit consists simply of an iron or

Its own weight is sufficient to carry it down
partitions and it is stiff enough to fish between
joints without fish wire. It can also be installed
quicker and with less cutting of walls, floors and
partitions than wires on concealed knobs and
tubes. It is a little more expensive but makes a
better job. This cable is best known as Green-

steel pipe similar in every way to ordinary gas
pipe except that special precautions are taken to

field flexible armored conductor.

such as paper treated with an asphaltic compound, cemented to the inside of the pipe, thus

Fig. 26.

Flexible Conduit

Flexible conduit, Fig. 26, consists of a continuous flexible steel tube composed of convex
and concave metal strips.

These strips are wound spirally upon each
other in such a way as to interlock their concave
surfaces, both outside and inside, thereby giving

a smooth and almost frictionless surface both
inside and out. It is approved for fireproof
buildings. Its advantages are its flexibility and
its continuity. Its flexibility makes it possible
to use it where other forms of conduit would be
impracticable. It finds its greatest use in completed buildings where it is desired to install
electric circuits without greatly disturbing the

walls, partitions, etc. Its flexibility also dispenses with a large number of elbow fittings, as
a bend of almost any radius can be made. It is
very important, however, to securely fasten the
conduit at at least three points on each elbow,
otherwise the conduit may buckle and make it
almost impossible to pull wires through it. It
is very strong mechanically although not entirely
moisture proof. It is to be strongly recommended for use in frame buildings rather than
knob and tube wiring.
Rigid conduit is, of course, approved for all

classes of buildings for both concealed and
exposed work. All rigid conduit is, of course,
fireproof and it should also be moisture -proof.

It should be strong enough mechanically to
resist hard blows, nails, etc., and when used in
fireproof buildings it must resist the action of
cement. It should also be able to withstand a
short-circuit on the wires which it contains.
There are two general classes of rigid conduits;
namely, lined and unlined conduits. The former

free the inside from irregularities and it is coated

inside with enamel; outside it may be either
untreated, enameled or galvanized.
Lined, rigid conduit usually consists of a plain
iron pipe lined with a tube of insulating material,

forming an integral part of the conduit.
The unlined conduit is cheaper and is also less
expensive to install as it can be bent, threaded
and cut more easily than the lined conduit. If
the inside is enameled it is easier to draw wires
in and out than it is if lined conduit is used.
The National Code requires the use of double
braided conductors for unlined conduits, whereas
single braided conductors may be used with lined
conduits. However, this causes but a very slight
increase in the first cost of the conductors, and
so is not a very great disadvantage. As a matter
of fact, with the improvement which has taken

place in the manufacture and installation of
unlined conduit, it may be used with almost as
much safety as lined conduit. Very little lined
conduit is now being installed.
The relative cost of the various methods will,
of course, differ considerably on different jobs,
but as a general rule is approximately as given in
the following table:
Method of Wiring

\Vooden moulding

Knob and tube
Cleats and insulators
Armored cable
Flexible conduit
Rigid conduit

Relative ('ost

in Per rent
66
33
35
711

85
100

The size of wire required to deliver a certain
amount of power, W. to a concentrated load at a
specified voltage, E, with a specified drop, e, in
the wire is determined as follows: The current I

is equal to IP=E.

Incandescent lamps are
usually rated in watts. The total watts, II', is
equal to the number of lamps multiplied by the
watts consumed by one lamp. For example, 200
25 watt Mazda lamps and 20 60 watt 1\Iazda
lamps would require (200) (25)+(20) (60) =6,200
watts. A ten horsepower 220 volt direct current
motor with a guaranteed efficiency of 85 per cent
would require (10) (746) _ (220) (.85) =39.8
amperes.
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The area of the wire in circular mils is given by
the following formula

110SlI

(1)

e

where .1 =area of wire in C.M.,
I =length of wire (out and Lack) in feet,
=current in amperes.
e =allowable voltage drop.
As an example of the above, assume 300 2.i 7
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Tlr_ return loop system is quite generally used
in wiring theatres, le:ture halls, hall rooms and
churches, where all the lamps or all of certain
groups of lamps are in use at once.
The size of wire for the return loop system is
determined as follows:

'l'o get a specified voltage drop between the
service point and the middle lamp of a row of

watt Mazda lamps supplied with current from
a 120 volt generator 1,200 feet away fron- the
Lmps. The voltage at the lamps is to 1,, 11n.
Find the size o' copper wire required.
300) (2.-i)

I

]]0

=

= 08.2amperes.

(10.,S) (1,200) (2) (há.2)
(1'211-110)

=l,6, 77-1 C.M.

The area of No. 001) wire in circular mils is
1117,S00 and of a No. 00(10 is 211.11(N) circular
mils. A No. 000 wire would probably be selected
as it is the nearest commercial size.

In most cases the size of wires required for
delivering current to a distributed load is determined by equation (1) by assuming a concen-

trated load located near the center of the dis-

Fig. 28.

Re-entrant Arrangement of Lamps

lamps, make the wire of such size that the total
current delivered to the lamps would give the

specified voltage drop over a length L+l of

tributed load.
In determining the size of wires for a complete
electric lighting system, a great saving of time

wire where L is the length of wire that carries all
the current and L ;,3S of the length of the wire
in which the current is less than the total.
As an example of the above, assume a nearly

may be made by the use of Hering's wiring

re-entrant row of 2(X) 25 watt Mazda lamps.

charts. Their use and construction is explained

The row is 3(X) feet long. One end of the row is

The )firing

00 feet and the other end is 40 feet from the
service point. The voltage at the service point
is 115. Find the size of wire to give 110 volts

in detail in a small book entitled
Computer."

When the lamps of a group, as, (or example, in

an auditorium, arc always turned on and off
together, the variation of voltage from lamp to
lamp can be very greatly reduced by using the
return loop system of wiring. The fundamental
idea of the scheme is shown by Fig. 27.
It is seen that the distance of any lamp in the

group from the mains (assuming uniformly
distributed lamps) in terms of the two wires

at the middle lamp of the row.
I =(2(X)) (25)÷ 110 =45.4 amperes.
L =60+40 = 100 feet.
l = s (6(X)) =225 feet.
=

(10.4) (325) (45.4)
-31,Sí0 C.M.
115-110

The nearest commercial size is a No. 5 wire
which has an area of 33.100 circular mils. As
the odd sizes of wire smaller than No. 4. are not

usually carried in stock by the local supply
houses we would probably use either No. 4 or
No. (i.

The original cost of a transmission line conFig. 27.

Return Loop System

sists of
namely,

two very nearly independent parts;
(1) the cost of the wire, (2) cost of

very often the lamps are arranged in a nearly

the poles, crossarms insulators and the cost of
For example, if we increased the size
of wire by one or two sizes we probably would
not increase at all item No. 2.
The disadvantage of using the larger wire lies
wholly in the extra cost of the wire, or rather
in the annual charge, which includes interest,

re-entrant row as indicated by Fig. 2ti.

taxes, depreciation, etc.. on the wire.

between it and the mains is the same. This
eliminates a large percentage of the variation
in voltage from lamp to lamp which we have
when the lamps are wired in the usual tray. The
return loop scheme as shown in Fig. 27 evidently
requires three wires instead of two. However,

erection.
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The advantage lies in the decreased loss of
power in the line. (Also in the lower voltage
drop in the line.)
The economic balance between the annual

charge (interest, six per cent; taxes, two per
cent, depreciation and repairs, four per cent,
making a total of about twelve per cent) on
the cost of the wire and the loss of power in
the line gives certain size wire and is the size
which should he used provided the wire has
sufficient carrying capacity and keeps the
voltage drop within the required limits. Very
often it pays to keep the voltage drop considerably below the specified limit in order to reduce
the cost of the power lost in the line. This

economic balance is obtained when the annual
charge on the cost of the wire and the cost of
the power lost in the line are equal. This may
be expressed as a formula as follows:
A = 60011E

Ct

where,

A =area of wire in C.M.
I =current in amperes.

s =cost of power in dollars per kilowatt
hour at the switchboard.
h =hours per year the current, I, is delivered
to a customer.
c =cost of copper in dollars per pound.

t =annual charge on the cost of the wire,
say 12.
As an example of the above the cost of current
at the switchboard is one cent per kilowatt-hour,
i=12, copper costs 20 cents per pound (C=0.2)
and 100 amperes is delivered to a customer 1,000
hours each year.
A = (600)

(100)(.01) (1,000)
(0.2) (12)

A =122,400 C. M.
The nearest commercial size is a No. 00 wire.
(To be continued)

Two Spark Plug Ignition for Marine Engines
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A MODERN IGNITION FOR MARINE
ENGINES
Recent advances made in the construction of

the internal combustion engines have done a
great deal toward the development of the
electrical means of producing the explosion in the
cylinder.
The original method employed was an induction coil with a vibrator. This was refined from

time to time and then came the non -vibrating
coil and distributor in combination. The low
tension and high tension magneto followed. On
the heels of these came the dual -or ahiplcx mag-

neto and various combinations of one with another.

There has recently appeared an arrangement
that seems to solve mechanical and electrical
difficulties formerly encountered. This is the
double system used on the Roberts marine mo-
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HOMEMADE ELECTRIC HEATER
The electric heater here described, is in operation in a hotel in Switzerland where the photograph was taken.

Procure about ten or twelve simple lamp receptacles for carbon lamps. Mount these on a
hardwood base. The saute should be just a
little wider than the lamps measure in diameter.
When you mount the receptacles, remember that
the width between them should be such as to allow

the lamp bulbs to he screwed in and out without trouble.
Connect the receptacles so that all the outside
connections will be on one wire and all the inside
connections on the other wire. The last socket
is left without a lamp as this one will receive the

tors. and illustrated herewith.
This system consists of a Bosch magneto in
connection with a Delco distributor which

operates on a battery as a source of current.
This double system is unique in that the motor
can be operated on either the magneto or battery
system separately, or on both simultaneously,
as may be desired. Two spark plugs are furnished for each cylinder, one set of plugs carrying the wires for the battery system, the other
set carrying the wires for the magneto circuit.
Each s} -stem is complete in itself and is abso-

lutely independent of the other, although bout
are controlled by the same lever.
The value of this arrangement on an engine in

a racing 1, at is apparent.

Records of races

won and lost in the last few years show that igni-

tion troubles of various kinds have lost more
races than faster speed. It is noteworthy that
in many races the laurels have gone not to the
fastest boat, but to the consistent performer.
A broken battery connection or a sticking
platinum point on a magneto may lose a race.
The chances for damage.to two such systems as
described are so small that they may he eliminated entirely. Furthermore, two sparks in a
cylinder give more power than Dire, and with the

two systems working together in a racer the
best possible results are delivered. The benefit
of this is just as great in a work boat where the
failure of one ignition system may mean a heavy
loss.

Enameled wire may be made Clem for soldering by clipping the ends in strong sulphuric acid

or in cold concentrated lye, then wash in hot
water and dip an instant in alcohol.

Electric Heater

plug. The other end of the con i has also a plug

for current connection.

When all is so far finished make from sheet
iron a hood with three slots on each side to rest
on screws in the side of the wooden base. The
amount of heat can be varied by using higher
candlepower lamps. The heat can also be

regulated by partly unscrewing some of the
lamps. The more lamps there are on the more
heat and vice tersa.

In order to make full use of all the heat produced by these lamps, dip them into metallic
paint about three or four times and let them dry
each time, then put them on the apparatus and
heat them until all the oil smell is gone. The
heater is then ready for service.-E)In.E Rur:a;c:.

TO AMALGAMATE ZINC
The chief difficulty one experiences in amalgamating zinc is in rubbing the mercury into the
surface. This difficulty can be obviated by using
the following method: The surface to he antalgamated is thoroughly cleaned of dirt and grease
by dipping into acid. The zinc is now placed in
corrosive sublimate. The salt will be decomposed and the mercury will unite with the sine.
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EXTENSION FIXTURE ON TELEPHONE
POLE
In the illustration is shown the most generally
used of special crossarms. This one is known as
the extension fixture. It is used in order to
avoid having the crossarms project over property

where the company has been unable to obtain

posts make good contact with the rod. The
diagram shows the arrangement. When the
machine is running, the current from the magneto

(M) energizes the coils, attracting the armature
and forming a circuit at (A) with the magneto
as long as the engine runs. When the machine
stops the magnet is de -energized, the spring
(C) withdraws the armature to the binding post
(B) and forms a circuit through the batteries.

MOTORCYCLE LIGHTING
Motorcycling is a sport which is very rapidly
increasing in popularity. Not only are thousands of small but speedy and powerful machines
in use for pleasure, but they are becoming almost
indispensable in conducting many lines of business. It is not beyond probability that sooner
or later electric lighting will he furnished with
motorcycles, as is now done on all the leading
types of automobiles.
Electricity has proved itself far superior to any

other form of lighting for automobiles, and it
Special Crossarms

seems quite likely to prove equally preferable for
motorcycles. With electric lighting, the difficulties of lighting and extinguishing are reduced

the right of way or over highways; also to carry

the line wires past trees or other obstacles
without setting the poles out of line with the
main lead. There are other conditions which
require the use of the extension fixture but those
mentioned are the principle ones.

SAVING THE AUTO HORN BATTERY
Instead of using your anto horn battery current continually, use it only when the machine
is stationary. While moving use the current
generated by the magneto. Shifting from the
magneto to the battery or sire versa can be

Motorcycle Lighting Equipment

to the simple turn of a switch.

Any rider who is

unfortunate enough to get a puncture on a
country road at night will greatly appreciate
the assistance of a small trouble lamp in locating
the hole. Such a lamp, which is made possible
with the electric system, can be easily and safely
moved around. Electric lights also permit the
use of a small speedometer lamp, an electric horn,
and other useful accessories, making night riding

as convenient and satisfactory as day travel.
There arc three systems in use: (1) storage
Auto Horn Circuit

accomplished automatically by the use of an old
electric door bell.
The striking rod is cut off about one inch from
the coils, and a binding post placed on each side
of it and so arranged that in a backward or for-

ward movement of the armature the binding

battery alone, (2) generator alone, (3) combination storage battery and generator. Both four
and six volts are in use, but it is to be hoped that
the latter will become standard, thus conforming
with present automobile practice and enabling
the purchase of lamps at any garage and service
station.
A six candlepower Mazda lamp is ample with
the proper reflector for a headlight and a one-

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S ADVANCE
half candlepower lamp is all that is necessary for
a tail light and to see the speedometer.
The accompanying picture shows a seven inch
and also a 43, inch headlight, a tail light, wire,
and a storage battery and switch.

TESTING DEVICE
I have used. the accompanying arrangement

in testing for "shorts" and "opens" and in
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rosette on the joist, through a porcelain tube in
the long end of the arm and thence to the lamp
socket. A counterbalance weight is fastened on
the short. r arm.
This arrangement will keep the cord clear of
the work, free from knots and permit swinging
the lamp to any point around the circle.-C. K.
THEOBALD.

LICORICE IN ELECTROPLATING
In baths for electroplating it has been found
highly advisable to have an organic substance
as one of the components and one which has
been found specially desirable is extract of
licorice.

The process is carried out by Classen as follows: Eleven pounds of licorice wood are rasped

line and macerated in three successive lots of
42 quarts each of water. To the hot extract add
44 pounds of crystallized zinc sulphate; 9 pounds

of crystallized sodium sulphate; 2.2 pounds of
B
Testing Device Circuit

"tone tests." For example short circuiting wires
connected to (A) will operated the armature (X)
of coil (C) and light the lamp (V) through contact (P). Current on (B) operates the device as
a buzzer. Terminals (L) can be used for cable
testing when a tone test is wanted. The lamp is
a small 1' z volt battery lamp and the device can

he compactly arranged to be carried about.JESSE GOOSTREE.

PORTABLE LIGHTS FOR MACHINE
SHOPS
A simple apparatus for swinging incandescent

lights from one machine to another may be
cheaply made as in the accompanying sketch.

zinc chloride and i pound of boric awid.

The whole is boiled and cooled, and then
filtered, sufficient water being added to make in
all 105 quarts. This is said to yield better
results than using the licorice extract alone but
even this latter gives good results. Of course,
the cathode must be well cleaned in advance and
the amount must not be too strong, 314 amperes
per square inch of surface plated being sufficient.

The organic substance must be added slowly
while the bath is stirred, and in the case of zinc
the deposit must be cold, else it will be brittle.
It has been shown by E. 1MIiiller and Bahntje
that the deposit contains a very slight quantity
of the organic substance.-DR. GRIMSAAW.

ODD INDIRECT LIGHTING FIXTURE
An Oregon inventor has applied for a patent
upon an unusual indirect lighting fixture shown

Portable Light Carrier

Odd Reflector

A piece of timber (T), about 2 by 4 inches and
two feet long is secured to the ceiling joist and a
wooden arm of any desired length is pivoted to

in the accompanying illustration. The lamp

the timber with a lag screw and washers (P).
Portable or reinforced lamp cord is carried from a

supports a reflector which throws the light
upward to a shade. The lower end of the lamp
bulb is to carry a support for the indirect reflector
thus doing away with supporting rods and chains.

111111111.111111111111111

Popular Electricity
Wire_ess Club ` j
WORKING WIRELESS ON THE SAND BANKS
To sit beneath an aerial on a fog-bournd coast,

listening to the incessant hissing of the spark,

,lay after day, month after month-eating a
lonesome lunch at noon with the monotonous
group of faces and the repetition of stale news hat's the everyday life of the average wireless
man up and down the perilous ocean coasts of
Canada.
At other stations, an operator 1e:s the knowledge that he stands on terra firma. At Sable

Island he kiuncs that the hungry Atlantic has

gobbled up 20 miles of his foot hold an , l some ,lay

may swallow the balance.
This island which for long year,: bore the title

"the graveyard of the Atlantic" has now forfeited that ugly reputation through the coming
of wireless. Previous to 191)-1 when the first
Marconi station was erected by the Government
of Canada, 200 known wrecks on this treacherous
reef had been recorded at Lloyd's shipping offices

in Liverpool and no one knows what the past
hundred years might total. No more terrible

Cape
Race

Sand at
Sable

Island

is Hardly
Distinguishable

from the
Water
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spot exists in the whole sweep of the Atlantic.
Ocean currents of tremendous power roll into the

deep bays and sweep far out beyond the headlands, changing from month to month the old
demarkations of sand bars. It is a curious fact
that the color of the sand about Sable Island is

not distinguishable from the water except at
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ready for just such emergencies. When the wireless men at these sentry boxes on the outer edges

of ocean commerce find a moment from their
work to fill a pipe and recall a story of their past
experience, it is only to catalogue a bleak outline
of fact, like a government report and leave the
balance to the listener's imagination.

close range and ship after ship has been drawn to

destruction without a second's warning. Since
1873 a lighthouse and life-saving station have
been maintained, the wireless adding its wonderful service nine years ago.

Sable Island's total population is just 46,
consisting of superintendent, coastguardsmen,
lighthouse keepers, wives and children and the
wireless operators. Under the resistless power

of the Atlantic gales even the island itself is
feeling the terror of its constant battle, and since
1863 has shrunk to half its size. It once was 40
miles long; to -day it is but 20. The lighthouse
has been moved to the cast three times and will

FIRST WIRELESS BETWEEN GERMANY
AND AMERICA
Experiments have been made since the end of
January last, between the Telefunken station at
Nauen near Berlin and the station of Sayville,

Long Island, which is owned by the Atlantic
Communication Company of New York. These
experiments have given satisfactory results and

have for the first time since the inception of
wireless telegraphy

allowed

radiotelegraphic

messages to be sent across the ocean on the

probably be an itinerant structure unless the

route New York -Berlin.
The distance
bridged is about 4,000 miles, whereas the distance

desperate efforts to stop the erosion with thousands of trees and shrubs prove effective.

between Ireland and Canada, where a Marconi
service has for some years been in operation, is

The wireless service at Cape Race on the island
of Newfoundland came into prominence through

only about 2,000 miles.
The experiments are being continued to collect

the sinking of the Titanic, when the first mes-

all

sages of the catastrophe were relayed through that

New York -Berlin radiotelegraphic service.

point and flashed eastward. A Marconi station
equipped with the most powerful apparatus yet
manufactured and manned by a crew of picked
operators is supplemented by a lighthouse in
which the lighting mechanism weighs twenty

tons and casts a ribbon of white out over 20
miles ¿f ocean. The post is barren, forbidding,
damp and as ugly as a choppy granite architecture can make it. It has no railway connection

with other points on the island and a meager
population - merely enough individuals to man
the government service and a few fishermen.
Here in apparént contentment dwells from year
to year a colony of men whose single concern is
the guarding of that procession of human treasure
crossing and re -crossing the Atlantic.

Time and again, an observer might see the
wireless man in the thick of a mid -day fog or the

darkness of a Newfoundland night thrust aside
his headgear and telephone the life-saving station, which with its crew of trained men is held
for instant service.
On another day a message is received from the
captain of a liner whose decks are crowded with
passengers. His port propeller is broken and he
wants help from Halifax. In five minutes the message, caught so weakly from 300 miles at sea, is
repeated to Halifax, where relief ships arc always

necessary data for establishing a regular

WIRELESS ON WORLD'S LARGEST
SHIP
Not the least important feature of the Hamburg -American ship Imperator, which recently
completed her maiden trip across the Atlantic, is

the wireless telegraph equipment on both the
main vessel and the motor operated lifeboats.
The motor boat equipments have a working
range of 200 miles, while the range of the main
vessel equipment is 1,500 miles. The ship has
two reserve antennas and two receiving instruments for long and short waves, designed for
news service and rescue work. The station is
directed by three operators, one of whom is
always at the key. The Imperator will be within
direct communication with land all the way
across the Atlantic.

Direct wireless communication between Amer-

ica and Asia is now an accomplished fact, the
United States Army Signal Corps Station at
Nome, Alaska, having been in nightly communi-

cation with the Russian station at Anadyr,
Siberia, 500 miles west of Nome.
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Standard Time Clock

Arlington Station Towers

FLASHING TIME OVER
THE OCEAN
At noon every day the time signal known to
mariners as the "tick " is flashed from the Naval
( Iiservatory in Washington. Five minutes
f( ire l2 'clock Washington meridian time, the

huge standard time clock, which controls the
United States Observatory time throughout the
Atlantic and 'fiddle Western States, is connected with the Arlington Wireless station.

Time Receiving Room

Every tick of the clock instantaneously closes
the key of the sending apparatus and the Hurtzian waves are released to he picked up by stations within the three thousand mile sending
radius of this powerful station.
Through the Naval Hydrographic Office, all
warships and merchantmen of the various
nations have been notified of the time signal and

most of them prepare for it some few minutes
previous to the time of the first signal.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY and tite WORLD'S ADVANCE
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(1) Unloading Materials (2) Tent Dwelling of Construction Men. (3) Erecting a 75 Foot Tower.

(4) General View of Nayachan Wireless
Station after Completion

name, on the sea of Ochotsk, situated at 62° 30'
northern latitude. Its climate is cold, the mean

summer temperature being +8° C. and the
ERECTION OF SIBERIAN WIRELESS
STATION

The installation of the Telefunketi station at

mean winter temperature -300 C.
When all the material had been landed and

the tents put up, the erection of the two iron
towers 246 feet high was commenced. In 5t

Nayachan, Siberia, by order of the Russian
Postal Department, is a remarkable feat of

days both towers were completed and four days

engineering skill.

first provisional receiving tests were made.
Since the ground even in summer only thaws

The construction crew with the whole of the
apparatus and materials, sailed from Vladivostok on June 19, 1912, on the S. S. Sichan,"
chartered for the purpose. The steamer arrived
at Nayachan on June 26, but on account of the
unsteady weather and unfavourable tides, the
materials could not be unloaded before the 4th

of July.

The unloading was rendered even
more difficult by the fact that the steamer had
to come to anchor at about two miles front the

coast, small boats being used to transfer the
material to the land.
Nayachan is a small village of about 30 inhabitants at the mouth of the river of the smile

later the antenna had been stretched and the
to a depth of about 1

feet the laying of the

tower foundations offered much difficulty. No
concrete foundations were used, the feet of the

towers being anchored on substantial wooden
planks covering the bottom of the foundation
pit and in the frozen ground. These were embedded in a concrete layer about two feet in
thickness covered by a peat laver live feet thick

to protect the ground about the tower bases
from thawing in summer.
On October 13, that is, in the extremely short

time of 20 clays, the plant was completed and
three days later was placed in service.
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PHILADELPHIA TO HAVE LARGEST TURBINE
It is now ten years since the first steam turbine engine -was installed in the Fisk
Street Station of the Commonwealth Edison Company, Chicago. It was a monster
in its day, developing 5,000 kilowatts or about 6,700 horsepower. An experiment at
the time, it turned out to be the beginning of the end of reciprocating engines for
large power units. Since then the capacity of the units has been advancing until
in'w steam turbines are in operation, or on order, of a size so tremendous as to be
beyond the dreams of engineers a decade ago. For the last year or so the New York
Edison Company has held the reel rd in the size of a single unit, with its great Curtis
turbine of 30,000.horsepower in the Waterside Station. Then this summer, as stated
in our July issue, the Commonwealth Edison Company announced that a still larger
one had been ordered for its Northwest Station - one of 30,000 kilowatts or a trifle
over 40,000 horsepower. That seemed to be a record likely to stand for some time;
but now, only three months later, the Philadelphia Electric Company comes forward
and gently but firmly insists upon holding the record -- announcing a colossus, a
turbine of 35,000 kilowatts or 46,666 horsepower, which will go into a brand new
powerhouse adjoining its present \lain Generating Station.

THE SOCIETY OF ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT
Progress in the electrical business during 30 years (notwithstanding that less than
30 per cent of the population is electrically served) has been one of the wonders of the
world: its contribution to the comfort, happiness and efficiency of our modern life are
so great that we wonder how a preceding generation. did without it. In connection
with the work of the newly organized Society of Electrical Development, the purpose
of which is to still further popularize the use of electric current, \Ir. J. Robert Crouse
has very clearly and forcefully expressed the object of the Society in these words:
The age of business (in which someone has said we live to do business, instead
of doing business to live, in the base sense) is in the order of social development the
successor of the period when war - the extreme of competition - was the principal
occupation. Business has inherited from this prototype many habits of enmity,

antagonism and waste, which only the persistent cultivation of good -fellowship,
harmony and economy will gradually supplant. The most successful organizations,
which I have observed, have given the greatest attention to the cultivation of harmony
among their men, and the spirit of progressive, constructive effort."
"The Society for Electrical Development proposes a broad, common organization

of our entire industry: central stations, manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and contractors (controlled by a balanced representation from each), through which a part of
the present 880,000,000 of unorganized and competitive sales effort can be more effectively exerted through co-operative effort in popularizing electrical service...
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ds.

'' What do you mean, sir?" asked the indignant maiden as she extricated) herself from her
eager lover's arms.
"That you are my chance for happiness," he
cried rapturously, "and 1 always embrace an
opportunity."
"Nay," she returned coldly, "in this case you
were but hugging a delusion."
*

*r

"You are getting very bald, sir," said the

barber.

"You, yourself," retorted the customer, "arc
not free front a number of defects that I could
mention if 1 cared to become personal."

..*

S

*

summons so promptly.

"What is your name, my boy?" he inquired.

"They calls me Billiard Cue," replied the

youth. "Becauze 1 work so much better wid a
good tip."
*

ful noise?

llama-Hush, darling! Papa's Ilying to save

the price of a shave.

*.

Guest-Delight ful party you are having to-

night, old fellow.

Host-Yes, 1 am giving it to my wife.

"Sholy you all ain't a-goin' to take down dat
sign, is yuh?" she asked plaintively.
The officials replied in the affirmative.

"Now, ain't dat too bad!

Dere ain't been

nary a collector roun' dis place for weeks while

dat sign 'uz up dere. Kain't you all leave it
dcre, boss?"

IAttle Alinnie-Oh, manta, what's that dread-

It is

the twelfth anniversary of her thirtieth birthday'.
*

*

The hotel guest had taken a kindly interest
in the bright faced bellboy who answered his

the sign.

*

a*

Office Boy-Yes, sir; wake up the bookkeeper
when I hear the boss coming.

The health officers came around to take down

Student -Surgeon, what did you operate on
Mr. Hann for?
Surgeon-Three hundred dollars.
Student-No. I mean what did he have?
Surgeon-Three hundred dollars.
*.

Employer-Do you know the duties of an
office boy?

*

"What you need," said the doctor, "is ait
operation."
"Very well," replied the patient. "Which
Operation are you cleverest at?''
*

"Perhaps you are familiar with the works of

Ingersol?" smilingly inquired the hook salesman,

as he reached under his coat for the sample
bindings.
"Sure, I am," replied the jeweler; "unfit

it's a good vatch for der money!"
*

Passerby-What's the fuss in the schoolyard,

*

The Woman-Here's a wonderful thing. I've
just been reading of a man who reached the age
of forty without learning how to read or write.
Ile stet a woman, and for her sake he made a
scholar of himself in two years.

The Man-That's nothing! I know- a man
who was a profound scholar at forty. Then he
met a woman, and for her sake he made a fool
of himself in two days!
*

*

"There was one man whose life was perfect,"
said the Sunday -school teacher. "What one
of you can tell Inc who he was?"

Little Mary Jane's hand went up and the

teacher nodded to her.
"He was mamma's first husband," she said.
*

*

*

The old lady from the country and her small

sou were driving to town when a huge automobile

bore down upon them. The horse was badly
frightened and began to prance, whereupon the
old lady leaped down and waved wildly to the

chauffeur, screaming at the top of her voice.
The chauffeur stopped the car and offered to
The Boy-Why, the doctor has just. been help get the horse past.
around examining us an' one of the deficient
"That's all right," said the boy, who remained
boys is knockin' the everlastin' stuffin's out of a composedly in the carriage, "I can manage the
perfect kid.
horse. You just lead mother past."
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X6,000 for Your Head

$600 for Your Body
As a member of the headless army you are a piece
of mechanism with an earning capacity limited to about
$600 a year-with the scrap heap at the end of the road.
As a head man you can multiply that income by ten,

'41

and more-and meet success now.
You can join the head class. Don't argue, don't
hesitate, don't compromise with failure by saying "I
can't." Get on the positive side of yourself. Just think
of the four hundred men, once poorly paid, who, every
month voluntarily report to the
International Correspondence Schools

advancement in salary and position
due to I. C. S. help.

Some of these

stories of success read like veritable
romances. Back of them is the sturdy
"I can" spirit, and the ability to read
and write.
The same road is open to youno matter who you are, what you do,
where you live, what you earn, or for
what well -paid occupation you wish
to qualify.

It costs nothing to find out how

can qualify through I. C. S.
training-Mark this coupon and learn
how to make your HEAD earn ten
you

times as much as your BODY.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 1102, SCRANTON. PA.
zplain. nithout further obligation on my part. how
I c.,a qualify for the position before which I mark X.

Electrical Engineer
Elec. Lighting Supt.
Electric Car Running
Electric Wireman
Telephone Expert
Architect
BulldingContractor

Civil Service

Railway Mull Clerk

Bookkeeping
Window Trimming

St.nographyLT, p.writlug,

Show Card Writ itt,-

Lettering !t Sign Painting

Architectural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Concrete Construction

Advertising
Salesman

Mechanical Draftsman

Civil Engineer
Surveyor
nine Superintendent
Metal Mining

Commercial Law
Teacher
English Branches
Good English for Every One
Agriculture
Poultry Farming

StationaryEngineer
Textile Manutaetnring
Bas Engines

Navigation
l.angnagea

Meehan. Engineer
Refrigeration Engineer

Locomotive Fireman E nr.

Automobile 'funning

Commercial illustrating

IndustrlaiDesi gin dng

Plumbing Is Steam Fitting
Sheet Metal Worker
Chrmht

Spanish

Frenrh

German

Name

Present Occupation
Street and

L sit=

No.

- -- - - -

State
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Fairy Magic-Telephone Reality
A tent large enough to shelter his
vast army, yet so small that he could

fold it in his hand, was the gift demanded by a certain sultan of India
of his son, the prince who married
the fairy Pari-Banou.
It was not difficult for the fairy to

produce the tent. When

it

was

stretched out, the sultan's army conveniently encamped under it and, as
the army grew, the tent extended of
its own accord.

A reality more wonderful than

Prince Ahmed's magic tent is the Bell
Telephone. It occupies but a few
square inches of space on your desk

or table, and yet extends over the
entire country.

When you grasp it in your hand,
it is as easily possible to talk a hundred or a thousand miles away as to
the nearest town or city.
In the Bell System, 7,500,000 telephones are connected and work together to take care of the telephone
needs of the people of this country.
As these needs grow, and as the
number of telephone users increases,
the system must inevitably expand.

For the Bell System must always
provide a service adequate to the
demands of the people.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
One Policy

One System

Universal Service

For our Mutual Advantage intention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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N.o.MOSER,FROM UNDERWOOD 8. UNDERwoOD

Proved by Broadsides
HE terrific shock that accompanies the firing of a broadside on a man-of-war

is the most destructive test that can be applied to incandescent lamps, yet

National MAZDA~ Lamps stand it fifty per cent better than old fashioned carbon
«1> lamps, and in addition give three times as much light and better light at the same
cost-current and lamp included.
You can have at home exactly the same kind of lamps as are used in modern

Lamps in the Blue
battleships, trains and street -cars, if you buy National MAZDA
Convenience Carton of five. You won't need to worry about fragility if National

MAZDA is etched on every bulb. Replace all carbon ' lamps with National
Lamps before you pay your next light bill and triple the lighting value
MAZDA
Prices reduced again last July.

of your electricity.

TI®NA
U_A
TIHIE QUA..II.nT-ir

7L Ft-

P

Give Your Home the Hospitality of Ample Light
Note the inside construction of the lamp at the left-the greatest achievement of the Research
and Development Laboratories of the General Electric Company at Schenectady and Cleveland,
which Laboratories, by co-operative arrangements, have access to
all the developments and improvements made in the principal lamp
laboratories of the world. It is this construction that at present

characterizes all National MAZDA Lamps made for general
illumination. The Blue Convenience Carton at the right is the carton in which five of these lamps are packed for your convenience.
Send for free booklets, oilproper house lighting and wiring., and the selection of
lamps.

1

Address

,

;NATIONAL LAMP WORK,
Or [:111e11 i.tft lYlt t ()YI'OY
_

66 Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio
Re sore that

National MAZDA" it etched on nerr bulb, and that aºry lamp bear, one
of these labels-each a guaranty of National Quality.

owe*

i41100®tgl,
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Electrically

Coffee

Percolated
NOT necessarily high priced coffee, but
"made right" coffee.

You have tasted it. You want it every "coffee meal," but you
have said a first-class electric percolator was too expensive.
Here is a first-class percolator (Westinghouse quality throughout)
substantially made of the best materials, graceful in design, beautifully
finished-a percolator that your friends will admire when they see it
on your table.

The price of this Westinghouse
Percolator is $8.00
Think again of the flavor of electrically percolated coffee, and ask
your dealer to show you one of these new Westinghouse percolators.
This percolator and the Westinghouse toaster -stove are the only
utensils required for preparing breakfast on the table.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Offices in 45 American Cities

P'or our II utual .\dcaatage mention Popular 1?Ieel

I %%Len

1%

riling- to Advertisers.
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KUTTI!?
CUTLERY U.S PAT. Orr.
TOOLS

Edges that
Cut Clean

\k
PNo. R0153

rice $2.00

The high quality of Keen Kutter steel
produces blade edges that cut clean-

cut easily-cut quickly.
Keen Kutter pocket knives have
blades of rare cutting qualities.

No. K3036

I

Price $h1.75

They are firmly pinned and the'

No. K4471
Price $1.25

handles do not loosen or crack,
R

KEEN
/(UM
Pocket Knives and Razors
Keen Kutter Safety Razor blades are made of the
finest Swedish Cutlery Steel. The Keen Kutter

Safety and Keen Kutter Junior Safety are set at
the correct cutting angle which enables the most
inexperienced man to start in shaving right away
without any practice whatever. At $1.00 the
Keen Kutter Junior is a wonderful value.
Every Keen Ku tter article is not only guaranteed,
Price

$?»

but your dealer will refund its cost if it is in any
way unsatisfactory.
If not at your dealer's, write us.

"The Recollection of Quality Remains

Long After the Price is Forgotten."

Trade )fart It Rist. m.I.

-M. t`. 5IMMO\S

SIMMONS HARDWARE
COMPANY, Inc.
St. Louis, New York. Philadelphia
Toledo. Minneapolis.
Sioux City, Wichita.
Keen Rutter Regular
Safety Razor and Case
No. Kl. 12 blades.
Price $3.50.

Keen Rutter Junior
Safety Razor, No. KJ10.
In neat traveling case.
Price $1.00

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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These Building
Material Prices

Design
No. 73

Eight ROOMS

and bath all

Limited To 30 Days

rooms convenient and roomy.
Size 28x24

Design
NDe

Seven Rooms

and bath, very
attractive exterior; sleeping

porch, balcony

feet.

Size 30x22 feet.

/it.

.

$890

Freight yPrepaíd
No Money Down
Here is an opportunity for any man to own a
-

n

home of his own, no matter how limited his

mil'

means. Even if you have not definitely settled on any
building plans 'for the Fall, it will pay you big to
take advantage of this sensational offer. Order material NOW-build later.
We are determined that the summer of 1913 shall be the biggest. busiest season in the
history of this company. Hence these unprecedented offerings, the like of which have never
before been made in the history of building material business.

$899

ir Think of the Enormous Saving Nowherecan
else,
all the
world,
you in
duplicate
these
prices.
-

We will save you from 3; to X what yon

would have to pay elsewhere. Look well at the illustrations of the 4 homes here shown-note the brief
descriptions. We will furnish you the material needed to construct any of these homes strictly according to our Plans, Specifications and Material list at the prices quoted for each. But that is not all. We will

Ideliver all of this material right to your railroad shipping point, FREIGAT PREPAID BY US-no charges to be paid by you at all.
You are not even required to pay one cent down. We ship subject to examination wholly at our own risk. We positively guarantee
every item we send you to be high grade, clean, brand new stock. We would not dare ship from $500 to $1,000 worth of material on
these liberal, no -money -down, freight prepaid terms, were it otherwise.

II

h--

Special Notice: These freight prepaid prices for all points in Ill., Ind., Ohio, Southern
part oY Mich. and W is, and Eastern part o f I and h o]d goodfor these
4 designs only. Special freight prepaid prices to any point outside of above territory.

These Prices Good Only For 30 Days

00%

Please remember, the prices quoted in this advertisement hold good only

A BOOK4P

Ifor 30 days. After that they will positively be withdrawn. If you are wise you will not let this
chance go by as it may never come again. So be sure to write us today.

soc Buys Complete Set This is the first time we have ever offered a

Blue Print Plans

complete set of plans for only SOc. Plans offered at this

price areonly for the designs shown in this advertisement. This

is a part of the building material offer and like it, is good only for30dayyss Usually, when you go to an
architect, plans like these would cost you about $50. If you buy the bill of material from us we will
absorb the 50c charge and the plans will cost you nothing.

Plumbing Material
Write for price on

our complete bath
room outfits. We guarantee a

10,000 Book of Plans Free

The houses here shown are four of our

regular designs taken from our Wonderful Book of
Plans, containing 100 pages of beautiful, modern

saving of 30% to 50%.

homes. Let us send you a copy of this magnificent book FREE. Not only do we save
ing, but we give you all the assistance

Heating Plants

Steam, Hot Water, and

you from25 % to 50% on yourcomplete build-

Warm Air. Let us Estimate on your requirements. Big saving.

you need for its proper and economical
construction free of charge.

$762

Our Guarantee Your Protection bWe ranguarantee all
eul5cient quantity, prompt shipment. $10,OW,WU capital h' cl;e {ioaranteu.
1

Prominently known to the public for 20 years
Design No. 57.
Six Rooms and Bath. Note the
handsome exterior appearance of this
design-the well arranged front
porch and manner in which gable ends
are finished. Sloping front and rear
and the dormers give a most pleasing
roof effect. Large living room with
cased openings to reception hall and
dining room. All bed rooms have
square ceilings-no cut-off corners.

as the great "Price Wreckers," and now
owned by the Harris Brothers Company,

Design No. 60.
Five Rooms and Bath, Largeliving
room; private porches. Designed to
that the name of the principal owners of the company be built without waste, either in mabe more prominently brought to the public's notice. terial or labor. Splendidly arranged

have decided that their best interests require

gables.
There is no change in our business, except that the four interior. Exterior, with itsprojecting

rafters, wide
Harris Brothers will, in the future advertise and sell exposed
that keep out wind and weather
their goods, heretofore advertised and sold under the eaves
and ample porch room, has all the

name of THE CHICAGO HOUSEWRECKING COM- charm of a modern California bungaPlcntyof closet room. Size 24 ft x26ft. PANY, under the name of the Harris Brothers Company. low. Size 37 ft. x29 ft.

Bros.(o. 35{"

HarrisDp

t, BJ-145

IRON St s.Chica10o

For our Mutual 'Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Could YOU Make Good On
a ?'rained Man's Job?
Ability counts. Push-not pull-is the thing that gets a man ahead. What the business
world wants today is men who can DO things-and do them RIGHT. And the trained man
-the man who can do what the world wants done-can always command a big salary.
Examine yourself.

Find out whether you could hold clown a job as Foreman, Superintend-

ent, or Chief Engineer if it were offered to you-whether you can do any work that would
command a big salary. If you can't hold down a really good job now, let the International
Correspondence Schools train you so that you can.
You won't have to leave home or give up
your position. If you can spare as little as
half an hour a day you can get this training
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
right in your own home during your spare lime.

For 22 years the I.C.S. have been going
-wherever the mails would carry and training

ambitious men for better jobs and bigger
salaries. You've got just as much spare time,
just as good schooling and just as strong a determination to make something of yourself as these

men had. What they have done YOU can do.
If you really want a good job and are willing

to make a determined effort to get it-just
mark and mail the attached coupon and the
I.C.S. will show you how they can help you.

Mark the Coupon-NOW

Box 1102-W, Scranton, Pa.
Please explain, without further obligation on my part.
how I can qualify fur the position before which 1 have

marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Surveyor
Automobile Running
Agriculture
Poultry Raising

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Shop Foreman
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting and Build'g
Architectural Draftsman
General Illustrating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.
Salesmºnahip

Name

.

St. and No
City

Stale_

Present Occupation
.

For our

t-

age nuullou Popular 1;lectrieity when writing to Advertieére.
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CLASSIFIED
ADdERTISEMENTS
THE COST OF ADVERTISING IN THIS

SECTION IS 5 CENTS PER WORD
Remittance must accompany order,

or advertisement will not be inserted.
Forms for the November issue close October 1st.
AERONAIITICS

AGENTS WANTED

SEE WHAT

I

'SAY UNDER "TYYE-

writers." ATCHISON.
SALESMEN :-WORKING FOR US MEANS
cash in your pocket every day; Household Device;

duplicate orders; profits big, experience unnecessary.

Write immediately. Specialties Supply Co., 31
Willoughby Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
$5.00 TO $20.00 DAILY TO AGENTS WHO
are hustlers selling our new and wonderful line of
goods. Large concern'. Complete selling outfit
free. Exclusive territory. Wm. J. DICK, Manager, Dept. B-3, Chicago, Ill.
$2.50 PER DAY SALARY AND ADDITIONAL
commission paid man or woman in each town to

BICYCLE MONOPLANE PRINTS
30c.
Easily put on and taken off. Thomas Hofmeister,

distribute free circulars and take orders for concentrated flavorings in tubes. Ziegler Co., 445-B

CURTISS FLYING BOAT, THREE-FOOT

$35.00 WEEKLY EASILY MADE AS OUR
Sales Representative for automobile supplies and
devices.
No experience necessary. Exclusive
territory to wide awake salesmen. Economy Auto

Overlea, Maryland.
Model.

Plan and instructions, 25c.

plane Co., New York.

Ideal Aero-

COMPLETE PLAN, DRAWN TO SCALE,
with concise instructions for building a 3 -foot
Nieuport Monoplane, 25c. Other Plans; Bleriot
15c; Wright, 25c; Curtiss, 35e; "Cecil Peoli'/
Champion Racer, 25c. Set of five, $1. 40 pp.

Model Supply Catalog, 5c. Ideal Aeroplane Co.,
82% West Broadway, N. Y.
AGENTS WANTED
AGENTS-COST 3c, SELL 25c. SIGN LETters put on with roller. Samples free. Embossed
Letter Co., 237 West Illinois St., Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED TO SELL GUARANteed hosiery. Write for particulars to Manheim
Hosiery Co., Manheim, Pa.
AGENTS WANTED TO SELL OUR POLISH es. Easy to sell, and good profits. Send for particulars including free sample. Colonial Supply Co.
No. 201, Newburyport, Mass.

I MANUFACTURE THE `BEST" DOOR-

plate. Get' my sample case of sparkling "CELLULOSIA" signs. Lettering, XX pure gold. La Fontaine, the Sign Man, Sherburne, N. Y.

BIG PROFITS IN CANDY MAKING. OUR

special $15 course $2.50 for 30 days only. Send for
literature. Barnett Co., 1601 Hyde St., San
Francisco.

AGENTS, EARN $10 PER DAY.

SELL

three 50c ties $1.00. Free Monogram gold cuff
links and stick pin. Bowden cleared $71-5 days.
Cooper $40-4 days. Free samples. Comer Neckwear Co., 8 First St., Dayton, Ohio.
VELVET WALL MOTTOES, VERSES EM bossed in letters of ivory whiteness. Panels and
floral designs in beautiful colors. Quick sellers.
Samples and prices 10c. Reese Motto Concern,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.
AGENTS - SELL 25c JAR SHAVING CREAM

for 25c. Give free with every sale, 25e. jar tooth
powder. 121c. profit each sale. Exclusive territory.

Samples prepaid 24c. Particulars free.
Mears, 1148 La Salle Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Thos. J.

AGENTS-NOVELTY KNIVES AND II A-

zors are lightning sellers. 100% profit. Exclusive
territory. Goods guaranteed. Novelty Cutlery
Co., 27 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

Dearborn St.; Chicago.

Supply House, 609 Crilly Bldg., Chicago.

AGENTS-MAKING $10 DAILY SELLING

Miller Lawn Mower Sharpeners. Sharpens mower
in five minutes. Last lifetime. Sample, ex-

clusive territory, "Stamp" Miller Sharpener Co.,
Aurora, Ill.

GENERAL AGENTS WANTED TO SELL

ink powder through our original "approval plan"
envelopes; no talking required; big profits; sample
package 10e. Delbert McDonald, E506 S. Cedar,
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

AGENTS-GET PARTICULARS OF ONE OF

the best paying propositions ever put on the market.
Something no one else sells. Make $4,000 yearly.
Send postal to -day for particulars. E. M. Feltman,
Sales Mgr., 6722 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, O.

BIG MONEY SELLING OUR LINE! $10 to

$50 profit on each sale. Great demand. Experience unnecessary. Exclusive territory to hustlers.
Write C. Hemple, Sales Mgr. 175-A No. Sangamon,
Chicago.

WE FURNISH YOU CAPITAL TO RUN A

profitable business of your own. Become one of

our local representatives and sell high grade custom
made shirts, also guaranteed sweaters, underwear,
hosiery and neckties, direct to the homes. Write
Steadfast Mills, Dept. 21, Cohoes, N. Y.
AGENTS-WIDE AWAKE, TO SELL INTER national Lamps and Lighting Systems. Sells on
sight. Best line ever. No experience necessarywe teach jyou how. If you want to make a business mans income, write to us to -day. International Light, Novelty & Specialty Co., 311 River

St., Dept. 53, Chicago, Ill.
AGENTS HANDLE OUR NEW SHOE POI,ish outfit; nothing like it on the market; sells on
sight; big profits. Send for proposition and catalog of patented household specialties. Sure fire
sellers.

M. J. Mason & Co., 2658 So. Troy St.,

Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS WANTED. LIVE WIRE CANVAS-

sers. An undoubted winner. Appeals to best in
profession. High-class specialty. No competition. Sells $3, costs half. Unlimited field. Save -

Life Window Cleaner Co., 36 East Main St., Amster-

dam, N. Y.
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AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS WANTED

SECURE EXCLUSIVE SALE IN YOUR

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES; PROFITABLE

county. Jenks Electric Lanterns, see page 50.
HOME BUSINESS - COLLECT NAMES, IN formation, etc., for business concerns. Steady income. Instructive booklet for stain!). Information System, 415, Marietta, Ohio.

sales arrangement for active agents. Write for
details. Electric Star Devices Co., Box 1253,

AGENTS-SEND 5 ONE CENT S'l'AMI'S

E. MYSTIC COMPANY, Washington, D. C.
AGENTS: GREATEST OFFER EVER MADE.

for sample anti select territory. C. J. Camy, New
Rochelle, N. Y.

SKIM MILK POWDER; DELICIOUS, IN-

vigorating, cheap. Pound prepaid, 30 cents.
Agents wanted. John H. Fitch, Sac. City, Iowa.

AGENTS LET US SHOW YOU HOW A FEW
hours' work will double your income. Write now.
Irvine Bros. 254 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
NEWEST DOOR PLATE. NEVER TARNISH.
Low price. Equal to any $3.00 plate. Free
sample to workers. Gross, 2463 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
BIG PROFITS FOR YOU! MANUFACTURE
Barley Crisp. New confection. 5c package costs
you lc. Machine, instructions complete $7.50
prepaid. Send l0c for samples. Barley Crisp Co.,
1601 Hyde St., San Francisco.

AGENTS - PORTRAITS 35c, FRAMES 15e,
Sheet Pictures lc. Stereoscopes 25c. Views lc.
30 days' credit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 5451, 1027 W. Adams
St., Chicago.
SELL HOSIERY; GUARANTEED AGAINST
holes or new hose free; build a permanent trade; big
profits; experience unnecessary. INTERNATIONAL MILLS, Dept. 2, West Phila., Pa.
DON'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL YOU
get my samples and particulars. Money makers.
Samples 20c. Particulars free Varga, 1017 E.
8th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
BOKARA DIAMONDS - AGENTS, EVERY one, to wear and sell our famous Bokara diamonds.
Write for sample offer and catalogue free. North-

western Jewelry Co., 2141 Summerdale Avenue,
Chicago.
REGULAR

SALARIES

WEEKLY

TO

Agents-for introducing our swell line of Toilet
Products-there's our brand new offer. We take
all risk and guarantee satisfaction-one month's
trial. Nothing ever like this before. Send postal
for details-now. E. M. Davis, R. 51 Davis Block,
Chicago.

AGENTS, CANVASSERS, CREW MANA-

gers, salesmen wanted in every community for our
famous 7 and 8 cake $1 soap assortments; advertising price 25c; cost you 12Y1c.; attractive premiums

given; everybody buys; lose no time getting our

list money -getters. Moore Bros. Co., Manufacturers,
Established 1890, 288 Greenwich Street, New York.

HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY. GUARANTEED
to save 80%. Universal demand. Agent's profit
125%.

Amazing

results.

McLaughlan

writes,

"Have cleared $8.76 a day all summer." Free
sample. Write to -day. Craig & Company, 95
Charlotte, Detroit, Michigan.

Pittsfield, Mass.

MAKE AND SELL YOUR OWN GOODS.
Formulas by Expert Chemists. We obtain your
Government Serial Number.

Catalogue for stamp.

Eleven -piece toilet article set and 81.00 carving set.

All cost you 50c; sells for $1.00. Twenty sales a
day easy. Write to -day. Pierce Chemical Company, P-1 Pierce Bldg., Chicago.
AGENTS - POSTAL BRINGS FREE

"MONTHLY DIRECTORY" (illustrated): contains details newest, best selling specialties and
money -making propositions of responsible concerns.
B Publishing Co., 113 Cedar St., New York.

SELL AN ARTICLE EVERYBODY WANTS

for 50c, easily made at home for 2c. Investment of
$1 for materials nets you $25. Guaranteed instructions 50c. Lindmark, 4510 Sixth Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
AGENTS-$50-$75
WEEKLY
SELLING

guaranteed knit goods for largest manufacturer in
Write for free outfit and particulars of
greatest money -making proposition ever offered.
America.

Madison Knitting Mills, 486 Broadway, New York.

DON'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL YOU
get my samples and particulars. Money makers.
Sayman Bldg.,
Louis,
Mo.

AGENTS WANTED FOR ORIENTAL NOV-

elties, never before introduced.

Quick sellers.

Immense profits. Particulars free, or
samples 25c. Kanematz, Box J-529, Portland,
Repeaters.
Oregon.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING

our new gold letters for office windows, store fronts
and glass signs. Anyone can put them on. Write
today for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
AGENTS SELL RICH LOOKING IMPORTED
36x68 Rug, $1. Carter, Tenn., sold 115 in four days.
Profit $57. You can do as well. Write for selling
plan. Sample offer. Exclusive territory. Sample

rug sent by prepaid parcel post 98c. R. Condon,
Importer, Stonington, Me.

MANUFACTURER OF NEW EXCLUSIVE

linen heel and toe guaranteed hosiery wants agency
Re -orders
in every county. Sales enormous.
insure permanent, increasing income. Protected
territory. Credit. F. Parker Mfg. Co., 720 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
AGENTS, PAINTERS, SIGN AGENTS.
Make 500% profit with our goods. Metallic letters Gold, tied Shaded, Silver, 14 styles, cheapest,
best. Big stock, immediate shipments. Full
guarantee, positively best in market. Trade em-

blems, glass signs, porcelain letters, door plates,
signs-Block, full block, script, translucent letters.
Territory given. Samples, 5c postage. You can

Write to -day for particuNew York Sign Letter Co., Arbuckle Building, Dept. P, Brooklyn, N. Y.
make $5 to $10.00 daily.
lars.
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AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS - BOTH SEXES.

OUR l101'SE-

hold articles sell everywhere. Catalog for 2c stamp.
Central Specialty Co., 434 West Bat tell, Mishawaka
Ind.

YOUNG MAN, WOULD YOU A('('EPT AND
wear a line tailor-made suit, just for showing it, to
your friends? Or a Slip-tm Raincoat Free? Could
you use S.í a day for a little spare time? Perhaps
we tan.ohe" you a steady job. Write at once and
Let betnit ltd samples, styles and this wonderful
offer.

Banner Tailoring Company, Dept.

446,

Chicago.

$3.t)00 YEARLY IN YOUR BACK Y.\HD!
No ginseng, mushroom dope. "Poultry Pointers,"
with its "Egg Schemes" and city lot, "Side Issue
Plans," is treating excitement, and staking names

for its subscribers. Nothing else like it on Earth; in
a class by itself. Let this Alagazine nail its editors
"Boost" you to success. Two months' t vial subscription, 10 cents. POULTRY POINTERS

PI'li. CO., 52 Fuller Bldg.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

S.AI.I:S\MEN -SEND YOUR NAME AND

address to Raymond E. Wood, 224 Drover Bldg..
Cincinnati, Ohio. 1 ant the nt:untfactu er's Sales
Manager for the best household and office electric
stiecialty ever invented. Sells for $3.50 and $2.50.
Guarantee for credit or deposit required. Capable
teen only need apply. 1 want only a few men; the
work is permanent, profitable and high-grade. You

will he given territory ainI expected to produce
business.

AGENTS - TO SELL '1'IIE NEWEST ELEC-

t tie q diince on the market : sold everywhere there
is civet rieity, in the home and office; liberal profits:
fit ies-driving sample, weighs a pound; no experience
or knowledge of electricity required; it shows how

to use one light instead of two and get the same
results; sells for $3.50 and saves the luuehaser an
investment of $25. Write for particulars. THE
11:ANDI' LIGHT CO., 212 Handy Light Block,
('ineiunati, Ohio.
AUTO ACCESSORIES

G1".A1IANTEED 5,000 MILES WITHOUT
pullet arc. If your tires are old, don't throw them
away, or you'll throw away S50 to $200. With

Durable 'Treads we give you it written guarantee for
5,001) tulles without punture. This is binding

whet her your tires are new or ell, treadworn, rim
cut or rut worn. Write for interest ing booklet and

special discount at once to Colorado 'fire and

Leather C'ontpany, 111(1 Karpen Bldg., Chicago.
Ill.; 44!) Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.;
Fourth _Aye., at 31st. St., New York City; 132.
Acorns Si., Denver, Colo.
BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

THREE LITTLE BOOKS FOR LADIES,

postpaid, in plain cover, for 25c. (Tell what you
w:utt to know.) O. K. Pub. Co., Decatur, Ill.
HOW GOD WILL WIPE A\\'AY .\l.1, TEARS!
332 pages, 10e.
Ohio.

Priceless!

Joseph Greig, Paulding,

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
CATALOGUE
2c. Paul Duff, E2713 Mozart, Chicago.
11ITES AND CERE\ION I ES OF THE ORDER
of Messenger Boys. A hook for Men only 20e.
.1. 11. Standislstreet. 52213uckeve St., Toledo, Ohio.

READ "CLEOI'ATRA.-

\WONDER.FU1. BOOK ON HYPNOTIS\I.

personal magnetism, magnetic healing and occult
science sent free to anyone. Send your address
today. 1\I. D. Betts, Sta. 129, Jackson, Mich.
SEND STAMP. GOTCII'S GREAT BOOK ON

Juron & Co., Dept. "A " Chicago.
"TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW T(1
find them" (16th edition) 25c. Hyde Pubs. Co..
wrestling.

I,s3 .itlt St Milwaukee, Wis.
(27)
COMPLE'T'E
BUSINESS COURSE
tinges) 50 cents. J. L. Hartlw:ty, Normal, Ill.
,

DIRECT ('l'Itltl'NT ARMATURE WINI)-

ings and C:deulntions. .\n hateyelopedia of Armature Winding Information. 'Thirty -live cents, prepaid. New York Electrical School. 39 West 17th
Street, New York.

INI:\P1:NSIWI: III )01S UN ANY SURJE('I
under the slut, Dweeh:mie:d, industrial, scientific.

edueat Tonal, etc. .Ask for anything you want. Send

for cut rate list.

Brown Co., !It) Nassau St., New

Work.

' MEND YOUR SI'1;i';('l[." S.\YS SHAKESpearc, "lest it mar your fortune." Fifty pages of
simplified "Studies in English"-graintoar, correspondence, rhetoric -for 51) cents. George E.
.\Ilen, 11 Pine Street, New York.
.A\1II1TIOI'S MEN .AND WOMEN EVERY where.

My hook "SUCCESS OI(. FAILURE

shows how s.i to $25 invested brings 850 to $2111)
monthly. Sent( 12c for sample copy. Bucklantl.
Box II )156, Springfield, 'Mass.
)11M 'S LAW SIMPLIFIED -- :A PLAIN E\ -

planation of the law which governs the flow and
action of electricity under all conditions. Twentyfive cents postage, prepaid. '171E NEW YORK

E.1.11("I'131CAL SCHOOL, 39 West 17th St.,
New York.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SEE \\'I[.A'T I SAY UNDER " TYPE writ crs." A'I'CIIISON.

LIQUID ('01"l1'I'-1'LAS'I'bat FOIt\IULA-25e.

('anUvx Co., St . Louis, Mo.
ANYONE, ANYWHERE, 85 DAILY REI'LA'I'ing silverware. Samples free. E. Fisk, 101 Sheffield
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

TI BES''' MAIL ORDER BOOK PUI3-

lish)d; explains business fully; gives complete instructions for starting; price 10e (silver). Leonard
1). Smith, Hip, N. Y.
$1.00 A WEEK WILL START YOU IN A BIG
money -making mail order business with the best.
line-in spare tinte. Particulars Free. Nadico Co.,
1671 Belmont Ave., Chicago.

A BOOK FOR PRACTICAL MEN - DIRECT

MADE
PROFITS
(iiNSENG-LARGE
growing Ginseng and Golden Seal. Send at once

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL.. 39 West 17th Street.

Golden Seal C'ultiue with prices of roots and seed,
.Allan Taylor, Box 7, East. Rochester, Ohio.

Current. Motor and Generator Remedy of 'Troubles.
Twenty-five cents, prepaid. THE NEW' YORK
New York.

for my free descriptive booklet of Ginseng and
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BIISINESS OPPORTIINITIES

ASK BODE! ABOUT BUYING! SELLING!

Ad Writing! Anything! Get acquainted "Now"!
Bode, 288e Main, Hartford, Conn.

ANY MAN OR WOMAN WI10 WANTS TO
go into a good paying business that can be run at
home in spare time, should write, Merford Co.,
Dept. A-2, Chicago.

NEW ARTICLE JUST OUT. WILL MISS IT
if you let it go by. Send 10 cents silver, 4 cents
stamp postage quick.

A. L. Gibson, Newark, O.

BE A CHEWING GUM MANUFACTURER.
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EARN $100 MONTHLY REPORTING IN formation, names, etc., to us. We have valuable
markets. No canvassing. Send stamp. National
Information Sales Company, BCX, Cincinnati.

ALL PERSONS OF BUSINESS AND AM-

bition, wishing to increase their income and bigger
salaries, just drop a card to Ramby & Bettin Co.,
Box 67, Valley City, N. Dak:

INVENTORS-I WILL ADVANCE MONEY
to secure patents on new and useful inventions.
Write to J. B. Miller, 595 Loan and Trust Building,
Washington, D. C.

No machinery necessary. 500 per cent profit. Particulars for stamp. A. J. St. Germain, 72 Canal St.,
Lewiston, Me.
INTEREST IN OIL WELL FREE IN PROVEN

BIG MONEY GROWING GINSENG. ONE
acre yields 5,000 lbs., worth $7.00 a lb. Easy

Write for free hook. Joe Boone, 225 Title Guaranty
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

elties, tricks, jokers, puzzles, etc., at lowest wholesale
prices. Complete assortment, prompt shipments.
Catalogue sent free. Joseph E. Mathieu, 203 Court
St., Brockton, Mass.

oil field; with oil lot and warranty deed, for $15.

DANDY HOME BUSINESS - COLLECT

names, information, etc., for business concerns.
Steady income. Fascinating work. Instructive
booklet for stamp. Information System, 413
Marietta, Ohio.

BE INDEPENDENT.

START MONEY

Making Mail Order Business at home. New plans.
Everything furnished. Only small capital required.
Free booklet and particulars tell how. W. E. Miller
Co., Box 254, Muskegon, Mich.
WE HELP YOU RAISE CAPITAL AT ONCE

to start you in retail, manufacturing, patent, real
estate, mail order or any legitimate business by
means of "Our Practical Method." Particulars

The Business Aid Co., K 508, Detroit, Mich.
START BUSINESS - OWN TOWN; WHOLEsaling peanuts; modern method; invest $1,000, make
$5,000 yearly. Merchants work for you. I made
$50,000; you can. Secure territory now. Wheat croft, 302 Broadway, New York.
I CAN SHOW A MAN WITH $2.75 CASH THE
free.

biggest Wall Paper Cleaning Proposition ever
offered. Good for $18, weekly, operate in spare
time. Material at less than one third the manu-

facturing cost and one tenth of selling price. Full
particulars and sample of CLEANER 10c. Milligan Co., 20 St., Davenport, Iowa.
MAIL ORDER BEGINNERS -IMPORTANT
information in our magazine. "HOW TO MAKE
GOOD." Send 10c for sample copy. Three
months 25c. The news we give you may save you
many dollars. Order now. The LEVER MAIL
TRADER, 449 M., Elizabeth, N. J.
CONCRETE, ARTIFICIAL MARBLE, PLASter, Papier-Maché, Composition, Marble Dust,
Cartonpierre, soft metal, complete instructions $1
for mixing, casting above materials in ornamental
form, for interior, exterior decorations, cement garden
furniture, vases, benches, fountains, statuary,

hundreds of enrichments for the home. Thoroughly
describing flexible and rigid mould making (without
skill), Modeling (clay, wax), Casting from life, Stuccoing and improving exteriors of frame houses with
cement, coloring in ivory, antique, bronze, ebony,
etc., gold leaf gilding, burnishing, complete secrets,
formulas and best methods employed. Mail postal
for "FREE" booklet of ART CASTS, W. Mahler,
117 Russell St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

growing.

Write for particulars. Schwartz Bros.,

Dept. D, Spring Green, Wis.

BEST IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC NOV"

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, FURNISH-

ing everything; men and women, $30.00 to $200.00
weekly operating our " New System Specialty Candy
Factories" home or small room anywhere; no canvassing. -. Opportunity lifetime; booklet free.
H. RAGSDALE CO., East Orange, N. J.

LEARN ELECTRO -CHEMICAL PAINTING
and make $5.00 daily teaching the art to others,
and making portraits any size, from any photograph,

(card or tin -type), in Oil or Water Colors. No
camera or any talent required. Pictures are pro-

duced chemically. New process. Easily learned.
Big profits. Complete Copyrighted Instructions,

Fifty Cents. Edwin W. LeBars, Artist -Teacher,
Box 86, Utica, N. Y.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROF its with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror costs
$2.00 to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size
for 20c. Send $1.00 in stamps or money order
and we will send you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS
how to do it; also how to emboss, grind, foil, gold
leaf, frost chip and make imitation stained glass.
How to transfer photos on glass, bore holes in glass

and cut skylights. George L. Patterson & Co.,
Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

FREE FOR SIX MONTHS-MY SPECIAL

offer to introduce my magazine "INVESTING FOR
PROFIT." It is worth $10 a copy to anyone who

has been getting poorer while the rich, richer. It
demonstrates the REAL earning power of money,
and shows how anyone, no matter how poor, CAN
acquire riches. INVESTING FOR PROFIT is
the only progressive financial journal published.
It shows how $100 grows to $2,200. Write NOW
and I'll send it six months free. H. L. Barber, 423,
20 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

LET THE PARCELS POST HELP YOU.

Add ($15 to $25 weekly) to your present salary or

Start during spare time and build up a
permanent mail-order business of your own. We
income.

show you how and help you make good. No
canvassing.

Experience unnecessary. The Parcels

Post makes success doubly sure. Our new ideas

and up-to-date plans bring the money. No socalled "Course of Instruction" to sell. We give
that free. Write to -day. Address Pease Mfg.
Co., Inc., Dept. B, 70 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
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COINS AND STAMPS

FOR SALE

STAMPS FREE! 100 DIFFERENT OR A
grand set of 5 RHODESIA. Mention gift D197,

LADIES' AND GENTS' SUITING SOLD
direct from the mill's output. Samples free. State
garment planned. F. A. Packard, Mgr. Retail

send 4c postage. 500 different stamps 90c. 1,0(X)
different $3. Bright & Son, 164 Strand, London,
Eng.

OLD COIN BOUGHT AND SOLD. NEW

Fall Coin Selling Catalog just out; free to collect ors

Buying Coin Catalog quoting prices I pay,
IOc. \Vin. Hesslein, Paddock Bldg., 101 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
only.

COINS-$1O0 PAID FOR CERTAIN 1894

dime, $6.00 for certain cent. Keep all old money
dated before 1890 and send 10c for large illustrated
premium coin value book. It may mean your
fortune. Franklin Coin Co., 2024 Harrison St.,
Chicago, 111.

$4.25 EACH PAID FOR U. S. FLYING EAGLE
cents dated 1856. $2 to $600 paid for hundreds of
old coins dated before 1895. Send ten cents at once
for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, 4 x 7. Get
posted - it may mean your fortune. Clarke & Co.,
Coin Dealers. Box 76, Le Roy. N. Y.
CAMERAS AND OPTICAL GOODS

WE BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE.

BAR -

gains in microscopes, telescopes. binoculars, cam-

eras, etc. Bargain list sent. Kahn & Son. Opticians, No. 54 John St., New York. Established
63 years.

FREE PHOTOS.

Welshes Kennels. New Maryville, Pa.
FOR SALE

$6.00 as I need the money. Will ship C. O. D.
subject to examination. Address II. W. c/o Popular Electricity.

' HO\V TO MAKE THINGS ELECTRICAL,"

200 pages, 184 illustrations. Showing how to make

over 100 pieces of electrical apparatus, such as
Motors, Toasters, Transformers, High Frequency
Apparatus, etc., also a series of experiments.

$1.311

postpaid, Popular Elect ricity Book Department.
350 N. Clark St.., Chicago, Ill.

POCKET CIl_V<M - \VHY DON'T YOE

use a pretty, ivory -like shark's tooth as a pocket

Extracted from the jaw of a man-eater,
caught in the shadow of historic Morro Castle,
Havana. Many owners claim saute to have dispiece?

pelled their 1913 hard hick. Send 25c in stamps to
Jos. Fernandez. Box 1164, Havana. ('uha.

INVEST IN BRITISH COLUMBIA. FARM
Fort George. Growing fruits, cereals.
poultry raising, dairying. Buy now before railLands.

Hundreds of settlers arriving.

411

acne farms $25.00 per acre, $50.00 cash, balance
easy. Fortunes being made. Write for booklet.
.l. ('. Thorn & Co. Ltd., 307 Metropolitan Bldg.,
FORMULAS

25v.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPEwriters." ATCHISON.
$12 TAKES $35 METER - 110 V. & 50 A.
Hall, 632 W. 62nd St., Chicago.

MULTIPLE LETTERS, PREPAID, QUICK
service. La Crosse Letter Company, La Crosse,
\Vis.

30 INCH FELT PENNANTS.
20e. College or fraternity with correct seal or
insignia. A. Jens Mfg. Co., 126 Ave. I, Brooklyn,
WORTH 50c.

N. Y.

START MAIL ORDER BUSINESS. SEND

10c for list of money making formulas.
vidson, Ph. G., Denver, Colo.

American School of Correspondence, Chicago.
Cost me $18.00. Is as good as new. Will sell for

Vancouver, B. C.

PENNANTS -- S:A\lPLE AND LIST

Southern Specialty Co., Murray, Ey.

Electricity which I will sell cheap, published by

ways completed.

DOGS FOR SALE

40 RABBIT 1101-NDS.

Dept., Box E, Camden, Me.
FOR SALE-I HAVE ONE SET OF APPLIED

E. K. Da-

TOBACCO-CURE-ONE

BOX
CURES.
Guaranteed or money back. Established 1894.
Write for special offer. Allen Distributing Co., 318

Nelson Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
EMBOSS YOUR OWN STATIONERY WITH

your initial, name or monogram by using our

nickeled steel die hand embosser. Send stamp for
impression sheets showing 40 styles. Initial 30e,
Monogram 60e. Thos. E. Clark Company,
Michigan City, Indiana.
FOR SALE- BOYS' BICYCLES. $8.00; GIRLS
bicycles, $8.00; tandems, $10.00. Rebuilt Motorcycles, Harley, Indian, Kulture, ExceLsiors, Reading,
Pope, Thor, $25.00 to $125.00. Buy direct, save
dealers' profits. Denninger Cycle Co., Rochester,
N. Y.

SNEEZE POWDER - MAKE YOUR OWN,
best formula 10c. Standard Specialty Co., East
Liverpool, Ohio.

RENEW OLD DRY BATTERIES. FOUR

formulas and instructions, 25c.
Floresville, Texas.

C. Williamson,

THREE FORMULAS FOR MAKING INK

and two for silvering and resilveriug
Price 81.1)0 prepaid.

mirrors.

Paul Zurfuk. Modesto, Calif.
5110 SUCCESSFUL MONEY MAKING FOR -

Ionia s and Trade Secrets, regular price, $1.00, for 25c
silver. One formula alone cost $1000. The Colorado Collection Co., Inc., Tucson, Arizona.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

GREAT FUN WITH SNEEZING POWDER
and itching powder. 10c each postpaid with
catalogues. Novelty Works, 323 Y. Eugenie St.,
Chicago.

FOURTEEN - HUNDRED CONUNDRUMS
and riddles, 10 cents. Over one hundred magic
tricks, 10e. Toy maker hook, 10e. Or all three
books 25 cents, postpaid. Send two rent stamp for

special list, Red Flyer. Ketteman Co., W. 23d St.,
Toledo, Ohio.

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MON(t-

logues, Dialogues, Speakers, Minstrel Material.
Jokes, Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Entertainments. Make Up Goods. Large Catalog Free

T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 26, Chicago, Ill.

t
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GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

BASEBALL TO -DAY. RAIN OR SHINE.
Day or Evening. Baseball played with cards.
Runs, hits, errors, balls, strikes. "Everything"

just like a real game with real players. Sent postpaid for 25c. The Home Novelty Co., 4904 Pulaski
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
INSTRIICTION

"SEXUAL PHILOSOPHY," 12e, CLEAR,
specific, authoritative, complete, best, satisfies.

,

Fred B. Kaessmann, Lawrence, Mass.
MAKE BIG MONEY OPENING SAFES AND
setting combinations. Write, Wayne Strong, 811
Temple, Los Angeles, Cal.

THREE MASTER KEYS - HOW TO MAKE.
One unlocks almost any common door lock; one,
any night lock; one, any trunk. Each 25c. Finished keys 50c. each, postpaid. Harbert, Lock-
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MAGIC

LEARN TO ENTERTAIN! WONDERFUI,

magic trick cards, 10e.

Free catalogue. WALWEN
COMPANY, 150 Nassau Street, New York.

VENTRILOQUISM. YOU CAN LEARN IT
New, easy method complete 10c. Amusements,
8 Judge, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEARN TO HYPNOTIZE AND MAKE FUN
and money. Send for free book to M. D. Betts,
Sta. 129, Jackson, Mich.
MISCELLANEOUS

"HOW TO MAKE PRINTING CUTS" 20c.

Publisher, 4912 Clinton St., Albany, N. Y.

PUBLISH A MAGAZINE. PARTICULARS
Frank Case, Richmond, Calif.

free.

13 FUNNY LOVE LETTERS (READS TWO

smith, 2861 N. Clark, Chicago.

ways) dime, silver. J. L. Hardway, Normal, Ill.

ELECTRO GOLD PLATE JEWELRY. Every one has old jewelry to replate. Big profit.

FOR HONEST ADVICE AND REAL PATents at low cost, consult John O. Seifert, Patent

Rig up your own plant. Little cost. One dollar's
worth gold will start you. Instructions $1.00. No
stamps. C. Webster, Box 1074, Providence, R. I.

THE WIZARD OF THE PEN WILL SEND

free specimen and illustrated journal to all persons
interested in taking a course in business penmanship,
ornamental or card writing by mail. Small cost.

Francis B. Courtney, Box B 492, Detroit, Mich.
MECHANICS AND HANDY MEN BUILD
your own 2 horsepower water cooled gasoline
engine. Complete sets of rough or machined castings. Send 10c for photo, blue print, and catalogue.
Vigneau Mfg. Co., 249 Biddle Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
BY
DRAFTING
TAUGHT
EXPERT
draftsman. $16.00 drawing outfit free. Terms easy.
Investigate. Write for free booklet, American
Drafting Co., Dept. II, 1358 E. 47th St., Chicago.

Attorney, 50 Church St., New York, N. Y.

BROTHER-AC,CIDENTALLY DISCOVered root will cure both tobacco habit and indigestion. Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES,
Mohawk, Fla.

FREE - ABSOLUTELY FREE. THE MIN-

ing News will be sent you three months free just
to get acquainted. The Mining News, 2532 W.
37th Ave., Denver, Colo.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4.00 DAILY
at home in spare time, silvering mirrors; no capital;

send for free instructive booklet, giving plans of

operation. G. F. Redmond, Dept. H., Boston, Mass.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH

UNCLE SAM IS A LIBERAL EMPLOYER.

my simple zinc etching process; price, $1.00;
specimens and particulars for stamp. T. M. Day,

FOR PIANO TEACHERS AND PUPILS.

of it! Adds, subtracts. Can be worn as watch fob
on chain. Send 60 cents and get one. Nitroline
Mfg. Co., 225 Title Guaranty Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Qualify for a Government position. We prepare you
by mail for any Civil Service Examination. Many
vacancies now exist. Write today for free Booklet
49. Capital Civil Service School, Washington, D. C.

Just published. Two pamphlets, "Finger Exercises-How to Practice Them." "Scales-How to
Practice Them." More valuable than many lessons. Price 20 cents, both for 35 cents. T. L.
RICKAEY, Springfield, Illinois.

MR. MAIL ORDER MAN-BEGINNER-

Oldtimer:-Start or increase your M. O. business.
We furnish fast sellers. Factory prices. High
class business proposition for business people. No
schemes. Copyrighted Prospectus free. MISSIS-

Box E., Windfall, Ind.

POCKET CASH REGISTER - JUST THINK

LEARN TO USE DENATURED ALCOHOL

solid form. Used for cooking, heating and
kindling fires by sportsmen, campers and travelers.
Non -explosive. Three cubes of solidified alcohol,
postpaid 10c. Let us tell you about it. Write,
the LEVER COMPANY, 449 M, Elizabeth, N. J.
in

A LARGE MANUFACTURING CONCERN
with exceptional facilities for the production of

SIPPI VALLEY CO., INC., 61 E. 5th, Pittsburg,

small electrical devices will build to specifications or
design commercial or specialty devices. Correspondence invited from responsible enterprises and
individuals. Deaco, % Popular Electricity.

INVENTIONS
SUBMIT
INVENTORS WANTED - TO
devices for street railway transfer system also other
inventions. For particulars address INVENTORS'

ama -Pacific Exposition in 1915, at San Francisco?
Organizers wanted in every city and town, for the

Kansas.

MUTUAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION,
317 Potomac Bank Building, Washington, D. C.

DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND THE PAN -

California Travel Club. Two -cent stamp for information, to California Travel Club, 1547 Devisadero St., San Francisco, Cal.

.
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MOTION PICTURE MACHINES

PATENTS

$35.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY, MOVING í1C -

I urc business, small capital starts you, no experience
needed. \Ve teach you and furnish everything.
Ralph J. Golsen, Dept. E., 65 East 46th St., Chicago.
MOTORCYCLES

Excelsiors, Readings, Kultures, MerkeLs, Single and

Twins; $25 to $100. Buy Direct, Save Dealers'
Profits. Denninger Cycle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

EVERYBODY

RIDES

I hero. Why don't you? You're next. Buy direct ;
save dealers' profits. Buy now and get the lowest
ball prices. Send for catalogue. Harleys, Yales,
Kultures, Indians, Readings, Thors, Excelsiors,

\Icrkels, singles and twins $25 to $100. Denninger
Cycle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

SONGS AND MUSIC
SONG POEMS WANTED-SEND ITS YOUR

Song Poems or Melodies. A hit will bring big
money.

Proposition positively unequaled.

Avail-

able work accepted for publication and copyright
secured in your name. Our composing staff best.
of any company of its kind. Instructive booklet
free. Marks -Goldsmith Co., Dept. 21, Washington, D. C.
SONG POEMS WANTED. WE ILAVE PAID
I housands of dollars to song writers-send us your
poems or melodies. Acceptance guaranteed if
available by largest, most successful concern of the
kind. We publish, advertise, secure copyright in
your name and pay 50 per cent if successful. Hundreds of delighted clients. Write to -day for Big
Magazine, Beautiful Illustrated Book and examina-

tion of your work-ALL FREE. Dugdale Co.,
11)33 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D. C.

'

PATENTS

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE-

WRITERS." ATCHISON.

patents and their cost.. Shepherd & Campbell, Patent
Attorneys, 500B, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENT YOUR INVENTION. FIRST GET
our square deal contingent fee plan. Milo B.
Stevens & Co., Estab. 1864, 640 F St., Washington,
D. C.; 351 Monadnock 131k.. Chicago.

PATENTS OF VALUE.

Washington, D. C.

PATENT - ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.

Highest references.

Best results.

I

procure

patents that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 622 F St., N. \V., Washington, D. C.

A PATENT EXPERIENCE OF 23 YEARS
My FREE book tells the story. Write for it tomakes my services invaluable to honest inventors.

day.

D. C.

A. M. Wilson, 301 Victor Bldg., Washington,

PATENT SECURED 01t FEE RETURNED

Send sketch or Free Expert Search and report as
to patentability. Books on inventions and patents,
and reference hook sent free. John S. Duffle & Co..
604-1E St., Washington, D. C.

BUSINESS GOES WHERE INVITED AND

Mays where well treated. \Iy 27 years of personal
attention has procured patents for successful

inventors and manufacturers. Grasp this opportunity to get the same service. \\-rite and send
sketch. Vernon E. Hodges. 631 Barrister Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS
SIX COWBOY CARDS TEN CENTS. HOFFman Pub. Co., Gas City, Incl.
TWELVE NE\V YORK POST -CARDS 10c.
F. Barnes, 1053 Dewey Place, Elizabeth, N. J.

FRENCH KOOK POST CARDS-SOME-

thing funny! Set of 6 "curtain raisers" for 10c.
Postpaid. O. K. Pub. Co., Decatur, Ill.
CATALOGUE OF STAGE BEAUTIES NOW
ready. Write for copy. Taylor Brothers, 2233 P.,
Clifton Ave., Chicago.

24 ARTISTIC AND GRACEFUL MINIATURE

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, ALL ABOUT

PROMPT AND

No misleading inducements.
Expert in Mechanics. Book of Advice and Patent
Office Rules free. Clements & Clements, Patent

efficient service.

A liberal education in patents and how

to get them. Free on request. Established 1863.
Anderson and Son, Patent Solicitors, 712 G St.,
PATENT ATTORNEYS

MOTORCYCLES-ALL MAKES, REBUILT;
Guaranteed Good as new. Indians, Harleys,

MOTORCYCLES.

THE PATENTO\IE IS INTERESTING AND

instructive.

beauty poses "Woman Beautiful'' 10c.
Specialty Co., E6, Englewood, Chicago.

Normal

ART STUDIES - PHOTOGRAI'IIS FRO\I

*live models. Finest collection for artists and art
lovers. Illustrated catalogues sent. free on demand.
C. Klary, 103 Avenue de Villiers, Paris, France.

FRENCH ART CARDS AND PICTURES

from life models. 8 beauty poses and 4 art photos
with price list, 50 cents stamps or coin. Splendid
sample set $1.00 bill. L. Nicolas, 109 rue Sainte,
Marseilles, France.

Attorneys, 705 Colorado Bldg., Washington, D. C.
"PATENTS AND PATENT POSSIBILITIES"
is a 72 -page treatise which tells all about patents,
what to invent and where to sell it. It gives honest
advice to inventors, and is full of valuable and interesting information. Write for it today! It is FREE

FORMULAS FOR EIGHT OF THE LATEST
fads in photography, 25e. Includes instructions
for making Magic Disappearing Photos (genuine
money makers), Photo Sofa Pillows and Neckties.
Beautiful transparent colored pictures on watch

D. ('.

Minn.

H. S. HILL, 929 McLachlen Bldg., Washington,

PHOTOGRAPHY

cases, chinaware, etc.

A. E. Benson, Stewartville.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

TRADE SCHOOLS

MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY. YOU CAN
start home studio. We tell how. Details; por-

unlimited course in automobile driving and repair-

traiture, retouching, and convincing sample pictures
sent free. Wells' Studio, East Liverpool, O.

$35 PAYS FOR COMPLETE, PRACTICAL

We have the best, most up-to-date and
complete school and shop in the city. Actual
ing.

HIGH GRADE ENLARGEMENTS, 8 BY 10,

experience on various makes of cars. State license
guaranteed. Day and evening classes. Call or
write.
Academy of Automobile Engineering,
Dept. C, 1452 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

development and six velvet prints; best material;

MAKE $5 TO $8 A DAY AS SKILLED ELECtrician, Plumber, Draftsman, Bricklayer, Moving
Picture Operator. We teach you in short time at

25c each. Developing and print ing equally low. Diamond's Photo Shop, 416 6th Ave., New York City,
MAIL 12c. WITH ANY SIZE FILM-FOR

Roanoke

skilled operators.
Roanoke, Va.

Cycle

Company,

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED BY PUBLISHI'll find a buyer for all prints I deem wort by
of publication. Send your name on a postal for
ers.

leaflet of instruction. A. S. Dudley, Photographic
Expert, Box 775 T, Philadelphia, Pa.
FOR BETTER RESULTS IN DEVELOPING.
printing and enlarging, send your films to us. It
costs no more. Prompt service and best possible
results guaranteed. Diamond's Photo Shop, 416
6th Ave., New York City.
PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
FOR PRINTING PRESSES, TYPE, ROLLERS
recast, etc. Send for catalogue, " Model Press,
York, Pa.
ARTISTICALLY LITHOGRAPHED LETterheads, ten thousand $25, twenty $42. Get our
Co..
Lithographing
International
samples.
Rochester, N. Y.
FOR $1.50 PREPAID -500 ROUND CORNER
Business Cards (214x4) Printed to your order. Samples free. Piedmont Press, Box 617, Rochester, N. Y.

GOOD PRINTING AT LOW PRICES. 1000
Good Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Billheads,
Labels, Circulars, $2.50. Samples Free. Catalogues, Booklets and Circulars our specialty.

Ernest L. Fantus Co., 523 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
SCHOOLS

SEE WHAT

I

SAY UNDER "TYPE -

writers." ATCHISON.
FREE TUITION BY MAIL. CIVIL SERVICE,
Normal, Academic, Business, Engineering, Drawing, Agricultural, English, Law, Real Estate and
Physical Culture Courses thoroughly taught by
mail. Matr. $5.00; Tuition free to first applicants.
Address Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

CHIROPRACTIC DOCTORS MAKE BIG

incomes; be independent; work for yourself; complete correspondence course, including diploma,
only $25.

NATIONAL COLLEGE CHIRO-

PRACTIC, Grand Rapids, Mich.

WE TRAIN DETECTIVES. YOU CAN BE

Earn
$100 to $300 monthly. This fascinating profession taught practically and scientifically by mail
one.

Splendid

Opportunities.

Travel.

at a nominal cost. American School of Criminology,
Dept. G, Detroit, Mich.
REAL ESTATE AND LAND

FLORIDA HOME SEEKERS AND INVEST -

ors can secure valuable information on Florida crops,
climate, soil, schools, etc. Many business openings
and some low priced land in this vicinity. Address

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Lake Worth,
Palm Beach County, Fla.

small expense, profitable trades. Free employment

bureau places graduates in good jobs.

Special

limited offer now. Write at once for catalogue and
Dept. 8406,
full particulars-no obligations.
Coyne National Trade School, 51 E. Illinois St.,
Chicago, Ill.
SALESMEN

SALESMEN WANTED TO HANDLE THE
Chase Shock Absorbers for Typewriters. Exclusive territory. . Fine opportunity for the right
men. The Chase-Dunipace Co., Toledo, Ohio.

DEVOTE YOUR WHOLE OR PART TIME

in dignified remunerative business. Take orders for
best tailoring house in America. Complete outfit

free containing 400 latest patterns and styles.
Every garment guaranteed. Exclusive territory.
Davidson, Sales Manager, 504 South Franklin St.

Chicago.

SALESMEN MAKING SMALL TOWNS,
Whole time or side -line, should carry our fast

Special sales plan allowing
Makes quick, easy sales.
$4.00 commission on each order. Something entirely
new. Write for outfit to -day. Canfield Mfg. Co.,
208 Sigel St., Chicago, Ill.

selling pocket side -line.

return of unsold goods.

TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITER - REMINGTONS

$9.00;

Densmores, Jewetts, Yosts, $8.00; Olivers, Under woods, $15.00. 15 days' free trial and five years'
guarantee. Harlem Typewriter Ex., Dept. P. E.,

217 West 125th St., New York City.

THIS MONTH -100 NO. 3 OLIVER VISIBLE
Typewriters at a sensational price. Terms $3 a
month -5 Days FREE TRIAL - completely
equipped. Guaranteed same as if regular catalog
price were paid. United States Typewriter Exchange, Dept. 32, Federal Life Bldg., Chicago.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PERSONS

who are about to buy a high-grade typewriter,
and object to paying the high prices generally

asked by manufacturers and dealers. Any make on
approval. Catalogue, bargain list and valuable
information sent free. A. E. Atchison, 112 N. La
Salle St., Chicago.
TELEGRAPHY

THERE'S ONE TELEGRAPH SCHOOL DIrected by a retired railway -officer, that plaril9 all

male graduates, direct, in the railway telegraph

service. It's Pelnars, Madison, Wis.
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HELP WANTED

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY - MORSE AND WIRELESS
- Railway Accounting (Station Agency) taught
quickly. Railroad and Western Union Wires and
complete Wireless Station in school. Big demand.
Positions secured. Living expenses low-may be
earned. Largest and oldest school-established
thirty-nine years. Investment, $25,000.00. Correspondence courses also. Catalog free. Write

to -day, Dodge's Telegraph, Railway and Wireless
Institute, 16th Street, Valparaiso, Ind.

well adapted for home study. 134 pages 7 x 10
inches, only $1.00 postpaid. Money refunded if
not satisfactory. Popular Electricity Book Department., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
HELP WANTED

GOVERNMENT WANTS MAIL CARRIERS
-Postal Clerks. $90 month. Particulars free.
Franklin Institute, Dept. T 52, Rochester, N. Y.
WRITE PHOTOPLAYS FOR THE MOVIES!
Producers pay $5 to $100 each. No literary experience necessary. Write us. West ern Photoplay ('o.,
Dept. 1646, Spokane, Wash.

WANTED-BOYS AND GIRLS TO SELL

pennants of local schools. No investment. Illinois
Pennant Co., 1105 Webster Ave., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED - PICTURE PLAY WRITERS.

Big pay. We'll teach you. Address, United Picture
Play Association, San Francisco.

U. S. GOVERNMENT WANTS CITY MAIL
Carriers-Postal Clerks. $65 to $100 month.

Nov. examinations everywhere. Farmers eligible.
Full description free. Franklin Institute, Dept. T
52, Rochester, N. Y.

MEN OF IDEAS AND INVENTIVE ABIL
ity should write for new "Lists of Needed Inven-

tions," "Patent Buyers" and "How to Get Your

Patent and Your Money." At I vice FREE. Randolph
&Co., Patent At torneys, Dept . 34, Washington, D.C.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS WANTED. YOU

can write them.

We teach you by mail.

No

experience needed. Big demand and good pay.
Details free. Associated Motion Picture Schools,
674-0 Sheridan Road, Chicago.
.

WRITE MOVING PICTITRE PLAYS.

$10

to $100 each. Constant demand. Devote all or
spare time. Experience, literary ability or corre-

spondence course unnecessary. Details free. Atlas

Publishing Co., 306 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati,

.

Ohio.

START HOME BUSINESS. SELL YOUR
ideas, plans, formulas and knowledge by mail.
Some make $1,000 monthly. Instructive booklet
for stamp. Information System, 414, Marietta,
Ohio.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY AND BE -

come sales managers for our goods. Fast office
sellers. Fine profits. Particulars. and samples
free.

One Dip Pen Company, Dept.

WANTED-YOUNG MEN

$0.50,

Boston variable condenser $2.75, both prepaid. Our
large catalogue of electric novelties, wireless and
experimenters' supplies sent for 2c stamp. A. W.
Bowman & Co., 551 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.
ENT I I t'SI:1STS - WIRELESS
WIRELESS
Telegraphy and Wireless 'Telephony by Ashley and
Hayward will tell you all you want to know about
wireless-both theory and practice. Particularly

I

Co., Los Angeles.

more, Md.

WIRELESS

MIDGET FINED CONDENSERS

NO EXPENSE TO LEARN ELECTRICITY,

automobiles, plumbing. Correspondence lessons
furnished; then actual work on contract jobs. Your
work pays expense; 300 students last year. Get
free catalogue. United Trade School Contracting

TO

4, Balti-

LEARN

Architectural Drafting; one of the most practical
subjects of study to -day; indispensable in mane
mein tilt ions. Pleasant work, short hours, big
sal:u'y. Study at home. Earn while learning.

Write to -day. Keystone Architectural Institute.
Mansion Building, Rochester, N. Y.
BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS.- WE HAVE

paid thousands of dollars to song writers-send us
your poems or melodies. Acceptance guaranteed
if available by largest, most successful concern of
the kind. We publish, advertise, secure copyright
in your name and pay 50 per cent if successful.
Hundreds of delighted clients. Write to -day for
Big Magazine, Beautiful Illustrated Book and
examination of your work - ALL FREE. Dugdale
Co., 13 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D. C.
LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE \V ANTE D.-

Splendid income assured right ratan to act as our

representative after learning our business thoroughly by mail. Former experience unnecessary. All
we require is honesty, ability, ambition and willingness to learn a lucrative business. No soliciting or
traveling. All or spare time only. This is an exceptional opportunity for a man in your sect ion to
get into a big paying business without capital and
become independent for life. Write at once for full
particuhl's. Nat ional Co-operative Realty Company, L-604, Marden Building, Washington, D.

BIG DEMAND FOR SKILLED MOTION

picture operators. The "Motion Picture Handbook," by F. H. Richardson, will equip you with
a complete knowledge of perfect. motion picture
projection and enable you to cotutnand high wages.
New and enlarged edition. Price $2.50, postpaid.
.\bsolutply the best handbook of its kind. Money
refunded if not satisfactory. Popular Electricity
Book Department, 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
"MODERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCtion," a reliable and practical guide for the beginner in electrical construction, showing the latest

and approved methods of installing work of all

kinds according to the safety rules of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters. Nuntero is systems
of wiring are given, including the Ilion wire systems
now so much in use. 358 pages, 173 illustrations.

Price $1.50 postpaid. Popular Electricity Book
Dept ., :l50 N. ('lark St., Chicago, Ill.

You
Have the Ability
To Make 820 to $35 Weekly During Spare Time
and soon be permanently established in a profitable business as factory sales representative for economy products, quick selling auto-

mobile supplies and devices. Sell to both dealer and consumer.
Repeat orders come .ast, take no time or effort and bring you immense profits. Experience and capital not necessary, enthusiasm
and common sense more essential. Get full ' aformation at once
ECONOMY AUTO SUPPLY HOUSE. 610 Crilty Bldg.. Chicago

1
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The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World
--

ALTERNATENG

CURRENTS
TRANSMISSION OF
ELECTRICITY

AND POWER

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original preparation. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading universities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an

authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly

understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,

stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,

International Textbook Co.

NOW.
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

and the type is large and

Please send, without further obligation to me,
I,,n particulars in regard to your Library of Teth
nology, with special reference to the Electrical

easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If

most practical

you wish to know more
about the
electrical lib r a r y in the

world, send the coupon

library

:

°m`-

¡

St. et Na.-_
City

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A New Workshop Manual
for the Student or Experimenter
200 Pages

184 Illustrations

lao Articles

Complete directions for building over
100 pieces of Electrical Apparatus

pow Tohipr\E
Tft INGS ELECTIiICPL

together with a series of interesting
and instructive experiments
A number of useful Household Appliances are included, such
POPU LAR ELECTRITITY PIRtISfUNC C°

as Motors, Toasters, Stoves, Heaters, Clocks, Immersion
Water Heater, Soldering Iron, etc., in addition to a wide
range of other devices that every boy would like to make.
Every Wide Awake Experimenter Should Have This Book

Read This List of Articles Covered
To Take Your Photograph. Photographing Birds. Firing Flashlights Electrically. Homemade Device for Print-

ing Pictures. Ruby Lamp for Dark Room. Construction
of a Dry Cell. Homemade Battery. Gravity Battery.
Crow Foot Gravity Battery. Closed Circuit Cell. Bichromate Cell. Storage Batteries. Adjustable Water Rheostat.
A Simple Magnet Motor. How to Build a Simple Electric
Motor. Miniature Alternating Current Motor. Construction of a Laminated Motor. How to Build a ' w Horsepower

Motor Without Castings. Simile Controller for Toy
Motors. How to Vary Power from Dry Cell Set. How to
Make a Direct Current Dynamo. To Make a Small
Magneto. To Make a Selenium Cell. Watch Demagnetizer. Apparatus for Demagnetizing. A Simple Static
Machine. Odd Static Generator. Reversing Switch
Reversing the Polarity. A Simple Circuit Breaker. An
Odd Telegraph Set. Telegraph Sounder From an Old Bell.

Telegraph Key. How to Make a Polarized Relay. To
Make a Simple One-way Telephone. How to Make an
Electric Bell. High Water Alarm. A Water Level Indicator.
Homemade Cash Drawer Mann. Electric Bedroom Alarm.
Burglar Alarm Circuit. Door and Window Alarm Contacts. Combined Call Bell and Burglar Alarm. A Simple
Door Alarm. Door Alarm. Office Bell. Open Door
Alarm. Tell -tale for the Ice Box Drip Pan. Mail Box
Alarm. Bell as Shocking Device. Shocking Outfit from
Electric Engine. How to Construct a Shocking Coil. How
to Build a Simple Induction Coil. The Magic Buzz Saw.
Shocking Push Button. A Step Down Transformer. A
Simple Transformer. Two Hundred Watt Closed Core

Transformer. How to Make a Bell Ringing Transformer.
Construction of Ring and Core Type Transformers.
Construction of a Tesla High -frequency Apparatus. How
Electrical Clock Operates. An Electric Pendulum Clock.
How to Make an Electric Furnace. Portable Electric
Heater. Electric Stove and Toaster. How to Build an
Electric Toaster. Immersion Water Heater. A Simple
Arc Lamp. Making an Arc Lamp. How to Make A
Speaking Arc. How to Make an Electric Gas Lighter.
Construction of a Simple Michrophone. Simple Galvanometer. Making a Galvanometer. A Hot Wire Meter.
Unique Ammeter. How to Make a Direct Current Ammeter. Electric Soldering Iron. Wind Direction Indicator.
Wind Vane Indicator. Leyden Jar Made From a Fruit
Jar. Construction of an Adjustable Condenser. How to
Build a Variable Condenser. Rectifier. Electrolytic
Rectifier.
Wehnelt Interrupter. Luminous Goblet.

Rotating Spiral. Interesting Experiments in Magnetism.
The Magic Toboggan Slide. The Traveling Wheel. To
Make an Electrophorus. Shocking Money. Barlow's
Wheel. Electro -Magnetic Rotation Experiments. Experimental Geissler Tube. Formation of Imitation Crystals.

Simple Experiments With Electricity. The Magnetic
Navy. Electric Fortune Teller. The Dancing Doll. A
Test Bell. An Electrical Scarecrow. Electric Starter For
Balky Horses. Bed Warmer. Electric Counting Machine.
Homemade Night Watch Lamp. Hearing the Telephone
Bell. To Make Bell Strike the Hours. Electric Bell
Attachment for Dark Board. Turns the Fan Off. Clock
Operated Time Switch. Floor Tread Switch. Steps Turn
Off Cellar Lights.

Price $1.50, Postpaid
Send for this book today. Our offer of "Money refunded if
not satisfactory" protects you if it is not what you want.

Popular Electricity Book Department

350 N. Clark St.

1'ur 011r Hail ual .\ds:unL:lh.

Chicago, Ill.
1111,1114011
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Do It Electrically
Do you think of Electrical Illumination as
being the only use of Electricity? You should

make Electricity your servant-put it to
broader use. Make it save you time and
worry -use it to make your family more
comfortable, and your home more beautiful.

In Your Home
There are hundreds of appliances You can save time and do better
for use in the home that will lighten
your work and make life pleasanter

work with the Electric Flat Iron. For

and cleaning and do away with the back-

Range to Toasters and Percolators. Tasty
lunches can be quickly prepared with the

hold duties.

Electric Chafer, Electric Grill, etc.

for you.

You can use Electricity for washing

breaking labor of these two hardest of house-

cooking you will find many appliances to
lighten your labors, from the complete Electric

Ask Us
Our big new book describes hundred of Electrical

Helps-it will be sent free to users of Electric

Light in the home. Write today; use the coupon.

ELECTRIC SHOP- CHICAGO/ Et:
Michigan and

Michigan and Jackson Boulevards

,

Blvds.,

Chicago, M.

M.Jackson

....Please send me your

big illustrated book as

,dver tised in Popular

Electricity for October.

I use Electricity in my home

and the meter is in my name

¡/Name
`

Stree[

Town and State
For our Mutual %dvantage mention Popular lIeet rieity- tcórn writing to _ldcertiserw.
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of ordinary village humanity"-the result of an investigation of
33 years. It is a staggering revelation of things usually hidden.
Multiply its figures, or divide them, as the size of your own community may require-the plain facts sting like a blow in the face.

double -track railroad in the middle west. It has counterparts throughout the entire country. And yet one home out of every four shelters
one or more persons who are either feeble-minded or insane. The
Village of a Thousand Souls" is "a cross-section of one generation

Here are the 220 homes that comprise "The Village of a Thousand
Souls." It's no phantom village. It's a typical American town on a

"Unto the Third and Fourth Generation"^
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women today.

and stir every drop of your sporting blood.

ericrn

emancipation-theirs and that of all

a new author, Maravene Thompson.
"Angel Island," the great feminist novel
by Inez Haynes Gillmore, is approaching
its most thrilling chapters. .The women,
shorn of their freedom, captured, tamed,
imprisoned, are working out their greater

the disgrace of his father's act, she pits
her wit and daring against the mighty
machinery of justice-and wins. It's a
novel that throbs with excitement-by

number.
Put yourself in the place of the heroine.
What would you have done? Her husband
has taken a human life. To spare her child

word "class." It will tickle your funny -bone,

understandable definition of the maligned

John Taintor Foote, who gives the first really

RED SAUTNDERs is in the October number, and

describe as the new spirit in business-the spirit
that counts human happiness as well as dollars
among its dividends.

and how the bossed idea perished in consequence. It all points toward a new relation
between master and man-a relation similar
to that which IDA M. TAxnEI.I, is soon to

This is the title of THE AMERICAN'S new

Two things happened down at Panama about as
big as the canal itself. One is Colonel Goethals,
and the other is his system. RA\ STANNAID
BAKER tells of them both, with the keen insight
that marks him"the best reporter in America."
He tells how the Colonel abolished the boss idea,

serial novel, to commence in the next

The Woman's Law

Boss and Bossed

POULAR ELECTRICI'I'V and the WORLD'S ADVANCE for OCTOBER
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Central Stations
Make Your Advertising Pay

$v
T'y

-Ain

If you are not using attractive
illustrations and carefully considered copy, you are wasting
part of your advertising appro-

Bitter Root
Valley youers

priation. Co-operate with

)Health,Freedom

other Central Stations and

and Fortune!

secure advertisements prepared

by experts upon Central Station advertising - men who

YOU want a Fortune! Every normal in -

lis: hi.al tv;uus area -1t the fortune can be had

and without sacrificing the other factors

honestly

understand every phase of

that make life worth while. Real fortune, to every
right thinking man or woman, isn't measured solely
in dollars. A generous competence, combined with
health, independence and ideal environment in which
to live and be happy, make up the sum total.

$2,000 to $5,000 a Year

net income from ten acres of matured apple and cherry

orchard in the frontless and wormless Bitter Root Valley with
a home and six mouths vacation annually in one of the most
magnificently endowed natural *environments on the Creator's footstool, with golf links, hunting, fishing and mountain
climbing and with neighbors of culture, education and refinement-is the opportunity we offer you.
We believe you will investigate this opportunity because
this appeal for investigation is directed to broad-minded and
sensible readers, living in an age of scientific progress which
has made the impossible of yesterday the reality of today.
This is not an offer of something for nothing. It is an oppor-

current selling problems. Write

today for specimen advertisements and details.

Co-operative Publicity Service
for Central Stations
35 S. Dearborn St.
GOLDM

tunity fur you to make an immensely profitable compact
based on mankind's partnership with nature. we are now

::,,17,1,"
eesrss Computing Machine s01ItLa
Adds. $ubtrocta, M ulttpllen. Dividen!

selling their orchards at a large advance over their cost.

$2,000 to $5,000 Yearly From Ten Acres

u.

If you have a fair-sized income now and are willing to

Our Proposition and Plan

briefly stated in this: We will sell you a CHOICE t0 -ACRE
PLANTED and GROWING ORCHARD, best standard varieties apples and cherries with the Company's definite written
contract to care for and develop your orchard under expert horticultural supervision for five full growing seasons from date
of planting, including all land taxes and irrigation charges.
You may, if desired, assume personal charge of your orchard
at any time and secure a refund.
The land should easily become worth, conservatively stated.
in fair comparison with other improved land, $1,000 an acre.
There is a clean profit to you of too per cent on a 5 -year
investment to count on at the outset. Only a $300 cash payment required now to secure your orchard tract-balance in
easy payments divided over a ten year period. Your payments
for the first few years are practically ALL the cash outlay
you will have, as your orchard tract should meet all payments
falling due while in commercial bearing period and yield you
a handsome profit besides. Our reservation plan provides
for inspection of the land by you, and your money back if

Carries Autonuseally, Re,eta Imt.ntaneomiy, eon..nieotly
1.1a0d on ease. held to hand, Newt to desk or earned In pocket.
Labor-S..1es. lnA.arl,ag' Ñ.1fnt1Iotng.tis
51 A41 :13i1 i bo rte 909 lls il. lath bra FmBanY1M,
Yosc

.11.ee.tn.1
Is`

REMEMBER

you an income of $s,000 yearly and employ only half your time.
improve your condition, you do not need much capital to possess
one of these big -paying orchards.

' A r i t h s ty l e
i

growing snore than three thousand acres of fruit trees. one to
three years old, for satisfied customers who would not consider
A Bitter Rout Valley apple on -hard !.ears commercially in
its fifth year. Ten acres, fully developed, should be capable
of returning you during early maturity, strictly net, a profit of
$2.000 to $5.000 yearly. Beginning with the Loth year from
planting, judged by experience of others, to acres should net

Chicago

When you buy books from Popular Electricity
Book Dept. you are protected by our guarantee

of satisfaction or money refunded.

Send for Catalogue

Popular Electricity Book Dept.

350 N. Clark Street

Over 80,000 in Use

Mostly sold by rec.olut,:n_
n
Batton.
For Personal pent

or (teatral Offlee.

Chicago. Illinois

Golden Gem vie
.t

¡r''`AddinQ Machine
I....,i n n n n e, n

It checks mentalcalculatinn>,
InndsomeMoroceocase free,
1

Buy Thru Your Stationer.
Write for today trial oiler.

I', F. Ganeher, A. A. M. Co.,
119 W. Broadway, New York City.

Agents Wanted

dissatisfied.

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODA Y
BITTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.

857-861 First National Bank Building, Chicago, U. S. A.

11,bert S. Lemon, General Sales Manager:
Meuse send mein!! it f.,rmaliou concerning yotu l:i reeri ,r

~hued
N4

Tracts in 11111, e 14ád

Write your name and complete address plainly
on the margin below

For our Mutual

tel

Remington No. 6-$25. Smith Premier No.2-$23.

Only two of our special bargains. Rave
trademark and guarantee like new machines. Are thoroughly rebuilt and perfect
in appearance. Satisfaction guaranteed.
We run save you áli to $ 75 on any machine.

Branch stores in leading cities.

Write for "The Typewriter's Confession"
and catalog.
Inc.. 345 Broadway, N Y.
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.,

mention Popular Electricity ashen tariting to .Advertisers.
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DRAFTSMEN GET BIG PAY
Learn at home by our
new, easy method
The American School is making a Special
Offer to those who never had a chance

to get a technical education. This is
a wonderful opportunity for you to

get the training you need-in your
spare time and in your own home.

Learn drafting. It will bring you big

returns-you can earn from $75 to

$200 per month. Your success depends only upon your ability and the

kind of instruction you have had.

There is a constant demand for
draftsmen. It is one of the few pro-

Size

20x21

r='

Inches

fessions where the demand exceeds the sup-

Send for our big Special Offer today. Fill
This $20 Dráfts- ply.
in and mail the coupon now. We will send

inan'sOutfit
exactly as illustrated, consisting of imported german silver
drawing instruments in morocco case, drawing board, ebony
lined mahogany T-square, two transparent triangles, german
silver protractor. French curve, triangular boxwood scale.
l'atortroof ink, pencil, ink and pencil erasers, erasing shield,
pencil pointer, handmade drew ing paper and thumbtacks. The
instruments are manufactured by one of the Largest makers of
mathematical instrument, in the world, and are Kau r;ullc,.I nhnliuele ae eei rats.

a-

SALARY GUARANTEE
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORREceive an Increase of fifty per cent over your
present salary within three years from the
date of your enrollment; or, failing in this, the
School guarantees to refund to you the full
SPONDENCE GUARANTEES that you will re-

amount paid for your course. Back of this
guarantee stands the School-for more than

fifteen /ears the foremost educational Institution of its kind in the world. This school has
succeeded because it has been true to its

principles of giving its students the instruc-

tion for which they enrolled.

you our general bulletin and complete information about your course. Remember,
this is the greatest offer ever made-by the
largest correspondence educational institu-

tion in the world-with a capital of over

FREE

half a million to back it up.

This complete Cyclopedia of Drawing,

value $20, included absolutely free if you enroll at once. This great work, consisting of
four big volumes as illustrated below, covers

completely the entire work of the architectural and mechanical draftsman. Its value

as an adjunct to the course we now offer cannot be

estimated. Not only will you receive personal instruction from our expert draftsmen. but you will have these
books at your elbow to settle immediately any question
that may arise. The four volumes are bound in half
red morocco. gold stamped, and contain 1,720 pages,
7x10 inches: 1,037 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, designs. etc.
Remember, these books do not cost you one pennythey are included without charge with the course.

d

dir

MAIL THE COUPON - NOW

SPECIAL

Don't fail to take advantage of this great

* OFFER COUPON

equalled. Keep in mind that the $20 draftsman's outfit and an up-to-date four volume
reference work of the same value are sent
absolutely without charge when you enroll in this
course. Don't pass up this opportunity. At

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF

offer-an offer that has never before been

CORRESPONDENCE

Chicago, U. S. A.

Ab Gentlemen:-Without any obligation. please send mo full
particulars regarding your great
AbSpecial ()Her on a complete course
in drafting. Also tell me about the
draftsman's outfit and four volume
reference work which are included
FREE with this course.

any rate, mail the coupon and get complete information
regarding this great offer. It will cost you nothing to

investigate-it may be the turning point of your fortunes. Send the coupon

now!

School
of Correspondence. Chicago. USA
American

I'lp. Elect. 10-13.

NAME

ADDRESS

For our Mutual -ldvantnge mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Look these over. The makers of the widely worn Signal line make
Signal Flannel Coatshirts of first class, quality -tested flannels, carefully cut and perfectly sewed by expert union workmen, with numerous unusual and ingenious comfort features added to give you extra value.

Signal FLANNEL
Coatshirts
UNION MADE

You know what these mean in a shirt:
Dig armholes, roomy elbows, full length sleeves, wide cuffs, and a gathered yoke at the back
of each shoulder. You couldn't get greater arm -freedom with your shirt off. Flaps
that overlap each other a full 3 inches in front. Combination watch and handkerchief pocket. with a flap you can button. Cut coat style with full length body.
Extra buttonat bottom of breastplait to prevent gaping. Satin -lined militarycollar.

Signal Flannel Coatshirts give more actual wear than similarly priced shirts, and about twice ordinary comfort. They
are sold in a variety of desirable patterns by most all dealers

for $2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50. Whatever you pay,
count on double that amount in value.

We also manufacture a splendid line of Signal Workshirts, sold by our
dealers at $1.00. which have the same remarkable comfort features of Signal
Flannels. If you don't find Signals at your particular dealer's, give us his name
and let us send you some sample swatches and a descriptive booklet.
.,os
If you don't need shirts today tear this out as a reminder.
for you can't afford to get less value for your money by
buying any shirts but Sicnal..

HILKER-WIECHERS MFG. CO.
1248 Mound Ave., Racine, Wis.

1

BAND
CATALOG

II,

LOOK LIKE
DIAMONDS

WURLTZER
We supply he U. S. Gov

r77-1-tE\E

INSTRUMENT

Manufacturers of
Signal Service Shirts

r

Stand acid and fire diamond test. So
bard they easily scratch a file and will
out glass. Brilliancy guaranteed 2.5
years. Mounted in 14k solid gold
diamond mountings. See them before
pitying. Will send you any style ring, pin or stud
for nan sinat ion-all charges prepaid. No money in advance.

Catalog cont.ins 282 page..
768 Slue., 67 color-pl.te.,
rttcles d.seribed-2661.
every known musical in.trut. S perb quality & lowtiireemerfee.. Free trtd,
nt.. Write for thu
.as p.

big

v

one
RUDOLPHe WURITLER Co.
216E.4th.f.is'li.639 S.Wabash, Chirago

Be

Money ct-fiineledif tint satisfactory. Write today for free catalog.

WHITE VALLEY GEM CO., 742 Wulsin Bldg., Indianapolis

A PEERLESS CARD

Our Smart
Cards in
Case

Jic.t Lan the no c iumlirs-r,erless, unapprna,'1' Peerless Patent Book Form Cards

unequaled, unrivaled, is an accurate description of the
They are more than a card; they are an expression of personality. individ u:. d.11. Ti.v are not only better.
but they represent actual economy, because they eliminate waste. Being in bank form, every card is used
j.i,t when detached. They are always flat. unmarred and clean, and all the edges are perfectly smooth and
sharp. They can only be appreciated by being seen and used. Send today fora sample tab and detach tl:e
ands one by one as you would use them. Their perfection will thrill you.

The John B. Wiggins Company

Established 1.857

Engravers, Plate Printers, Die Embossers.

toWN~
PLAYIEDGESNG CARD S

CLUB INDEXES

CARD GAMES
Hoyle up-to-date

For Social Play
Dainty, beautiful art backs

designs now ready. See
them at your dealer's.
f,edClexubey

For General Play
Millions of Players in all

SEND 150IN STAMPS

in full color. Many new

Air -Cushion Finish

DtVÜLLt
PLAYING CARDS

THE

OFFICI RULES

GOLD

86-88 East Adams Street, Chicago

PER PACK

For our Mutual tdvant:ige atcnt'

OC

ISSUED
YEARLY

parts of the world use
Bicycle Cards because of
their matchless qualities.

250

PER PACK

Popular l;leetricit

Ivory or Air -Cushion Finish

writing; 10 idverfisers.
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The Boys'Magazine
Edited by

WALTER CAMP

is the finest boys' pub-

lication in the world.
GET this Splendid Magazine

For Your Boy !
It

g ve m no en o p ensure ente
men an, nstruotion.
Each issue is filled withclean, fascinating stories of intense interest
to every live boy. Departments devoted to Electricity, Mechanics,
Athletics, Roy Scouts, Photography.
Carpentry, Stamps and Coins. Beau8atiefaetion

tifully illustrated throughout. Band
some covers in colors. epeeist
Offer Send only 11.00 fora FULL
YEAR'S subscription. We will send
each new subscriber one of thews

Or money

refunded.

Big Money

splendid Electric Engines. It will ron
1,000 revolutionsa minute on one dry
battery. Safe; easy to operate. A marvel
of mechanical and scientific Ingenuity.

in

(Engine is much larger than illustra.

Electricity

tiou.) Transportation charges prepaid.
TIIE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., 454 Mull Sr. SinTIIP UT, Ps.
MAGAZINE
atoll news-stands, to cents a copy
THE BUYS'

BIG MAIL FREE

The electrical field affords a wonderful

opportunity to boys with a liking for
electrical work. The salaries paid are

Your NAME PRINTED in our Mailing Directory nod sent to firms all over the world so they
can send you FREE Samples, Catalogs. Books,
Papers, Magazines, etc. Send 25c to cover cost
of printing your name and you'll receive u big
mail free. Proof-

large-promotion rapid, and, best of all,
the profession is not overcrowded.
The International Correspondence
Schools of Scranton can make you an
expert in the line of electrical work you
like best. Hundreds of boys have

2000 parcels'nag.

and still they comealscores ofpapers, samples.
mines. etc for which I have often paid 10 to 25e each.
R. T. James
Send to MAGIC MAIL CO., 203 E. 51st St., Chieago, Ill.
maill,,

A Typical

Cra f tsntan
Hontc

already won success through I. C. S.
help. You can do the same. Every-

thing is made so clear that you can
learn in your spare time, regardless of
where you live or what you do. No
books to buy. See your parents about
it-they want you to succeed.

There's big money in electricity.
Get after it by marking and mailing
the attached coupon to -day.
out costs you nothing.

What We Will Send You

Finding

r INTERNATIONAL
--CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

for 25 Cents -

I

1.

Our newibook, "Craftsman Houses."

2.

in all.
The 192 -page Annual Home Decora-

by Gustav Stickley, giving «elected model
plans, sketches, interiors and details of
real Craftsman homes -122 illustrations

Box 1102 SCRANTON, PA.
Explain. withoutfnrtherobligation on my part, howl
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X.
automobile Running
Civil Service
aline Superintendent

Milne Foreman

a lumbiog, Steam Fitting
Concrete Coodroetion

Civil Engineer
Textile Manufacturing
Stationary Engineer
Telephone Expert
Mechan. Engineer

tion Number of THE CRAFTSMAN

-a golden treasury of the newest things
for the homelover.

3. A Coupon entitling you to Craftsman

Mechanical Draftsman

Arehiteetaral Draftsman

Service (by experts) on any two home-

Electrical I :ngineer
Elec. Lighting supt.

making problems.

4. A blank worth 25 cents in cash on an-

Architect
Chemist
Languages
Commercial English
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
Comore reial III astratiag
Window Trimming
Show Card Writing
Advertising Man
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Poultry Farming

other attractive offer.

Name

a (the supply
is necessarily limited), send us your quarter without delay.

To make sure of getting I and

Present Occupation
1

Street and No.

THE CRAFTSMAN
Room 819

Craftsman Building

New York

II.City

----

State

--J

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Ads-ertisers.
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PATENTS

TRADEMARKS SAND
COPYRIGHTS SECURED

OR FEE RETURNED

Send model or sketch and description of your invention for free search of the U. S. Patent Office

Our
ildi7
150,0 00PAreNrOreict,

Record.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed free to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever Issued for free distribution.
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our Illustrated SO
page Guide Book is an invaluable book of reference
for inventors and 100 mechanical movements illustrated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to invent for
profit and gives history of successful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list of
inventions wanted and suggestions concerning profitable fields of invention. Also information regarding
prizes offered for inventions, among which is a
Prize of One Million Dollars offered for one invention and $10,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains letters from our
clients who have built up profitable enterprises
founded upon patents procured by us.
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS. Personal requests
and letters from manufacturers and promoters for

Opposite

'{Of?,,(:
IYaS717J

patents secured by us and suggestions of new
ideas they wish to purchase.
We advertise our clients' inventions free in a list

of Sunday newnpa.pers with two ntillioir circulation
and in the World's Progress. Sample copy free.

Electrical Cases a Specialty.

We have
secured many important electrical patents.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

WANTED-I13

Manufacturers
are constantly writing me for
new ideas protected by OWEN PATENTS. Send for my free
literature and read their wants.
FREE!Three finest patent books published! 72 -page guide

Successful Patents;" "Stepping Stones"(containabout prizes, reward offers, etc.) and Patent Promotion"
(tells how to sell your rights; chief causes of failure, etc.)
All sentfree upon request.
Very highest references. I help my clients sell their patents or dispose of their applications. Advice free. No obligation incurred by writing me. Free manufacturing facilities. I secure patent or no fee. No charge for report
as to patentability, practicability, etc.
ing list of over 200 inventions wanted ; tells the plain truth

PATENTS
A. I. WEDERBURN. Pat. Atty.

BRING
WEALTH;
PROOF BOOKS, ADVICE Fltt.t.
LOW RATES, EASY TERMS.
Dept. 99.

Washington. D. C.

;V= SA\V/IINIGS BAN' It
The enormous anti rapid development
of Wyoming makes it safe for us to pay 691 -the highest savings hank interest ratebecause legal interest rate in Wyoming
iv
8% to 12%. Our stringent banking laws give
you the same protection you get at home. Why
be content with 3% to 4% when we will pay you

C,; I Write today for booklet. also how to get
a miniature bank FREE. Pioneer Trust
and Savings Bank, it Pioneer Bldg., Basin. Wyo.

OVER 67 YEARS'
PRACTICE

RICHARD B. OWEN, 6 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

THE DOBSON "X" RAY. The Latest Scientific Wonder. HERE. is an article boys, that mill

please you. With it the clothes and flesh turn transparent aunt the hones can he plainly seen. ill -ST
think of the fun you eon have with it. Sample in

strong box with eutaln_ue and agents' prices, Ica cents by mail.

OUINTARD A POLLARD

Norwalk, Connecticut

PATENTS

Selling Guaranteed
$$$ Big Profits $$$ "VULCAN"
Iiik-Pencils
Small Investment.

Li :1i. 4 S.,I,. (hunrt Selling Argcmentn.

J. Y. UI.t.RICII & CO.. 27 Thames Street. New York

PATENT
FREE
THAT PROTECT AND PAY
SEARCH AND

LISTTKS OF INVENTIONS WANTEDADVICE

Send sketch or model for search.
Highest References.
Best Results.
Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
622 F Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C

TRADE -MARKS,
DESIGNS,

COPYRICHTS,
ETC.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain out
opinion free, whether an invention is probably patentable, Communications strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents sent free. Patents taken
through Munn & Co. receive special notice, without charge, in the

Sc1mTIHcAMERIcAN
A handsomely illustrated weekly. - Large t circulation of an scientific
journal. Terms, $3 a year; four months $1 Sold by all newadealcrs

MUNN& CO*

27

Broadway, New York,and.
shington. D.C.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DIAMONDS

You Burn a Light,
DON'T YOU?
YOU PAY FOR IT TOO

ON CREDIT

DON'T YOU?

It You Positively Knew You Could Have a

Much Bettor Light

That Was Thoroughly Reliable,

Of the many fashionable Diamond Rings for Gentlemen's wear, the 6 -prong Tooth Mounting is the

Safe, and Durable and would

most popular. The large illustration shows the graceful

Save 73% o1 Your LIoht-Bills
AND

lines and deep groove, enhancing the beauty of the diamond

CET TEN TIMES YOUR PRESENT LICHT
You Would Buy It, WOULDN'T YOU?
>be

43

International Lamps Will Do It!
We Guarantee /t!

netting. The heavy pronge afford absolute protection and safety.

Extra heavy 14kSolid Gold.
Beautiful white Diamond. perfect in cut

and full of fiery

brilliancy.

Specially Se-

lected by
our Dia.
mond

No U ly Wires or Rubber Tubes to Hold Them.

Ex.

Can Ca Carrion Anywhere

perts.

30o to 800 CANDLEPOWER
Send for Catalog and Prices Today.
The Best Agency Proposi.

Write

for

tion in America.

Catalog

Exclusive, Protected Territory to Wide -Awake Men.

BIG PROFITS

Today.
Free . to

QUICK SELLERS

Needed In Every Nome, Store, Shop.

Our large 100 -page Catalog (sent free on reqaarvryuest)a
mond Rises and prices of this favorite ring. MM
of

Write at once. Got our "Help Sales"
Plan. Make a business mm's income.

This e

n they ri iow'sa

$25, $ad and $75. Others at $98. $100, $125. $150, $175, $200 and up.
Make your selection and let
sendus it to you foryour examination and
approval, shipping chrges prepai If u are pefectly satisfied that you
ave an minimal bargain, send us one -fifth of the purchase once and keep
If not

Cet
Your

I9

Your
Oppor
tunity

It is
You.

it; balance divided into eight equal amounts, payable monthly.
uet
w h t u wish, return at our expense and ask us to send you another seleetion. Our Catalog contains over OOO handsome photographic Ilustrations of
diamonds. watches, artistic jewelry, silverware, etc. We give better values

Terri

and ...lee term. than say house in America. Send for Catalog today.
THE RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND
AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE

tory

INTERNATIONAL LIGHT, NOVELTY & '

SPECIALTY CO., 311 RiverSt., Dept.he Chicago

LOFTIS Dept. E 871 108 N. State St.
asra

CHICAGO, ILL

BROS&C0 lsae Branches: 1ittoburgh, Pa., and St. Louie, Me.

AGENTS WANTED
We want good agents in every county to sell our goods.
Write today.

Literature and complete information free.
Make from $50 to $100 a week.

Practical Bungalows

THE UNIVERSAL MFG. CO.

115 State Street

Fremont, Ohio

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
-The one logical phone. 10 -second secret con-

nections-no delays, no wrong numbers-low in

cost-local and long distance. Automatic service is
blanketing Chicago. For details phone or write

ILLINOIS TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
165 NEST MON DOI. ST., CIIIC.t1:(1,

Coml. Dept. 33 -ill,

Reduce Insurance Cost

Central
Station Men !
Fire in your plant would entail more than immediate private loss.

It would mean costly interrup-

tion of an important public service as well. This, and the fact
that it would reduce your annual insurance premiums from 10 to

50 per cent, suggest the necessity for reducing fire hazard to a minimum.

Our Engineering and Inspection Service
Shows You How-It's Free

Without expense to you, one of our ins.. ranee engineers will
inspect your plants, recommend simple methods for reducing the
fire risk and we will then write your insurance at the lowest possible rate for the best indemnity. Write for information today.

MARSH & McLENNAN
INSURANCE EXCHANGE

CHICAGO

Golden West Homes
-the first and latest genuine Bungalows-offer intensely interesting ideas in beautiful exteriors, artistic
interiors with built-in conveniences and all at a surprising economy of space and cost.
Real Bungalows are profitable home -investments.
Efficient, fully equipped homes simplify the business
of housekeeping. They solve the servant problem.
Your own home-reflecting the family character,
happiness, aims, aspirations, financial and social
standing-may be attractive though inexpensive.
Our practical books show 148 ideal homes with plans.
"REP. CALIFORNIA NOMES"-50-$1600 to $6000-Price 50 cts.
"WEST COAST BUNGALOWS"-SO- $500 to $2000-Price 50 cis.

"LITTLE BUNGALOWS "-28- $300 to $1400 Price 25 cts.
SPECIAL OFFER-At one risk send a Dollar Bill not,
i. e :dl i bouts i,t
paid. If not sathried c ill refund

E. W. STILLWELL & CO.
Plan Better Homes

4128 Henne Bldg., 122 Third St.,

Los Angeles

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Unexpected

A Hundred Like It
In the Brooks Furniture Book you will find over
a hundred bargains like the one illustrated above.
Here is an excellently made extension dining table
that is well worth $35 in any dealer's store. Our

Guests?
The home billiard table delight-

factory price is only $17.50. It's made of Quarter sawed Oak, has 48 -inch top, extends 72 inches.

You will be surprised at the savings you can

make with the Brooks Furniture Book. You will
find a big line to choose from, the latest designs for
dining room, parlor, bedroom, den, etc. All Master
Built of selected Quarter -sawed Oak.
You are sure to be satisfied. If not You get your
money back. That's our guarantee. Mail a postal
or letter today for the Brooks Book and learn how
ou can save half of your furniture money.

fully solves the problem of entertaining
guests who "drop in" unexpectedly to spend the

evening. Make your home the social center of the
neighborhood by installing

THE BROOKS MFG. CO.

The Brunswick "Baby Grand"
Home Billiard or Pocket -Billiard Table
This magnificent table is made of genuine

Mahogany, inlaid design, highly finished and has
the same unexcelled playing qualities as our worldfamous Regulation Size tables.
Vermont Slate Bed. Celebrated Baby Monarch

3610 Sidney St.

HUY YOUR FURNACE

$1ODOWN $1OA MONTH

Our monthly payment plan of selling direct
saves you the dealer's profits and charges for
installation. The

Cushions. Accurate Angles. Concealed Cue Rack
and Accessory Drawer. Sizes 3x6; 31,x7; 4x8.
Other styles include Brunswick "Convertible"
Dining -Billiard, Library -Billiard and Davenport Billiard Tables.

Jahant Furnace

with the patented "Down Draft System" is best
for residences, schools, hotels, churches, etc.
because it delivers plenty of heat wherever an
whenever desired at a saving of 1-3 to 1-2 in fuel.
bills, Install the Jahant yourself. We send

complete outfit, freight prepaid with special
plans, detailed instructions and all necessary
tools for installation. Satisfaction guaranteed

Easy Terms-Playing Outfit Free!

Pay at your convenience. Full pia\ing outfit

free with any size and style of table.

Lowest direct -from -factory prices.

Book Free-Send Coupon!
Sign and mail the coupon for beautiful book,

richly illustrated in colors. Gives complete information regarding all styles of Brunswick Home
Billiard Tables. Mail coupon today.

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.
Dept. J B, 623-633 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Coupon good for one copy of Book -

"Billiards-the Home Magnet"
Sign and mail the coupon.
Name

T,.. N.

I

Jahant Down-

G"" Fume" ;weight
,000 he

..,s

se it

or money refunded.
Write for free illustrated book.

$48i0ó

sM x of , s.~

152

THE JAHANT HEATING CO.
Mill Street
Akron, Ohio

Save'/ato %2 on

Fuel Bills

Furniture On Credit
Write for Mammoth Bargain
Book picturing 4,918 articles

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO.
1097 West 35th Street, Chicago

APEX ELECTRIC WASHERS
\\'i

Address

Saginaw. Mich.

1914 MODELS
he ready for the market for Sept., 19t3, shipment.

You should have the latest and most improved type.

Copper Electric
Galvanized Steel Electric

-

-

-

$70
60

Best and Quickest Family washer in the World

APEX APPLIANCE CO.,

3223 W. 30th St., Chicago

l'or our Mutual .\dvaulage mention Popular I :Iced rieity when vv riling ro .\dv eri isero.
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DO YOU KNOW?
That the fortunes of today are being made through the medium
of advertising?
If you do not know this, stop to think of the large real estate

45

Here's Health
and Power,

deals, the different companies organized, large loans made in fact, all manner of business is transacted by mail through the

Vim and Vigor

medium of advertising.

Patcels Post-Hnw much does that mean to you? More
It means OPPORTUNITY, and there is no
excuse for you for being a wage slave and clinging to your
than you realize.

ALL YOURS ! Strength

salary check.

that is more than mere

It may be that you are a merchant, a struggling real estate
man, an attorney, a doctor, or in any line of business.
You want to know how you can conduct a business by mail
and by parcels post.
An expert who has had fifteen years' experience in the publishing, advertising and mail order business will give you the
benefit of his experience in this line.
We also have on our staff expert copy writers and publicity
promoters.

And greater still. We know the mediums through which
you can secure the largest volume of business at the least cost.
We can not only create a large mail business for you, but
we can increase your local business by systematic advertising
and no doubt at a lower cost than you are now paying.
Our ideas are original. We have with us the original idea
man. Ideas at work win fortunes. Let us instill an original
idea in your business, and no matter whether you are a clerk, a
stenographer, or other party who wishes to start in a business of
their own, or you are an established firm, we can make our

ti

The

strength.

muscular

strength of perfect health,
abundant nerve force-the
strength of keen relish is

now within your reach
through vibation! Nine out

of ten people are only half

alive. How about yourself?
Listen! All the joys of life,
strength and youth may be returned
to you by vibration. Send the free coupon for
the big new book that will tell you all about rt.

services worth while.

This wonderful instrument gives
JUST TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE
GREAT POSSIBILITIES IN THE MAIL
ORDER BUSINESS AND TO GIVE YOU

three of nature's greatest curative agents-vibration, faradic

and galvanic electricity.

THE RIGHT KIND OF A START WE

We will send this wonder-

OFFER YOU SEVENTEEN BIG ARTICLES
OF INFORMATION.

trial. ;Feel its health -giving
vibrations for yourself. Don't

BIGGEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED IN MAIL ORDER
BUSINESS.

For Beginners and Others.
I.

The names of 3 firms who will print you circulars

(your own copy) free.
Address of firm who will furnish you letterheads free.
2.
How you can get envelopes (your return card printed)
3.
free.

Address of so firms who want commission circulars
mailed.
to firms who furnish you with circulars, your name
5.
printed on free.
A big combination of several hundred papers and
6.
magazines in which you can insert your ad. at a very low cost.
4.

ful machine to you on free

be weak. You can be

strong and healthy if you will
by

using the White Cross

Electric Vibrator.

Vibration
Is Life
It will chase away the years

like magic. Every nerve, every fibre,
of your whole body will thoroughly tingle
with t he force ofyourownawakened power.
All the keen relish, the pleasure of youth,
will fairly throb within you. Rich, red
blood will be sent coursing through
every vein and artery, you will be made
over-new from head to foot. You'd sleet

Copy of the "Monthly Mail" "For You," the great
exchange, story, mail order magazine and mailing directory.
7.

soo names of reliable circular mailers with whom you
8.
can exchange and who will help you secure business.
Sample copies of the Mechanical Digest, the Booster
y.
Magazine, Advertising World, Mail Order Journal, Schemes.

the health giving restfulmmi.amue

12.

boo of our assorted commission circulars, which

should bring you not less than $10 to $50.
30o names of people who sent us 25 cents each.
13.
Copies of hundreds of small papers and circulars.
14.
Copy of my book "How You Can Make $50 or Better
15.
per week." Price $1.00.
16.

circulars.
17.

The names of zo firms who paid me cash to mail
Plan to have your ad. inserted in papers at less than

publishers' price.
All of the 17 articles and much more valuable informa18.
tion for 25 cents. Money order, coin or stamps. Yes, 25
cents. That's all. But send now to

PARCELS POST PRINTING COMPANY
HOUSTON, TEXAS
2220 ODIN AVE.

sleep like you used to.
Your self-respect, even
will be increased a 11 LINDSTROM
hundredfold.
111
SMITH CO.

/

Circular Mailers, Digest, Mail Order Advocate, Mail Order

Herald and several other good mail trade papers. These alone
worth $3.00.
Address of 7 syndicates in which you can start a
to.
magazine and publishing business for $t.00.
II. Names of so small papers which will insert your ad.
for a few cents and you mail too papers.

Whits Cress F.lectrir vlbra
tor and As Attachments.

v

Send the Free Coupon
Just your name and address
on the free coupon or a letter

t. Pita

aba
1100 3.. Wabaeh'Av
CHICAGO, ILL,

Please send me, absolutely
or post card is enough. We / free and
prepaid; your new
will send you absolutely free book "Health and Beauty." and
and prepaid, our new book./ full particulars about the free
on the White Cross
"Health and Beauty." It's trial offer
Vibrator. I assume no
free. No obligations of/Electric
any kind. Write at once./ obligation of any kind.
Lindstrom -Smith Co./Name

Dept. 1407
1100 S. Wabash ay.
Chicago
t' Address

We al so manufacture
electrie ic irons,

drens`
electric stoves, etc, #

My Electrical IIealer'e Name I.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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2c a Week Pays Wash Bill!

WIFfIrBook

Electricity or Water -Power Does the Worlt t
Just a "Twist of the Wrist" Starts or Stops the Mach ine!
The 1900 Motor Washers are now at work in thousands of homes. They are doing
the work formerly done by women, at a cost of 2C a week for power! Saving thousands upon thousands of dollars in wash bills. Saving worlds of washday troubles.
Leaving the women free to do other work while the machines are doing the washing.

The 1900Washes
Motor
Washer
a Tubful in Six Minutes!
1900 Water Motor Washer

Can I o connected with
any neater tap instantly

Handles Heavy Blankets or Dainty Laces
The outfit consists of the faatl,u= MOO Washer

with either Electric Motor or Water Motor.
You turn on the power as easily as you turn
on the light, and back and forth goes t tie tub,
washing the clothe; for dear life. Then, turn
a lever, and the tcn.hrr does the wringing. All
.o simple and ea -y I lint it is mere child's play.

A Self -Working Wringer Sent
Wall Every Washer! Illl Mth ftr'RIII III

i', um r.\1t uu:Irnul ee 1 in. pert', ttorkincof both.
No tl ra charge for ly rinizer, ttl: it h is one of the
SS

Doing the wringing with
1900 Electric Motor Washer

tin:,: made. Write for FREE ROOK and 30 Days' FREE TRIAL OFFER! Don't doubt!
Don't say it can't be done. The free book proves that it can. Butt we do not ask you
to take our word for it. We otter to seed a 1111111 MOTOR WASHER on absolute
Free Trial for an entire month to any responsible person. Not a cent of security-nor
n promise to buys loot your word that yuu will give it a test. \1'e even acree to pay
the freight. and hill take it hack if it fails to do all we claim for it. A postal card with
your moue and address /lent to us today will bring you the book free by return mail.
All correspondence should he addressed to

Or, if you live in C niadn,w rite Io I he Canadian
Washer Co., :155 Pone', K+., 'I
nhl, Canada.
t

,

(23)

1900 WASHER COMPANY

6085 COURT STREET, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

SEWING MACHINE
ELECTRIC MOTOR

BEE VACUUM CLEANERS

Anyone can attach it
machine.
Simple
and durable. $14.00 at.
tern ating or direct.
to

are equipped with Universal Motors which enables

them to operate equally well on either direct or
alternating current. Let us send you our catalog.

FIDELITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

BIRTMAN ELECTRIC CO.

12-14-16-18 S. CLINTON ST.

Lancaster, Pa.

CHICACO, ILL.

The Original Electric Vibrator-Costs Less than Imitations
Everybody know . the wonderful rc.ult- Ifni lance

been achieved by massage. and all»n.l en cry boil c knit
thattheARNOI.D Electric Vibrator isI lie most scientific

way of giving this bcucficial massage is the lions:.
It is the most widely u.cd eleelrie vibrator in the
country-solely hcc;ln.c it is the IIES'1'. It is the original

electric vibrator.

Ctryozofg

Massage
Vibrator

AItN01.1) FeatiI1'e.
1iie li cold Motor casings. high
nickel plate finish. keel,. Iasi re and good look.. every
part interchangeable. I . S. I tot eminent high speed motor
bearings for hardest kind of u-: ,ge, speed control by. new,
unique patented dot ice in hoof pis ::11tN01.1) armatures
give maximum power trithmet ortrlecotiu y, light. cont-

KEtVS
WOMCN VWNS
'

sf fAM1LV
+4L

1

pact and easily- bandied.

Why not get. an ARNOLD for nse nt lion)eP li- 1,11e4.11 -

r r:td as'rcl,,

tinsel s and mind in
riul.
I' rite at :incr t'.r "ur t re.
iace Ihook ea
"V1LNu1.1) A'ibraTory M:m.au.,"-i..lv.._ full diIui Is uf t lie :1]tNt11.U.

STANDARD ELECTRIC WORKS
1202 12th St.

RACINE, WISCONSIN

For our Mutual tdvnnl:t:;. mculiuu Popular I:Ieetrleity
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Dim-A-Lite

The Paragon
Electric Iron Cord Holder

can be operated by a
child. A pull on the

1-tt try user of an Electric Flatiron has been bothered

cord gives Five Changes

ool delayed by the cord getting in the way of the

von when in use. 'this handy device eliminates all
i., trouble and annoyance. It consists of a jointed,
nit -kcl plated steel rod, with a clamp for attaching to
ironing board
or table.
The arm is

of Light, from "full
on" to "full off". It
is not a lamp, but a

t

I t

--- pivoted at
lower end,

miniature rheostat that
makes any lamp a "turn
down lamp.- Solidly
made, finely finished,
will not break or burn
out.

with a spring
holding it an
upright posi-

tion. The
cord from
iron is looped

over the rubber

covered

"V" at top of
arm. the
spring is so
adjusted that
it will hold

Saves current,

nerves and eyes. Ap-

the cord up taut without imposing the slightest pull

proved by under-

or drag on the iron. When iron gets too hot and it is
necessary to pull the plug from it, the arm carries the
cord and plug to the side where it is out of the way,
but within easy reach when wanted again. The cord
holder comes in three pieces to facilitate packing
and shipping.
Price complete prepaid 75c.

writers.
$1.00, postpaid.
trade discount.
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Liberal

Illústrated Circular FREE.

Agents Wanted

PARAGON ELECTRIC CO.

Wirt Company
Germantown,

Dept. P10

Chicago, III.

9 South Clinton St.

Philadelphia

SO EASY

Ti, repair an auto break at night

with this little lamp throwing its

rays directly on the work. Clamps
on the cap. Worth its cost for one
night's breakdown. Nickel plated
with Tungsten lamp and battery.

6-ti-1rat. 3

GOOD HEALTH FOR YOU
Perfect health for
the entire household. Every nerve
and every fibre in

Postpaid. U. S , $1.50. M. O. B.

Reliableei agents .wanted everywhere
Sole

REDINGER & METCALF

the whole body

Also has pencil hold -

j'
1tJtl¡Vi', 1;;
Forbes. Mo.

nt nightt

awakens through

aou nyw ere.
write

this wonderful vi-

t¡1Ia-

bration. Feel the
exhilarating joys of

This is your "elbow book." It's the late=t
edition of the Voltamp Electric Catalog -125
pages full of cuts, complete description and prices
of latest experimental apparatus-Dynamos, Motors, Rheostats, Transformers, Wireless CoilsElectrical Repair Material; Raw Materials; Telephone, Telegraph and W treless Outfits; Handbooks; MINIATURE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
-

ell
ell i1uv

andparts,Toys.etc. 6ciu stampsor coin will bring
you this book (with valuable coupon)-you'll
find it worth dollars. (No postals answered.)
VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Park Budding
Baltimore, Md.

8%2
Pound
Electric Suction Cleaner
At In.t a auction cleaner a woman can handle
as easily as a carpet sweeper. Weighs no more.
Takes up only two-thirds as much room. Can
be packed away in small box. Rolls on rub-

ber -tired wheels-moved without effort.

More powerf ul than big unwieldy machines.

The

10 Days Free Trial

We

take all the risk. Write today for our Free Book. Just send a

postal with your name and address.

THE MORROW COMPANY, Dept. 1407, Waukegan, ILL
Gaud Territory Still Open-Agents ana Dealer: Write

youth; make every

muscle in your body
fairly tingle with
new force.
BE YOUR OWN DOCTOR

(iive yourself the same treatments that are rs'ven by the
world's greatest specialists. You can do this right in your
own home. Any speed can be obtained from the very low t -,t, for the baby, to the very highest, for the adult. With

the GOOD HEALTH vibrator you can treat yourself for

rheumatism, indigestion, headache, soggy complexion, catarrh and hundreds of other ailments.
If your house is wired for electricity, simply connect it as you
do an electric lamp. If not, we have the same machine that
ins perfectly on 15 cells dry batteries. In either t._ .e it costa
Ic-s to run than one electric lamp.

SPECIAL OFFER

GUARANTEE

For a short time only we are making an
izing special introductory offer on the
GOOD HEALTH vibrator-so write tottery

Every part of the coon
HEALTH vibrator is
madeof te finest maeialandworkpnanshi
and a guara ntee for 5

offer.

machine.

t

for FREE book and special free trial

is

t

ith

GOOD HEALTH VIBRATOR CO.
802 N. CLARK ST., CHICACO, ILL.

and Women: We hove a wonderful offer

to make to you. Write at once for our new
AGENTS Men
erep(witinn and unassigned territory. Ro-

ant :1 representative in every
unilIer
tote' .'nd, tills tryy so o ri t, at onu .

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Chicago -Three -Roll Ironing Machine
Does exquisite work. The goods roll through in
bein 1. ironed and no friction or wear of the linens
take place. Used in many of the best residences,
hotels, hospitals and institutions.
Made in four sizes, with rolls 37', 42', 50' and 75" long.
Heatt,d by gas or gasoline. Operated by means of IA H. P.
Electric Motor. Best, most efficient, and economically operated Ironer on the market. Write for prices and booklet R -I.

Chicago Dryer Company
503, 630 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

Won't Wear Out the Clothes
ThWRhy°n

It's Perfectly Smooth Inside

Blankets and finest fabrics are all the same to THE JUDD, for the
water is forced through the clothes a hundred times per minute.
Ten or fifteen minutes will thoroughly cleanse a tub full.
Two hours to do a family washing!

The electricity from any light

socket will do the work at a cost of about four cents.

The special motor operates the reversible wringer and washer at the same time.
Let us show you how THE JL'DD works.

Tub Is made of

Descriptive literature for the asking.

[lard Rolled Copper and Solid

JUDD LAUNDRY MACHINE COMPANY

Brass, Reinforced,
Cannot Shrink,

Room 335 People's Gas Building,

Warp, Leak or Rust.

CHICAGO

J -M Electrotherm
Takes the Place of
the Hot Water Bottle
It consists of a thin, light and flexible pad containing wires insulated and protected with Asbestos. When attached to an ordinary incandescent
lamp socket,
offers sufficient resistance to the current to produce a constant and uniform degreeitof
heat. It is provided with a regulating switch by means of which three different temperatures can be obtained.
Made for any voltage from 7 to 125 volts and can be used with either direct or alternating current. Indispensable in treating such diseases as pneumonia, neuralgia, bronchial
affections, rheumatism, etc. Made regularly in blankets, collars, caps, chest and back
pada, mats for operating table, sweating jackets, etc.
WRITE NEAREST BRANCH FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

H.W. Johns -Manville Co.
Manufacturers of Asbestos
and Magnesia Products

Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas

j
j1

5815-`135-

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles

j

Louisville
Milwaukee

Minneapolis
New Orleans

Asbestos Roofings, Packings,

Electrical Supplies, Etc.
New York
Omaha

Philadelphia
Pittshurgh

San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Syracuse

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when tyriting to Advertisers.
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IN
BENJAMIN
TWO -LIGHT

-'llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllluº

IRONS BETTER
THAN

PLUG CLUSTER
For Doubling the
Capacity of Your
Sockets Without
Extra Wiring

THE FLATIRON
HAND
THIS IS IT

OR

POWER

It just screws in,and thework is done.

You have one light, but want two.
Or you want to run an extra wire to
another point for connecting some
electrical appliance-fan,heater, curl-

YOU get through with your ironing in E
one-fourth the time, obtain a perfect

ing -iron, flat -iron, chafing dish, etc.,

and more uniform finish with no liability
of scorching and practically no expense
for fuel when you use a

and still keep your light burning.
You need not rewire the place to do it.
A Benjamin Plug Cluster Does the
Work of Two Sockets

Simplex Ironer

Ask your elec-

Ease takes the place of tiring effort. It soon
The Simplex does 80% of the
ironing and presses men's trousers to perfection. Ruin by hand or any power. Heated by

show yousamples,

saves its cost.

or write for our
descriptive list.

gas, gasoline or electricity. Sizes to suit needs
of any family, institution or hotel.

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.

120-28 S. Sangamon St.
Chicago, hl.

Write today for FREE Catalog. 30 days'
FREE Trial Offer and name of local dealer.

-

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO.

510, 168 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

d11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111

"Like a Dream"
The Simplex Electric
Range makes good cook-

ing easy and certain.
Kitchen so clean and

comfortable you may
dress for dinner and then
cook. No coal, no ashes,
no grime.
The roast, neither
basted nor turned, is
well browned and juicy.
Equally fine for bread
and pastry, broiling, etc.

Booklet 157-F sent on request.

It tells the best and cheapest way to cook by

electricity.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Everything for Electric Cooking and Healing

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
15 South Desplaines Street
Chicago
612 Howard Street
San Francisco
Belleville Onta'io

Simplex Elctric Iron-

highest grade-cheapest
to use. On trial-"on

its merits"-of your
dealer or write to us.

I

The Practical Household Machine"

trical dealer to

.
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The only iron

that has no
obstruction
at the front.

It

Irons

Where Others Can't

The open front-an exclusive feature of
the Pelouze Electric Iron-makes it ideal
for ironing sleeves, pockets, arm holes, etc. It also
keeps you from burning your fingers on hot metal.

PELOUZE ELECTRIC IRON
It heats evenly, never sticks and holds the
heat, thus saving electric current. Beautifully
finished in nickel ; French gray cord and attachment plug. No stand required. Simply tip iron
on end.
SPECIAL-$3.75-SPECIAL
This Pelouze Progressive Iron is guaranteed
and is an unusual value at this price. At your
dealer's. Or write to us direct and the iron will
be sent to you postpaid.
Our Catalogue of 28 electric heating and cooking utensils sent free upon request.

Pelouze Manufacturing Company
232-242 East Ohio Street, Chicago
Dealers-It trill Fr y yua hr handle our full
line because Pelauze appliances In the
Inane insure pleased customers and
orders frum their friends.

For our Mutual -111vatiinge mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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APLCO ELECTRIC

Lighting
Fixtures

LIGHTING SYSTEM
makes night riding safe and delightful. It is
"The Right Way to Light the Way"
Ask your dealer about it or write us.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC CO.
77 Canal St.
Dayton, Ohio

JENKS ELECTRIC LANTERN
You have thought about it, have been look

ing for it. Fire proof. "Lights and stays
lit." Solid braes, nickel plated. Will furnish
light 5 minutes a day for 6 months. New
batteries; cheaper than coal oil. No grease,

dirt or smoke. Only $3.75. For railroads,

farmers' bootee, everybody.
Goost live County agents
profit. Write immediately -

wanted;

big

JENKS LANTERN CO.
70 W. Madison St.
Chicago, III.
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT IT Grinderand PowerMotm

is the handiest tool that is on the market for
the home ; for grinding knives, scissors, screw
drivers, etc. The Motor has sufficient power
to operate mechanical toys, window displays,
sign flashes, sewing machines, eight inch fan,
huffing wheels, small lathes, and is especially
adapted for use with rotary spark gap. Motor
is universal, operating on either direct or alternating current, 190 to 130 volts, other voltages
to order. Rated at 1-16 H. P. Price $6.00 f o
Miles, Jobbers please write for price. Checks
or P. O. money orders must accompany order.
Howard Electric Co, 18 W St., Milwaukee, Via

MAKE YOUR BIKE A
MOTORCYCLE
at a small cost by using our Attachable outfit.
FITS ANY BICYCLE. Easily attached. No special
tools recur rod. Write today for bargain list and
FREE BOOK il.acribing the SHAW Bicycle
Motor Attach ment. Motorcycles,

all :mikes, new rind mom nd -hand, 835 and lip.

SHAW MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 36, Galesburg, Kansas.

REAL EDUCATION EXCELS
Because you live in this elec-

trical age you are interested in ex-

perimenting in and learning about

electricity. The magazine that will help you is

ELECTROFORCE
"The Technical Magazine for Everybody"

Fixtures that delight the eye. Fixtures
to harmonize with any interior.
There are so many"Williamson" Fixtures

to suit your particular need and taste that

you'll have the widest possible range in price
and style.

We are the largest manufacturers of fixtures in the
world. Our designs run into the many thousands,
with hundreds of varying materials, finishes and sizes.
This includes gas fixtures as well as electric.
Electric companies, gas companies, fixture dealers,
and department stores almost everywhere carry our
lighting fixtures. Whatever else seems good to you,

don't buy until your dealer shows you the complete
"Williamson" catalog.

R. WILLIAMSON & CO.

604 W. Washington St.

Chicago

This contains live up-to-date educational and
practical articles and notes describing and illustrating how to run wiring for lights and motors,

and giving experiments in the new science
Electro -chemistry. An additional feature
beginning in the April number is the

JUNIOR DEPARTMENT
which shows the boy and electrical beginner
how to make his own apparatus, giving full
details.

A Quarter for Three Months
Wrap up a quarter now and we will put you
on our paid -up subscribers' list for a quarter
of a year.

Address

ELECTROFORCE PUBLISHING CO.
101 Stroh Building

Milwaukee, Wis.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity echen writing tu Advertisers.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE

General Agency

\

RING
YOUR

,c1/

Capable of calling on the
big trade themselves and

handling canvassers for
the house to house and

5l-.

BELLS
WITHOUT BATTERIES!
Of all possible annoyances, the "bell -out of -order" is the worst-and there's no need
to endure it if you use

office to office business, to

sell the newest electric

specialty on the market;
sold everywhere there is
electricity-in the home,
office, factory, store, hotel; liberal profits; sales driving sample, weighs a
pound; no experience or
knowledge of electricity
required; shows how to

Thordarson's
Junior Bell -Ringing Transformers
The Thordarson always works perfectly.

It costs nothing to operate-the current

consumed does not register on an ordinary
meter.
lVrik today for full particulars and new discounts

use one light instead of

New List Price $2.50

two and get the same
results.

For sale by all leading Electrical Jobbers

Sells for $2.50,25.50. $5.00
and saves the purchaser ao
lnsestment oí505.00. Write
for particulars.

Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
505 S. Jefferson Street

THE HANDY LIGHT CO.

Chicago, M.

272 Handy Light Bib., Cincinnati, O.

REDUCES ELECTRIC BILIS..

45 4'

.4.15..

V!!'<, NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY ,Ní
DOUBLES ILLUMINATION. A.
NO WORK TO INSTALL.
Have you a copy of our wonderful 212 page

ELECTRICAL CYCLOPEDIA?

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

If, not you are doing yourself an injustice.
The book contains the following: 450
original illustrations. 31 'different wiring
diagrams. 76 pages of Electrical apparatus
nd experiments. 28 pages of raw materials.
ns, supplies, etc. 17 pages of Electra' and Mechanics' Tools. 5 pages of

under the direction of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS
Testind Stations. 207 E. Ohio St., Chicago,

.

ourse coupons.

on

ins
than yo

and 135 Williams St., New York

W. H. MERRILL, Manager

Branch offices in all the principal
cities of
Canada.

the United States and

10 pages Treatise

Telegraphy. You will find more
loyment reading this book
d
n a $10.00 cyclopedia.

With our ca
we also furnish, free of charge, a fi

or a limited time,

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, conta

e CODy of the
rations and 14
ollar pur-

original articles on Wireless and Electricity. W
une,
chase from us you get a free lesson of our famous ' sr
for
as explained in our Cyclopedia. Send to -day a 3 cc
our big book and you will not regret it.
THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,233B, Fulton St.. aw

" Everything for The Experimenter"

Record-Breaking-Trust-Busting-Prices
Induction A. C. Motors on 30 Days' Free Trial.
Sold Direct from Our Factory to Your Hands. Prices that Talk for Themselves

$16.75
Our New 1/8 H. P. Alternating Current Motor, Complete
19.25
Our New 1/8 H. P. Alternating Current Motor, Complete
21.50
Our New 1/4 H. P. Alternating Current Motor, Complete
39.00
Our New 1/2 H.
P. Alternating Current Motor, Complete
The .boys Motors are 1750 R. P. M.. 51,51. Phase. 110 Volta. e0 Cycles Induction A. C. Meters.
These Motors are especially adapted to run Washing Machines, Sewing Machines, Electric Pianos, Butter Churns, Dentists' Lathes, Jewelers' Lathes, Printing Presses, Drill
Presses, Blacksmiths' Forges, Wireless Instruments or anything where small power is
required. These Motors can be run off of the Electric Light Socket,and
are Self -Starting.
Market.
Thousands of Them iii Use To -Day. Quality Equal to ny Motor on thefree
from Electrical and
Our Motors are sold with a Bona -Fide Written Guarantee for Two (2) Years to
be
Mechanical defects. The above prices are Net Cash, f. o. b. Chicago. Send Check and Order to -day. We
and
Fans.
carry a Full and Complete stock tall sizes) of Dynamos, Motors
to you any size Dynamo or Motor desired, on a 30 day
The Best Guarantee on Earth:-Wefree
willtrial
ship
basis, and after you have used and tested same fºr that
length of time and find that same is not satisfactory, you can return the Motor or Dynamo to us,. Freight
Prepaid, and we will Promptly Refund your Money without question.
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED

í1S-121-122-124
South Clinton St. Chicago, Ill.
1222-121 eotrlwi
Standard Electric Motor Company,
P J!
MaoWaaWrera

MaWlaery

For our Mutual Advautnge mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers..
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The Murdock
Silicon Detector

The Blitzen Wave
Meter

Range 130-650 meters
Range 150-2000 meters

-

Rotary Variable Condenser

$5.00

-

-

-

-

$8.00
11.00
5.00

For courteous attention, prompt deliveries and
unequalled service, insist on purchasing wireless
instruments manufactured in the Clapp-Easthain
shops in the Clapp-Eastham way: a little better

A genuine, patented SILICON detector
offered for the first time at a price within the
means of all. Sensitive, reliable and durable,
the silicon detector has no real rival for amateur

than the best.

use.

The most complete wireless catalog in America

The new MURDOCK catalog, illustrating
and describing a complete line of high grade
apparatus, will be ready for distribution about

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY

September 20th.

141 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.

Aylaworth Agencies Co.

Be sure to get a copy.

Wm. J.
Murdock Co.
50 Carter St.

J. J. Duck Co.

149 New Montgomery Street
San Francisco, Oat
Western Sales Agents

At the price, no one need be without a

guaranteed detector.

and a catalog of -arts and materials for the construction apparatus sent for 4c. stamps.

430 St. Clair Street
Toledo. Ohio
Central States Agents

CHELSEA, MASS.

680 Howard Street, San Francisco

BRANDES WIRELESS RECEIVERS

Inductive Tuner

For sensitiveness and

tone, these receivers

There is none like it

cannot be matched

This Prof. Tuner

by any others at their
price. Lightinweight

7x7x15" over all, is
wound with Enameled Wire, has double slide, and an 8 -

and substantially
built. Guaranteed

point switch to

vary inductance of

to give satisfaction,
or money cheerfully
refunded.

Send Stamp for

Descriptive Matter

C. BRANDES, Inc.

Complete Set $5.00

11 Liberty St., New Yore

1Pacific Coast-Ayleworth Agencies, 149 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

Chicago-Winger Elec. & Mfg. Co., 711 So. Dearborn St.

secondary winding.

Price. $7.00.

Try this Tuner against any loose -coupled tuningdevice

that is being sold at the present time, and if it isnotbetter than any other to he had at even twice the money,
return to us, (in as good condition as sent out), within to
days, and money will be refunded. Parts unassembled,
woodwork stained, tubes wound, taps made, etc.. $5.50.
5c in stamps for 1913 Catalogue. None sent otherwise.

F. B. CHAMBERS & COMPANY

217 North Ninth Street

PHILADELPHIA. PA

Send for Copy of Our New Wireless Manual E 1
It contains 96 pages and tells how to erect and maintain wireless telegraph stations. Shows
a number of diagrams. Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the best
instruments to use: tells what they are for and how to use them. Do not wait until some other
time, but sit down now and send your name and address, and get one. It costs you nothing

Send for Our Pocket Catalog E26
It contains 213 pages, with over 1,000 illustrations. am' describes in plain, clear language all

about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys,
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical
Batteries, Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors, Switches,

;1

Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, Etc.

It Means Money Saved to You to Have Our Manual and Our Catalog When You Want to Buy

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

NEW YORK, 17 Park Place

CHICAGO, 114 So. 5th Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 504 Mi;ion St

ST. LOUIS. 1105 Pine St.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular I:leetriel y when writing to Advertisers.
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The Experimenters' Supply House
The BEST

Send 4c in stamps for the new
AMCO Catalog.

Price $2.25

We manufacture the largest line of reliable wireless apparatus in the country.

Detector Made

g

Over 100 Wireless Instruments and
200 Parts with which you can build

Lots of
Others

75 Cents
to $3.00

your own instruments at small cost, are

shown in our catalog. Also, Storage

Cells, Rectifiers, Transformers, Motors,

Dynamos, Steam Engines, Books,
Tools, Model Aeroplanes, Electric Bicycle Lamps, Flashlights and Supplies.

SEND NOW

Adams -Morgan Company

Box 72A

Upper Montclair, N. J.

Send
for Bulletin N
ON WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

You Should Have Our Book

How to Install Electric Bells, Annun-

Contains Codes

ciators and Alarms

New Edition, Now Ready

Explains in simple language the most
educational of modern sports. How to
get started in this scientific

Contents

game at small expense. Read
messages in the air. Get the

The principles of an electric bell.
Suitable batteries. Bells, gongs and
buzzers. Various kinds of pushes.
How to wire for bells. Wiring circuits. Faults in bells and wiring.

correct time daily from the

government by wireless. Send messages

to your friends without wires.

How to locate and remedy faults.
Thermostats. Annunciators and
annunciator circuits. Low water

Scarf stamp for
Ruftetin Nand codes

alarms. Burglar alarms. Fire alarms.

Circuits for alarms. Elevator bell
wiring. Bell ringing transformers.
Combination circuits. Fire alarm
circuits. Clock alarm circuit. Three
wire return call system. Interphone
circuits.
Fin ly illustrated, handsomely bound in cloth. Price, S5c. postpaid.

THE HUNT & McCREE FACTORY OF

MONMOUTH ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

92-94 Murray Street

$8.00 LOOSE COUPLER PARTS $1.95

This TWO slide coupler has a large
An 8 point

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN, 123 P. E. Liberty St., New York

primary of number 24 wire.

secondary of number 30 silk covered wire.
Primary and secondary are WOUND ready

EXPERIMENTERS IN WIRELESS
This little ad is just to catch your EYE! Our WIRE-

LESS catalogue "B" is sure to catch your FANCY, and a
de stamp will bring it to you by return mail.
We are agents for the justly celebrated "Brandes" wireless phones, which is "enough said."

to assemble with diagram. All wood parts
are finished oak. Price $1.95. Coupler
assembled on base connected ready to use $3.25. With Fixed
Condenser $3.75. Weight 3 lbs. Send postage from your zone.

COMPLETE WIRELESS STATION $5.95

Consists of 1 DOUBLE slide tuner
73a inches long wound with 150 feet
number 24 wire. I Fixed Condenser.

WINGER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.

1 Helix and cord. 1-75 ohm 75c receiver
and cord. 1 buzzef and switch that tells

711 South Dearborn St.. Chicago, Ill.

Sueco,.or:s to DAWSON dc WINGER ELECTRIC CO.

if your detector is working. 1 D.P. D.T.
aerial switch, a 6 flat plate condenser,
our 'Don't Jar Out' universal detector,
1 spark gap, 1 spark coil guaranteed to
give a )t -inch spark. Send stamp for
bulletin E for other remarkable values.

DROP. US A POST CARD

For our book, catalog and pamphlet, "18 Ways

to Make Money." They are free.

NICHOLS ELEC. CO.. 35 Frankfort St.. New York

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE, Book Dept

D UCKS

NEW YORK

ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS

CATALOG

Mailed for 10e in stamps or coin, which you may deduct on first order

Great cost of catalog and low prices prohibit distribution

CELEBRATED FERRON DETECTOR

of $1.00.

It yet remains the peer of all Detectors licensed for private use.
Price only $5. The Ferron Detector
contains the same high grade
crystal and an adjustment
equally as admirable as the
Pyron Detector licensed for
commercial use which sells
for $65.00. License for private use permit of low price.
A patron of Greenville, Mich-

kind published. Catalog contains more valuable information on wire-

igan, voluntarily writes-With your Ferron Detector
I received the larger Atlantic Coast stations (700 to 800

miles) and have heard Key West very clearly (1500
miles) all over land.

except to those really interested. It is the most elaborate catalog of its

less and electricity, than many text books. Save 26% to 33% on Standard
Electrical Goods by getting this big Catalog. There is no catalog to take its
place

neither will you find elsewhere as large a variety of standard

electrical goods at such attractive prices.

WHAT OUR BIG CATALOG CONTAINS:
100 pp. Wireless Insts. for Amateur and Commercial use.
(Wireless section four times as large as the majority of wireless catalogs.
It contains over thirt>diagrams showing how to connect all combinations of instruments.)
10 pp. raw
material, iron and brass screws, etc. Telegraph Insts. of same quality as used by
Western Union and Postal Companies. 40 pp. Toy and Commercial Motors.
20 pp. Flash Lights and Miniature Lamps, and 115 pp. of Home Lighting Plants.
Mechanical Tools, Guns, Pocket Knives, Miniature Railways, and Electrical Supplier.

THE J. J. DUCK COMPANY, 428-430 St. Clair St., TOLEDO, OHIO
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertlners.
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KLEIN'S

of

You Can Get This

"YANKEE"
DRILL

Tools
Is Just
the Thing for the
Electrician
Electrical Mechanic
Lineman

with or without

DOUBLE RATCHET
$2.80
Price (with)
1.75
Price (without)

Repairman

Inspector
Signalman

Take it either way, this is the

A FINE XMAS GIFT!

nicest little tool for most any

kind of small drilling in wood or
metal. It takes round shank

POCKET TOOL KIT

Contains

7 -in. Klein Pliers

4'4 -in. Nickel

drill points up to ig in. diameter.

b -in. Electrician's
Scissors

a great advantage in working at

Plated Tweezers

The double ratchet tool No. 1530 is

Electrician's

close quarters, but for ordinary all
round work a No. 1430 will answer
just as well. It is built on the same
lines, as well made in every particular, but without the ratchet; hence
the lower price. The gears are cut
out of the solid metal of wide face, giving them
extra strength and long wear. The handle has
magazine to hold drill points.

Knife, Screw Dri-

ver and Wire
Scraper Com-

bined
Champion Screw
Driver
Extra Hard a -in.

Steel File with
Handle
s -ft. Boxwood
Rule.

All in genuine

Leather Case

MATHIAS KLEIN
& SONS
Canal Station.No.3
Chicago, Ill.

"Send for"Yankee" Tool Book anyway.
It tells you all about the complete line.

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.

Automatic Star
Pocket Borer No. 8

Will drill Iron, Steel or
Rock with Bit Brace

is the ideal tool for close

quarters-made of steel, hand-

somely nickeled, and carries 8 drill

points from 1-16 to 11-64", and a

screw driver bit. Compressible to
handy pocket size.
A compact, serviceable tool (not a

toy) which no mechanic can afford to
be without.
Write for prices and complete tool catalog

Millers Falls Company
28 WARREN ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dept. C.

Ma+

"Red Devil"

Self -Feeding Chain Drill

v,.

Send this to us with $1.50 and we will de-

liver to your nearest express office.

Ask

about our 3,000 R. D. Tools.

SMITH S. HEMENWAY CO.

150 Chambers Street, New York City, N.Y., U. S. A.

r=rae~foJ

NEW YORK,

made from high grade and
specially selected tool steel, and
"OHIO" CHISELS are
the care, skill and experience of
onr V9 year, in the Edge Tool business is put into every tool bearing our
"Ohio" Trade Mark shown here. The result is a high grade and very
satisfying tool, with a keen, tough and lasting cutting edge.
fitted with our special Extra

Heavy Cutter, which prevents
"OHIO" PLANES are
Chattering or Trembling when used in hard or
REGISTERED

knotty limber. High grade cutters, accurate adjustments and true faces are
only a few of the points in which our planes excel and make it well worth
your while to insist on having them from your dealer.

Write for our free Catalogue of High Grade
Tools and Benches.

OHIO TOOL CO., (Dept. 12
N.,

sn

COLUMBUS, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PIPE - THREADING

55

USE
OSTER

BULLDOG TOOLS
Note these Oster features:
Self-locking dies. Self-locking guides.
No loose parts. One movement of the hand
opens or closes the dies. No time wasted

re -setting the dies for each cut.

No

running back over the finished threads.
Twenty years experience
in building and improv:'g
pipe -threading tools for
every trade guarantees to

you easy control, easy

Kindly forward tat alog to

O(.7

..l

14

u'

operation, and long
service.

Name

Addres

Ask for our catalog to -clay

4
THE OSTER MFG. CO. O

City

East 61st Street FO
Cleveland
tp State
Ohio

(2009)

Buy your BOY one of our
$19.50 Gasoline Engines
The educational value of this Proposition to a boy cannot he overestimated. It will prove a good invest-

PEG. V.S.

ment. This little engine will run a
rator, grinder, corn speller, or
any small machine. Shipped on

trial. Fully equipped, readyto run.

Write for esrnrrar

SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO..1324, 18th St., Redne, Wis.. U.S.A.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
SHOULD BE

ROTHMOTORS"

Polishers, Grinders, Blowers
Write for Literature

ROTH BROS. & CO.
1381 W. ADAMS STREET. CHICAGO

'This Powerful Little Gas

Engine Solves the Power
Question for You
Connect this little

w hirlwi nd"

ap direct to one of our good
dynamos and you can have

5-10-15 Lights-Any Voltage
Or you can use the engine for charging storage batteries for lighting. The Elgin is

Ideal for Wireleu and Experimental Work

Scores of them are being used to generate current for wireless outfits. Approved by experts everywhere and Used in U. S. Army

Wireless Service.

PAT orr.

The Jaws that

washing machine, small cream sepa-

Does the work that four men formerly did.

Elgin Engines are guaranteed.

Useful In Many Ways. W rite to -stay

for complete descriptive circulars. Get the
best, they cost no more.
THE ELGIN WHEEL AND ENGINE CO.
Elgin, Illinois
Dept. 187

Mr. Owen d WI.. Serer

"My Baby' Engine and

too Watt Dynamo make
ideal lighting outfit-burn
tofi hts s,eadv..'

Always Open
Easily

THIS is due to the accurate box -joint construction and careful fitting, and is among

many advantages that put the P. S. & W.
No. 30 Plier head and shoulders above any
other plier ever made.

Good steel, individual tempering, careful milling of
the jaws, fine finish, and the perfectly working box joint are without rivals.
Top-notcher of the largest line of box -joint
and lap -joint pliers manufactured.

The 170 -page "Mechanics' Handy List"
describes over 200 hand tools for Electricians, Tinsmiths, Machinists, and Carpenters, and contains 35 pages of reference tables
and valuable information. Send for it.

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Company
the Largest Line of Mechanics
MFRS, ofHand
Tools offered by Any Maker
CLEVELAND, D.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
SOUTHINGTON, CONN.
Address 30 Murray St., New York City

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when Writing to Advertisers.
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A Free Book On

Home Lighting
$1.25

Handbooks
For

50c

There are twelve of them. They are practical encyclopedias of the rules, formulas and

other data that you've got to have right off
the bat-that you haven't time to search for
through the ordinary textbooks. They were
compiled and condensed from International
Correspondence
Schools' Home Study
Courses.

Now that the evenings are longer and
your entire family spends more time at home

you need good light-light that is ample,
soft and restful-light that has the glare
taken out of it and is directed where you
want it.
Our booklet, Light and Art in the Home,
will help you decide what chandeliers will

give you the most lighrng comfort at a
reasonable price.

BEARDSLEE

Here's a brief synopsis of one:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S-Mechanics;

Electricity and Magnetism; Dynamos and

Motors; Batteries; Alternating -Current Apparatus; Current Wattmeter Measurements;
Transmission; Electric Lamps; Wiring; Electric -Car Controllers; First Aid; Contains 414
Pages and 238 Illustrations.

CHANDELIERS

For a limited time we are selling these regular $1.25 Handbooks for 50c each. They

fill all modern lighting requirements because they
are faultless in design and workmanship. They

are 3¡X 5f inches in size and bound in durable silk cloth. They actually cost more than
we ask. To you they are worth ten times
their cost. Order the books you need
TODA Y. Use the Coupon.

harmonize perfectly with the most artistically

designed rooms.
All first-class electrical dealers handle Beards lee Chandeliers, and will be glad to show you our
large book of over 1,200 handsome designs.
Mark and mail the attached coupon today. We'll send you
our beautiful booklet and tell you the name of your nearest
Beardslee dealer.

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

I enclose $
for which please send
Handbooks before which I have marked X.

_Electrical Engineer's
_Tel. and Telegraph
_Steam Engineer's
__Civil Engineer's
_Concrete Engineer's

_Mechanics'

_Business Man's
_Building Trades
_Bookkeeper's
_Automobile
_-Chemist's I

air

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
216 So. Jefferson St.

Name

State

Local Representatives Wanted
in Unoccupied Territory

Chicago

Please send me a free copy of "Light and Art
in the Home."

Poultryman 's

Name

SL and No.
City

me the

...................

Street and No

City

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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You can have the same conveniences that the city resident secures from the large central station if you own a

Fairbanks', Morse Electric Light Plant

These are complete, compact outfits that are absolutely safe,
easy to install and that require no knowledge of electricity to
operate and care for.
50 Light Outfit, Mazda
Lamps, Shades and
Operating cost very low. Engine
runs on kerosene or gasoline and
uses little fuel. You can, with this outfit, burn lights direct
from engine or from storage battery or run the lights and charge
the battery at the same time,-a great advantage. Current can be
used for other purposes. Engine for running farm machin-

Fixtures Included.

i1
-

ery or water system. Write for Catalog No. 1188G H and full details.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co. 800

ELECTRIC

s.

Wabash Ave.
Chicago.Ill.

Dynamo

LIGHTING PLANTS
FAN MOTORS

Catalogsesrenb. OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, Cleveland, 0.

Kerosene

Storage

En: ins

Bette

LEIMANBRRYOS. BLOWERS
ROTA

AND VACUUM PUMPS

For Homes. Farms, Motion Picture and Vauderil le Theaters, Hotels,
Summer Resorts, Buildings, Stores, Schools, Factories and Towns,
Motion Picture, Massage. Ozone. Shocking and Tatto Machines,
Hunting, Fish i ng, Bicycle, Carriage,Automobi le. Musicians Flash.
Necktie and Decorative Lights. Mazda and Flaming Arc Lamps,
Sewing Machine and Power Motors, Laundry Irons, Heating Pads,

Telephones, Engines, Generators. Hydro -Electric Dynamos Meters, Rheostats, Storage and Primary Butteries. Charging liectAflers,Transformere, Railways, Hand Lanterns, Belts, Bells. Books.

Switchboard

take up their own wear
Used with all Gas or Oil Burning Appliances and for

VACUUM CLEANING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER

1 oz. to 10 lbs. pressure, 1 to 20 lbs. vacuum, 4 to 338

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

lls, Vonne t Mach,. Co. Lea AsgsI..,
Andersen, led., Webb -Barter Co. AshR. Ies; L. R. Bedell; Smith,
tabula, O., Mitchell Hdw. Co. Balte. Geo.
Usher Co. Mleklgen City,
wwre, Fairbanks Co.; Nat. Vac. Sale. Booth,
MichiganCity Edw. Co. Min...polls.
Co. Boston, T. Crowther & Co.; Holt,
Machy. Co. Northern MuchleShattuck & Co.; Taylor Machy. Co. Harrie
N. J., American
rN
r
Co.; J. L. Osgood;
B uffalo, Beals
ly Co.w ; erk,Ludlow &Squire. PhllaRoot, Neel & Co.- Jos. Strauss & Son. & Lally
R. L. Latimer Co. Pittsburg,
Chicago, Machinist. Sup. Co.- Man- pdal1pahkla
Co. P.rtl.nd, Oro. rortSales Co. E. Schmidt, 1860 Baird ttachy.Co.;
zimmerman tVella
land Mashy.
Nfacturere
orth Ave.; Willis C. Squire & Co.;
Providence, Brownell
Brown Co.
Swartchlld & Co. Cincineati, Thorns
Co.; Eddy Mashy. Co.; WcetBros. Co.;E. &J. Swigart Co.; E. A. Machy.
tt Gas Furnace Co. at. Louis, C.
Kinsey Co.; Wm. T. Johoeton Co,
Cleveland, Strong Carlisle & HamJfe hr F. E.. WnC r; oleos & 3oñat
tieon Supply Co. Denmend; W. M.
Salt Laka Cite, Mine & Smelter Sup ly
sm. Mine & Smelter Supply Co.; Den
Co, fan Francisco S. T. Johnson Co.
FircclaSy Co.; Kettering
Co. Symms"
seranton, Ri
Detroit.
.
Co., Scott Supply & Tool Co.MDetroit.
Toledo, Coghlin Machy.
.
Fairbanks Co.Toledo,
Chas. A. Streli tiger Co. El Paso, Tog. & Supply Co. W.heo Nebraska, F.
Mine & Smelter Supply Co. Hoaul.m, Hetrick. Winchester, NyeCharles Ha gar.
Wash., Lamb Machine Co. Indians.White, Child & Beney,
B ritish isles,TToe. Ashton, Ltd., Sheffield. Austria.
Italy, White, Child & Benel, Milan. Aussie, White Child & Raney,
Vienna- Italy,
Eekeraley & Sons.Melbourne. Montreal. Canada,
Moscow. Siglerla,
illiams & Wilson, Ltd.; interCanada Machy. Agency; C. J. Lunn & Co.;
national Agency. Toronto, A. R. Williams Machy. Co. Paris, Franca Sang &
aqua. Chari ottenburg, e .nneny, Victor t;uretadt. Stratford, N.& Ze aland B. Harkness.
All Machinery Dealers and Export Mouses

The Junior No. 1 Equipment
Direct Connected Dynamo, Gasellu
Engine Set. Complete Switchboard,
IS -Cell

"American" Storage Battery

of
=ZÓ5

The most Complete, reliable equipment

ever offered at this price. We want a
reeentative in every county.

ERICAN BATTERY COMPANY
1143 Fulton St. CHICAGO
1889

Small Gas and Gasoline Engins
',a, 3,4 and 1 H. P.

Air and Water Cooled

Unsurpassed for laboratory, experimental
work and for operating washing machines and
light machinery. Can be used for small individual electric light plo ts. Complete circular
for stamp, also big catalogue of steam engines.
boilers, pumps, electrical goods for 10 cents
(coin preferred). Refunded first order. If in
need of an engine write today.

AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.
860A Monadnock Block, Chicago

cubic feet capacity per minute.
WHERE TO BUY THEM

L.EIMAN 131208., 62 John St., New York

Makes Any Boat a Motor Boat
Largest Builders of
^-carte Motors is the

This simple, light boat engine
makes a motor boat of any boat
in a jiffy-as quickly detached.

A LR with Complete

World. Over 1000

Outfit ree4yto install

Will take you 28miles per gallon
of gasoline in an 18 foot boat.

*Lem 4 iTO 36 aR
Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write
for big catalog-tells and shows you all about
these high grade motors and how they are made.
CRAY MOTOR CO.. 1091 grey Meter skis., Detroit. Nigh.
responsible dealers.

Seven miles an hour in a rowboat
The most Power for the Price.

The most Pomrr for

Boat
Build Your Own
fr. m our patterns

or
knock down frames. You

"PORTO"
2 Full H. P.-55 Lbss

boats of all types and

The original, portable motor -

save 91 the cost and enjoy the work.
Patterns and frames for

sizes, from the canoe

40,000 in use, guaranteed a year
and sold on a month's trial.

pattern at 81.75 tot he 65

The frame We Snip You

ft. yacht frame at 8:1,11.
Send for our Catalog.

DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WORKS, 3112 State St., Bay City, Mich.

AMERIC AN "

the Wright.

Write for catalogue of this and other Waterman Motors.
WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO., 217 Mt. Elliott Ave Detroit, Mich.

ith tn1051

ADD TO YOUR INCOME yoDeanBs ma0ke 15 t0
Key ...utter The "AMERICAN" is the only machine on the market (barring none)
that sharpens, hones, and strops razors, sharpens all kinds safety razor
1,":0".".N.01.11

110a

day

AMERICAN"

Sharpener

blades, scissors, clippers, pocket knives, surgical instruments, etc. No
previous experience required. REMEMBER THE "AMERICAN" Key -

Cutter is a little wonder. Cuts Square, Angular or Round slots.

AMERICAN SHARPENING MACHINE CO. (Inc.)

CHICAGO
184 W. Washington St.
Desk 9
Por our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Which Cleaner?
The modern housewife

is

no longer doubtful

about the need of a vacuum cleaner-it is now
recognized as an absolute necessity in all well

regulated homes. It is simply a question of which
cleaner she will get. If you once use a

Hurley "Six" or Hurley "Four"
Electric Vacuum Cleaner
this question will be settled for you, because there
are more exclusive, Practical features embodied
in Hurley Cleaners than can be found in any other
cleaner on the market. Here are justa few of them :
Light in weight (only 9 and 10 lbs. respectively) yet extremely compact and of such sturdy

construction they will last a lifetime.
The only cleaner that will positively pick up all ravelings, threads, hair, etc.
Its low construction permits easy entrance under chairs, sofas or beds, the nozzle being so
constructed as to allow cleaning close to baseboards, in corners. etc.
Housecleaning time is nearly here-write today for free descriptive matter and the name of
our dealer in your city.
Made by the manufacturers of the famous THOR Electric Home Laundry Machine.

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
CHICAGO, 23 S. Clinton Street
San Francisco, 523 Mission St.

NEW YORK, 1014 Flatiron Building

Toronto, Canada, Atlantic and Liberty Sts.

Los Angeles, 3rd and Main Sts.

WHY PAY FANCY PRICES If You Want to
for complicated wooden Vary the Speed
washers, if you can buy
All-METAIII[

SANITARY PARAGON

POWER WASHER

a practical. all -metal

PARAGON ELECTRIC
Cylinder Washing Machine

at a considerable saving.

Before wasting your

money in buying inferior
makes send for our Catalog No. 2.

PARAGON MFG. CO.
2403-05 W. 14th St.
CHICAGO

F.sta7,Iislicd 19n2

HERE YOU ARE
No

rheostats or con-

trollers. Simply turn the
end cap on the Motor until
proper speed is attained.
To run Motor in one direction start with cap turned

in that direction. Can anything he more simple? Just
the thing for vacuum cleaners, wireless instruments,

dentists, printing presses
Iand a hundred others.
Runs absolutely without heat

THE

BARNES
leviable speed and Revertible

A post card brings our catalog.

Barnes Mfg. Co., 107 Belmont
Street
Susquehanna, Pa.

TESTED APPARATUS

MEANS THE ELIMINATION OF FAULTS IN YOUR PRODUCT 1
Electrical and photometrical tests of every description. Checking electrical instruments of all
kinds and classes. Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at
factories and after installation. Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made anywhere. Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil. Illumination
tests made anywhere. Secondary standards of candle -power furnished. Facilities furnished
to experimenters and investigators.
We have recently added to the above, Coal Testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analyses and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL
TESTING LABORATORIES
NEW YORK, N. Y.
80TH STREET AND EAST END AVENUE
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to :Advertisers.
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LET ME HELP YOU
HERE is house-cleaning time again and the daily
cleaning, too. How do you stand on the serv-

ant question? The DUMORE-the Vacuum
Cleaner with its double power, double efficiency,
twin fans and air-cooled motor, will solve that perplexing problem.
No drudgery - nothing dis-

agreeable.
DUMORE is light and convenient to handle; runs

as smooth as velvet on its rubber tired wheels. Has
a twelve inch intake. Cannot possibly injure your
rugs or carpets. Gets every particle of dust and
dirt. Fully guaranteed. It will last the ordinary
family a lifetime.

MAKE YOUR HOME SANITARY
The most up-to-date and progressive dealer in your
city is a DUMORE DEALER. Have him show youprove to you the superiority of the DUMORE. Try it
yourself.

See how thoroughly and quickly it does your

work-how fresh and clean it makes your rugs and
carpets. Your ideal of cleanliness will be realized.

EXTRA LARGE HOSE
The DUMORE is a complete Cleaner in itself, but is
equipped with a special eight foot hose and tools for

cleaning anything and everything in the home.
This hose is 134 inches in diameter -100%
more efficient than that on the ordinary
cleaner.
Send for illustrated booklet. It 's free.

VACUUM CLEANER DEPARTMENT

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC COMPANY
1610 JUNCTION AVENUE

RACINE, WISCONSIN

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Do You Use Electric Cars
For Pleasure, Delivery or Haulage?
If you do, you are interested in storage batteries-because the service that you secure from your cal
and the cost of operating it largely depend upon the type of battery you use.
You want the battery that will give you unfailing service day -in and day -out, and you want the battery
which giving you that dependable and continuous service will also give you the greatest economy in
operation.
This is the sort of service of which you can be assured if you use one of

The 4 "

the" Batteries

"lextbe ", " lü cap.Exlbc ", "cb91.Exlbc ", "lcondab.ExtU "

Here is some concrete evidence of reliable service. The Georgia Railway & Power Co. of Atlanta, Ga., in
September, 1911, equipped an electric delivery wagon with 44 cells of type MV -7" Ironcla ,e Exfae
Battery. In April of this year this car had run 24,000 miles and during the entire 19 months had only
been out of service TWO working days.
If you are an electric vehicle user and will communicate with our nearest office, we will send you copies

of our publications on vehicle batteries and will give you our help in choosing the type of "'Uwe "
Battery that is best adapted to your purpose, so that you can be assured of the most reliable service at
the least expense.

THE
ELECTRICPHILADELPHIA,
STORAGE
BATTERYCO.
1888
PA.
1913

New York
Boston

Chicago
St. Louis

Cleveland

Atlanta

Denver
Toronto

San Francisco
Portland, Ore.
Detroit
Los Angeles
Seattle

Use the "Extbe" Battery for Self Starting, Electric Lighting and Ignition

Electric Lighting
For Ford Automobiles
Do not use your magneto for lighting. When
your engine runs fast, your lamps are liable to burn
out; when your engine runs slow, your lamps are
dim; when your engine stops, you have to resort to
oil or acetylene.
With a Wagner Alternating Current Rectifier
and a small storage battery in your automobile, you
can have brilliant lights at all times with minimum
expense and trouble.
You can use the storage battery for ignition at starting instead of dry
batteries. Dry batteries are always a source of trouble on an automobile.
A Wagner rectifier will charge your storage battery over night without
any attention. It will solve your ignition and lighting problem.
Let us send bulletin 1003 describing in detail the trouble -saving device.

Mrainea.F.]eáaie ManufadlrinCompany,
Saint Louis, Missouri
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fa GET THIS AUTO
TIRE BOOK 49.

i

A fuDKi.LT.t cOlqint,¡SLNSL

.51-41

CDtC'
I
FREE
Here's a handy book brimful
of practical information about
your tires.

Gives a remedy for

every tire emergency and is

quoted as tire authority by American and
Foreign Auto Journals.
Here are a few of the subjects treated:
Emergency Repairs
Correct Pressure
Prevention of Overheating
Correct Size
Effects of Careless Driving
Care of Rims
How to Cut Repair Bills
Care of Spare Tires
How to Get 10,000 Miles Use
Care in Winter

ti

And All About

Electric Vulcanizers

How they make one tire outwear three by sealing casing cuts permanently
before dirt and water get in to rot the fabric and cause blow -outs. How they
eliminate tire repair bills by enabling you to make your own tube repairs as perfectly as the most elaborately equipped garage could.
There are Shaler Vulcanizers for every requirement; prices $2.00 and up-...

;

vulcanizers heated by electricity, steam, or gasoline.
All Shaler Vulcanizers have the exclusive feature of a temperature control

that is automatic so that they can be
used safely by any motorist or chauffeur.

You can't afford not to know about
these wonderful trouble and expense
eliminators. Write today.

C. A. SHALER CO.

459 Fourth Street
Wisconsin
Waupun
We make special equipment for public garages.

"

This Coupon

brings you
the book
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Revised Edition Just 011 the Press

Practical

---: -----.
PRACTICAL

PRACTICAL APPLIED

APPLIED

ELECTRICITY

ELECTRICITY

MORETON

Applied
Electricity
By DAVID PENN MORETON, B. S. E. E.

A Complete Course

In Applied Electricity

MORETON

Covering every line of electrical

work as taught in the Armour
Institute of Technology, an institution of world wide fame.
Practical Applied Electricity

is the outgrowth of actual work combined
with classroom experience. The author is
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Armour Institute of Technology.
Most of the students taking the electrical
course attend the evening classes, being employed at electrical work through the day.
The problems which confront these students are embodied in this book-one reason for
its being so practical and up-to-date. To illustrate this valuable information, careful
detailed drawings have been made under the personal supervision of the author. In plain
words, this book contains the experience of a large number of ambitious electrical workers,
gathered together by a recognized authority on the subject.

ILLY 4 bon TON

The language is so plain, and the mathematics so simple that no one can fail to understand. Questions
and answers given at the end of each chapter, impress upon the mind of the reader the more important points to be remembered.

Subjects Covered:

The Electrical Circuit and Electrical Terms Explained by

Means of the Water Analogy; Ohm's Law; Series and Divided
Circuits; Calculation of the Resistance of Various Circuits
and Conductors Primary Batteries; Dry and Wet Cells; Voltage; Internal Resistance and Polarization; Row to Renew;
Series and Parallel Connections; Tables of Data of Commercial Types of Cells; Magnetism; permanent Magnets Electromagnets; The Magnetic Circuit and Quantities involved;
Magnetic Properties of Various
Materials; Magnetic Calculations; Instruments; Construction of Various Types of Ammeters.Voltmeters,Wattmeters, Galvonometers, etc.; Calibration
of Instruments; The Dynamo; Fundamental Principle; The
Magnetic Field: Commutation: Armature Reaction; Characteristics of the Series, Shunt and Compound Types of Generators;
Motors; Fundamental Principle; Various Types and Their
Application to Different Rinds of Work; Motor Speed Control;

Variable Speed Motors; Railway Motors; Elevator Motors,

450 PAGES

323 ILLUSTRATIONS
BLACK FLEXIBLE LEATHER BINDING

etc.; Storage Battery; Fundamental Principle; Commercial
Types; Application: Care of: Systems of Power Distribution;
Two and Three Wires; Balancers; Motor Generator Sets.
etc., Practical Operation of Electrical Machinery Connections in Series and Parallel: Motor and Generator Troubles;
How to Locate and Remedy Them Electrical Lighting;
Various Types of Incandescent and Arc Lamps: Application
of Various Types: Photometry of Lamps; The Nernst Lamp;
Moore Tube; Mercury Vapor Lamp; Electrical Wiring; Calculation of Conductors How to do Exposed Moulding and
Conduit Work; How to Install and Connect Heaters, Motors,
Generators Fixtures, Arc Lamps, etc., Wiring Tables for
Different Classes of Work; Alternating Current Circuit;
Comparison of the Direct and Alternating Current Circuits;
Quantities Involved; Series and Divided Circuits; Measure.
ments of Power; Alternating Current Generator. and Motors;
Resuscitation; Numerous Miecellaneons Reference Tables.

Price $2.00 Postpaid

Examination Offer-send in your order today, and if after looking over this book you find that

it is not what you desire, we will refund your money upon its return to us.
within 10 days. All interested in electricity, old or young, artisan or amateur, expert or experimenter, should
own this absolute authority.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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CONLON
Electric Washer
and Wringer
8 O'Clock

10 O'Clock

er?

The Day Beiun

TheWashin¡ Done

Simple to
Operate

Fool Proof
The most timid woman
or most awkward maid
can operate the "Con-

r-;

Only three levers on the

lon Electric" without

entire machine. These

the least fear of injury.

levers are placed at the

mast convenient point
for you to reach. Any
member of the family
can safely operate the

Simple
Construction

machine.

A new feature of the

They are all placed un-

Time, Labor
and Money
Saver

out of the way. This

You can do the washing

"Conlon Electric" is its
simplicity of construction. Also the position

of its working parts.
derneath the wringer,

enables you to get the

in one-third the time of
the old way. No back-

machine through any

doorway without re-

ache from rubbing, and

your clothes will last
twice as long. The
"Conlon Electric" will
save enough on your
wash bill in a year to

moving a single part.

Parts Enclosed
Not the slightest

pay for itself.

chance for the woman
to catch her clothes in
the gears. Every work-

Sanitary

cased, thus making the

The "Conlon Electric"

ing part is tightly en-

is easily kept clean.
The metal on the inside
extends to the top of

"Conlon Electric" perfectly safe.

Chainless and
Beltless
The greatest danger of
ordinary electric wash-

ers is in the chain or
belt from the motor to
the gears.

the washer, leaving no
crevices or corners between metal and wood,

Fully Guaranteed

Every part of the "Conlon Electric" is made of highest
grade material and built to last a lifetime. It needs no

ily gets out of order.
has no chain or belt.
The "Conlon Electric"

A shaft, that cannot get

out of order, does the
work.

soapy water.

attention at all, except an occasional oiling. Every
machine is fully guaranteed to be free from all electri-

cal and mechanical defects.

Besides the

danger of things catching in the chain it eas-

to absorb the dirty,

Safety Wringer

A safety wringer is included with every machine. This wringer
is operated by the motor and is a wonderful improvement over
other makes. The usual danger of injuring the fingers or damaging the clothes has been done away with. By simply throwing
a lever the tension on the rollers is instantly released.

No Gears
Inside
Another good feature
of this machine is the

absence of gears inside

the washer. Thiseliminatesany possibilityof
the clothes being dam-

aged while in the tub.

Write Today

Write at once for our illustrated booklet and satisfy yourself of the great number of distinctive features that go to make the "Conlon Electric" a leader in electric washing machines.
Our prices will interest you, so send us a postal today for complete information.

CONLON ELECTRIC WASHER CO.

314 North May Street
Dealers :

Chicago, Illinois

Your customers will buy a amachine that has many new features, and you want to sell them

the machine that will not demand constant repair calls.

Write today for our proposition.

Por our 31 uual .tmis-aatage mention Popular E lee Irieity when ~Mug; to Advertisers.
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Two New Books
On Important Subjects
Alternating ByCurrents
Simplified
Elmer E. Burns
A Practical Working Knowledge of Alternating Currents
The purpose of this book is to give the electrical worker a clear
understanding of the action of an alternating current, so as to form
a safe and sure foundation for his work. It is not simply a description of the various types of alternating current machinery, but a
practical explanation of principles in language so clear that the
novice can readily understand and profit thereby. 'ro the advanced
electrician, this work will also prove of value in refreshing his mind
on the fundamental principles of alternating current. Questions
and answers are given at the end of each chapter covering the more
important points to be remembered.

Contents of Chapters

200 Pages, 88 Illustrations
PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID

I. How Alternating Currents are produced.
II. What is an Alternating Current.
III. Magnetic Force of an Alternating Current.
IV. What is Self Induction.
V. What is Capacity.
VI. Curve Tracing.
VII. Phase and Frequency.
VIII. Volts and Amperes in an A. C. Circuit.
IX. Power Factor.
X. Choking Coils.
XI. Magnetic Power.
XII. Transformers.
XIII. Converters and Rectifiers.
XIV. Transmission of Power-Appendix-Tables and Diagrams.

The Electric Motor

And Its Practical Operation
By Elmer E. Burns

A book for the practical man who wants to understand motor
operation thoroughly-both direct and alternating current. The
fundamental principle of the electric motor and its operation are
covered in a very simple and clear manner, without the use of
unnecessary mathematics. Complete instructions are given for
installing motors of various types, also a chapter on motor troubles

and how to remedy them. Questions and answers at the end of each
chapter make this book particularly well adapted for home study.

Contents of Chapters

I. How an Electric Current can produce Motion.
II. The beginning and growth of the Electric Motor.
III. Power and Efficiency of a Motor.
IV. Counter -Electromotive Force.
V. How Power is lost in a Motor.
VI. Armatures and Commutators.
VII. Types of Direct Current Motors.
VIII. Starting Boxes and their Connections.
IX. Curve Tracing
X. How to understand Alternating Current Motors
XI. Operation of Alternating Current Motors.
XII. Speed Control on Motors.
XIII. Motor Troubles and how to control them.
XIV. Selecting and Installing Motors.
XV. Appendix-Horse Power required to drive various machines.
MONEY REFUNDED ON THESE BOOKS IF NOT SATISFACTORY

191 Pages, 78 Illustrations
$1.50 POSTPAID

Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
Fur our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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A blind man who

could see-

Here is Romance. In 1864 Joseph

Pulitzer was turned away from French's

Hotel in New York, for the lack of 50
cents to pay for his bed. Twenty years
later he bought French's Hotel, ripped
it down to its last stone and on the same
site reared the famous Pulitzer Building,
the home of his masterpiece and legacy,

"The World," one of the world's great

newspapers.

At the height of his later triumphs,

Pulitzer was stricken blind.

One of the

Rothschilds has said that without this
handicap he would have collected into
his hands all the money in the world.
But blindness and ill health did not dim

the flame of ambition in this restless
genius-and money was not his gcal.

From his steam yacht, cruising over the
seas of two worlds, Pulitzer directed the
destinies of his two great papers, making and unmaking politicians, fighting

for the weak and oppressed with the

fanatic zeal of the born crusader.
In the "Reminiscences of a Secretary"
Alleyne Ireland tells, with intimate de-

tails, the Arabian Nights' story of this

man's life. One of our editors describes
it: "A human document, portraying with
vivid distinctiveness the idiosyncrasies
and frailties of a wonderful invalid, with
occasional flashes that indicate real

greatness of soul and earnestness of
purpose." The first chapters of the
"Reminiscences of a Secretary" will be
published in the October number.

METROPOLITAt'J

"The Livest Magazine in America"

Ask any newsdealer for the October number
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Two Brilliant Novelettes
Combining Tragedy and Comedy

Portraying Life and Love in Italy and France

In October

YOUNG'S MAGAZINE
The Adder
By Ouida

WE are fortunate in having secured for our readers

this remarkable posthumous novelette by the
famous English author. It is one of her most brilliant

works of fiction and scintillates with the beauty,
pathos and passion of Italy, which she so cleverly
portrays. The artist, Dorat, who seeks a marvelous
model, finds her in Veronica Venier, the wife of a
poor sailor. His ardor flames into desire for the

beautiful peasant woman, and little by little he wins
her love and confidence. The tragedy of her awakening, the despair of her unrequited passion, the sacrifice

of life to honor, make of this story a masterpiece.

The Education of Ludovic
By Paul Parfait

This clever farce recounts the adventures of a bashful
young Frenchman whose uncle desires him to pose
as a gallant. Through the machinations of his genial
kinsman he is thrown into all sorts of embarrassing
téte-á-téte with the fair sex. Ludovic is a unique
character and his education affords many delightful
situations.
15 Cents a Copy at All News Stands

1'or our 1iutu:il Advantage meat'

Popular Electricity when writing li. Advertisers.
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AERONAUTICS
New and Enlarged Edition, Commencing January, 1913

.+j.

The Leading British Monthly

4.

,+i,4.

+ Journal Devoted to the Technique +4.
+

+

67

Making
The
"Blood

Carpenters"

and Industry of Aeronautics + Do
+
(FOUNDED 1907)
Yearly Subscription One Dollar,

+i

Eighty Five Cents Post Free

+
Their
+
1
Work
+
++

+ Note- A specimen copy will be mailed free on
receipt of 15 cents.
+
+
+
+
+
HEAD OFFICE:

+ 4 London Wall Building, London, England +
+ American Office: 250 West 54th Street, New York 4,

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

A NOSE FOR NEWS
Have you a "nose for news" as the newspaper editors
say? Can you write a simple, interesting description of
some unusual application of electricity? Have you a

camera to illustrate the article? Send for our little
pamphlet "What to Write and How to Write It." It
will put you on the track of some easy and profitable

V

I -ST as we have carpenters to construct
buildings, so has the body its tiny carpenters in the form of red blood corpuscles

chich strive to reconstruct the ravages committed by ill health, worry and neglect. To
stimulate them permanently and constuctively
means a building up of strength; a creating
of true health and beauty.
The New -Life Vibrator
.ends the stimulous of Youth and Vigor vibrating
through your body: a few minutes use and your

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE

entire being seems like new-reconstructed, healthful and energetic. Many of the ills of life are caused
by poor circulation or a congestion of the blood's flow.
For instance:

Editorial Dept.

from Constipation, Indigestion, Headaches, Deafness

work for spare moments.
N.

Street, Chicago, Ill.

Wonderful Relief

and Rheumatism, can be had like magic from the
use of the New -Life Vibrator.

Handy Electrical Dictionary
"Just Fits The Vest Pocket"
Designed to meet the needs of the beginner, and at the same time furnish a compact, reliable reference for the electrical
worker and expert.
224 pages -"Plain English" definitions of over 4,800 electrical terms
and phrases -7 pages of diagrams

Everyone Interested in Electricity
Needs it
Price, Cloth, 25c

Full leather, full gilt, 50c
Popular Electricity Publishing Co. Book Dept.
350 N. CLARK STREET

Interesting Health Book FREE
Write for a copy of our Free Booklet, which illustrates

with actual life photographs just what this wonderful vibrator will do. Remember the book is free, and
is yours for the asking.

Agents Who Desire a Permanent Income

Will find the NEW -LIFE VIBRATOR a seller of such remarkable rapidity that no energetic man or woman can fail
to make it a source of permanent income to them. Every-

d in his or her health, and a simple five minone is int
ute demonstration of the NEW -LIFE VIBRATOR convinces

the most skeptical. We still have open territories waiting
for some live agents to come along and reap a big harvest
of unusual profits.
Write /in. Agents' Proposition: it will sho,,, you it way to

perala nrnt income ofa size
that trill astonish you.
Territories going fast
sirup us a poet
card today.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

100 Things To Make
20 Electrical Experiments
Are Contained in Our New Book

How to Make Things Electrical
Complete detailed directions with careful drawings for building Motors, Dynamos, Toasters,

Coils, Transformers, High Frequency Apparatus, and a wide range of other devices.
200 Pages $1.50 Postpaid. 184 Illustrations.

I Popular Electricity Book Dept.
350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

Hamilton -Beach Co., 103 A St., Racine, Wis.

For our Mutual Advantage menthol" Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The

cWIRELESS
AQE
Is Coming!
The Marconigraph bids you farewell, only to appear in October as the Wireless Age,
enlarged in size, scope and presenting results of the development necessary in every
publication worth while reading. We don't have to say

It's the Only Wireless Magazine

that can give readers the information they cannot get elsewhere. Readers of the Marconigraph learned this fact during the past year.
The best proof of how good the Wireless Age serial articles are going to be is to
mention two authors and what they will do.

Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph. ID., R.. E.

is going to tell the experimentor how to measure everything connected with radio apparatus, so that
he will not need to guess what's the matter.

A. B. Cole

author of various instruction books and widely known among the amateur workers is to furnish a
series of practical articles. These will be of special interest to boy scouts, for they are to contain all
manner of helpful hints and descriptions of how to build your own portable set at home.
The Engineering Course, Operators' Instruction Series, Queries Answered and all the good
features of the Marconigraph will be retained in the Wireless Age

Dozens of Prizes from one to ten dollars each.

HarrAfter September 30th, at noon, and not a minute later, the Wireless Ape will cost you fifteen cents a copy;

Y $1.50 a year.

ONE DOLLAR for the year.

Circulation Dept.,

Get on our subscription list before the last day of the month and it will cost you only

Send in Your Subscription Now.

THEWIRELESS
WIREL56
AGE, `I4th
NW
E OI K

The Latest On

House Wiring
By THOMAS W. POPPE
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND CONTRACTOR
Absolutely new and up to the minute, describing
and illustrating all up-to-date methods of installing
Electric Light Wiring according to the latest rulings
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. All
systems of wiring are covered, including the three wire system now so much in use. Practical diagrams and Illustrations are given to show just how
the work is done.

It Solves All Problems
POR THE PRACTICAL WIREMAN OR AMATEUR

and in fact contains all the essential information
for the successful wiring of a building.

Among the subjects covered are-Planning and
laying out the work - Locating the Meter - Meter
Connections-Feed Wires-Switches-Plug Receptacles-Brackets-Ceiling Fixtures - Flexible Conduit System-Rigid Conduit System-Steel Armored
Cable System - Knob and Tube System - Various
Switching arrangements explained and diagramedThe easiest method of testing Three and Four-way
circuits explained and Illustrated-Current carrying
capaci-y of Wires-Etc.

e

Every Wireless Operator
or Amateur Needs This Book
The handiest and most useful
Book for the Wireless Operator, Amateur
or Professional, ever published.
'

can, 3121.W.J

UUJI)

What It Will
Do for You
Contains a
,iplete list of

eless Call
etters, 1500 in
.,II, enabling
ou to locate
he orl gin of
Jny certain call
nnmediately;
I

.

also the owner

the station
or
ship
and
power rating.
of

The Morse
Codes are

and Continental

shown on two
large full page

charts so that

they can be
read
from a
distance, also a

Beginner's
Speed Chart so
arranged to assist in learning

the Codes

quickly.

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS POSTPAID

All
the abbreviations used by operators to save
time and labor. And last but not least over 100
Hook-ups and Diagrams. No matter what instruments you have you will find a perfect hook-up
that works in this book. Blank pages are pro-

350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPARTMENT

108 Pages, 74 Illus.

Flexible Cloth Cover, Pocket Size

Money refunded if not. satisfactory
POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPARTMENT

vided for keeping a record of your own hook-ups.

Price Twenty-five Cents

350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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A Clean Home Makes
For a Healthy Family
ROTECT the health of your family and eliminate
the labor of cleaning by making your home really clean. A clean looking home may be extremely insanitary. The dust and dirt of the
street, carrying its millions of germs, is brought into the house and settles
on the floors, to be stirred up by the broom and breathed by your family
and yourself.

A Federal Electric Vacuum Cleaner will
remove every particle of dirt without the back -breaking
labor of using the broom or carpet sweeper. Its powerful
suction searches every thread and fibre of carpets, rugs,
draperies and upholsteries and removes all the
hidden dirt.

jirti)trallIztrunt

Own

The Rotary Pump in the Federal revolves
steadily and smoothly in one direction-like a powerful turbine
engine on an ocean liner. Its working parts are
few-simple-easy of access. It has no pistons,
no bellows, no valves, no gears to rattle and work

loose-it operates quietly and without vibration.

The Federal Vacuum Cleaner is

not a cheap cleaner, but its price, $125, is excep-

tionally low when its durability and efficiency
are considered. Write today for book containing
full descriptions and prices.

Vacuum Cleaner Dept.

Federal Sign

System (Electric)
Lake and Desplaines Sts.

Chicago, Ill.
``:t
For our 3Iotual'.dv:uitage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Build Your Own Wireless Outfit

Wireless Telegraph Construction
For Amateurs By ALFRED P. MORGAN
Revised and
Enlarged
Edition

Shows you how to con-

struct various outfits capable of receiving , from

100 to 1500 miles and

transmitting from 3 to 100

miles, giving in minute

detail complete directions

Just Off the Press

for the construction of

225 Pages
167 Illustrations

Price $1.50 Postpaid

each part. Also clearly
explains the purpose and
action of each instrument
with directions for operating and testing, etc.

History and all obsolete forms of apparatus have been omitted, so the

information contained is thoroughly up-to-date.

Its thoroughness is a feature not often shown in such books, this
together with its splendid treatise of wireless along constructive lines make
it the ideal book for an amateur.
Endorsed by Wireless Clubs throughout the country as being the most
practical book published on wireless for the amateur.

What the New Edition Contains
This new and enlarged edition has been carefully revised and brought strictly up-todate so that it embodies all improvements and changes which have taken place since the
first edition was published.
A new chapter discussing the Wireless Law and its relation to the amateur will be
found especially interesting and valuable to the experimenter, for it not only tells how to
comply with the new regulations, but also how to secure a license.
Several of the old illustrations have been replaced by new ones of direct interest to any
one interested in Wireless Telegraphy. Photographs and working drawings of a great many
new instruments accompanied by full descriptive matter explaining the construction of new
types of Audion, Silicon and Crystal Detectors, Oscillation Helixes, Rotary Gaps, Quenched
Gaps, a Variometer, etc. A full copy of the Wireless Law is included in this edition.

Contents of Chapters

Introductory; The Apparatus; Aerials and Earth Connections; Induction Coils;
Interrupters; Transformers; Oscillation Condensers and Leyden Jars; Spark Gaps or
Oscillators; Transmitting Helixes; Keys; Aerial Switches and Anchor Gaps; Hot Wire
Ammeter; Oscillation Detectors; Tuning Coils and Transformers; Receiving Condensers; Telephone Receivers and Headbands; Operation; The Amateur and Wireless Law;
What It Is; How to Comply; How to Secure a License; Appendix; Index.
Every wireless amateur or experimenter should have a copy of this splendid
book. Send for a copy today. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE

More
Mileage

Strip

You can
now get the
Diamond Automo%bile Safety Tread Tire on

your Motorcycle or Bicycle
You, as a motorcycle rider, have exactly the same tire problems as the automobilist.

Realizing this, we have built for you a tire, made of the same
Vitalized Rubber, the same fabric, the same principle of construction, built
in exactly the same manner as our automobile tire.

Diamond

Motorcycle
Tires

with Safety or Studded Tread and Perfect
3 -Point Rim Contact

and in addition the More Mileage Strip on the tread-an
exclusive Diamond feature.

All these distinctive Diamond

advantages cost you no more-"More Mileage" Vitalized Rubber-Perfect
3 -Point Rim Contact-the Diamond Safety Tread that "won't slip, won't

slide, won't skid, it grips."

So this time buy Diamond Vitalized Rubber Motorcycle Tires you can get them to fit your rims from

Ask your nearest dealer for Diamond Motorcycle Tire Catalog
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Eleetrieity when 'writing to Advertisers.
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Story of the UNTRAINED man
At 20 the untrained young man is full of vim, and vigor and push.
Nothing daunts him - opportunities are showered upon him - failure

seems impossible.

At 30-he is not quite so sure of himself. Already he has had unpleasant experiences and realizes that he doesn't know enough-that trained men are given
the preference, that trained men hold the big jobs and get the big salaries. But
then, he says, there's plenty of time-I'm only thirty.

At 40-he is only a little better off than he was at thirty. Years of service have gained him
small raises in salary. He begins to feel a little discouraged-as though the world were really
against him. He becomes envious-he looks at the man ahead of him and says-"if I only had his
job-if I only had his chance."
At 50-he knows that his chances for success are becoming slimmer and slimmer. He is resigned to his small job at small pay.l He has reached the age when he thinks every morning and
every night "well, what's the use?"
At 60-he is just an old man, probably broken in health and spirits. Perhaps he's one of the
thousands tramping the streets of the big city in search of odd jobs, caring only for a bite to eat ano
a "bunk" in the wanderer's "flop."

This is not an extreme case. No young man likes to

picture himself going down and out as this man did, but it's
the story of the average untrained man.

Your Opportunity Coupon
Mark the position you want

The American School will

and mail the coupon now
Elect Heat Engineer

Elec. fight& Power Rapt.
Electrical Wireman
Telephone Expert
Architect
Building Contractor
A re hilert It rat Itrnftºmtn
Strnelnrnl Draftsman
Structural Engineer
l'carrete Engineer
Civil Engineer
Surveyor
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draft/man
Steam Engineer
Municipal Engineer

nu Engine Engineer
Gas Tractor Engineer

....Lawyer
....Bookkeeper
....Stenographer
....Private Secretary
....Accountant
....1'oºt Accountant

....cert'rdeublioAednt
....Auditor
....liminess Manager

....Fire laº. Inspector

prepare you for success
I

'
I
at

....Fire Ins. Adjuster

... .Fire Ins. Expert
....Moving Picture Op'r
....Sanitary Engineer
....Irrigation Engineer

'

... Textile Rom
....College Preparatory

.... Au la. Mechanician

1

NAME
ADDRESS

P. E.

10-1-

It's just as easy to be a success as a failure-all you need is training. For fifteen years the American School has been preparing ambitious men everywhere for better jobs at more pay. The American School

will give you the training you need, no matter where you live or what you
do. It will train you in any branch of Engineering. Business and Law, or
will prepare you for entrance into any resident college.
Perhaps you've never realized how easy it is to secure this training.
Mark the coupon-let us explain how simple it is to prepare yourself for the
position you want. Remember-the American School does not send agent
to bother you in your home or at your work. All business will be carried o, .
by correspondence and our easy payment plan will enable you to pay as yo .
progress.

merican
School
of Correspondence. Chicago. U.S.A.

This school has no connection with any other school using the name f°American"
For our Mutual Advantage retention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FORT
WAYNE

up
Fractional Horse Power Motors
Not toys, but real, efficient, reliable power producers for actual

11/

service.

Specializing as we do in small motor applications of all kinds, we
are called on continually to design and build some peculiar types.

Sometimes it's light weight, or noiselessness, or unusual size or
shape, the ability to work equally well on A. C. or D. C., or perhaps
it's extraordinary starting torque, or overload capacity that's required.
It's all the same to us ---if one of our standard motors (and no one
makes a more complete line) won't fill your requirements our Engineering Department challenges you to put an application up to
them that they can't solve.

If you have a machine or especially if you market a product and
wish to equip it with the best fractional horsepower motor it will
pay you to send for our Bulletin 1146 and learn what we are doing for the majority of the leading manufacturers of industral and
domestic power driven devices.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
Of General Electric Company
"WOOD" SYSTEMS

Broadway

Fort Wayne, Ind.
BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity will,.

riling' to Advertisers.

Be An Electrical Expert!
Learn this most fascinating and profitable profession in a few months' time, III
at small expense. We now offer you a tremendous opportunity to step out
of the wage-earning class - to become specially trained- to grasp a higher
rung on the ladder to success. On this exceptional offer you
can become an expert Electrician and increase your earning
power from the start. No advanced education necessary.

,

Electricity today is the great motive power of the world. Its
use has extended to every phase of life and industry. Electricity
and its practical application has made possible the remarkable
progress of the twentieth century. The rapid growth of this field
of work calls for more men to learn electricity. RIGHT NOW
the demand for Electrical Engineers far exceeds the supply.
That the field of Electricityisin its infancy-

Thos. Edison says .

that electrical workers
of the future will discover uses for this great force now undreamed
of. Decide NOW to take up this interesting work. Clip the
and send it today for our School Book on "Profitable Trades" and full particulars of this Specialcoupon
Offer.
zit&-

--

Great Special Offer!

We are making a very special offer to men who enter our Schools at this
time. The tuition fee, which is very low, may be paid in easy installments.
We have arranged for day and night classes so that you can be earning
while you learn-we will aid you in working your way through School.

We give you the actual and practical work to do-all
theory is dispensed with.
Our Employment Bureau is open FREE to students. needless
You will be advanced along m
your work just. as fast as possible. Experts will instruct
you.
School is THE
OLDEST. LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED TRADE SCHOOLOur
IN AMERICA. In
every state in the union our graduates are succeeding in their chosen
line of activity.

FREE!

On this special offer we will furnish all the tools
and material you use in taking your Course

ABSOLUTELY FREE- no expense to you
But, mail the coupon for full particulars AT ONCE.

whatever.

-

proof

Coyne National
Trade School.
Gentlemen: Have been
working every day since
lravi ng your School. Am
getting 8170.00 a month
sc Electrical work here
with one of the big Electrical firms and expect to
go into
for myself t his fall. Von have the

best Electrical School in

America and I'll always
recommend it. It has
done wonders for me.
11.

W. STEVENS,

548 Arlington P1.Chicagn

We also teach the following profit
Trades Taught by Our School able
trades-PLUMBING, BRICK
LAYING, DRAFTING AND

DESIGNING, AND MOVING PICTURE OPERATING.

one of these trades pay from
$5.00 to $8.00 a day EVERYWHERE. Hundreds of our Any
are now in business for
themselves, earning $2,000 to $7,500 a year. We will. graduates
help you start a business of your
own where advancement will be practically unlimited. We will teach you in a short time
and at small expense on this Special
independence is tc. learn a trade.

The surest way for you to insure future

Offer.

Make up your mind today to become specially trained.

Grasp This Opportunity Now-Mail Coupon Today

.y
Book and
Information

Yes, send the Free coupon or postal at once for our Free Catalog and book on
"Profitable Trades" and full particulars of this Sperrial offer. Right now there
are wonderful opportunities for men who learn a profitable trade.
T

Coupon
L. L. COOKE, Director

Send at once for our book which tells how you
can become an expert. You obligate yourself
in no way-everything sent to you FREE and

Coyne National
Trade Schools

PREPAID. Send coupon or postal immediately.

L. L. COOKE, Director

Dept. 1407
51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, III.
Dear Sir: t'le:c a °end Inc Free and
Prepaid your book , "Profitabl,. Tiede."
and full particulars of your special otter.
meson,. no obligations.

COYNE NATIONAL
TRADE SCHOOLS
I

Dept. 1407 51 E. Illinois St.

CHICAGO. ILL.
,. ar< to Chicago the hguitc!
ill., in the ar,.t. Our

..,.rtnrt.r

ADDRESS

,r

day

,

ter

r,.

Sn.00

